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Abstract

This study is concerned with an analysis of the process of literary translation from 

Arabic into English, using as basic source material a number of short stories by Yahya 

Haqqi and Nagib Mahfuz and their English translations by M. Badawi, Denys Johnson 

Davies and Akef Abadir and Roger Allen, respectively.

This thesis consists of five chapters. The first is a review of the relevant literature, and 

involves the introduction and discussion of a set of concepts fundamental to the field of 

(literary) translation, most notably the notion of equivalence and formal correspondence 

vs. translation equivalence. Also approached in this first chapter is the problem of 

equivalence in translation and its relation to contrastive analysis. We conclude this 

chapter with a discussion of the adopted approach, the significance of the present study 

and the formulation of a number of working hypotheses.

Chapters two to four examine Badawi's translation of The Three Orphans and A 

Game of Cards. Davies's The Ditch and Zaabalawi , and Abadir and Allen's God's 

World , on the one hand, and students' translations of the same works , on the other. 

These chapters highlight the syntactic , semantic and cultural problems identified in the 

analysed material and seek to explain the linguistic and cultural aspects of these 

problems. While we have used a broad structural approach in dealing with the 

linguistic problems , the cultural problems have been dealt with in the light of the 

dynamic equivalence approach in literary translation. A conclusion highlighting the 

findings of our analysis and relating these findings to the working hypotheses 

formulated in chapter one concludes the analysis of each the selected short stories.

Chapter five tackles the manner in which standard published translations handle 

cultural problems in literary translation especially in the area of such sociocultural 

norms and issues as belief, verbal behaviour, proper names and cultural metaphor. This 

chapter continues its examination of the cultural element in literary translation through 

a discussion of the question of target language audience response, relying fundamentally 

on the reactions and responses expressed on the part of some native English speakers 

towards extracts from the selected standard published translations. The thesis offers a 

final conclusion together with a set of recommendations designed with a view to helping 

and guiding students of English as a Foreign language, in general, and those learning 

it for translation purposes, in particular.
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Introduction

Translating from Arabic into English involves certain syntactic, 

semantic, and cultural problems. To understand these problems, one 

has to return to the cultural and social background of the source 

language (Arabic) texts and try to figure out how these may affect the 

process of translating into English. It is also essential to note that 

Arabic is a VSO Non-Indo-European language which is associated 

with cultural and social norms quite distinct from those associated 

with a western language.

Problems of translation have been tackled by many translators, 

linguists, logicians, poets, and semanticists. Recently, the most 

illustrative works on translation and the nature of translating have 

been carried out by, among others, Nida (1964), Catford (1965), Nida 

& Taber (1969), McGuire (1980), Newmark (1981,1988), Wills 

(1982), Neuberut (1985), Bell (1987), and Hatim & Mason(1990). 

Much research has already been done on the problems of translating 

between any two Indo-European languages, but very little has so far 

been done on the problems of translating from a Non-Indo-European 

language, such as Arabic, into English.

In this study I shall investigate the syntactic, semantic, and cultural 

problems involved in Arabic-English translation, focusing on five 

short stories, and with special reference to the notion of equivalence. 

S. Bassnett-McGuire (1980, 28) states that:
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The question of defining equivalence is being pursued by 
two lines of development translation studies. The first, 
rather predictably lays an emphasis on special problems 
of semantics and the transfer of semantic content from SL 
to TL. With the second, which explores the question of 
equivalence of literary texts, the work of the Russian 
formalists and the Praque linguists, together with more 
recent development in discourse analysis, have broadened 
the problem of equivalence in its application to the translation 
of such texts. 1

The keystone in any definition of translation is the word "equivalence" 

Thus, according to Nida (1974, 1-2), the process of translation 

"consists in reproducing in the receptor language the message first in 

terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style." 2

Nida (1964) also highlights two types of equivalence appropriate in 

translation, namely, formal equivalence (closest possible match of 

form and content between ST and TT) and dynamic equivalence 

(principle of equivalence effect or reader of TT). Furthermore, 

concerning literary translation Halliday et al. (1964, 130) have the 

following to say about literary translation:

A feature of literary register is that more than in any 
other use of language, the translator has to look 
beyond the sentence boundaries to guide him in the 
choice of equivalents. 3

20th century developments in linguistics, psycholinguistics, 

sociolinguistics, contrastive analysis and in communication are
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revealed in more objective and scientific analysis of the process of 

translating. Consequently, the dynamic equivalent-effect principle as a 

new model emerged and was further supported by communication 

theorists. This new approach is also called "communication 

translation", and is defined as the process of producing an effect on 

the target language reader close to the effect of the original on the 

source language reader, contra the approach of literal and free 

translation. Literal translation however, has its defenders like 

Newmark, (1988, 68-69) who insists that "[ljiteral translation is 

correct and must not be avoided if it secures referential and pragmatic 

equivalence to the original. "4

The equivalent-effect principle in translation is increasingly 

becoming superordinate both in translation theory and practice to the 

principles of primacy of form and content.

Steiner, (1975, 47) indicates that "[ijnside or between languages 

human communication equals translation. A study of translation is a 

study of language. "5

Moreover, Malcolm Marsh (1986, 23) in his paper "The Value of L l>  

L2 Translation on Undergraduate Courses in Modem Language" 

states that:

Translation is a bi-partite exercise involving comprehension 
and expression. Comprehension requires a profound knowledge 
of the source language (SL) in order to perceive the meaning at 
several different levels and also familiarity with the content
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area of the text. Expression necessities the ability to recreate in 
the target language (TL) what has been understood in the SL as 
accurately and faithfully as possible and at the same time in a 
style which mirrors that of the SL.6

On the other hand, proficiency in the target language is a fundamental 

factor for securing comprehension and the ability to speak and write 

grammatically and meaningfully. Errors in translation can be 

linguistic errors or semantic errors and both can affect the whole text. 

The linguistic errors that I shall examine and investigate in the study 

include, inter alia, sentence structure and tense , use of prepositions, 

pronouns, word order, and the use of connective devices to create 

coherence. Taking the semantic unit- which might coincide with a 

single sentence, a simple phrase, or a combination of either- as basic 

unit of translation will allow us to examine how the student-leamer 

handles long and complicated sentences as well as lexis to convey the 

message of the source language. However, the chief difficulties in 

translating are lexical not grammatical, i.e., words, collocations, and 

fixed phrases or idioms. Difficulties with translating words can often 

be related to either comprehension or lack of equivalence. It is 

obvious that nouns, verbs, and adjectives can be used figuratively and 

therefore can have figurative meaning. Collocation is concerned with 

how words go together, i.e. which words co-exist in construction with 

other words. Knowing which words string together is fundamentally 

crucial to understanding the meaning of a text and thereby translating 

it satisfactorily.

Combinations of words differ from one language to another. For
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instance, while in English the verb have collocates with the word 

dream (as in "I had a dream"), in Arabic we say Halimtu or Ra'avtu 

hulman. literally, "I saw (in) a dream"

Students learning a second language often make mistakes because 

they collocate words which string together in their first language but 

not in the language they are learning. Collocational clashes, also 

known as lexical collocational errors, are a common feature of the 

discourse of interlocutors speaking a non-native language, and such 

errors may be either grammatical or lexical, but in either case words 

which do not go together are, nevertheless, put together. Sometimes 

verbs and nouns are confused during oral or written communications 

by non- native speakers. Errors of this type often derive simply from 

a bad grasp of grammar e.g. "he is sent a letter today" rather than "He 

has sent a letter today". Sometimes there is a cultural clash rooted in a 

difference between what is implied in SL text and the patterns of the 

receptor culture. These are not collocational clashes of lexical items, 

but are clashes of a rather cultural nature. Cultural clashes need not be 

suppressed in a translation from SL into TL. It might, however, be 

helpful in cases of cultural clashes to augment the target language text 

with such phrases as "following their customs." Word problems in 

translation, and particularly in literary translation, is a difficulty to be 

overcome and resolved in order to translate from Arabic into English 

and to achieve the equivalent effect.

Since the 1960s, special attention has been given within translation 

theory and practice to how much the translator communicates to the
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target audience. Dynamic equivalence, developed by Nida (1964), 

Nida and Taber (1969), is concerned with the dynamic relationship 

obtaining between receptor and message and with how this 

relationship should substantially be the same as that which existed 

between the source language reader and the message. Nida and Taber 

(1969, 1) introduce their approach thus:

The older focus in translating was the form of the 
message, and translators took particular delight in 
being able to reproduce stylistic specialities e.g., 
rhythms, rhymes, plays on words, chiasmas, 
parallelism, and unusual grammatical structures.
The new focus, however, has shifted from the form 
of the message to the response of the receptor7

In line with this explanation, Nida and Taber (ibid., 24) define 

dynamic equivalence as follows:

Dynamic equivalence is therefore to be defined in terms of the 
degree to which the receptor of the message in the receptor 
language respond to it in substantially the same manner as the 
receptors in the source language. This response can never be 
identical for the cultural and historical settings are too different, 
but there should be a high degree of equivalence of response, or 
the translation will have failed to accomplish its purpose.8

One important aspect of "audience response" lies in correct 

understanding of the meaning. In this respect, Nida and Taber (ibid.,1) 

stress that "correctness must be determined by the extent to which the 

average reader for which a translation is intended will be likely to
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understand it correctly ".9

Thus, the main objective of translation is one of conveying the 

meaning of the original text. Nida and Taber (ibid., 12) argue in this 

regard that "Translating must aim primarily at reproducing the 

message. To do anything else is essentially false to one's task as a

translator." 10

The idiomatic translation approach was developed by Beekman and 

Callow (1974) and later by Larson (1984). Beekman and Callow 

emphasise that a translation should convey the meaning of the 

original. It also demands that the translation should be faithful to the 

dynamics of the original, viewing simultaneously these dynamics in 

terms of the naturalness of language use and ease of comprehension 

rather than receptor response. Larson (1984, 6), however, incorporates 

the aspect of audience response in her definition of dynamics:

The best translation is the one which a) uses the 
normal language forms of the receptor language, 
b) communicates as much as possible to the 
receptor language speakers the same meaning 
that was understood by the speakers of the source 
language text, and c) maintains the dynamics of 
the original source language text. Maintaining the 
dynamics of the original source text means that the 
translation is presented in such a way that it will 
hopefully, evoke the same response as the source 
text attempted to evoke. 11



The notion of meaning or message is explained by Nida and Taber 

(1969, 205), in the following terms:

Message: the total meaning or content of a discourse; 
the concepts and feelings which the author intends 
to the reader to understand and p e r c e i v e .  12

On the other hand, Beekman and Callow (1974, 34) do not reveal 

explicitly what they understand by meaning. Their definition suggests 

that, "The meaning of the original refers to the information that the 

original conveyed to its readers or hearers." 13

Larson (1984, 17) does not define in precise terms her notion of 

meaning either. At one point she relates meaning to the "deep" or 

semantic structure of language. She also refers to "emotive meaning" 

in her general discussion of the word "meaning" suggesting that "The 

meaning of the original is to be viewed as the meaning intended by the 

original communicator." 14

Culture is another aspect in the field of translation which has so far 

received relatively little attention. In fact, cultural problems often pose 

a greater difficulty for a translator than do linguistic problems. Family 

life, love, marriage and other social phenomena are some aspects of 

(social culture) that are bound to present basic problems particularly 

in literary translation. The vocabulary of a language derives its 

meaning to a large extent from the wider culture context in which this
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language evolves and operates.

The importance of cultural matters has stimulated a number of studies 

in integrating the cultural dimension with the linguistic expression. 

Culture, as defined by Sapir (1949, 34), is "the general attitudes, views 

of life that give a particular people its distinctive place in the

world." 15

This means that cultural patterns reflect all facets of shared life in a 

speech community, be they specific patterns of thought and behaviour 

or interpretation of experience and beliefs, patterns in which language 

has an important part to play. Cultural meaning, it follows, is the 

meaning that a linguistic unit acquires through its reference to a 

specific segment of reality or world view.

The availability of certain lexical items or linguistic expressions in 

one culture and their absence in another presents yet another difficulty 

in the general process of translation. Since lexicon reflects and 

expresses the interests and needs of a speech community, concepts 

relating to that community are most often community or culture- 

specific. In his "Designing a Postgraduate Course in Translation 

Interpretation", Kharma (1984, 50) illustrates this reality as follows:

This explains why in English one can find more than 
one thousand words referring to marine life and sea-faring, 
most of which do not exist in Arabic-speaking countries 
and why one can cite one hundred and nine Arabic lexical 
items connected with camel life and thirty words denoting
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snakes which have no equivalents in E n g l i s h .  1 6

Since language derives its meaning from culture, the translator would 

need to be well acquainted with at least the basic cultural features of 

the source and target language if he is to avoid serious pitfalls.
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Chapter One 

1:1. Translation Equivalence:

Despite the importance of equivalence in translation, theorists and 

linguists seem to differ over a general definition. There are roughly as 

many concepts as there are definitions. Ballard (1984), like many 

others, conceives of translation as "product", and in this regard seems 

to agree with Catford (1965, 20) that translation equivalence is 

"replacement of textual material in one language (SL) by equivalent 

textual language in another (TL)."1

Wilss (1982, 3), on the other hand, defines translation equivalence as 

"a transfer process which aims at the transformation of a written S.L. 

text into an optimally equivalent of a written T.L. text."2

Neubert (1985,1) defines the concept of equivalence along similar 

lines :

It is only within the framework of the text that meaning 
or rather communication values may be said to be equivalent. 
Equivalence holds between texts only. 3-

A similar view of eqivalence is expressed in Beaugrande (1978, 2), 

who argues that:
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The relevant language unit for translating is not the 
individual or the single sentence but rather the text A-

Two approaches seem to emerge from the above views concerning 

translation equivalence. The first sees translation equivalence as an 

application of linguistics, i.e. a text is created through the transfer of 

language items. It follows from this first approach that translation 

equivalence is the optimally meaningful relationship obtaining 

between the linguistic properties of S.L and T.L. texts.

Translation equivalence seems therefore to be regarded as an end, 

rather than a means, and a result rather than a process. In contrast, the 

second approach identifies translation equivalence as the analysis and 

production of texts. Though these views have undoubtedly contributed 

substantially to the understanding of translation in general, they do not 

seem to account for the fundamental factors and processes 

contributing to obtaining an equivalent discourse which is 

communicatively effective.

Other views on translation equivalence have been expressed by such 

advocates of "dynamic equivalence" as Nida and Taber (1969, 24) 

who stress that:

Dynamic equivalence can be defined in terms of the degree 
to which receptors of the message in the receptor language 
respond to it in substantially the same manner as the 
receptors in the source language.^
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Ivir (1981, 53) expresses a similar view regarding the concept of 

equivalence. According to him,

equivalence is a matter of relational dynamics in a 
communicative act. It is realized in that act and has 
no separate existence outside it.6

Newmark (1982, 39) also subscribes to a analogous delimitation of the 

concept of equivalence. In his view,

Communication translation attempts to produce on its 
readers an effect as close as possible to that obtained 
on the readers of the original.7

It appears therefore that from the perspective of "dynamic 

equivalence" the communicative purpose or message serves as a point 

of departure in the translating process rather than an end result.

The potential translator should site his/her description, narration, or 

instruction within the broader context or framework of the full 

translation, as it is difficult, if not impossible to achieve an adequate 

transfer of an SL text into a TL text by considering the linguistic 

features in total isolation from their communicative context. Reiss 

(1983, 304) offers a reasonable definition of equivalence. She states 

that:

In translation the relation of equivalence is to be sought 
at the level of text, and that is only realized when the two 
related texts fulfil equivalent functions in the two linguistic
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communities concerned. 8

She further adds that (ibid., 307)

There is equivalence between source and receptor 
language texts on various levels of text seen as a 
means of communication.^.

The construct of "equivalence" presents major terminological 

ambiguities in the field of translation. Contrary to its precise meaning 

in mathematics and logic, this term is ambiguous, vague and subject to 

differing and often conflicting interpretations when employed within 

the field of language and translation. The problem lies in fact in 

whether we can define translation equivalence in terms of a strict or 

broad sense of sameness. Elaborating on "equivalence", Van Der 

Brook (1978, 32-33) claims that:

It is {the} precise definition of equivalence in mathematics 
which forms the main obstacle of its use in translation 
theory. The properties of a strict equivalence relationship 
(symmetry, transitivity, reflectivity) does not apply to 
translation relationship.10

He also rejects the possibility of considering translation equivalence in 

terms of linguistic synonymy. He maintains that synonymy, in the 

sense of "complete equivalence of communication effect", is evidently 

an impossible thing to achieve between two languages.

Similarly, Jakobson, (1966, 232-239) assumes that equivalence can 

not be defined in terms of sameness and synonymy in translation
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theory. He believes that no translation can be a complete version of 

the original, for translation is no more than "a creative transposition." 

The translation of poetic arts, for instance, according to him can only 

be a creative transposition from one poetic shape to another in the case 

of rewording. He thinks of it as an interlingual transposition in the 

case of translation from one language to another. Finally, he considers 

it as an intersemiotic transposition in the case of the transfer of signs 

from one system to another (e.g. from verbal act into music).H In 

fact, anyone well quite familiar with the complexity of languages can 

realise that Van Der Brook and Jakobson's views reflect an undeniable 

truth. Indeed, equivalence, when used in languages, can not be 

determined in terms of sameness and synonymy. Languages are very 

complex systems defined by a wide range of factors that are either 

related to the very structures of these languages or that are of an 

extralinguistic nature such as the social and cultural contexts within 

which these languages are embedded. Since no two languages share 

similar structures in general, and/or have identical social and cultural 

associations, equivalence, in the sense of sameness, is evidently an 

impossible achievement in translation. This reality or truth of the 

world of translation is confirmed by Gorjan (1970, 201), who states 

that "translators can strive to come as close to the original as possible, 

but they never can or will achieve complete identity in their 

translation." 12 Indeed, however strong the translator's desire is to 

achieve a complete equivalence, what he ends up with can not be 

completely identical to the original. Therefore, equivalence in 

translation should not be defined in terms of sameness and identity, 

but should rather be viewed as being an approximate rendering of a
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I

text from an SL to an TL.

Having accepted the relativity of "translation equivalence" we will 

further highlight the nature of this controversial concept in the 

translation process. To accept that "translation equivalence" is an 

approximate rendering of a text from an SL to TL is not enough to 

solve the problem of equivalence in translation for we still have to 

find out the condition bearing on such an "approximate rendering". In 

other words, when can we say that a translation equivalence obtains? 

Is it when a text is adequately transferred in the TL, or is it when there 

is an adaptation of the SL text cultural context to the TL reader's 

perception?

Savory (1957, 49) proposes a set of principles as broad guidelines of 

what a translation should ideally render. These principles were 

presented in the form of contrasting pairs, and of which I reproduce 

the first pair below:

1- A translation should render the words of the original.
2- A translation should render the ideas of the o r i g i n a l .

These two principles are significant in that they reflect the set of 

problems the translator is confronted with, and which are more 

explicitly formulated by Knox (1957, 4) thus: "Which should come 

first, the literary version or the literal, and is the translator free to 

express the sense of the original in any style and idiom he c h o o s e s . "  14 

Such issues have been widely discussed and despite the numerous and
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various definitions of proper translating, there seems to be a general 

agreement about the importance of adhering to both the manner and 

the meaning of the original.

In "Principles of Translation as Exemplified by Bible Translating", 

Nida (1959, 19) stresses that equivalence consists of "Producing in the 

receptor language the closest natural equivalent to the message of the 

SL first in meaning and secondly in style." 15

It follows from Nida's definition that translation equivalence is 

completed in two pliases, one at the semantic level and then another at 

the stylistic one. Here lies the problem of translation and that of the 

translator who is faced by the fact that his task should be duly 

motivated. It should consist, first, in capturing the meaning of the 

original, and, second, in finding equivalent words, phrases, and 

sentences to reproduce that meaning. These two requirements are, 

nevertheless, difficult to fulfil at the same time. Any text to be 

translated is an individual creation in a particular language. It is a 

sequence of words organised according to a particular linguistic 

structure, in accordance with certain literary norms and conveying a 

thought that is shaped by historical, social and cultural contexts that 

are specific to a particular speech community.

Achieving equivalence of both form and content is consequently an 

ideal task; for in the actual translation process, the translator 

inevitably encounters situations in which the one must be relinquished 

in order that the other may be preserved. The difficulty of preserving
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the language and the cultural context of the SL text in the TL text 

becomes even clearer on a closer scrutiny of some of the well- 

established views expressed with regard to what an ideal translation 

should be and convey. According to Campbell (quoted in Nida 1964, 

19), "in addition to making sense, the translations also convey the 

spirit and manner of the o r i g i n a l . "  1 6

Tytier’s "three fundamentals" (quoted in Bassnet-McGuire 1980, 63, 

and reproduced below) express a similar view concerning the 

objectives of an adequate translation:

1- A translation should give a complete transcript of the ideas 
of the original.
2- The style and manner of writing should be of the 
same character as that of the original.
3- A translation should have all the ease of the original. 17

A translation which conveys "the spirit and the manner of the 

original," gives "a complete transcript of the ideas of the original" and 

which at the same time preserves "all the ease of the original" 

composition is in all likelyhood a near impossible exercise to perform, 

no matter how much cultural and linguistic acrobatics one might 

indulge in.

Ty tier's and Campbell's views are significant only in so far as they 

serve as a description of what an ideal translation is. They do not serve 

as guidelines in the actual translation process, since, as emphasised by 

Nida (1964, 156), "No two languages are identical either in meaning
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given to corresponding symbols are arranged in phrases and

sentences."

Reproducing both the manner and the meaning of the original is an 

impossible task. Therefore, the translator must distinguish between 

formal and functional equivalents and choose the one that should be 

preserved depending on the function assigned to his translation. 

Indeed, if we were to survey theories of translation equivalence, we 

would conclude that the notion of equivalence has been defined by 

translation theorists according to the translator's position vis-a-vis his 

original text on the one hand and his target reader on the other hand, 

i.e., depending on whether he focuses his attention on the text itself or 

on the effect it is supposed to produce on the TL reader. The bipartite 

division is what translation theorists refer to as literal vs. free 

translation, and which Nida calls "formal and dynamic equivalence." 

Literal translation or Nida's formal equivalence characterises a 

translation as basically source oriented in that it aims at rendering as 

much as the original as possible in terms of both content and form. 

Nida (1964, 159) defines formal equivalence as the one which 

"focuses attention on the message itself in both form and content." 19

While Kelly (1979, 131) refers to it as the one which "depends on one- 

to one matching of small segments, on the assumption that the centre 

of gravity of text and translation lies in signifiant for terminological or 

artistic reasons. "20 Popovic (Bassent-McGuire 1980, 25) also 

approaches translation equivalence from the same perspective. He 

distinguishes between two categories of equivalence which could
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correspond to formal equivalence:

Linguistic equivalence : where there is homogeneity 
on the linguistic level of both SL and TL texts, i.e, 
word for word translation.
Paradigmatic equivalence: where there is equivalence 
of elements of paradigmatic expressive axis, i.e., elements 
of grammar, which he (sc: 1. the translator) sees as being 
a higher category than lexical equivalence.21

Catford (1965, 32) also refers to this type of translation equivalence as 

"formal correspondence", distinguishing it from "textual equivalence" 

(ibid., 27) He indicates that:

A formal correspondence is any TL category which may 
be said to occupy, as nearly as possible the same place in 
the economy of the TL as the given category occupies in 
the S L .22

Therefore, this type of equivalence aims at maintaining the syntactic 

and lexical structures of the original text and results in a literal 

translation, i.e. a correspondence at the structural level between the SL 

and the TL. A translation, on the other hand, can be oriented towards 

the receptor’s response and then aims at rendering the meaning of the 

SL message. Such a translation would aim to produce a TL text that 

seems coherent with the receptor's culture by eliminating almost every 

element of "foreignness". Consequently, there result/s adjustments in 

idioms, grammar and lexicon. Both Nida and Kelly agree on 

categorising this second type of translation as " dynamic equivalence".
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Nida (1964, 159) explains that it is "based on the principles of 

equivalent e f f e c t "  23 ? i.e. that the relation between receiver and 

message should aim at being the same as that between the original 

receiver and the source message. Kelly (1979, 132) also claims that 

'dynamic equivalence' seeks for the word of the source text a unit 

equivalent in communication f u n c t i o n . "24

"Communication function" is also a condition Catford (1965, 94) 

identifies as crucial to a proper translation. He points out that:

For translation equivalence to occur, then both SL 
and T1 text must be relatable to the functionally 
relevant features of the s i t u a t i o n .25

All in all, then, these views on translation equivalence, though relying 

on different terminologies, all reflect Nida's bipartite division of 

translation equivalence "formal vs. dynamic equivalence". One might 

in fact view the dynamic and formal equivalence as two 

nonconflicting, and even reconcilable poles in the translation process, 

and that for equivalence to obtain both are necessary. The TL reader 

ought to be presented with the stylistic features of the original, but 

this, need not, however, mean that the translator should give a word 

for word translation of the SL text to such an extent as to distort the 

linguistic structure and the literary norms of the TL. Absolute loyalty 

to the form of the SL message does not guarantee a successful 

translation. On the contrary, it might lead to awkwardness and 

ambiguity. Formal equivalence, therefore, should not be "undynamic",
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in so far as it should not consist of a word for word rendering of the 

form of the source language text, but rather of an attempt to find TL 

textual elements that have an equivalent stylistic function to that of the 

original.

While aiming for formal equivalence, the translator should not stick 

blindly to the original text, but should also be independent as long as 

his independence is maintained for the sake of the original text, i.e. in 

order to avoid an ambiguous and awkward rendering of the SL 

message. Similarly, and if the stylistic appeal of the SL message is not 

to be underemphasised, dynamic equivalence, the strategy to which 

the translator resorts whenever the cultural contexts of the SL and the 

TL texts are too divergent to allow a word for word translation, should 

not simply constitute an attempt to just adapt the semantic substance 

with stylistic elements that are equivalent to those used in the original 

text. The translation process, thus, involves a simultaneous relevancy 

of formal and dynamic equivalence. Formal equivalence is dynamic in 

so far as it is not a simple word for word translation, but also a 

transposition of the SL textual elements from their stylistic norm to an 

equivalent stylistic norm in the TL text. On the other hand, dynamic 

equivalence is formal in so far as it aims to convey the communicative 

effect of the SL with TL structural elements that are equivalent to 

those used in the SL text. Formal and dynamic equivalence are, thus, 

two interrelated phases of the same process. The translator should 

resort to both of them in his task. He can not restrict himself to one of 

them only, for the result would otherwise be a translation lacking both 

the stylistic appeal and the communicative effect of the original.
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In conclusion, the aim of the translator should not be restricted to 

searching for sameness which is impossible in translation. What is 

important in the translation process is that the equivalent available for 

a stylistic element or concept performs approximately the same 

function in the target text as it does in the source text. Translation is, 

in fact, a reproduction of the original text in the TL with a view to 

keeping the closest meaning and reproducing the closest effect. This 

act of reproduction is not performed directly and is not without 

difficulties. The translator, while trying to accomplish equivalence in 

translation, faces another problem in the translation process, namely 

that of selecting an appropriate unit of translation in the SL text on the 

basis of which he can operate to find equivalence in the TL text.

1:2.Formal Correspondence vs Translation Equivalence:

These two concepts relate to two different and independent translation 

activities. Formal correspondence is a term used in contrastive 

analysis, while translation equivalence partakes of the metalanguage 

of translation. In principle, perhaps the two terms could be discussed 

separately in their disciplines. In practice, however, both terms have 

been found necessary by students of translation and contrastive 

analysts. Ivir (1981, 53) claims that:

a discussion of formal correspondence in translation 
concerns the role of linguistic units in translation and 
the place of linguistics in translation theory. While a 
discussion of translation equivalence in contrastive
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analysis concerns the role of translation in contrastive
work. 26

The relationship between the two concepts has been examined by 

Catford (1965) from the point of view of translation theory and by 

Marton (1968), Ivir (1969-1970), Krazesonski (1971-1972) and Raabe 

(1972) from the point of view of contrastive analysis.

This study will examine the two concepts from both perspectives and 

attempt to demonstrate why both are actually needed in translation. 

Understanding the concept of translation equivalence will depend on 

the view the reader takes of translation itself. Whether the translation 

is conceived of as a result or as a process, the translator would still be 

faced with two texts one of which is a translation of the other.

Catford ( 1 9 6 5 ,  2 0 )  states that translation is "the replacement of textual 

material in one language (SL) by equivalent textual material in 

another language ( T L ) . " 2 7  Or more generally, as Bolinger ( 1 9 6 6 ,  1 3 0 )  

illustrates, translation is "The rendition of a text from one language to 

another."28 Equivalence would then exist between texts i.e. the 

translator's task to find an equivalent unit in the target language text 

that would match the unit of the source language text. The other view 

held by Nida ( 1 9 6 9 ) ,  concerning "dynamic equivalence" in translation, 

is the dynamic view according to which translation is regarded as a 

process rather than a result. Under the latter messages in one language 

would be substituted for messages in some other language. Nida 

( 1 9 6 9 ,  4 9 5 )  argues in this respect that the translation should aim at 

"reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural equivalent of
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the message of the source l a n g u a g e ."29

This view of translation within the communicative approach treats 

translation equivalence not as a static relationship, but rather as a 

product of the dynamic process of communication between the sender 

of the original message and the receivers of the translated message via 

the translator. Under this approach, equivalent messages, rather than 

texts, are held constant, and it is messages that the participants return 

to at every step in the process of communication. Translation 

equivalence requires of the translator to aim at establishing equivalent 

messages in his process of translation so as to ensure the acceptability 

of that translation from the source language into the target language. 

The present author considers, with some reservations, this view of 

equivalence to be a most insightful approach, capable of illuminating 

several of the difficulties and intricacies involved in the process of 

translation, and will therefore adopt it as the broad framework in terms 

of which the literary translation of the five selected Arabic short 

stories will be examined.

1:3.Contrastive Analysis and the Problem of Equivalence in Translation

Contrastive linguistics involves a variety of different approaches 

aimed at establishing similarities and differences between languages. 

Usually one finds the term "contrastive linguistics" used as a synonym 

for "contrastive analysis". It provides insights into similarities and 

differences between languages as well as and explains and predicts
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problems in L2. The rise of the Prague school made research into 

historical relationships between languages popular; consider, for 

instance, the sentiment expressed by Mathesius (1936, 95):

A systematic analysis of any language can be achieved 
only on a strictly synchronic basis and with the aid of 
analytical comparison of languages of different types 
without regard to their genetic r e l a t i o n s .  30

This postulate however, doesn't solve all the problems associated with 

the comparison of languages. Even if we no longer ask the question of 

what criteria could be used to establish a linguistic relationship or 

(lack thereof), then the question of what there is to be compared in 

two different languages still remains.

As regards the model of equivalence, an often used criterion at the 

sentence level is that of "translational equivalence". Marton (1972, 

199) explains the nature of this common criterion as follows:

The relation of equivalence holds between a sentence 
in one language and a sentence in another language ... 
if each of them is an optimal translation of the other in 
a given context. 31

James Carl (1980, 3) defines contrastive analysis in the following 

terms :

C A is a linguistic enterprise aimed at producing 
inverted (i.e. contrastive not comparative) two 
valued typologies (a contrastive analysis is always
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concerned with a pair of languages), and founded 
on the assumption that languages can be c o m p a r e d .  3 2

It can be argued, therefore, that the scope of contrastive linguistics 

should be widened to include the textual level since this is the level on 

which language use can be compared in either parallel or translated 

texts. It might equally be held that the comparison of texts translated 

from Arabic into English or generally from any source language into 

any target language fall in one way or another within the domain of 

applied contrastive studies. Yet since translation, and particularly 

literary translation is a highly complex process, where equivalence is 

the main objective and difficulty, the translator is inevitably faced 

with a bundle of problems. First, he ought not concentrate on isolated 

linguistic features; he must render a text in all its complexity. Being 

tokens as well as reflections of communicative events, texts contain 

extra-linguistic as well as linguistic information. Neubert (1980, 23) 

elaborates on the relationship between two texts in a translation as 

follows:

They are the expression of complex network of factors 
which are involved in the act of communication. Texts 
are therefore, never self-contained... They contrast with 
other texts and not with sentences or words.... The forces 
which hold texts together are rather to be found outside 
the text or rather beyond the level of sentence sequences.
They are constraints imposed by the communicative situation 
upon the communicators.33

Second, the translator should not be concerned with similarity or 

dissimilarity of features; he must aim at adequacy and appropriateness
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in his TL version of the source language text. A translated text, as 

Neubert (ibid.) says, "purports to be a replica of the original under the 

conditions of the target language and the concomitant communicative 

situation. "34 in other words, a translated text is an attempt at a 

reconstruction of the semantic and pragmatic potential of the SL text 

in the TL. The equivalence between SL text and TL text is therefore 

approximate rather than absolute, since it is difficult to render the 

entire information contained in an SL text. There is the problem of 

ambiguities on the one hand, and the lack of equivalent terms on the 

other. The relevance of contrastive linguistics (CL) to translation has 

been debated recently by Mason (1982, 21), who questions:

Whether contrastive linguistics can in fact be of 
any practical help in the process of t r a n s l a t i n g .  3 5

and who concludes that:
the contrastive approach has no relevance to translating 
into one's native tongue but may be useful in prose 
composition where the student is involved in a process 
of discovery of target language idioms.36

Mason (ibid.) goes on to say, however, that "contrastive linguistics 

may afford, at a level of langue, certain generalisations which are 

sufficiently powerful to support rules of translation."37

Furthermore, Fisiak (1981, 1) defines CL as

a subdiscipline of linguistics concerned with the 
comparison of two or more languages or subsystems 
of languages in order to determine both the differences
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and similarities between th e m .3 8

He (ibid., 2) further claims that:

Applied contrastive studies provide a framework for 
comparison of languages, selecting whatever information 
is necessary for a specific purpose, e.g. teaching bilingual 
analysis translation, e t c .39

For Newmark (1981, 19), however,

Assumptions and propositions about translation normally 
arise only from practice, and should not be offered without 
examples of the originals and their t r a n s l a t i o n . 4 0

The relation between contrastive linguistics and translation is 

somewhat lop-sided: CL draws on translations for its data and is 

therefore dependent on translation, but translation is not equally 

dependent on CL. The aim in translation is to transmit the message. 

Newmark (ibid.) claims that "It is important however, not to overstate 

the claims of CL with regard to translation. CL can play a useful 

working role in providing guidelines for the trainee-translator working 

between particular languages, but for problem solving he must look to 

translation theory. "41

The literature on contrastive analysis is littered with discussions of 

how one must effectively select/s the elements needed, but perhaps the 

most widespread criterion used is that of "translational equivalence", 

whereby each element chosen is mutually translatable in at least some 

context vis-a-vis those to be contrasted with. Harris (1954, 267), for
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instance, introduces "a transfer relation between each sentence of A 

and its translation in B so that each sentence in A was analysed in 

terms of its difference from its translation in B . " 4 2  Levenston (1965, 

221) presents the syntactic differences between languages Min what 

may be called a translation paradigm (in which) a grammatical 

category from language A is listed opposite all the categories in 

language B by which it may be translated"43 Catford (1968, 164) 

remarks that, "the basis for equating phonemes, or for equating 

grammatical units, in two languages is extralinguistic, is substantial 

rather than formal".44 Whitman (1970, 193) points out that 

"ultimately it is assumed that equivalence, and therefore selection 

depends on translation, the judgement of an information fully 

competent in both languages. Anything short of this leaves the 

assumption of equivalence in some doubt, in which case contrast loses
force. "45

Translational equivalence, then, is a widely used tool for selecting 

from the languages subject to contrastive analysis those constructions 

to be juxtaposed as equivalent. But even a cursory reading of the four 

criteria cited above will illustrate that the term translational 

equivalence itself is construed in at least three different ways. Harris 

(1954) seems to assume that in most instances where there is only one 

roughly unique translation, translation equivalence can be determined 

for each sentence of language A for purposes of contrastive study. 

Levenston (1965) would include in his contrastive study all categories 

in language B by which the original may be translated, "noting any 

contextual restrictions that might exist on particular translations". This
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approach seems to be at the opposite extreme from Harris. Catford 

(1968) provides us with a third basis for determining whether 

constructions in two languages are equivalent; explicitly rejecting 

formal criteria, he relies on the extralinguistic substance of the 

construction. Texts or items from two languages, according to him, 

"are translational equivalents when they are interchangeable in a given 

situation." Finally, Whitman relies on the judgement of an informant 

but does not indicate whether he will simply include all the possible 

translations offered to him by the informant in his contrastive study, or 

whether he will select from among those a translation on some basis 

that he has left unspecified. Translational equivalence, then, is far 

from a very precise concept. In simple terms, the primary function of 

any linguistic study is to explain the link between the form of a 

speaker's or writer's utterance and the message those utterances carry. 

In his "Translation as a Basis for Contrastive Linguistics Analysis", 

Kirkwood (1966, 178) comments th a t:

At a more advanced level of language learning,contrastive 
analysis through translation- translation as a means and not as 
an end in itself, and in small, but intensive doses- is a way of 
bringing to the student's attention points of differences and 
conflict on a semantic and syntactic level of coming to grips 
with these difference/s and conflicts and to some extent of 
resolving them. The material selected for translation should be 
neutral prose rather than passages in a unique and idiosyncratic 
language bristling with stylistic p r o b l e m s .46

In conclusion, contrastive analysis as relating to the syntactic, 

semantic and cultural problems of a source language and its translated
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equivalent version in a target language constitutes a solid empirical 

basis on which to build cognitive control over the structure of a 

language. This will open the possibility for both the teacher and 

student to overcome the above problems in translating from Arabic 

into English.

1:4. Literary Translation:

Since this work is concerned primarily with an exploration of the 

problems associated with and the mechanics of literary translation, a 

review of the field of Literary Translation is in order at this stage of 

the discussion. Owing to space considerations this overview will be 

brief and representative rather than comprehensive.

Tuory ( 1 9 8 1 ,  1 0 )  regards translation as "the product of an act of 

translating, i.e. the replacement of ST, a text encoded in one natural 

language S L  by TL, a text encoded in another natural language, TL 

providing that a certain relationship obtains between the two t e x t s .  "47 

The relationship suggested here is the notion of "equivalence". He 

(ibid. 11) also defines literary translation as "every literary text in the 

target system (and in TL) which is equivalent to another text in S L ." 4 8  

Thus, every literary text in translation holds in principle all the 

linguistic significance of translation in general.

The problems of literary translation have been and are still open to 

conflicting interpretations and individual proposals. The disagreement 

of translation theorists regarding the problems involved in the process
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of literary translation stems from the confusion of a literary text and a 

literary translation. In fact the two are different and need to be clearly 

distinguished. A literary text is the direct product of an author. Its 

quality is assessed in terms of its relation to the literary translation of 

the literature and the language in question. A literary translation, on 

the other hand, is not the product of such direct and unitary relation. It 

is not the direct product of an author and its quality is not assessed in 

terms of its relation to one literary translation and one linguistic 

system. Non-literary texts open more readily to translation processes 

because there is usually an objective reality. The translator/reader can 

easily check the information contained in the text against his previous 

or subsequent experience. Kuepper (1977, 244) claims in this regard 

that

a literary text does not have a correlative in an objective 
reality, but rather generates a fictional reality through the 
reading process. Its meaning cannot be contained in the 
text but constitutes itself differently each time it is read.
The literary text thus offers to the reader concepts and 
opens up perspectives in which a world known through 
experience appears in a different manner. Since there 
is no correspondence between the fictional reality of the 
text on one hand and the experience of the reader within 
objective reality on the other hand, the reading process will 
stimulate the reader to reconcile his knowledge of the real 
world with the fictional reality .49

He further maintains that, "What makes a literary text different from 

other types of texts is that it neither directly refers to nor attempts to 

generate objects in reality."(ibid.) 50
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Technical translation differs from literary translation in that 

descriptions and statements referring to material objects and the like 

can be transformed from one language to another more easily 

especially since the etymological roots of many scientific words are 

the same in many languages. Literary translation, on the other hand, 

requires a more comprehensive approach to the text for a meaningful 

and convincing translation. Literary translation is closely linked to the 

act of interpretation; interpretation in fact proceeds the very act of 

translation. Schulte (1983, 205) points out that

Interpretation in itself is the act of translation, therefore, 
the concept of translation should be anchored in a very 
simple recognition; all acts of communication are acts of 
translation whether we try to explain an idea or whether 
we try to relate an exciting experience to another person.^ 1

Through the word, the only visible sign on the page, a hidden 

experience must be recreated by the translator/ reader. Many of the 

words have an evident meaning, but the way they are strung in 

sequence in a literary text, especially in a rich or inventive one, 

confers on these words a well-defined type of meaning.

For the translator to accomplish equivalence in the translation of 

literature, he must begin to reconstruct the already existing meaning of 

words and then try to infer whatever additional meaning the writer has 

meant for the word as it appears in the text. This cannot be obtained 

unless the text in the target language renders the content and the
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relevant categories of the source language text.

Words have their own dynamics and their own domain of 

connotations acquired through their usage and existence within a 

culture both present and past. Literary translation requires the 

translator to be extremely careful since a contemporary literary text is 

very much anchored in the actual and dynamic present of a language. 

Schulte (ibid., 206) confirms the necessity of a clear awareness of this 

crucial anchorage:

A word gains meaning by itself but also in the environment 
of its context. As the novel develops, a specific word might 
take on a much broader meaning on page 25 than the one 
the translator originally saw on page 1 of the n o v e l . 52

The relationship between the translator and the original text was 

stressed by Hayes (1975, 838) in his "The Translator and the Form- 

Content Dilemma in Literary Translation." He, in particular, assigns a 

set of four functions for the translator:

1- He reads the original work in order to understand it 
thoroughly.
2- He identifies the devices through which the author 
has achieved special effects.
3- He decides which lexical and syntactic adjustments will 
reproduce the effects in the target text.
4- He produces a literary work of his o w n . 5 3

The relationship of literary translation to the general translation 

process was interpreted by Levy (quoted in Popovic 1970, 79) as
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follows:

A translation is not a monastic composition but an 
interpretation and conglomerate of two structures.
On the one hand there are the semantic content and 
the formal contour of the original, on the other hand, 
the entire system of aesthetic features bound up with 
the language of the t r a n s l a t i o n .54

The dual nature of the translation process is brought to the foreground 

in literary translation where the translator is not expected to render the 

content of the original only but to reproduce its stylistic features as 

well without distorting the target language stylistic norm. Anton 

Popovic (1970, 79) explains:

A translation involves an encounter of linguistic and 
literary norms and conventions, a confrontation of 
linguistic and literary systems. The changes that take 
place in a translation are determined by the differences 
between the two languages, the two authors, and the 
two literary situations i n v o l v e d . 55

The rendering of a literary text from one language to another involves 

basically a confrontation of two different stylistic norms that belong to 

two different literary texts. Despite this confrontation, some 

translation theorists assume, paradoxically enough, that a good 

translation is that which preserves the stylistic features of the original 

text without distorting the stylistic norm of the language of the 

translation.
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Balbir (1963, 155) determines quality in literary translation as "that 

experience by a reader of the translation which transports him to the 

atmosphere contained in the original through the medium of his own 

language without feeling that what he is reading is a translation and 

not an original w o r k ."56 An ideal translation, according to him, 

"should be a lively expression of the flexibility and richness of the 

language into which it is done without sacrificing the flow and style of

the original. "57

Similarly, Fyzee (1963, 156) identifies three conditions as prerequisite 
for obtaining a good translation, viz.

1- Faithfulness to the spirit of the original.
2- Faithfulness to the letter of the original.
3- Gracefulness of the language employed for the t r a n s l a t i o n . 5 8

It is true, however, that theoretical principles of this kind are 

significant only in so far as they serve as theoretical guidelines in the 

translation process. Indeed, owing to the fact that it is very difficult, if 

not impossible, to find a TL word or expression that is identical in 

both sense/s and communicative value to an SL word or expression, 

reproducing the style of the SL text and respecting the literary norms 

of the TL seems to be an impossible task to be accomplished.

Werner (1961, 69), in his "Impossibilities of Translation", deals with 

this problem which leads any translator to despair of "achieving a 

completely faithful rendering of the o r i g i n a l .  "59 Like Nida, he (ibid,) 

relates the cause to basic differences between languages: "Although
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the system of form and meaning in language A may be similar to that 

in language B, it is never identical to it." 60

Indeed, there are very rare cases where a message can be rendered by 

a simple conversion of codes, that is, by a mere replacement of SL 

words and structures by TL words and structures. The translator 

exercises a good deal of interpretation and judgement at each step of 

the translating process. First, he ought to read the original work in 

order to understand it "thematically and stylistically" (Prochazka in 

Nida 1964, 161). Next, he identifies the devices through which the 

author of the original text has achieved any special effect. Third, he 

decides which lexical and syntactical adjustments are required for a 

best reconstruction of "the stylistic features of the original"(ibid.) 

Finally, he needs to produce a literary work in his own literary idiom. 

It is the translator's central task to accomplish equivalence and ideally 

strive towards a balanced reconstruction of both content and form. 

Obviously, equivalence appears to be the ultimate goal of any 

translation process. Nida (1964, 157) points out the difficulty 

generally associated with attaining this goal: "only rarely can one 

reproduce both form and content in a translation and hence, in general, 

form is usually sacrificed for the sake of the c o n t e n t . " 6 1  

Lefevere (1982) stresses that a literary translator ought to know as 

much about literature as a translator of scientific text knows about the 

theory of science. The linguistic knowledge of the translator of 

literature should therefore be much greater than that of the translator 

of non-literary texts. In other words, a thorough knowledge of literary 

devices should be part of the competence of the translator of literature
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or of the analytic arsenal of the scholar engaged in translations of 

literature. However, the specificity of translating literature is not to be 

found on the level of the translating process, but rather in the way in 

which the product functions in the target literature, or in the target 

culture. In this way the study and analysis of translated literature 

contributes not only to the science of translation, but also to the study 

of literature in general.

Lefevere (1982, 9) emphasises that:

It is plain impossible to define once and for all what a 
"good translation" is, just as it is impossible to define what 
good literature is. Many translations that have been highly 
praised in the past are now considered insignificant,... just 
as many works of literature that used to belong to the canon 
in the past have now been completely forgotten.162

and that:

Yet we need ... translation because we need to train 
translators and we can only train translators by telling 
them that something is "right"... and something is "wrong".
But we should make sure they get not only the verdict, but 
also the quotation marks that go with it. 63

The standard assumption within research on the theory of translation 

is that an immediate link between translation and linguistics is 

necessary if not inevitable. Schulte (1983, 206) confirms the 

importance of this relationship:

Linguistics is an extremely important tool to describe
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both present and past semantic connotations of a particular 
word or expression. Translation can not function without 
the knowledge and practice of etymology... for the tracing 
of semantic changes that a word undergoes from one century 
to the n e x t .  64

As pointed out earlier, translation is first of all an act of interpretation, 

not a matter of lexicon equivalences, although sometimes the word

can be the same from one language to another. The excellence of the

translator resides not so much in his knowledge of the words as they 

appear in the source language or as they will appear in the target 

language, but rather in his ability to understand their function within 

the entire text. Schulte (ibid. 207) argues in this regard that:

The translator (...) in his capacity to continuously 
transfer elements of the situation encountered in the 

original language to equivalent elements in the new 
language to equivalent elements in the new l a n g u a g e .65

A translation process, it follows is the result of a rather much complex 

series of relations and correspondences. It is a relation which the 

translator, in his attempt to interpret SL message, should establish 

between the meaning of the SL text and the extralinguistic factors 

which surround it, i.e., the author's thought and concept of life. It is a 

relation therefore between the translator and the text to be translated, 

and very much a result of an approximate correspondence between the 

stylistic effect of the original text and that of TL version.

In discussing the problems of literary translation, translation theorists
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do not usually accord great importance to this complex series of 

relations and correspondences. This led to unmotivated, tentative and 

unjustified views on the problems of literary translation. This 

overlooking the importance of the relationships which the translator 

should establish between the meaning of the original text and the 

extralinguistic factors which bear on it led to the claim that 

subjectivity can not be avoided in the interpretation of the meaning of 

an SL literary text.

The failure to understand that the translator has a relationship with the 

SL text other than that of a simply passive reader culminated into 

hesitant views regarding whether a translation should be faithful or 

flexible vis-a-vis the form of the original text.

Finally, the failure to understand that quality in literary translation can 

not be assessed in terms of a sameness between the stylistic effect of 

the original text and that of the TL version of it, but in terms of an 

approximate correspondence between them has often led to the belief 

in the impossibility of an adequate translation.

Jakobson (1959, 232-3) discusses both cases of translatability 

untranslatability. He assumes that cognitive experience of whatever 

type is expressible in any language:

All cognitive experience and its classification is 
convey able in any language. Where there is 
deficiency, terminology may be qualified and emplified 
by loanwords or loantranslations, neologisms, or
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semantic shifts, and finally by circumlocution.66

However, the linguistic expression, be it a lexical item, a compound 

word, an idiom, or a metaphor coined in the receptor language to label 

a source culture cognitive experience or a concept which doesn’t exist 

in the receptor culture remains untranslatable unless the receptor- 

language reader knows the concept labelled by that linguistic 

expression. Jakobson's (ibid., 238) illustrates cases of untranslatability 

with examples from poetry. According to him , poetry is practically 

untranslatable:

Phonemic similarity is sensed as semantic relationship.
The pun, or to use a more erudite and perhaps more 
precise term paronomasia, reigns over poetic art, and 
whether its rule is absolute or limited poetry by definition
is untranslatable.67

Not only poetry is untranslatable, but sociodialectal features of two 

distant cultures might resist translation as well. The concept of 

untranslatability is more valid in literary texts than in non-literary 

texts. Loss therefore might occur in all forms of communication 

whether or not in the context of a translation.

1:5. Method:

The subjects are twelve native speakers of Arabic who are studying in 

the Department of Translation in Faculty of Arts and Education at the 

University of Garyounis, Benghazi, Libya. The University in question
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offers a translation programme designed with a view to forming 

translators capable of carrying out translation work back and forth 

from Arabic to English.

The sampled students are all in their third year, and were, at the time 

of their consultation expected to graduate in June 1993.

The language repertoire of these learners includes, in addition to 

Libyan Arabic (mother tongue ), Standard Arabic ( official language), 

and English (the most prominent foreign language).

Translation students need to learn English for translation purposes and 

need to be acquainted with and trained in the latest theories of 

translation studies. The Translation Department at the University 

admits new candidates every year for a four-year course programme. 

The candidates must pass an English test to determine their level of 

performance in the target language.

In order to improve the learners' skills in listening, speaking, reading, 

and writing, English is used as the medium of instruction. These skills 

are taught in the first, second, and third year of the study programme

along with courses in translation studies. In addition to the above 

skills, in the third and final year of the study programme students are 

taught and trained in how to translate literary and technical texts from 

Arabic into English and visa versa. The students also study Arabic 

language & literature, history, psychology, Linguistics, and translation
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criticism .

Out of my initial sample of students, the Translation Department 

eventually settled for five, and it is the translation output of these 

arbitrary chosen students that is subject to analytical examination in 

this work. Using methods of contrastive analysis as a helping tool, 

each one of these students had to translate into English one of five 

Arabic short stories selected by the present author. The students' 

translations are evaluated and contrasted with earlier published 

translations. The short stories are selected from the work of two major 

Arab literary figures, Yahya Haqqi and Naguib Mahfouz.

The first part of the study includes a review of the literature of 

translation studies, whereas the second part focuses on the analysis 

and comparison of the actual translation of the students and the set of 

difficulties they had encountered in the process of translating from 

Arabic into English. The comparison is carried out in light of the 

concept of equivalence in literary translation.

The literary works are selected to enhance the teaching of translation, 

language learning, and enable the target language reader to understand

the values, social habits and ways of thinking in the source language.

The tacit reasons underlying the choice of a written medium rather 

than a spoken one (e.g. radio , TV, etc.) are as follows:
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1- Literacy is a major international concern in the field of 

language teaching as well as in translation studies. The findings of a 

study of a written medium has the advantage of being checked or 

compared with the work of other specialists in the relevant area.

2- Despite the need for a speaking competence, the reading and 

writing skills are crucially needed in a foreign language teaching and 

for translation purposes.

3- The written language expresses more conspicuously the 

knowledge that a writer has about the language itself and the culture 

associated with it, and the analysis of this medium may therefore 

allow a greater understanding of this knowledge and the manner it is 

encoded.

4-In addition to allowing the translator sufficient time to 

organise and balance his ideas, writing also requires more explicit 

statements of culture knowledge than more highly contextualized oral 

communication.

1:6. Significance:

The study aims to make a contribution to the field of translation and
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teaching of translation in particular, and to the field of applied 

linguistics in general. The significance of the study derives for the 

following considerations:

1 - To the best of my knowledge only very limited research has 

been done comparing the source language and the target language 

from a translation perspective.

2- Unlike contrastive rhetorical studies which have focused 

primarily on the narrative, this empirical study will investigate 

problems and difficulties of translation in prose through the 

examination of the translation of Arabic short stories into English.

3- The research will draw on several interrelated disciplines 

such as linguistics, socio-linguistics, communication studies, and 

TEFL.

4- The study will compare samples of translation from Arabic 

into English and the contrastive analysis will suggest new methods 

overcoming translation problems.

1:7. Hypotheses:

1- It is expected that the following factors may be a source of 

difficulty in the student-leamer's production of a satisfactory 

translation.
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A: Differences between the source language culture and the 

target language culture.

B: Words and idioms that may be used figuratively or in some 

other less than a straight forward manner as well as words and 

expressions that may have no equivalent in the target language.

C: Aspects of grammar, particularly the use of prepositions, 

articles, connective devices, sentence structure, tense and word order.

2- It is also predicted that the linguistic competence of the 

student-leamer in the foreign language bears significantly, if not 

crucially, on the manner a translation is approached and dealt with. In 

other words, It is expected that the nature of linguistic competence in 

the target language will critically determine the quality of the 

produced translation in all of its aspects, i.e. its unity, coherence, and 

clarity.

3- An ideal and therefore most desirable translation is one that, in 

principle, aims at not only conveying the general meaning of the SL 

text and faithfully reproducing its stylistic qualities, but also at 

preserving the cultural dimension inherent in it and the broad socio

cultural element either explicitly or implicitly underpinning it. In view

of the evident fact that all texts, like all languages, are products of 

particular socio-cultural environments, and are thereby imbued with 

and referentially anchored in a cultural reality, it is hypothesised that a 

TL text that falls short of satisfactorily reproducing and recreating that 

very reality is likely to fail to achieve the same impact on its audience
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as that of the SL text.

In Conclusion, I hope the study will contribute to the theory and 

practice of translation as well as the teaching of translation in the Arab 

world. The syntactic, semantic and cultural problems involved in 

translating from Arabic into English for literary texts and the results of 

the study would suggest methods for learning English as a foreign 

language for students of translation and other students learning 

English language in the Arab countries.
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Chapter Two

1 -  “nl_A__\_______ '&

Student: Were Three Orphans.
Badawi: The Three Orphans.

Both translations are acceptable and satisfactory. The student's is clearly a 

straightforward word by word rendering of the original,while Badawi's use of 

the definite article is an idiomatic and apprppriate translation.

2 -

(j-a  V n I j  4_lll 4_LS ^  jA  LAj ( jA  Ia

aIjIiII AjxIuij 4 frl JJ y  dil^j —<__Laj«JI LaAj t - < ■ t Ŝ jjuiI e_ âuui

: 1 “ * j  . a (j jl

. . . 4 ____________ 111 Q___________ «  a  A . CL) u  . CLi____________ii ~

. )\ ah *> IaLojuiS

Student: Here he is got married, and here he is kissing his wife praying for God 

with each kiss to bless him with virtous son that a family tree renew from his 
seed, and not 41-ajdl Ua dowed with high rank or wealth, the desired day has

come and the midwife handed over him a bundle that had the dough's 

flabbiness and smell, and she said:

-Girl. Girl. This is a blessing from God ...

So he named her "Neamat".

Badawi: At last he got married and every time he kissed his wife he prayed

God that He might bless him with a good son in whom the family would be 

perpetuated , although the family possessed neither money nor noble blood. 

When the hoped for day came , the midwife handed him a bundle that had the 
feel and smell of dough, saying: "It's a girl. She is a favour from God".

He therefore called her Nimat.

The student's translation of the unit is comprehensible although the use of 

"here" for jaIa is not a reasonable choice. The insertion of the verb "get" in the
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past with "marry" and verb "be" is wrong. This is not related to first language

interference, but to bad command of the target language. He employs the 

incorrect preposition "for" instead of "to" in translating <111 jc-aj aJjS JS ^  as

"praying for God with each kiss". This is a case of first language interference;

second language learners in the Arab World have a tendency to use the

preposition "for" instead of "to". Perhaps underline this confusion in the use of

this preposition in the target language is the existence in Arabic of the two 

prepositions e-1! and which mean, respectively, "to" and "for". Two other

mistakes: a missing indefinite article "a" before "vitruous son" and a missing 

model future before the wrong verb "renew". The translation of U*j 

*1 Jj J  oU. Cjljj -  as "and not <-1 *̂11 li* dowed with high rank or wealth" is 

not bad, but he fails to render ^  and incorrectly translates c^ul as "and 

not". He also renders cjlL inappropriately , inventing the meaningless English 

word "dowed". His "high rank" for aU. is not the best choice in this context. 

The translation of a ^ j I  j j  j_ i l  L$J < i l  <1M  aIaL uij j * .j * l l  < u jj  <>U. as " the

desired day has come and the midwife handed over him a bundle that had the 

dough's flabbiness and smell" is literal, but semantically comprehensible. He 

omits "to" after "handed over" and uses "has" rather than "had" to express the 

appropriate past perfect tense. Badawi translates the unit appropriately 

notwithstanding his disregard of ajjL and •

Alternative translation:

At last he got married and every time he kissed his wife he prayed God that He 

would bless him with a virtuous son from whose seed a family tree would 

germinate, even though the family, suprisingly enough, was in possession of 

neither much money nor noble blood. The much anticipated day had at last 

came, and the midwife handed him a bundle that had the flabbiness and smell 

of dough, saying: "It's a girl, a blessing from God".

He therefore called her Nimat.
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3 -  (Jlj-ui j lc - j  ..  lLij£1a!I ^3 y c-lc-^ll (jiaxj ( j l j  t £-<da L_ilc-I ^jl 1̂

. oJj-> >i)j A c j £ j  ^  Ac^)jJaj (JUalj t Aj^L-a ^3 A jj  

lulilUj ( 5y » K  (_£ j Uj A&] aLUII A"i<almj  i J-aVlj AjjuiaJI (jjj L_jijjUI A-ajj  $.L̂ j

. . .  All! o& AjjaO a^A -L"'\' . dill 

* <-** l l  A  m I M I ^ l i i j  ^  a  i

Student: He didn't realize that most of the hope is greed, and some of the 

invocation is a denial and intervention in the kingdom ... and he came back to 

ask his God in his prayer and he extent his prayer in his kneeling and 

prostration.

His expected day has come, between the fear and the hope, and the midwife 

hand over him a bundle writhing like an insect, and she said:

-Girl. G irl. This is a gift from God....

Badawi: He did not realize that often wishes were close to greed and that some 

prayers meant ingratitude and an attempt to interfere with the ways o f God.. . 

He continued to beg God in his daily prayers to give him a boy, spending an 

even longer time in supplication. Once more the long expected day came and 

he was torn between fear and hope when he was handed a bundle that twisted 

and wriggled like an insect. The midwife said: "It's a girl. She is a gift from 

God." He therefore called her Atiyyat.

The student's translation is wanting in several respects, and primarily owing to

word for word rendering and a discriminating reliance , sometimes bordering

on blind dependence on the bilingual dictionary for the meaning of lexical

items, with the result that phrases that are often either meaningless or would

exert the mind of even the most imaginative reader. Most typical of this is , for 

instance, his translation cjj-£LUI ^  <Jijsj .>ja  ̂ cJ j  as "and some of

the invocation is denial and intervention in the kingdom" and a j j  <JI>o jI&j

aJja»uij A c j£ j 4 f , j .  JUalj t Aj^Ll̂  ^ 9  as "and he came back to ask his God in

his prayer and he extent his prayer in his kneeling and prostration". The 

translation of j  alU^I oh v&^UI axjj *Uj as " His expected day has come

between the fear and the hope" is unidiomatic, and betrays that and questioning 

reliance on the bilingual lexicon with little, if any concern for the overall
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meaning. Furthermore, he carries over from earlier passages errors relating to

tense and preposition ,e.g. "hand" rather than "handed" and the omission of 

"to" before "him" in translating Ail aLUII Ai-oL,j  as "and the midwife hand over

him a boundle". He also opts for "writhing" as a translation of e s j ls . B adaw i,

on the other hand, provides a more satisfactory rendition of the unit, although 

his translation of cjj_£Ldl ^  Jijaj as "an attempt to interfere with the ways of

God" might sound contentious to some.

Alternative Translation:

He did not comprehend that often anticipation was close to greed and that some 

prayers were ingratitude nd an attempt to interfer with the kingdom of heaven. 

He continued to ask his God in his daily rituals to reward him a boy, spending 

an even longer time in begging, bowing and worshiping. Once more the much 

anticipated day came and he was tom between fear and hope as he was handed 

a bundle wriggling like an insect. The midwife said: "It a girl, a gift from God." 

He therefore called her Atiyyat.

4 -  <jl j  t (j-C- LuJa )̂ll (jLj ^  La (Jaoj c.LojoiI 1̂ "CjLilaC-" j  "dlLaxj"

t jL aJ^l ^̂ -3 L-a (JS JJjVl <—lSn . I

jA a J j  a j lc 3  ^3  L-Uajjaili . Alljj j  aJI^jjI  ̂ <j-a AjIc _j33 La (J£j Alii ^11 Aajj_j

. 3_jC_ja1I (jlaJ ^̂3

Student: "Neamat" and "Atiat" were not names as much as they were an 

intimation that the satisfaction was not out of compulsion, and today's yielding 

was connected with the hope of fulfillment the promise tomorrow. The sonless 

father stirred up the atmost fever of faith in his heart and he turned to God with 

all he could do with reverence and repeated his invocation and servility, then he 

was responded on the day he prayed. Thus the secret o f the promised boy was 

instilled in the belly of the mother.
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Badawi: The words "Nimat" and "Atiyyat" were not so much names as words

suggestive of his forced content. They hinted that his submission to the will of 

God did not preclude the hope that God would gratify his wish in the future. 

The sonless father fed the fire of faith in his heart and turned to God with all 

the humility he was capable of, repeating his prayers to Him. One day his 

prayer was answered and the mother conceived the long awaited son.

The student's translation of l^ jll ch  ^  ^ "cjLJac." j  "cLuu

I.1X. Ax-jll isu £̂-3 ĵ_il! jj\j i jl as "Neamat" and

"Atiat" were not names as much as they were an intimation that the satisfaction

was not out of compulsion, and today's yielding was connected with the hope

of fulfillment the promise tomorrow." is a literal rendition that pays very little

attention to the overall meaning of the sentence resulting in a TL text that 

verges nearly on a mistranslation of the intended message. His rendering of

jLajyi ^  U as "the atmost fever of faith in his heart" is unidiomatic

owing to inappropriate choices of "the atmost" and "fever" in this context. 

The translation of j  j j S.j  t <J£j 1̂11 J j  aajij  as

"and he turned to God with all he could do with reverence and repeated his 

invocation and servility" is reasonable although his choice of "reverence" for 

can be qualified as an appropriate. He totally misunderstands the 

meaning of  ̂ ^  L-u&Ui, translating it as "then he was responded on

the day he prayed", producing thereby an incomprehensible version. Moreover, 

he unidiomatically renders j*ll I >«• uJau ^  jSU j  as "Thus the

secret of the promised boy was instilled in the belly of the mother", 

unnecessarily inserting "Thus" and using "instilled" for jSIjJ  rather than

"conceived". He furthermore literally renders ^  as "in the belly of

the mother" which sounds archaic. Badawi, in contrast, translates the unit 

satisfactorily and idiomatically except that he disregards in his rendering of

the last sentence. It would be better to render it as "One day his prayer was
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answered and the mother conceived the secret of the long-awaited son". Both 

translations provide footnotes explaining the meaning of Nimat and Atiyyat.

5 “ (j-* (j SVlj ( 6.1 g •> — 4"ni.alj 'Cjl ^1*J V jA J  l ^ 1  tllLo aVm-n-

J  mlm*i LgJ (j j j  V SjI*jui (jj j  ( JjJamII JJ jli  c33^  (jxj ( j l£ j  t J
•cfeVl

Student: My father then dead without knowing that he has got his wish - he has 

done his atmost effort, and the purpose of his existence has been come true, 

and the value of outgoing arrow was the renting out of the over stressed string 

and the bliss of the persons has no importance of the sequence of the 

generation.

Badawi: Soon afterwards my father died, not knowing whether or ot his wish

had been fulfilled. He did his best and realized the object of his existence. The 

arrow was shot ,but the price was the cracking of the strained bow. The 

happiness of individuals does not count provided life goes on from one 

generation to another.

The student's translation is unidiomatic. He disregards and confuses the

noun "dead" for the conjugated verb "died". In addition to his confusion of the

veries morphological categries in the target language, he sometimes shows very

little understanding of the mechanics of TL tense; consider for instance his

"has been come true" for "has come true". He misunderstands the metaphor

implied in the original text and his literal translation of it virtually distorts the

overall meaning. He could have been more successful in the translation of the

metaphor in question had he been more concerned with the elements of the

metaphor rather than the sequence of words in terms of which it has been 

expressed in the original. His translation of 1*1 j j  j  V 1̂ jaVl s-al*** q\ j

as "and the bliss of the persons has no importance of the sequence of the
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generations" is completely unidiomatic. Badawi ,however, translates the unit 

satisfactory and conveys the metaphor in a more apt manner .

Alternative Translation:

At that time my father died . He had done his final effort not knowing that his 

wish had been fulfilled. The arrow had been shot from the strained bow string 

at the cost of breaking it. The happiness of individuals was an insignificant 

sequence from one generation to another.

6 -  VJ USI ( jc -  j i j  j  i CjjLo J j  j  j  j j

LjjAj —̂43 t -1\ j Ur, j  diLa*j t (jlTiSjaJj La! t *■ I 1JLUX j  djjjuj . duLjal

. jil jil l  (jIjjIjIa LaA j  (jLaJaLj

Student: No longer I have been employed by the government and recived my 

first salary when my mother died, as if she hardly bare to be departed from us 

till she became reassur we are safe. Whilest I walked by myself alone behind 

the coffer, my sisters "Neamat" and "Atiat" remained mooring and beating their 

own cheeks while they are leaning out of the window.

Badawi: I had hadly received my first pay as a civil servant when my mother 

died. It was as if she wouldn't part with us until she was sure about my future. 

At the funeral I followed the coffin alone, my two sisters Nimat and Atiyyat, 

staying behind, wailing and beating their cheeks, as they hung out o f the 

windows.

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible although his main

concern is, as usual, still with literal translation, with little attention paid to the 

meaning of the original. This results in an unsatisfactory rendering of ^  ;

the latter is translated as "no longer" rather than "sooner", which is in this 

context the appropriate expression. He unidiomatically renders j  cj
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(jLnill ci_k taj-iio as "Whilest I walked by myself alone behind the coffer". He 

translates l J  as "my sisters" disregarding U  and omitting the dual in

Arabic as well as the misspelled word "moaring" should be "moaning". On the 

other hand, his choices of "leaning out" for jlikL* and "window" for ialjill are

more appropriate in this context than Badawi's "hung out" and "windows".

Badawi,in contrast, translates the unit satisfactarily , providing the sense o f the 

intended message. The rendering of Jc . J  VI U5I ja ^ l*its as

"It was as if she wouldn't part with us until she was sure about my future" is 

less than adequate. The rendering of i_Lk hj_iia lap.j as "At the

funeral I followed the coffin alone" is satisfactory although the insertion of "At

the funeral" is unnecessary in this context. Moreover, the choice of "followed" 

here for Cjjju. and the discarding o f imply that the protagonist is somewhat

a distant relative or a friend rather than a son.Thus, the praphrase of the 

sentence does not actually represent the real meaning of original sentence.

Alternative Translation:

I had hardly received my first pay as an employee in the government when my 

mother died. It was as if she was unwilling to leave us until she was sure about 

my future. I walked alone by myself behind the coffin, while my two sisters, 

stayed behind, wailing and beating their cheeks as they were leaning out o f the 

window.

7 - < _' . j |  S j j j  j  — Jilll ~  diLfiJj ( (_>il̂ )l! dljjujj I ^  'i~* i-ftll j-a dLajS

. Aljpjllj j j .>*»ll' j  f.\ j*Ilj ^pujull dll jlaC. I oj£j

Student: I streached up my hunched back , and I walked with uplifted head and 

recived - on the grave - the sympathy of encourges and advice to be patient and 

m anhood.
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Badawi: I staightened my back, bowed with grief, and walked with my head 

upright. At my mother's tomb I received, without feelings of anger or revolt, the 

condolences of those who came up to wish me courage and endurance and to 

advise me to bear my affliction with patience like a man.

The translation of this unit is obviously not clear and difficult to understand

because the student leaves out some phrases untranslated. The choice o f the

words is not equivalent to the original text at all. For instance, The choices of 

"streached up" for cj*jS ,"uplifted" for <jJjll ^alj and "recived" (sic) for cjLSj are

inappropriate in this context. Moreover, he does not translate J\ sj j i  ^

o j _£j . Owing to mother tongue interference he incorrectly uses the preposition

"on" rather than "at"; yet his translation of <̂ -1̂  as "on the grave" is

comprehensible and it seems that his choice of "grave" is acceptable and more 

appropraite than Badawi's choice of the word "tomb". He also disregards <—il jUe

and unidiomatically renders <1 j  j  *1 j*IIj  .frill cAjLe. as"the

sympathy of encourges and advice to be patient and manhood". In contrast, 

Badawi translates the unit meaningfully. His choice of the word "receive" is 

not wrong, but is not the most convenient equivalent of the source language 

word Clidal It would be more appropriate to use "accept" to convey the sense

of the original.

Alternative Translation:

I staightened the hump in my back and walked with my head upright. At the 

grave, without any anger or revulsion, I was able to accept expressions of 

courage, condolences and exhortations to bear my loss like a man."

8- tiAl QA ^  Iilj ( aIaIj ^̂ jJaLall AJLptj ‘ '.J-* ^
i A " ' j l  > . '< j  n j U r -  ^  i t  A S j j j  ^  t  A i i j j j j  t- jL iu o ll  (JiiLa ^

Aî ila Ailî J Jjklj Vj t Ajj_jx AJaxjJaJ V < jLuij
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Student: Then the days elapsed, the forgetness dropped its curtains on the past 

and its associations. Suddenly I found myself with my sisters, a three of the 

happyest people in prim and splendor of youth, in its mirth and rashness, 
running and jumping, ® Jac. and vigor, an absolute equvaleness, neither bygone

aging well represses nor rebellious childhood.

Badawi: With the passing of time the previous generation was forgotten . My 

two sisters and myself were living together and we were all contented . The 

three of us were young and merry, enjoying the bloom and freshness of youth 

as well as its lightheartedness. We were almost of the same age ; we suffered 

neither from the pressure of the old nor the childish aggression of the very 

young.

The student's translation of j  aI A a jUuull £  j j j  * ^  as

"Then the days elapsed, the forgetness dropped its curtains on the past and its

associations" is unidiomatic owing to a word for word rendering which results 

in an incomprehensible and unsatisfactory redition. The translation of ^  ^  lilj 

LaI ^  (jjSjLu! 4 as "Suddenly I found myself with my sisters" is not

quite appropriate or representative of the original sense, as well as fails to 

translate o-Ull L a! He uses the indefinite article rather than the definite in

translating 4-^ jjj  as "a three of the happyest people in prim

and splendor of youth" comprehensibly despite the incorrect spelling of

"happyest" and "prim" and the omission of "their" before prim"(sic), which 

might cause some discofort to the reader. The rendering of ^  4 43 jj

4_SLiaj -IkLj V j  4 4 a j - v j  k!> 4_la*jJaj V 4 Jg J^*1 4 ^ 3  t

4-^Ia 4Jj iL  as "in its mirth and rashness, running and jumping ,* jlae and v igor ,

an absolute equvaleness, neither bygone aging well represses nor rebellious 

childhood" is more or less comprehensible although neither the sentence 

structure nor the tense is correct. He inappropriately falls back on word for 

word translation and consequently fails to provide a satisfactory rendition. He
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also fails to translate a j providing in his version the word in Arabic, as well 

as incorrectly renders a j s a s  "vigor" rather than "bloom". The rendering of 

as "an absolute equvaleness" (sic), and of Vj * aj]j* Aka^  V

a_^U aJj i L  aJU^j as "neither bygone aging well represses nor rebellious

childhood" is unidiomatic. Badaw i, however, translates the unit satisfactorily 

notwithstanding his disregard of aJa! j  J k .  in translating < fbVl C ij*  £

a_1a! j  ^  AJLjiL jluaull (cf. his "With the passing of time the previous

generation was forgotten"). His paraphrasing of a jiaj ajj *. ^  t Aiji

as "as well as its lightheartedness" is an idiomatic choice, though rendering it

literally would convey the actual meaning of the phrases composed in rhymed 

prose. The translation of a-^U aJjiL AiUij o k  Vj t aJj* a ^ . a  V as "we

suffered neither from the pressure of the old nor the childish aggression of the 

very young" is less than appropriate. It sounds very much like a 

misunderstanding of the original sentence and seems to convey an opposite 

meaning for the intended message.

Alternative Translation:

With the passing of time the veil o f oblivion gradually fell on the past and 

those who belonged to it. I found myself in the company of my two sisters 

living together as happy people. The three of us were in the prime of youth and 

its glamor, enjoying life's glee , urge and its vim ; as well as its bloom and 

freshness of youth. We were almost of the same age; we suffered neither from 

the pressure of senility nor the aggression of childhood.

9 -  :A_Lal£ 1 (jA J Jalaslt . 1 Ajiils ^  mfti d u l£

j j j - a A  La .1i ^^-3 . l i l j j l  j  Ajljw) j  . Aluula 1$ mil tl jLanj  a^A

If- 1  ̂ A jttA. _̂a — \ L-̂ lsd "Aĵ jjuuill Ljc.̂ L" t “ il j lift CjjILj . Ajĵ i. jjj.1ij
1 Ljâ )fr Jj3 l$l Ajc-j
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Student: My soul was satisfied and my body was happy. We were sticking

together like the kittens when they are still blind. Our link was perfect: this is 

"Neamat" that the garment of kind mother has dressed her and she had dressed 

it up. She was the most sedate and the soberst. She was responsible for the 

expenditure of the house and to the management of the store. "Atiat" remained 

as our "spoiled reckless" who for her we observed - secretly from her - to 

remembr the smallest wish that might be mentioned incidentally in the context 

of her talk.

Badawi: I was perfectly satisfied and I enjoyed a feeling of physical wellbeing. 

We lived close to one another like blind kittens. Our circle was complete: 

There was Niamat , on whom the role of a kind mother was imposed and it 

fitted her perfectly. She was the quietest and most balanced of us all. She did 

the budgeting and huosekeeping. Then there was A tiyyat, our spoilt baby; 

without her knowing it we used to remember carefully The slightest wish she 

casually expressed in the course of conversation.

The student's version is, as usual, a word for word translation, but nevertheless 

comprehensible. He neither provides a correct sentence structure nor 

appropriate tense. His choice of vocabulary is unsatisfactory and does not 

match the meaning of the intended message. For instance, the choice o f "our 

link" for LjSL, "the garment" for and "dressed her" for as well as

"soberst" for U i s  incorrect. The rendering of jjjjsj  duJl i - i ^

as "She was responsible for the expenditure of the house and to the

management of the store" is totally unidiomatic. Here, he fails to grasp the 

meaning of iu ji. j  , translating it as "and to the management of the store".

The translation of -  I*!* ajLl ^  ^ j a J

^  Lajc. jj i 1*3 k i t j  Jal Jic. as "Atiat remained as our "spoiled

reckless" who for her we observed - secretly from her - to remembr the smallest

wish that might be mentioned incidentally in the context of her talk" is less 

satisfactory. This is due to the choice of such words as "reckless" for
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and "context" for <iLu>.. The student seems that to have a problem in the use

of relative clauses (cf. his "who for her we observed"). Badawi translates the 

unit idiomatically, preserves the sense of the original, and his choice of the 

vocabulary seems on the whole appropriate.

Alternative Translation:

I was utterly contented and I felt great. We were living on top of one another 

like blind kittens. Our life was complete. There was Niamat, on whom the role 

of an affectionate mother was thrusted and who fullfilled it to perfection. She 

was the most serene and balanced of us all. She was in charge of the budget and 

housekeeping. Then there was Atiyyat, "our spoilt baby" unbeknown to her we 

used to take the atmost care in remembering the slightest wish she cauually 

expressed in the course of her conversation.

1 0 ~  a> l . " i t j  Q***)

^  (_yvt i ^  j  iLa» i ' '''' ■*- < .. AjC-Luj

l 8 & j  t ' - ' *' ■ frliA c-IAxjui 1 wind \ unfl'iV
!! 4j1c- j  (J-aaJ jia u j I  o^C-Lula ^^9 AjC-jj A ^ s ^ a j

Student: Sometimes I put my head on "Atia's" knee. She played with my hair 

with her long fingers like the mother of the monkey that delouse its head and 

talk tenderly to it. "Neamat" beside us flooding us with her pretty smile while 

she was sewing some of my underwear. If we were left to ourselves , we would 

live happy in bliss complete each other ,but how this arrise while the people 

has sincerity, love and desire in helping the others, and volunteering for doing 

and stimulating good!!

Badawi: Sometimes I would lay my head on Atiyyat's knee while her long

fingers would play with my hair, like a monkey lovingly searching its 

offspring's head for fleas. Beside us Nimat would be sitting smiling sweetly at 

us while sewing some underwear for me. If we had been left alone we would 

have continued to lead this happy life in which we complemented one another.
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But how could we have been left alone in a world inhabited by people who 

sincerely and kindly wish to help others, and who volunteer to do and to 

encourage what they think is good for them.

The student's translation is conspicuously literal, but to some extent 

acceptable. He uses the simple past in translating ^  j  jLa&l o ^ u  ^ j

A jr.ljjj A uilj ^ laj is ® LgjuL l̂j 1 *' '■»"'* 1**jL<-, (cf.

his"Sometimes I put my head on "Atia's" knee. She played with my hair with

her long fingers like the mother of the monkey that delouse its head and talk

tenderly to it"), whereas use of the pluperfect would have been more 

appropriate. His disregard of the clitic in the verb Lu*j results in producing

an inconsequential sentence. His choice of the verb "talk" for 4_j&Lu and

"delouse"for is not appropriate and does not convey the sense of the

original. It would be better to use the verb "croon" and "searching for fleas" 

respectively. The rendering of I^LLuujL L i a s  "flooding us with her

pretty smile" is comprehensible, but the choice of "flooding us" for L ^ ij is

literal and unidiomatic. His translation of the conditional sentence is not quite 

right because syntactically The use of "were" + "would" in rendering LSjj jl 

Lukwu UjJsuu J-a1j ^  liLud lijudiiV as "If we were left to ourselves, we

would live happy in bliss complete each other" is inappropriate. It would be

better to use "had" + "would have " to convey the sense of the intended 

message. Furthermore, the translation of ^  *1.^  LLuJ as

"we would live happy in bliss complete each other" is unsatisfactory owing to

word for word rendition which results in an inappropriate sentence structure 

and a poor equivalent for j . The translation of u-LlI j f c j

A jlc. j  (J—axl _̂y_3suj t SJC-L-ul» as "but how

this arrise while the people has sincerity, love and desire in helping the others, 

and volunteering for doing and stimulating good" is somewhat comprehensible, 

although the rendering of dJj j L *  as "this arrise" is anything but correct.
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Badawi's translation is satisfactory, but he does not translate the word 

which means (to whisper or sing tenderly to). The translation of cjLwu LujUj 

SjLJI Uj^Juas "Beside us Nimat would be sitting smiling sweetly at us"

conveys the message, but he overlooks k i a n d  the insertion of "sitting" 

seems redundant in this context because the sense is already embeded in 

that he translates as "beside us". The rendering of j£ lj

4_j1c- (_pa_J jaull j  j j  ~*kll j l a j j  t ô C-Lula 4jC-jj a s " But how

could we have been left alone in a world inhabited by people who sincerely and

kindly wish to help others, and who volunteer to do and to encourage what they

think is good for them" is a satisfactory but long-winded paraphrase. It appears 

that his rendering of ^  j k u  as "we have been left alone in a world inhabited"

is an overtranslation.

Alternative Translation:

Sometimes I put my head on Atiyyat's knee while her long fingers would play 

like a monkey croon searching its offspring's head for fleas. Beside us Nimat 

would shower us with her sweet smiles and sewing some underwear for me. If 

we had been left alone we would have lived happily complementing one 

another. But how would this happen when people possess sincerity, affection 

and wish to help others, and would volunteer to do and encourge good deeds.

1 1 - J J j  1 a j  >a “die. j j j e .  ^llajl <. l i l j  t“ V^l

-n. ViaII-I jjjxll ftjlA (Ja ~

1"' j l j  t tL-iJaall JjjuUj  (jjij_aJj HaLill 1—AgJjlaj jl jl.ia.SM Ĵ aau ^1 (Jja. 

JjJill jl—ic. j  jlill jlljuilj ĵ_ill j  j<~- 4_1 jl ajaJI j  j  j^JI ja j  j dxaaJl dll jlaiJI â A

! jVI jla ^IjJJ l-Aj A ! .ijjuiSM jUaJjuJl lg.ll .. ( ijjj

Student: I scaredly started looking at my sisters eyes unwares and I wondered?

- Are these thirsty and hungry eyes?
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Sometimes I thought that their speaking glances kept silent suddenly and went 

astray in the space, and under the embroideries of these glances there was a 

dwarf of grief and deprivation hidden. It has an eye of owl, teeth of mouse , 

stubborness of ox and rashness of kid... oh! black devil ! whatever you cheat 

you will never concealed from now on .

Badawi: I then started to steal anxious looks at my sisters' eyes and ask myself 

if they gave the impression of hunger and thirst. It seemed to me at times that 

they suddenly appeared to be lost and distracted and that behind their pretty 

looks there lurked a hidden dwarf of sadness and deprivation; it had the eye of 

an owl and the teeth of a rat, the obstinacy of a bull and the lust of a goat. From 

now on this black devil could not remain hidden from me.

The student's translation is satisfactory despite his inappropriate rendering of 

as "scaredly"; the choice of "apprehensively" would have been better. His

translation of ;Uic iJJc. as "unwares" is neither semantically apt nor spelled

correctly. The rendering of sLai ^ U $ j J  ^  JJ

j u j  as "Sometimes I thought that their speaking glances kept silent

suddenly and went astray in the space" is basically a word for word translation

with the result being an unidiomatic rendition of the meaning intended in the 

original. He also mistranslates Aî aJl o l Jail I ciau J  j  as "and under the

embroideries of these glances", useing "embroideries" for rather than the

more appropriate word "pretty" and literally rendering cjoj as "under" rather

than the contextually more suitable "beyond" or "behind", and disregarding 

. His translation of jjjI! jtill jlk Jj  ̂J l  qac. <jLaĵ JIj ĵa ^

f j j j j  as "there was a dwarf of grief and deprivation hidden. It has an eye

of owl, teeth of mouse , stubborness of ox and rashness of kid" is more or less

comprehensible although the sequence of tenses is inappropriate and the choice 

of "mouse" for jlill ,and "ox" for II are less than satisfactory in this context. 

His rendition of ^  J e  jla £1 j j i  U** ! I jLLjll as "oh! black
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devil! whatever you cheat you will never concealed from now on" is inadquate

on counts of tense, choice of vocabulay and word order. Badawi's translation is

somewhat comprehensible, even though it dispenses with some of the original 

text, e.g., and and involves several redundances resulting

from his habit of using two words when a single one would be more

appropriate and would do more justice to the original, e .g . , "ask myself" rather 

than simply "wonder" for JLJ. The metaphor and the visual image

associated with it in the original has somewhat lost its vividness in his version 

as a result of both mistranslating some words such as , and inserting

uncalled for words such as "appeared to be".

Alternative Translation:

I started looking at my sisters eyes apprehensively and furtivily and wondered 

at their impression of hunger and thirst. I often imagined that their eyes fell 

suddenly silent and distracted and that behind those beautiful looks there was 

hidden an invisible dwarf of sadness and deprivation that had the eye of an owl 

and the teeth of a rat, the stubborness of a bull and the impetuosity o f a goat. 

This black devil, however devilish he might be, would no longer shun me from 

now on.

12- .1̂ ,1 fljl. nuu ill oA.ji u ' a * <■ >•» J t" < a . rtj

cli_uu]l ( oj) y r-  ( j-u  jl >»a>u ( 4-daLaJl (_s_11 Vj ~ (JjLj ~ ^3 (

<_£j)l j J j  ( 4_ iL ja i51 L_i_AAilj 4 'Lie. juh I j] ? liill cL 1̂ (jl <tK wiaII

.VUi l̂ ojLilaĵ al Ĵl

Student: I planned a program for myself and I determined to carry it out

without consulting anyone even my sisters. I will never turn to my relatives, 

they - as the proverb said- are scorpions, and never to the matchmaker because 

she is a broker among hags. Isn't the problem that the virtous husband hasn't 

come to us? So let's looking for him, let's go to him in his home even if  this 

matter lead to hunt him by trick.
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Badawi: I drew up a plan which I made up my mind to put into effect without 

the advice of anybody, not even my sisters. I decided to seek the help of 

neither my relations - relations being, as the saying goes, scorpions - not the 

match-maker who is the agent of the helpless. Wasn't the problem that the 

suitable husband never sought us? In that case the thing to do was to search for 

him , to go to him whenever he was, even if that meant having to waylay and 

catch him.

Both translations are satisfactory. The student, however, employs the past tense

where simple present is called for (cf. his "as the proverp said"). Moreover, his 

translation of L*i\ ^  as "I will never" seems to impute to the source text

information never originally meant; "I would not" is more in accord with the

sense of the SL text. He also imposes extra information to the original in his 

translation of i ^  ^  ( aJsUJI Y j  by inserting "never" (cf. his

"and never to the matchmaker because she is a broker among hags"). He 

misunderstands the meaning of the sentence mistranslating s as "hags" and

rendering as "a broker" rather than "an agent", a more appropriate

choice in this context. The rendition of ? Lul] c L  ^ ^ j  jll j  AKAdl Ciuull

as "Isn't the problem that the virtous husband hasn't come to us?" is satisfactory

except for the incorrect tense, i.e. the use of "Isn't" rather than "Wasn't" and 

"hasn't" rather than "had never". His rendition of ^ 4  aJJ 4 Aic. lil

V Lid jl j  t as "So let's looking for him, let's go to him

in his home even if this matter lead to hunt him by trick" is less than idiomatic

but nevertheess somewhat comprehensible. It appears that his reliance on literal

translation, as usual, results in an inappropriate tense and sentence structure in 

his version. Despite his "hunt and trick" for Ybid ajLdâ -al and "in his home"

forA-daj*  and his less than idiomatic translation o f I j lj  as "even if

the matter", the student presents a comprehensible translation and maintains

the meaning of the original. The source language text is, on the other hand, 

better represented in Badawi's translation. The rendering of jjll as "the
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suitable husband" is comprehensible, though the choice of "suitable"for jdL-afl 

is simply a paraphrase and does not actually convey the real meaning that a 

word like "virtuous" or "worthy" would in this context.

Alternative Translation:

I drew up a plan for myself and I determined to put it into effect without the 

advice of anybody, not even my two sisters. I would not seek the help of my 

relatives-they as the proverb says are, like scorpions- not the match-maker who 

was the agent for the helpless. Wasn't the problem that the worthy husband 

never sought us? Consequently, let's search for him, go to him at his place, 

even if he had to be caught by guile.

13- ( j  Igjjl dljij !<ill 4aUs2c.ta (3^ ^  C—ljJ U liliij (jc.

(ilia t (. A ah lio ll i c l l d l j  dlLd^ll 1$jjI d u l j  ( Lt j - d l j  djUI^JUAjuJI Igjjl d l j l j

A ^ is\ (J-£j i jj—imaS (J£ jlj <_5i !<£jLu ajlid aJL-a

Student: Excuse me "Dareb El Hajar" ! the slavery has been called off, so free 
us for the sake of God! and you boxes and cJ ■>*<;,* , candle sticks and glided

mirrors , sofas and seats inlaid with shells from here to the auction, a blessed 

step! Farewell. Farewell. We are in this world which each sajour is short, and 

every company are toward separation.

Badawi: By your leave, my old lane,for the love of God set us free, since

slavery has been abolished! And you old boxes and chests, old chandeliers and 

gilt-edged mirrors, old-fashioned sofas and chairs with pearl inlays, may your 

journey to the auction room be a blessed one! I bid you all farewell ! This 

world is a place where nothing lingers long, whee every companionship must 

end in parting.

The student's rendition is more or less comprehensible although employing 

"call off" rather than "cancel" or "abolish" for ^  mars the general meaning

of the overall unit. He also keeps the word order of the original which causes
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discomfort to the target language reader. The rendering of c A j

A  ^c-L-IaIIj t“'l bgjjl L " ' ' l j  t 4_jA.1a]I L jI ja II j Cjljba<a uilt b^jjl dl-il j  (OLa-oSLjujllj

l&bj .l&bj !a£jUa sjlxi. d JaII Alb-a <ili« i L_i^allj as "and you boxes and cAaxSuZ

candle sticks and glided mirrors, sofas and seats inlaid with shells from here to

the auction, a blessed step! Farewell. Farewell" is less than satisfactory but still 

comprehensible. Here, he fails to render cAy^  A and inappropriately uses

"candle sticks" forcAjba* ,/dl rather than "chandeliers" and "glided" for ajaI oII

rather than "gilt". The translation of J l  <J£j t l^a 1̂1* <J£ jb  ^

ijjl>a as " We are in this world which each sajour is short, and every company

are toward separation" is unidiomatic; the first part of the sentence is somewhat 

satisfactory, but the rest of the sentence is however syntactically and 

semantically wrong. The use of the (are) instead of (is) is ungrammatical. The 

meaning is conveyed by both of the translations but Badawi's translation is

more adequate despite his use of the word "love " instead of "sake", a regular 

idiomatic usage. His choice of "pearl" for rather than "sea-shells" is

inappropriate. The translation of !a£j Ll* s J JaII J ]  dli* as " may your

journey to the auction room be a blessed one!" is comprehensible although the 

choice of "one" for i>La. is not the best or the most desirable choice in this

context.

Alternative Translation:

With your permission derb el hajar ,for the sake of God set us free, since 

slavery has been cancelled. Farewell, farewell to you all, old boxes and 

chests,chandeliers and gilted mirrors, sofas and chairs inlaid with sea-shells , 

may your departure to the auction room be a blessing step.This world is a place 

where nothing lingers long, where every companionship must end in parting.

14- ~ vV'f- 1_uC-J t ^ C L u a .  t (. flun'i SJUjuj t $.Ia ,

: uji^ri j  diliij
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Ig-aJflU 4jj.Vi^mVI Cjjlc- ja  4_iiui ( j jS j  ^jl ^  ■ ■«-- —

tj-Sjia" ^  tlilflj . pLuij V (_)̂ J frb̂ l du£ . j  îAC- VI daSjla.
"(JW J aIjLc. £a j j !  j j l l  <J^I ^  liA ^ a I  |»Ia tS jaa.V lj I I j j jL ij

Student: He came with his wife, middle aged lady. She felt pity for my sisters

like a tende mother , she invited us to have drink tea with them and she said 

while she was leaving:

- 1 hope Sania my daughter has returned from Elxandra to introduce her to you.

I tried not to appear my sorrow on my face. I was waiting for names of men not 

women. I said: "Our visit will be the first and the last, I didn't come here for 

exchange visits with manless family"

Badawi: He came accompanied by his wife, a middle aged woman who treated 

my sisters like an affectionate mother. She asked us to tea , and as she was 

leaving she said: "I hope that my daughter, Saniyya, will have come back from 

Alexandria by then, so that I may be able to introduce her to you"

I tried not to show my disappointment, for I had hoped to hear the names of 

men mentioned, not of women. "Let it be our first and last call on them, then," I 

thought. "I have not moved here to exchange visits with families that have no 

male members."

The student's translation of the unit leaves much to be desired . The rendering 

of f j* jil fVl jia. J k  Ciia. 4 o±i»14Aia.jjj as "He came with his wife,

middle aged lady. She felt pity for my sisters like a tende mother" is 

problematic in a number of respects: first, Cii*. is disregarded and ĵ* jll is

inappropriately rendedred as "tende" (sic) rather than "affectionate", and the

pronoun "she" is incorrectly employed in lieu of the appropriate relative 

pronoun" who". He inappropriately translates ^Liil as "she

invited us to have drink tea with them"; failing to realise that "to have " here 

conveys the meaning of , he incorrectly inserts the verb "drink" after

"to have", ending up with a sequence of two verbs implying the same thing.
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His rendition of -̂Sol] cjjlc. oa j z *I jj<u J\ t5ju4& -  as "I

hope Sania my daughter has returned from Elxandra to introduce her to you" is

somewhat comprehensible, although he fails to pay attention to the conditional 

mood used in the original. Moreover, his translation of Jc- j VI cAjU

jVl ^  tlilSj . £.Luii V (JIa j  eLaxul j

4-IjIc £_<a jjl jail (J-̂ t lh® I—̂ j_g"̂ l -̂ia as I tried not to appear my

sorrow on my face. I was waiting for names of men not women. I said: "Our

visit will be the first and the last, I didn't come here for exchange visits with

manless family" is more or less comprehensible although he incorrectly opts

for the verb "appear" rather than the more correct "show". This choice of 

lexicon can be attributed to native language interference; the Arabic verb

like the semantically close verb , might equally mean "to appear", "to be

manifested" , "to seem" and "to show up", among others. The word "My

sorrow" is also an inappropriate equivalent expression for 5̂—̂ ; "my

disappointment" would be a better choice in this context. The translation of

the above unit involves some grammatical mistakes such as missing out on an

indefinite article before the expression "manless family". On the whole, he

achieves a satisfactory translation in spite of the inappropriote rendering of

certain phrases such as "waiting for names" ( instead of "I was expecting

names"), and "our visit will be the first and the last" ( instead o f " This better

be our last visit." ) and finally, "with manless family", ( instead of " with a

family that has no men" ). Badawi's translation expresses the intended

meassage more or less satisfactorily, although his " families that have no 

male members" for <JU.j <jaA aLIc niight seem contentious in this context.

15- rvll (J-jls ljI. ni I jiLjuil V ! Igjl ( Aoluj

Iĝ oLol ĝjl̂ lajJal £̂1 diL-saj Ijl 1 Vj  ( j

La ( jA eUM <jl£ fJjSI I jLa

1 "' (JLoaJI IjLA 4 j >‘il*l' (̂ l—iic. j-Sj (. i v ij * l̂ ajLoilj 1$j^I
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. . .  ^gk £jJa j j  (JjaaII .''' ?•.'

Student: Sania came, oh people! don't skimp on your generosity and kindness, 

have mercy upon an inexperienced and naive man as me, don't smile if I have 

descriped to you my confusion in front of her.

What should I say?

This meeting was the begining of my life history, what preceding was dark pre- 

Islam, what following is light and shine. While I was talking to her I looked at 

her stealthely; otherwise, how could my eyes face all this beauty?

I was beside her like a wet puppy put in the sun...

Badawi: There I saw Saniyya . I hope the world will be charitable enough and

have some pity for an ill- ecperienced young man like myself, and not smile 

desivisively at the feelings of embarrassment and confusion which I 

experienced in her presence.

How shall I put it ? Our meeting marked the beginning of life for me; what had 

gone before it was utter darkness and what came after it was brightness and 

light. I stole glances at her as we talked; my half blind eyes not daring to face 

so much beauty.

Beside her I felt like a wet puppy placed in the sun.

The student's translation of j  I jlijj V ! Igjl ( 4_iiuj as

"Sania came, oh people! don't skimp on your generosity and kindness" is 

unidiomatic; he not only disregards the conjunction j  at the beginning of the 

sentence, but inappropriately uses "oh" for l*J and "don't skimp" for V .

Overall , he fails to convey the sense intended in the original sentence. The 

translation of <̂ -51* s I  J-JS c_jL£ ^  IjSLil as " have mercy upon an

inexperienced and naive man as me" illustrates that the student seems to be

capable of translating satisfactorily. The only problem here is the choice o f "as 

me" where " like me or myself" would be a more appropriate rendition for 

He also renders ^  £̂1 c A ^ j  li) I V j  as " don't smile if I

have descriped to you my confusion in front of her" less satisfactorily ,
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disregarding J i and using "descriped" (sic) rather than "described". The 

rendition of jj-j ‘ ajIaIa, aLs L«< <j  ̂ ĉJjat Llx

?4_1£ J  a-̂ 11 t̂ _A Ag^ljx ^ic> (_ l̂lic. (_ ĵ3J L-fljS VJj ( I^Sj U j  l^u^a.1 . J g ! J

...(jaAjill ^  2- ^ jj JjSfdl as "What should I say? This meeting

was the begining of my life history, what preceding was dark pre-Islam, what

following is light and shine. While I was talking to her I looked at her

stealthely; otherwise, how could my eyes face all this beauty? I was beside her

like a wet puppy put in the sun..." is unidiomatic. The translation of this

particular unit clearly examplifies the critical importance in understanding of

the overall meaning of the SL text in the rendering of a satisfactory translation

in general and the problems that insue from the absence of such understanding

in particular . Unless a good understanding of the meaning of either the unit as

whole of the verious parts making up this unit is achieved, a mistranslation and

consequently a distortion of the message inherent in the original text is bound

to occur. This is precisely what seems to have happened in connection with

the translation of the last unit. In failing to appreciate the analogical reference 

to a_iUU. and its semantic relevence within the larger context of the u n it, he

inevitably produces a translation that not only diverges from the SL text ,but 

which somewhat distorts it. His literal rendering of^ bjj

m\\ as "I was beside her like a wet puppy put in the sun" is

comprehensible and almost the same as Badawi's except that the latter 

translates the sentence more idiomatically. This unit as a whole does not seem  

to provide a desired version of the original message. Badawi's translation , 

on the other hand, is idiomatic, although the rendition of * jj* j1 I j  *j js J I  as "

ill-experienced" seem to be less than fully appropriate in this context. The 

message is nevertheless satisfactorily conveyed .

Alternative Translation:
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Then Saniyya appeared. I hope you will be charitable enough and have some 

pity for an inexperienced and naive young man like me, and not to ridicule me 

if I told you about my embarrassment and confusion before her.

What shall I say?

This meeting was the beginning of my life. What preceded it. All that had gone 

was dark ages. What followed was radiauzn. Beside her I was like a still wet 

puppy placed in the sun."

16~ • • • AljAaJI (jjiill (j-a (j! La

AjLli. JjuiaJI i Ajuij L_ijj]I ( j l£ j  t Alula! l^JjJ (jl£il ^̂ -LaJ Ia.Iui^ (jt£

IjLi ( jL£j \ jlft- jl JiLxul ! tJ>—all ^  (—Ijj .. oLiaJl A

4̂ U-aa)flj  <jLu£JI Qii (Jjill l aaj ĵl JajLfc .Aj3 AJjIL Aĵ Iui!

.A jjI^j La& JyLuull ( jc -  AuSlj!

Student: I haven't preceive before seeing her that cloths are fine arts... 

as if the body wished , her dress was the fulfillment of his wish; or the dress 

desired ,this body was his parsinour that found with her the repose and the taste 

of life., a dress how much it has closed and how much it has enclosed it 

descending till stand where the train swings between the secrcy and expression, 

shoes its style satisfy you asking about it hide.

Badawi: Before I met her I had never realized that dressing was one of the fine 

arts; her frock was, as if it were , a wish of her body come true, or rather it was 

as her frock itself had found its fulfilment and known the taste of life on the 

body it desired. Admirably it revealed certain parts of her body and hid others. 

It enveloped her as if imprisoning her, and yet its captive was at the same time 

its mistress. It hung down to the point where it neither revealed nor hid too 

much. Her shoes were so smart that you never felt the need to wonder about the 

kind of feet they covered.

The student fails to translate the unit satisfactorily, owing to his limited 

linguistic knowledge in the target language and notwithstanding his falling
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back on on word for word rendition. For instance, though his translation o f I® 

o-9 <j *MM J  JjS «iljJ as "I haven't preceive before seeing

her that cloths are fine arts" and of Î a jlla Aiiii < 3 ^  1*jjj jl£a U.iup. jl£  

sl_pjl la .j ^Jll <uLIi. luaJ as "as if the body wished her dress

was the fulfillment of his wish or the dress desired, this body was his parsinour 

that found with her the repose and the taste of life" is somewhat 

comprehensible, it is unfortunately far from adequate. Neither the choice of

some vocabulary represents the actual meaning of the original nor is the unit 

as a whole rendered coherently. Furthermore, in his translation of £  mA 

{S j  as "a dress how much it has closed and how much it has enclosed ", 

he misunderstands the meaning of the sentence, translating ^  as "how 

much" instead of "admirably". His overlooking of ajj ±J l i i  Uj *>L l^Jc. jIjsJ 

suggest either that he was less than careful during the process of

translation or that he found the unit difficult to render and therefore choose to 

leave it out. The translation of j  jU&ll j#  jfcj dip. <JiL J\ J l  l^U

Lac. JyL*dll ^c. oSUl d L frlia .j as "it descending till stand where the train

swings between the secrcy and expression, shoes its style satisfy you asking

about it hide." is anything but satisfactory. In general, the sentence structure,

the sequence of tenses as well as the choice of vocabulary are inappropriate.

Badawi translates the original lucidly and comprehensibly, although he 

mistranslates A_LUa ajji_J l i l i  as "and yet its captive was at the same

time its mistress". The latter would have been better translated as "and its 

captive was equally its master".

Alternative Translation:

Before I met her I had never realised that the manner of dressing was one of the 

fine arts; her dress was, as it were, a wish of her body came true, or rather it 

was as if this body became the mistress of her dress itself which had found its 

fulfilment and known the taste and tranquality of life. Admirably, the dress
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unveiled certain parts of her body and covered others. It enfolded as if 

imprisoning her,but even so its prisoner was commanding it. The dress hovered 

so that it hung down between concealment and exposure; and the shoes were 

of such beauty that you never felt the need to wonder about what they conceal.

17- >̂̂ 1 l i l j  LaAic. tillj J  * j l  j  Laj . ĝ-i 1̂

L$jl xuyj j  j  (j—a <-. 1**11 l̂ c-Luj lLuS
1 >>iĵ  ( C j j  j  t I ^ J a  CLuhj i lLûC- Cj^xjuj . .  j  t l u j j j

. d n j j j  (jliuafylj CliJajJaC.j d lL £ j t du j j  t dj^Luij ( ^̂ ILala

Student: She didn't pay much attention to me. and didn't look at me axcept one 

or two looks, but when I left - tag my legs hardly-1  felt tired from an accurate 

palpation treated on my soul and body with fingers which was imagined it 

stroke and pat while it slip and search... I felt I was naked and turned upside 

down, tested and examined my high has been measure and weighed.

Badawi: She did not pay much attention, she looked at me only once or twice, 

Yet when I left, painfully dragging my feet away.I felt tired as if someone had 

been feeling my soul and body, as if fingers had been stroking me searchingly. I 

felt I had been denuded and turned inside out and carefully examined my height 

had been measured, my weight taken and my depths fathomed.I felt I had been 

tested like a coin, rubbed , bitten with the teeth and dropped on the ground to 

see if I sounded false or not.

The student 's translation is unsatisfactory. He provides a poor translation of 

tj-ujki j  SjJij jj-c. j  Laj, rendering it as "and didn't look at me axcept

one or two looks" and translates u-M 1 cj-JS as "[I was] turned upside

down". A closer look at his translation vis-a-vis the original reveals unhealthy 

reliance on word for word rendition that often verges on what looks like a 

mechanical translitration of the original into the target language. A more 

appropriate translation of the above would have been " he gave me only one or 

two looks" or "she looked at me no more than once or twice" and I had been
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turned inside out" respectively. It is very hard to make anything of his 

translation of I j  j J  1:1 j  IaUc. as " but when I left - tag

my legs hardly" is unsound. He fails to maintain the sequence of tense and

confuses adjectives with nouns; consider for instance absence of concordance

between verb and subject in his "with fingers which was imagined" and his

confusion of adjectives with nouns in his "my high has been... weighed". He 

also does not translate <>ajVl ^  Cnijj jliuiVL d £ jc ., and again, one

can only hypothesise that he either unwittingly overlooked it or find it too

difficult to translate and choosing thereby to discard it. It is evident that these

errors and problems might be attributed either to an insufficient experience in

the TL or to first language interference. Badawi's translation of this unit is 

idiomatic, although his rendering of ajVI ^  Ciiij as "and dropped on the

ground to see if I sounded false or not" seems to be less than adequate. The 

sense of the intended message might be better captured if the latter had been 

translated as "and rung on the ground to be assayed." .

18- ' -*3 La ~ \a  jLoj ~ f jk  CLilaS Ĵl Ajlijll ‘"  ̂ ( LuLuj dllikJ Ldj

u' VI <UIJ
^ ' j ;  V lj La^jmjj .̂IjjC-VI ^ 1  La^gJ^jJJ îC-Lwi Alii f-Li (jl

Student: When I entered our flat I happened to turn around to my sisters then I 

said in myself which full with sorrow - by God they need only to long the braid, 

and the tick socks cover the knee, to seen as a country girls... tomorrow God 

willing I would take care of leading them to look after their neatness and 

idoring or the failur of my planing program would certainly.

Badawi: When we were back in our flat I looked at my sisters and thought

ruefully they only need to have a longer plait and the thick stockings coming 

up above the knee for them to look like village girls. From tomorrow , God be
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willing , I shall make a point of directing them to take more care of their 

clothes and their make up ,otherwise, my scheme is bound to fail."

The student provides an unsatisfactory rendition of the above unit owing to

an inappropriate sentence structure and choice of vocabulary, revealing his

poor command of the mechanics of the target language, e.g, "then I said in

myself". Here, the use of the preposition "in" is inappropriate. This may

indicate a mother tongue interference because Arab speakers often confuse 

prepositions such as (in and to). Next, The translation of 4 ^ '  v J ^ j

4-4 jM as "and tick socks cover the knee" is less than appropriate; the latter

would have been better translated as "The thick sockings covering the knee." 

His choice o f the word "socks" is comprehensible although he fails to 

distinguish the difference in meaning for »-j regarding the gender which

is embedded within the context of the sentence in particular, and the unit as 

whole. The rendering of J '  Jc.tm Ji ^  <>

j i  Jda u1* VIj W hjjj as " tomorrow God willing I would take 

care of leading them to look after their neatness and idoring or the failur of my 

planing program would certainly" is unidiomatic because neither the word 

order nor the choice of vocabulary is correct in this context. Badawi translates 

the unit satisfactorily and his choice of vocabulary seems on the whole 

appropriate.

19 - • (J-aVlj 4_juiC-j ' 4_ubal . l^C -ljj ja S )̂jLuj dll j  '

u' V] J ac. J  (_>JI  ̂ ^a*JI J4°  ̂ l -̂® —
. V jl j  4_a1£ (jVI I J*JI ?

  CLiajuujIj  J l  d i j a i a

J  S_̂ L_ui  ̂ j 71- A 4 n’U Ĵ /Li ûLu> Ljjua dj^J

. . . .  j i
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Student: One day when she was walking I attacked on her and caught her arm. 

a touch on it a termor of both rage and hope, and I cried:

- What are you think? Should I run after you all the life? have I no job in the 
life but walking uASj  Pardon! now I want one word : yes or no.

She looked at me and smilled ....

I visited with her the features of Cairo as if I was a tourist explore through a 

magic and foriegn city which he didn't know before.....

Badawi: So one day I rushed at her as she was walking in the street and held 

her arm with mixed feelings of anger and hope and burst out saying:" What do 

you think? Am I to go on chasing you all my life? Have I no other job on earth 

but to follow in your ladyship's train? Please, forgive me. I only want one word 

from you; either yes or no."

She looked at me and smiled.

When I visited the sights of Cairo with her I felt like a tourist exploring a 

strange and magic city, that was totally new to him .

The student translates the unit inadequately. The rendering of as

"attacked" rather than "rushed" is inappropriate. He fails to render the question 

correctly and ,as usual, relies prmarily on word for word rendition in translating

V J  j  <jV1 ! j-a*ll ? jsJas* (cf. his "What are you think?

Should I run after you all the life? have I no job in the life but walking j  ^  

Pardon! now I want one word : yes or no") as well as leaves out ^  

t d j lA S j  untranslated. His "Pardon" for is less than appropriate

lexicon choice in this context. The translation of i  jaUII 1$** cj j  j

qa l*ij*j (jla fl a! (jjij *.j ûLui as "I visited with her the features

of Cairo as if I was a tourist explore through a magic and foriegn city which he 

didn't know before" is comprehensible, but his translation of and

as "features" and "foreign" respectively is neither the most desirebale rendering 

nor completely true to the original. The translation, in general, also suffers 

from a number of glaring grammatical errors that generally betray deficient
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grasp of specifics of the TL grammar; consider for instance, his "what are you

think?" and "I was a turist explore". Badawi's rendition is more appropriate

and consititues a better representation of the sense of the original,

notwithstanding his unnecessary insertion of the redundant phrase "in he 

street" and his rendering of csLj <_>l£j  ^  as "to follow in your ladyship's

train", and of j-i*ll as "Please, forgive me", which do not seem quite true to 

the original expressions.

Alternative Translation:

One day I rushed at her while she was out walking and grapped her arm with 

mixed feelings of anger and hope and shouted at her:

"What do you think? Am I to spend my entire life chasing you ? Don't I have 

any other concern on this earth but to walk in your shadow. Excuse me! I 

need you to tell me one word only , yes or no."

She looked at me and smiled.

On visiting the Cairo sights with her I felt like a tourist exploring a strange and 

magic city that was totally new to him.

2 0 -  • ^JJ <-lil j  ^  clillS

j  t (JjIs tiLu^aj t l ahjx tiliV IjIjj LL (j] ? 13] <_Jasl1I La —

. . .  J um (jJjLa* 4 nij» .all <—JJj-all Ijlgj jSU

‘ (JjSj dlflLjal ( LaC. Lai j

. . .  ^  L»L> ( j ^ l j  -

... ^jVLk £-a 'LaliCU CjLJaCj  dlLaxj cj&3j (ji ^11 (JSjjl (jl (jl£j

Student: One day she said to me:

So what should we do? Daddy refuse definitly because you are a little 

employee with small salary, and he don't know how you can live in Garden 

City with this salary ....
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She added when saw me heavy noded with worries.

- But mummy is in my side ...

The decsion was that I have to move to their flat, Nemat and Atiat should go to 

live with one of my aunts ....

Badawi: One day she said: "What are we to do now? My father refuses 

categorically because you are a jounir civil servant and your salary is small. In 

fact, he can't understand how you can afford to live in an area like Garden City 

on your salary."Noticing how disappointed and crest-fallen I looked, she added 

:"But Mummy is on our side."

It was finally decided that I should move out and take my lodgings with them , 

and that Nimat and Atiyyat should live with an aunt of mine.

The student's translation is comprehensible, despite the inappropriate rendering 

of j*  as "a little employee" and his use of "with" rather than "on" in

translating ^  Je. ls as "and he don't

know how you can live in Garden City with this salary". The translation is 

marred by a string of unfortunate errors of grammar ; consider lack o f subject- 

verb agreement in his "he don't", "daddy refuse", and the incorrect dropping

of subject and the indefinite article in his "when saw me" and "a little 

employee with small salary" respectively. The translation of (jjL* ^ j  UJj 

: JjSj 4 Uc. (jJ jll as " She added when saw me heavy noded with worries"

is anything but satisfactory. His translation of ^  u-£lj as "But

mummy is in my side" is a case of first language interference; he mechanically 

provides a straightforward TL equivalent for the Arabic preposition ^  with

little concern for how that preposition fits in within the structure of the TL. 

Badawi's translation is satisfactory, even though he disregards and

unnecessarily inserts "finally" in the last sentence. The rendering o f J  ^

cjULcj  cjU*: as "and that Nimat and Atiyyat should

live with an aunt of mine" does not represent the actual meaning implied by 

the original ( cf. alternative translation provided below).
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Alternative Translation:

One day she said:

"So, what are we to do then?" My dad refuses categorically because you are a 

jounir employee and your salary is small. In fact, he can't understand how you 

can afford to live in Garden City on your minimal salary." Noticing how 

disappointing and unhappy I looked, she added: " But mummy is on my side." 

The decision was to move out to their flat while Nimat and Atiyyat had to go 

and live with one of my aunts.

I j |  t <_jlll j j L i  Cju£ "l-AjSUI l_u£" A£.Llu ^gJu] 1 j l l a  

till j  i j  t." 1 g nil — c a & (_£ j i l  V j  — j_jijl ( J ja L lj  V • ^J^)j-all ( j j iL d l  Jlyjyj q a  lA_jlla

: J3UH JUI (jilin ‘ aaÎ aII Sjxua ^1 c u>n%̂

" .. 6 jiLlax̂ al .. jtlax̂ Li I )"

Student: All of them said to me that I was absentminded when we contracted 

the marriage, then suddenly I smilled a light smile, the thought the marraige 

official's frank question is an ambarrassment to me. But they don't know that - 
and I don't know how - I have preceived just then to the pitilessness o f the

humor, and it applys to me, in the saying: "He went to hunt... they hunted 

him "

Badawi: Everybody told me that during the wedding I looked distracted but 

then suddenly a faint smile appeared on my face, which they took to be a sign 

of my embarrassment when the notary asked me a frank question. They did not 

realize that it was at that moment that somehow I saw the point of the bitter 
joke in the saying which fitted my case admirably : "The hunter hunted."

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible in spite of his reliance 

on word for word rendition. The translation, however, betrays an unawareness 

of appropriaate use of tense in English; he not only fails to observe tense mood
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,using simple present where simple past or past perfect is called for e.g., his

"is" instead of than "was", "They do not know" instead of "They did not

know", but also fails to provide the correct conjegated forms ,e.g., "it applys" 

and "I have perceive". The choice of "a light smile" for is wrong

and reflects a first language interference in this context. The choice of the 

verb "perceive ...to" for "the pitillessness of the humor" for ijJk

and "and it applys to me" for Jc . < 3 ^  is inappropriate ; "realise" or

"become aware of", "a bitter joke" and "which fitted my case" respectively

would be appropiate equivalents in this context. His rendering of the saying 

.. j  £l j  as "He went to hunt... they hunted him..." is somewhat

comprehensible, although he depends, as usual, on word for word translation,

which results in the production of a translation lacking in the subtlety and

vividness of the doriginal text. The phrases "contracted the marriage and

"during the wedding" are completely two different phrases refering to two

different cultural traditions. The student's choice seems appropriate and 

conveys the meaning of the original, but Badawi's translation of ujU£J!

covers a wider range of activity for the benefit of the target language reader. 

"During the wedding" implies a greater time scale than that implied in the 

original; "to contract a marriage" in an Islamic society is simply to register 

officially that X is the husband of Y. I think Badawi's translation of this 

phrase is less appropriate semantically and culturally. Furthermore, his 

translation of 1.. 1 S i  i\ Cjl&S as "that it was at that moment that somehow I

saw the point" is both long-winded and inappropriate (cf. alternative translation 

below).

Alternative Translation:

Everyone told me that I looked distracted during the marriage contract, but 

then all o f a sudden a faint smile crossed my face, which they interpreted as a 

sign of my embarrassment at the notary's frank question . They little know that
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it was then that somehow I realised how the bitter joke in the saying " he set 

out as the hunter but ended up as the hunted" aptly fitted my case.

The translation output relating to the first short story and examined above

confirms more or less the predictions implied in / by the hypotheses fromulated 

in ch. 1.7 : the linguistic competence, on the one hand, and lingusitic experience 

in TL, on the other, determine in a significant way the structure and quality of 

the translation production. The student's imperfect command of the target 

language, in conjunction with his limited language experience in TL have 

manifested themselves into a translation that is repeatedly marred by 

grammatical errors, spelling errors and stylistically inelegant expressions. 

First, with regard to the area of grammar, we found evidence that the student 

has considerable problems in sorting out the various morphological categories 

in TL (cf. consider our previous remarks on his confusion of nouns and verbs, 

among other things, in connection with his translation of unit 5 for instance). 

Furthermore, the analysis reveals that the student, owing to his less than 

perfect command of the specifics of English grammar, constantly abuses the 

correct use and distribution of simple pronouns, relative pronouns, definite 

and indefinte articles and prepositions, in addition to misusing tense forms 

and confusing tense structure ( see, in particular, our comments in connection 

with his translation of units 3 , 11, 12 and 21 for instance). Second, the 

student's impoverished lexicon repertoire, clearly manifested in either a less 

than desirable or incorrect choice of TL lexical equivalents for SL words, 

together with his blind reliance on word for word rendition and the perpetual 

SL interference has, on the whole, yielded a translation that is sometimes not 

only unidiomatic, but either ambigous or combersome, to say the least. Having 

said that, and notwithstanding the problems arising from either SL interference, 

unquestioning word for word transaltion and poor grasp of the structure of
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the TL grammar, the student has nevertheless managed to produce a translation 

that is, while not completely adequate, still comprehensible.
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1-

Student: Kon Kan.

Badawi: A Game o f Cards.

The student does not translate the title; he merely transliterates it. This does 

not give any clue to the story. It seems that he does not comprehend the 

significance of the title. Badawi, on the other hand, derives another title from 

the story itself- one which is of more use to the reader. Kun ... kan = "Be ... it 

was" is the traditional remark of a card player about to play the last winning 

card. This echoes the Koranic Kun fa yakun of creation.

2- ? SLiaJI oAA

(j! (j* ^ j 4.L] JlyjuJI 11a

I j j la I s J  A-S (jj^uijAdl AajS (Jj3 tgjlJ l . L a jljjl I j l i ia l j  La Ac. ILa I

.l^~i*a»9J 1 ̂  )1 j\o  ĝk 4-u^aJl c£SjIxa11£ — eÂ .1 j  42aaJ — ' J; t i»\\l j j A j j  ^<ljlia]l)

Student: What is the meaning of this life?

This question eats deep as a termite in the soul of Hussein Farghaly every night 

as he leaves the coffee-shop after they have stacked up its chairs and turned off 

its lights. He goes to it before sunset and finds his colleagues the teachers have 

gathered around the (BackGAMMON) And the game rolls between them - No 

stopping for one moment - like military battles in its boil and its roar...

Badawi: What is the meaning of life? The question was like a canker worming 

its way into Husyan Farghali's soul every night as he walked out of the cafe 

after the chairs in it had been piled up and its lights swiched off. Every day , 

before sunset, he used to go to the cafe where he would find his fellow teachers 

assemblied round a table playing backgammon. They would play without 

interruption all the evening and their games were as noise and earnest as real 

battles.
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Both the student and Badawi translate the above question satisfactorily and 

appropriately. The only difference is that the student focuses on word by word 

translation, while Badawi translates the question idiomatically. The student 

translates the unit satisfactorily and comprehensibly despite his use o f "this" 

instead of the definite article "the". The verb "eats" does not match the sense of 

the original. It is more equivalent to use the verb "gnaw". The choice of the 

noun "termite" is also less appropriate to the original. He also translates 

(aJjLLII) I jjcaia.1 & i_jjjiJI J i  as "He goes to it before

sunset and finds his colleagues the teachers have gathered around the

(BackGAMMON)" is less satisfactorily and comprehensibly. The sentence 

structure, the tense and the word order are incorrect. He also uses "it" for 1«jJ]

and disregards (aJ jLLII) . The choice of the verb "rolls" is not equivalent to the

original. I think the student means that the game goes on and on without

interruption. The other choice by the student is the present tense which is not 

appropriate; he could use the past tense to provide the sense of -  j j Ajj

-  j  £_Li1jV as "The game would go on and on without interruption "

rather than his erroneous "And the game rolls between them - No stopping for 

one moment-". The rendering of l^jUfc ^  a_uj*J <4 as " like

military battles in its boil and its roar..." is more or less comprehensible , but 

the choice of "its boil" for L̂ Llc- and "its roar" for are not quite right.

It would be better to use "its boiling" or "its heat" for the former and "noise"

or "rattle" for the latter. Badawi, on the other hand, translates the unit 

comprehensibly, although the rendering of < _ > - > 11a jjLi> as "like a

canker worming its way" is less appropriate to the original, where he might

use " like a worm pouring its way". He unnecessarily adds "a table" and "all 

the evening" and praphrases ajjj ĴI jUJl£ as "as real battles". The choice of

"earnest" for 1 neither provides the image nor the actual meaning of the

word in this context. The translator might use the active instead of the passive
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to provide the sense of the original more effectively to the reader. Overall both 

translations are satisfactory and comprehensible.

Alternative Translation:

What is the meaning of life?

The question was like a worm pouring its way into Hussyn Farghali's soul 

every night as he walked out of the cafe, after they had piled up its chairs and 

switched off its lights. Every day, before sunset, he would go to the cafe to 

meet his fellow teachers who were gathering in a circle playing backgammon. 

The play was like militeray battles in its noise and heat that would go on and on 

without interruption.

3 -  d ll j j  (jAAill d ll j  4 j J j  (J jaL  i i jAj>ll j  S jL^aJI ^iTi; ^  ‘ h  V

(jHj*j cLiaJl Ldaul l j £ & j  . L^JajLda djlfljl jL uull

.Uj Ijj (j-a ĝlaLuillj

Student: Hussein does not play, but stops at watching the stones and the dice in 

great admiration. His head rolls right and left like a mechanical doll without a 

controller. Like that he is in life too, lives on the margin and flees to the beach 

in fear of the tide.

Badawi: Hussyn never played himself but was contented to watch with great 

interest the movement of the counters and the dice. He would turn his head 

now to the right and now to the left, mechanically like a clockwork toy whose 

spring has gone out of control. In the same way he lived on the margin o f life, 

afraid of its current, he would seek refuge on its shore.

The student's rendition is comprehensible, although his choice of "stops at" for 

cs-£Sj is not as appropriat as "contents". He literally renders s I  as "the

stones" which he totally misunderstands its meaning and its reference to the 

game. Moreover, he translates dkA i as "in great admiration" ,here, he uses

"in" rather than "with" and fails to provide an eguivalent to t-aidi.. The reader
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might comprehend the translation of the student, but for the mistranslating of 

the verb <jjjIj which means "to turn", he inappropriately chooses the verb

"rolls". The choice of expressions, for example, "Like that" for ja I:£a j , "The

beach " for and "The tide" for U jU  ends in a less acceptable and

appropriate translation. The equivalent of L^l ja Î £aj  is "Consequently he"

rather than "like that" which has no sense of the original. Next, "the beach"

does not provide the significance of the original; semantically, it is more

acceptable to use "shore" because it has the sense of "shelter". Finally, "The

tide " does not secure the meaning of the original because the equivalent for 

"tide" in Arabic is j  ad l" rather than = "current". The translation

needs proper punctuation, word order, and appropriate tense to be correct.

Badawi translates the unit satisfactorily maintaining the sense of the original

except for his use of "like a clockwork toy" which seems inappropriate to the

original. Aside from his satisfactory translation, his choice of "In the same 

way" for ja Î Saj is inappropriate and inconsequential.

Alternative Translation:

Hussyan would not play himself however contented watching the movement of 

the dice and the counters with great interest. His head would turn to the right 

and to the left like a mechanical doll whose spring had become detached. 

Consequently, he lived on the margin of life, frightened of its current, he 

would take refuge on its shore"

4 -  o^A ( jc  Ajliak t." lala"] )-n mi (jjjc. . . .  jlg i ll j  ojl£l La (JjVI

• QJJsSM j l  (jjLulaJt ^  ojjfi1a A g jLui AjxI

Student: As they were camels ruminating at night what they have eaten at 

daytime. Which devilish brain has reached the invention of this BackGammon? 

it is a foolish, analogous, repeatable game but its magic does not stop as if  it is 

Hashish or opium.
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Badawi: Like camels they would ruminate at night whatever they had eaten by 

day. What imaginious and devilish mind had invented this game of 

backgammon? It is a simple game based on similar and repeated moves , and 

yet its charm never palls; it is like hashish or opium.

Both translations are acceptable except for the student's inappropriate use of 

"have" rather than "had" with "eaten" as well as he is taking " as" as the 

meaning of "as if" which is a common mistake among most Arab students 

learning English as a foreign language. The rendering of £&& <Jac J \

? Aljlkll ooa jii.1 as "Which devilish brain has reached the invention of

this BackGammon? is more or less comprehensible, but the use of "which"

rather than "what" and "has" rather than "had" are syntactically wrong. The 

rendering of £l JLLI j-c. tiiijij as "reached the invention of this

BackGammon" is not quite appropriate. His choice o f "this" without "game" 

is rather incorrect in this context. The translation of s a+i La ^

I j  »a«dl L_$i£ U ja—> V csLli j  as "it is a foolish, analogous,

repeatable game but its magic does not stop as if it is Hashish or opium" is 

somewhat satisfactory, although his choices of "foolish" and "repeatable game" 

are not quite right. Badawi's translation is true to the original and sound with 

regard to both choice of vocabulary and unit rendition .

Alternative Translation:

Like camels at night they would chew the cud of what they had eaten by day. 

Out of the crevice of what mind's devilsh imagination sprang the invention of 

such a game of backgammon? It is a simple game with repeated similar moves, 

whose magic is as perennial as that induced by hashish and opium.

5 - c-La-m (j-llajl J  lauutillj   ̂ q a

j  k i l l  j s L I j  V  . 4 — j  C j j j U j  J a ^ ) 3  qa \ g i u i j j
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jIa. ^xj Ig ah n  j l j f y l  4" tUh-’k ,a SjjxjaII ^ (ĵ  d P ^  C5̂

^jjc- Lufljl LajIS 4 4JluuVj (j^Vl Aj ^xjulj 4. al.-iw ^xj Ai£]j 4 Ac-liL] <■ > ij-^ i (j_jl (J£l 4

.̂ Aui Vj <̂ j5

Student: Hussein went out of the locked atmosphere, filled with smoke and 

noise and strolled to the road, above him Chiro skies almost breathable by the 

spirit for its clearness where in it spread glittering stars and dull others, no sight 

can see them in their places untill the ear has found that these stars thrown in 

disorder and different colors are organized by sweet , beautiful tune, every 

different color has a share in its rythm,but it is a secret tune that the ear feels 

but does not recognise as if it is also an eye that sees but does not hear.

Badawi: Husayn left the heavy and oppressive atmosphere of the cafe dense 

with fumes and filled with noise, and wnt out into the street. Above him was 

the sky of Cairo ,so clear that the soul could almost drink it. Scattered in it were 

the stars, some brilliantly scintillating, others faint and fading. As soon as the 

eye percieved them all in their different positions, the ear could detect in them , 

different and scattered as they were, a harmony most sweet, made up of the 

different single notes produced by each star. But it is a soft music felt but not 

heard by the ear, and it is as if the ear had become a second type o f eye that 

sees but hears not.

The student's translation of JllaJl j  j  a^&Ij jaJI qa

J ]  as" Hussein went out of the locked atmosphere, filled with smoke and 

noise and strolled to the road" is unidiomatic. The choice of "locked" for I 

as well as "and strolled to the road" for^jjUl J ]  Jllajl j  are wrong, disregarding 

Moreover, the rendering of h j*  j3 ^jjll i£ j sjaIIII Aija

as " above him Chiro skies almost breathable by

the spirit for its clearness where in it spread glittering stars and dull others" is 

inappropriate. Here, the reader does not grasp the significance of the original 

from the student's version; because it is incorrect syntactically and semantically 

Syntactically, the sentence needs a verb and punctuation marks. Semantically,
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the use of "skies" "breathable", and "dull" by the student does not provide the

sense of the original. The choice of "skies" using the plural instead of the 

singular is not equivalent to the original . Likewise, "breathable" and "dull" 

are not equivalent to l*i£j5 and because they do not state the sense of the 

original. He also mistranslates J  jiVl ^  l**31 ^  V

as "no

sight can see them in their places untill the ear has found that these stars thrown

in disorder and different colors are organized by sw eet, beautiful tune, every 

different color has a share in its rythm". The rendition of jxJz  UiU. ^  j

Vj 02?" Liajl IajI£ t AimjV j  d&\ as " but it is a secret tune that the ear

feels but does not recognise as if it is also an eye that sees but does not hear" 

is not quite appropriate. Here, he inaccurately translates t-iU. ^  as "a secret

tune" and the choices of "feel" and "recognise" do not match the meaning of the

original. Semantically, "sense" and "distinguish" would convey the correct

meaning of the text. The sentence needs proper punctuation to be syntactically

correct and comprehensible. Badawi translates the unit semantically correct

except for his choice of "drink" in "...so clear that the soul could drink it" 

which does not provide the sense of J 3 £  jjll . It is more idiomatic to

choose "imbibe" to convey the metaphorical message of the sentence.

Moreover, there is an excessive use of adjectives like "brilliantly scintillating" 

and "faint and fading" in translating the two original adjectives and ajsU..

He also does not provides an accurate translation of «-iU. . The choices of

"soft" for uiLi, "feel" and "hear" do not convey the sense of the original.. It

might be better to use "hidden" for cili. as well as "sense" and " distinguish"

for and to provide a more idiomatic version for the original. He

also inappropritaly inserts "become a second type" in translating L^jI ^

0 *  which is not in the original.

Alternative Translation:
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Husyan left the cafe's smothering atmosphere that was dense with fumes and 

din, and rushed away into the street. The sky of Cairo was above him, so bright 

that the soul could imbibe it. Scattered in it were stars, some brilliant and 

others faint. As soon as the eye percieved them all in their different positions, 

the ear could detect in them, variegated and scattered as they were, a beautiful 

and sweet melody, each star contributed to the rhythm produced. But it is a 

hidden music sensed but not distinguished, by the ear, as if it were also an eye 

that sees but hears not."

6  -  Aju ij .1a Ajui&u Aj 3 aJ  <_$dl bal

(j-A  £ • ! i A j j ^  m j  A j] e t j i l l  t i l l j  ?  (JLal A j j I a j  q c -

i (. l ■>!ji L ^ L a  (J_j i L_i_a. ^j-C. V  A _ u IjIIj £ j 5 j  i A j j l i  L _ l I g - i V  (_s-uLa. . .  ^jLuua.1

L j  u i t i i  I jL a S  . i 4 _ _ jjIa  t CLnj A j j  Ig jV  ^ jL d a l . .  A-aC. A ljl

ol j - t  j  t. f ll il jx lL - j  A n U ll  oL j a J I j  t aJA  > * id l a J - l l I j  t A - a t l d l j  3_j_uull

Student: Will it not come the day he forgets how he threw himself into the 

teachers school when he hated that? And how he failed marrying his neighbor 

Amal ? that girl who stole his heart and between him, and was satisfied with 

marrying EHSAN.. he feared the first because she was dominant, playfull and 

beatiful, and he was content with the second not by love, But out of duty 

because she is his cousin... He confided to her because she is a house wife quit, 

devoted. What have you done to yourself, Hussein? You have turned your 

back to pleasure and lust and renewed ecstasy and life that is full of emotions, 

and have chosen a state life like a pool.

Badawi: Was he ever going to forget how he entered the teachers Training
College which he loathed, how he decided against marrying his neighbour, 
Amal, to whose charm he had fallen captive and instead contented himself with 
having for a wife Ihsan, whom he married not for love but out of a sense of 
duty because she was his cousin? He was frightened of Amal because of her 
wiles and charms and because of her domineering nature. He chose to marry his 
cousin because she was a good housewife, quiet and mindful of her business. 
"What have you done with yourself, Hussayn?" he kept asking himself, "You
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have turned your back on a life of ecstasy and ever new pleasures and passions 
and you preferred to it a life stagnant as the marshes."

The student translates the first two questions incorrectly. Here, he fails to 

comply with rules of sentence formation ,e.g., "Will it come the day" includes

both "it" and "the day" in reference to the same subject. Next, he literally 

renders as "he threw" rather than "joined" or "entered" as well as

mistranslating oplx-dl ^ j.ia  as" the teachers school". His translation of ojl£ j  

as "when he hated that" is a word for word rendering and therefore

inappropriate, for it neither conveys the meaning of the original nor makes 

sense in his version. The rendition of £  j  jll as " he failed marrying "

reveals an evident of misunderstanding of the p h r a s e . He renders

< 3 j  cxjli. <̂ 11 sLiall as "that girl who stole his heart and between him" is

unidiomatic. The choices of "dominant" for s-ijIula and "beautiful" for are

not quite appropriate in this context, a more apropriate translation of the two

terms would be respectively "domineering" and "charming". The translation of 

4-ul ^  c L_iaJ jj ULa J j 4 V as "and he was content with the

second not by love, But out of duty because she is his cousin" involves a

number of errors of both tense and choice of lexicon; note, for instance, his

use of "by" rather than "for" or "out of" in the standrad expression "for love"

or "out of love", and note, equally, his vasillation betwwen present and past 

tense within the same sentence. The rendition of 4 AlaU t ciu ajj l*jV !*1

as " He confided to her because she is a house wife quit, devoted"

comes out as less than a satisfactory translation in view of his 

misunderstanding of the word 1*1 yLdal (cf. his "he confided to her"), and in

view to his failure to be consistent with regard to use o f tense. The translation

O f  4—u l d l  Si—p J I  J  ( S J ^ I a I I  S il l!  j  i  A j i ja J I j  SjjuLill t i l ^ J a  d l j j l  ? L  Io n ia n  ( .I lia 3 l i l a S

£4aLu*a11£ sj£Ij  sip. cjJ iij ljLIj«1L as "What have you done to yourself, Hussein? 

You have turned your back to pleasure and lust and renewed ecstasy and life
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that is full of emotions, and have chosen a state life like a pool" is somewhat

incomprehensible. Although syntactically and semantically the translation is

inappropriate because he does not translate the original as a rhetorical

question. This echoes misunderstanding of the original message. He uses "to"

rather than "on" after "turned your back". His choice of vocabulary in 

rendering , for instance, i as "lust", as "renewed", j  as "a

state", gin ..mil as "pool", and Cij S\ as "choose" is inappropriate and does not

convey the sense of the intended message. Badawi translates the unit

satisfactorily and idiomatically provides a sound paraphrase of the original 

message, although he leaves out ajjLII alpJI and uses "you" which is informal

and alters the position of the question mark of the rhetorical question placing it 

after "his cousin" rather than after "Amal".

Alternative Translation:

Was he ever going to forget how he joined the Teachers Training College 

which he loathed? And how he decided against marrying his neighbour, Amal? 

The girl who fascinated and charmed his heart and instead contented himself 

with having for a wife Ihsan,whom he married not for love but out of a sense of 

duty because she was his cousin. He feared Amal because she was 

domineering, playful and charming. He chose to marry his cousin because she 

was a good housewife, quiet and mindful of her business. "What have you 

done with yourself, Hussayn?" "You have turned your back on a life of rapture 

enjoyment and ever new pleasures and passions and have prefered to it a life 

stagnant as a swamp.

7 -  4 U &  4_Lij i \ j j A  I Jilt Ai^uLa^lt Sliill oAA u i l l j l  L* j u t j  t J^La j u t

£)Vt j   ̂y  . L $ lL jj t**i J  {JbjXuui C i^jju t t JaC' 4L22uu S j-a lAjy ^1 t Jilt

9 - j u i j  f  U a iJ  j *  A lutlui AjLtw
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Student: Sooner he was fed up with EHSAN who was turned from a sleek

bodied girl to a fat woman with rough hands, he never saw her once receving 

him when he gets back with a hair design or make up. His life appears to him 

now a chain of mistakes and bad luck.

Badawi: It was not long before he felt bored with Ihsan, and soon his slim wife 

turned into a fat woman with rough hands. She never received him on his 

return from work, carefully made up or with her hair combed properly. His life 

seemed to him now to be a chain of mistakes and misfortunes.

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible, but less satisfactory in 

choosing the appropriate terms, e.g., His choice of "sooner" for rather 

than "soon" is wrong. He also mistranslates M  aSjJUaII Sttilt oiA iiuliit U

Stj-») as "who was turned from a sleek bodied girl to a fat 

woman with rough hands" here, he disregards and incorrectly uses

"who" to combine the two images. He inappropriately renders M  4S>£aa1I as

"sleek bodied" rather than "slim body" or "slender body" as well as using 

"turned to" instead of "turned into". He renders jSj  * ^  AUiWi S>» Uj*

J  U j»-yi as "he never saw her once receving him when he

gets back with a hair design or make up" unidiomatically owing to word for 

word rendition. The use of "gets" rather than "got" is syntactically wrong as 

well as rendering J  U jSj as "with a hair design or make

up" is semantically unsound. The choice of "bad luck" for is less

acceptable because it is more preferable to use "misfortune" to achieve the 

assonance in the sentence. Moreover, the choice of the present tense is 

incorrect; and the translation would be more acceptable in the simple past 

tense as Badawi's, who provides an idiomatic rendition of the original.

Alternative Translation:
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Soon he became bored with Ihsan and soon his wife's slender body turned into 

a fat woman with rough hands. He never saw her once taking care of her hair or 

make up when receiving him returning from his work. His life seemed to him  

now to be a chain of mistakes and misfortunes.

8-  d
>̂>i>T) V oil .. Aj (ĵ acLeJLij 4

. 4Jaa*]lj Lja^l! qa ^Laj3 a

Student: If there was in life a job he hates most it is teaching. He is a laborer

who is forced to build the base but not exceed that then others come to finish 

the building and enjoy it ... What pleasure is there in a job that its results do 

not magnify in front of you to give the spirit its part of satisfaction and 

pleasure?

Badawi: There was not a job he hated more than that of a school teacher . In 

his opinion, he was like a builder labourer who only had to lay down the 

foundations of a building. The job of completing the building was entrusted to 

others who came after him and who had the chance to enjoy seeing the 

finsished product. What pleasure was there in doing something the results of 

which you could not see so that you might feel gratified and rewarded for your 

labours?

The student's rendition of this unit is somewhat satisfactory, but the insertion of 

"it" after "most" is inappropriate. The use of the present simple tense in the

rendering of most of the unit is incorrect, e.g., he uses "he hates" rather than 

"he hated" and "is" rather than "was". The translation of the simile j* 

4_j (jj—sLLaijj $.Lull (Jjaajj 4 d  " He is a

laborer who is forced to build the base but not exceed that then others come to

finish the building and enjoy it" is less than satisfactory. The sentence structure 

and the tense are inappropriate as well as the rendering of ajIc <j^ja as "who

is forced" is not quite right in this context. He also uses "exceed" rather than 

"exceeding", "that" rather than "it", and "come" rather than "would proceed".
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The choice of "the building" for *1̂ 11 here is inappropriate. Semantically, the

choices of "magnify" and " its parts" by the student are incorrect and do not 

match the original. It is preferable to use "materialise" for and "reward" 

for Ufrl ja. to achieve equivalence. Syntactically, the choice of the present tense

is incorrect. Semantically, the use of "that" in "What pleasure is there in a job

that its results do not magnify..." is an example of first language interference.

Badawi translates the unit satisfactorily, although he disregards the conditional

structure in the original and uses the compartive rather than the superlative in 

translating cjLJI jult as "he hated more than that". He also paraphrases

(Ja- jjJjII as "of a school teacher" disregarding . Moreover, the translation of

4_j pLiJI ^ > 1  If* -*  i VJ (JjAjluSM (jl AjIc. aS  "

In his opinion, he was like a builder labourer who only had to lay down the

foundations of a building. The job of completing the building was entrusted to

others who came after him and who had the chance to enjoy seeing the

finsished product." is comprehensible, but quite long-winded and

overtranslated. He unnecessarily inserts "in my opinion" and "finished 

product". His choice of "doing something" for ^  and "see" for is not

equivalent to the original. Next, the expression "for your labours" does not 

exist in the original.

Alternative Translation:

If there was a job he heated most was that of teaching profession. He felt that 

he was like a labourer who only had to establish the foundation imposed upon 

him and not overstepping his task while others would proceed to carry out the 

construction and enjoy it. What pleasure was there in a work the results of 

which did not materialise; so as to furnish the soul with its due reward of 

satisfaction.
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9“ ( j .. &uu* <-JjJ jjuI j  tsjuujjll (jjjjiall liljj Jl3 <jl£

M m ii  Aj j A ^

n*\ > >1 11 i>>i*\ d iljixu _ju>c- . •. diljlui ĵuic- (_5̂ â all ĵ̂ )I (jl ĵJadJuil _jl

. . . A l x i L i  4dui . .  U g J A c. (JjS jjula (j a  Ifl Virt d j l ^ l u i  J U U  ( iU j (J^.1

Student: He has removed from the main road and turned to a narrow 

street that ends with farms... overwhelming quiet and asleep houses.

He talked to himself:

If I can return back in time ten years... only ten years... even if I sacrificed for 

that ten years of my future life year by year..

Badawi: By now he had left the main road and turned into a narrow street

leading to the fields. There was absolute silence and the houses seemed asleep. 

"If only I could go back ten years," he said to himself," Ten years only, even if 

that should cost me ten years of my life, I would give up one year for each of 

these ten years."

The student's translation of the unit is neither satisfactory nor completely 

correct. The choice of "removed" for ^ jj and "ends with the farms" for <^1*

^ J  jxllj is inappropriate. The choice of "end" is unacceptable because it does

not match the original. It might be better to use "left" and "lead to", , here,

does not indicate "limit" or "extent", but it implies "leads to". Next, the 

sequence of tenses is misrepresented disregarding .il which Badawi

translates as "By now he...". Neither translator provides the equivalent of

c5^o. Both use "narrow street" instead of "narrow track". Next, he chooses

"silence" for ujI jw which is not right. It might be better to use " tranquility" .

The student's c5 ^ J  as "return back" is inappropriate. He regards "talk"

and "say" as synonyms. The use of "return back" by the student is incorrect 

because he is conflating "return" and "go back". Badawi's translation is 

idiomatic and conveys the sense of the original.

Alternative Translation:
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By now he had left the main road into a narrow track leading to the fields. 

There was total stillness and the houses seemed slumbering.

"If only I could go back ten years," he said to himself. "Ten years only, even if 

I had to sacrifice ten years for that of my life, I would give up one year for each 

of these ten years.

1 0 -  (j\ (Jj . .  Ajjjl (3Aj *^^2 J  * AsuSL l i l i  . j l u i

Ajjoila I j j  (Js 0 ^ 1  AJaxllI «il]j ^  . (jJU-aj (jfLa j  Juc- L_fiL

A. a~af> C L l* 3 j j L  q u i i - v  • 'Cuil j  (3 3 ^  *^-^2 Ij_j3 l.lu i A jA jujj  ̂3 " '1

. I S U J A u a j j  IgJ t  ̂ A \j}y (j£ j (jl j  4 4ali l$J Aaa. Jlia 4 (j-o £  j l

Student: Then he walked a little. A hand touched his shoulder and the voice

almost breaking his ears.. Hussein has heared and read that hair can actually 

stand when terrorized and he did not beleive that. At that moment he felt as if 

a fierce hand has gathered his hair in its hold and shook it strongly until his 

head skin almost toren, Hussein felt that the hand which fallen on his shoulder 

was a bar of ice because his heart has frozen though his forehead has swollen 

and ran sweat.

Badawi: He walked a few steps further , but he soon felt a hand touching his 

shoulder, the sound of breathing grew almost deafening. Hussayn had heard 

and read that fear would make one's hair stand on end, without really believing 

it , but now he himself felt as if some ruthless hand had gathered his hair into 

its clutch and pulled it so hard that his head was nearly scalped. The hand that 

fell on his shoulder felt like a block of ice. His heart became frozen with fear, 

although his brow feverishly hot and full of sweat.

The student's rendition is unidiomatic. The choice of "a little" for ^15 is wrong 

and an indication of inappropriate language learning experience as well as a 

misunderstanding of the use of quantifiers such as "a little" instead o f "a few
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more" in the target language. The rendering of j  t ±  bli

L̂A*-a as "A hand touched his shoulder and the voice almost breaking his 

ears" is inappropriate because he disregards Iila and uses the simple past form 

rather than the gerund in translating as "touched" instead of "touching".

He totally mistranslates the rest of the sentence,misunderstanding the meaning 

of j ^ j l ' j  translating it as "the voice" rather than "groaning". He translates

as "Hussein has heared and

read that hair can actually stand when terrorized and he did not beleive that"

incorrectly. First, the sequence of tenses is inappropriate. Second, "when

terrorised" does not refer to the person but to the hair. Finally, he is unaware 

of the expression -lie. l_LL ^ Ij JI j**S J . The translation of

A_ujI j  J—la .  4-La (33^ AjJjujj \ 3̂ â *juj 4_u»A5 Ijj (jt£ aS " At

that moment he felt as if a fierce hand has gathered his hair in its hold and

shook it strongly until his head skin almost toren" is somewhat 

comprehensible, although his choice of "its hold" for l̂ UauS ^  is wrong and 

the rendering of a_ J j  .al* a-L* ^  as "until his head skin almost toren" is

an undiomatic word for word rendition. Neither the choice of vocabulary nor 

the sentence structure conveys the actually intended sense. The translation of

.13 A .’» > >  ( j t  J  ( 4_ jla  L g J  .1 (3 ^  £  j l  4 j j £  d 1x3j  Jull ( j L

• Lijc. j  1*1 as "Hussein felt that the hand which fallen on his shoulder

was a bar of ice because his heart has frozen though his forehead has swollen 

and ran sweat" less satisfactorily because the sequence of tenses is incorrect,

and the choice of vocabulary is inappropriate. First, it would be better to use 

the simple past tense. Second, the choices of " bar of ice'Tor £  jl

,"swell" for and "run sweat" for Laj& *..i ^  are not apt renditions,

semantics-wise, of the original. Badawi translates the above unit satisfactorily 

and comprehensibly; except for his paraphrase of i£ j as "

the sound of breathing grew almost deafening" which ,in fact, does not 

represent the exact meaning or illustrate the intended image of the original. He
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uses a phrase to translate jll rather than using one word as "groaning" . 

Moreover, "grew almost deafening" does not represent the meaning of <3  ̂

£1^,3 because he disregards 3A3 and fails to render . It might

be better to render the sentence as "And the deafening groanig had almost 

breaking his auditary". The choice of "full of sweat" for 1 5 does not

represent the original. Moreover, his rendering of £  u'j ‘ V  ^

l i j c  j  as "His heart became frozen with fear, although his brow

feverishly hot and full of sweat." is comprehensible although is not

represented in either translation.

Alternative Translation:

Then he walked a few more steps, and soon felt a hand touching his shoulder, 

and the deafening groaning almost breaking his auditary. Hussayn had heard 

and read, though without actually blieving it, that fear would make one's hair 

stand on end., but at this point he felt as if a cruel hand had gripped and pulled 

his hair so hard that it nearly tore his scalp apart. The hand that fell on 

Hussyan's shoulder felt like a block of ice, freezing his heart with fear, and 

causing his forhead to become burning hot and running with sweat.

1 l-^j-mc. li  Ini ni.il I —  ̂ 4_i]l j \  ~  (_£I j j  t-JU^iJI Ij-A ^  ^  ajlali 3 *^

i—kjlj t AiAi fji Al ^'I'"' 1̂ ,>11 jfiluu V liLd ! L̂ c. (j£lj
. a < j i l j C . j J j S  j \  AjjjIx i—ipl^ui j l  j l  b jk  Lajl£

Student: He looked at the features of this strange and saw - or so imagined he 

saw - a human face with two ears ... but for his disbelieve why does not his 

sight settle on his face? No picture of it was printed in his mind ,as if this face 

was a spiral hole or labryanth or a shaken photograph.

Badawi: Staring at the stranger's features he saw, or imagined he could see, a

human face with eyes, nose and ears. Oddly enough he could not focus his
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eyes on the face, which did not have any clear picture in his mind, as if it were 

a chasm or a labyrinthine subterranean path or a blurred photograph.

The student's rendition is less satisfactory. His translation of ^  o 

J j j  as "He looked at the features of this strange and saw" is to some

extent comprehensible, but it is an inappropriate word for word rendering. It is

neither conveys the real sense intended of the original nor his choice of 

"looked" for <>j-k ij is correct in this context. The rendering of aJ] <Jj±. j

-ul as "or so imagined he saw" is not quite right because he inserts "so"

and fails to comprehend the phrase resulting in an incorrect word order and 

tense. He translates (jjjitj oAp  ^ j  as "a human face with two

ears" disregarding t-i-Jj The translation of the rest o f the unit is

inappropriate. First, the rhetorical question is incorrect. Next, the choices of 

"But for his disbelieve" (sic) for jSlj , "sight" for j , "settle" for J

"print" for "hole" for s> ,  "Labryanth"(sic) for ajj A* and "shake" for

s jjj-s-4 are not right. Badawi's translation is comprehensible and satisfactory,

except for his disregard of the rhetorical question, and his choice of 

"labyrinthine subterranean path" for ajjjL* ^ I .

Alternative Translation:

He fixed a glance on the stranger's features and saw , or imagined he could see, 

a human face with eyes , nose and ears. It was very strange! Why could his 

eyes not focus on this face. It made no clear impression on his mind, as if it 

were a whirlpool or labyrinth ,or a blurred photograph".

1 2 -  1.1a. V jhjuLa . iiL (jlaJll (jl liljSLa (jl (."ijui-t . .  (jjtu^

.. V (jl^ — <_£ JJ ~liU .. CjLiAaJI ^

^ 2  Ljlj t I  ̂I* ■» d ll jiu )  ûiC. <11 .i^XJ (jl 1̂11 (jx  Cjt jlui j u U  «ftu)
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. aA^lj dll jiul )̂nl» ) <- ‘J*'* t JJ ^LuA.Vi Aujl -ftj — <111 l̂c-

Student: The man said to him:

Excuse me Mr. Hussein .. I feared you will change your mind befor I reach you 

I was very busy in AlQasr ALAYNI and fever hospital.. as you see I am really 

exhausted and I have a hard task that never ends ... I heard you volunteering 

ten years of your life in return for getting back in the past ten years like them, 

and I am squeezed God knows-and in great need for one day so what about ten 

years in one lot.

Badawi: "Pardon me, Husayn Effendi," the stranger said to him, "I was afraid

lest you should change your mind before I could catch up with you. I have been 

terribly busy in Qasr al-Ayni, and the infectious diseases hospitals. As you can 

see, I am really exhausted , my job is hard and nevercomes to an end. I heard 

you were prepared to give up ten years of your life if that meant you could go 

back ten years. God knows I am in desperate need o f a single day, let alone ten 

whole years at once."

the student's translation of the unit leaves much to be desired on several levels . 

First, the sequence of tenses are inappropriate. Second, his choice of 

vocabulary for some phrases or terms are semantically incorrect, e .g . , J  iS* 

liL (jLaill J  as " befor I reach you", cjLa»J1 b i as " and fever 

hospital" and t-ij as "and I am squeezed" are unidiomatic in this

context. The word order of "The man said to him : Excuse me Mr. Hussein" 

for is somewhat archaic and the choice of "man" is less

appropriate than "stranger" in this context. He renders J* as "as you 

see" omitting the model "can" before "see". The rendition of

dil j ij i  j_j£c (j Jitill J  tlil £ qa d l j d  as "I heard you volunteering

ten years of your life in return for getting back in the past ten years like them"

is comprehensible, but he omits the auxiulary verb "were" before

"volunteering" and uses "for" rather than "to" which reveals language

interference rather than language learning exprience in confusing prepositions 

in English. He also uses "getting" instead of "get" and literally renders as
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"like them". Badawi's translation is comprehensible, although his paraphrase of 

g- jjjj as "prepared to give up" is not quite right as well as disregards t3^a ^  l i j  

and

Alternative Translation:

"Excuse me, si Husayn," the stranger sa id ," I was afraid that you might change 

your mind before I could catch up with you. I was very busy in Qasr al-Ayni, 

and the infectious diseases hospital. As you can see, I am really overworked 

and my responsibility is hard and endless. I heard you were volunterring ten 

years of your life in return to go back for a similar period of ten years. God 

knows I am in a difficult circumastances, and badly in need of a single day, just 

imagine how much ten years at one time."

13- tilLa jl . cfl’iLi-a, ju*jui lilil tiLiV

*■ (Jj i ^  Ia^ujI V • V . V —

. 4jL-saC- o\J\ <■ lA 'ib  l l l i i  ( j jV I  ^  lir-Lm  . i l lJ A 1 41jl (_£^)J ( j l  'd

(_1>I 4lui 4_ilaC.Luj t^aA-la. oS)} j  I L l jd l  o^A (jC- (Jiidjl (. j l  > u I j f c j

. .4_ul

Student: You must be happy in your life as I never seen befor you someone 

clinging to the world as you cling to it.

No. No. I don't want it for myself, but for others .. let me remember- yes. I 

have a father who is dying away and he was distined to see his only young son 

die befor him. I will give the son some of your gift to avoid the father suffering 

the painfull choke- and this is a man if he died his sons should be deprived of 

their grandfather's inheritance, I will give him a year untill his father dies.

Badawi: You must be terribly happy in your life, replied Husayn "I have never 

seen anyone before who seems to cling so tenaciously to life as you do".

"Not at all," the stranger protested, " I don't want them for myself, but for 

others . Let me remember now ... Oh, yes, I have got that father who is to 

depart soon and who is destined to see his only son , a young man , die before
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himself. Now I'll grant the son part of your gift so that I may save the father all 

that terrible suffering. There is also the young man whose children would be 

deprived of their share in their grandfather's estate if he died now. I'll give him 

one year so that his father may die in his lifetime...

The student translates the first sentence satisfactorily, except that he does not

use an auxiliary verb before "never" and incorrectly opts "someone" for 

"anyone". He also uses "it" rather than "them" in translating <Jj < UjuJ  V

(jjjJd as "I don't want it for myself, but for others". The rendering of J

4_L3 c j j u a . j l l  ^  jj J  a! jll J l  as "I have a father who is dying

away and he was distined to see his only young son die befor him" is

comprehensible, but the sequence of the tenses is incorrect and the choice of 

"dying away" is not quite right for the meaning of v J -3 as well as

mispelled "destined" as "distined" and "before" as "befor". The translation of 

^ eUl c-iia.1 as "to avoid the father suffering the painfull choke"

is wrong because "to avoid the father" is literal and "suffering the painfull

choke" is meaningless. Badawi translates the unit satisfactorily providing the

sense of the original, although he unnecessarily adds "a young man" after

"son". He also uses the definite article rather than the indefinite in translating 

d>ljl*  j*  jl f jaJ j& J&il J  t_iLi I^aj as "There is also the young

man whose children would be deprived of their share in their grandfather's 

estate if he died now".

Alternative Translation:

You must be terribly happy in your life, replied Husayn, "I have never seen 

anyone before who seems to cling so tenaciously to life as you do". "Not at all," 

the stranger said, "I don't want them for myself, but for others, let me 

remember... . Oh yes, I have got a father who is about to part and who is 

destined to see his only son die before himself. I will give the son part of your 

gift, saving the father from the agony of suffering. There is also a young man 

whose children would be deprived of their share in their grandfather's estate if
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he died now. I will give him one year so that his father may pass away in his 

lifetime.

14-4-j (Jj .. (— Î A A^j LJjli j i c.1W*. ..I J .. ' * j < Ijjjuj 4Jo1a11 Ŝ suVl

: (Jlij Â-2kj ^  <a\-n >*-> J  (jl 

Cijl (Ĵ a ..(JjlLa j>^ *—'̂ 1 — itiwiSfl 1$ ^ — 4 4—̂ 1-̂  Aja

?. Ciljiui J*ic. c5j^ill jl J e  jiS

Student: The rotten odors decreased slowly and slowly and Hussein could near 

the face of this stranger .. also he was too much reassured that he laughed to his 

face and said:

easy, easy! this is a gift as you said, but it is my dear master- not without price. 

Are you then able to send me back into the past ten years?

Badawi: The stench of the fumes grew less and less. Husayn could now get 

closer to the stranger's face . He felt so much at ease that he even laughed at 

him and said: "But wait a minute you call it a gift, but my dear chap there is

something to be given to me in return. Can you make me go back ten years?

The student's rendition is more or less comprehensible although his rendering 

of s-y.j*-!! <j! uJ'"" .. I‘ijû  lljjuj 4Jo1a1I ŝ ikjVl "The rotten

odors decreased slowly and slowly and Hussein could near the face of this

stranger" is inappropriate owing to word for word translation. Moreover, the 

choice of vocabulary such as , "rotten odors" for 4—nidi sjauVl, "slowly and

slowly" for \luSa and "near" for «->jlL are incorrect in this context. His

rendering of JU j j  ^  J  jUldaVI aj £L Jj as "also he was too much

reassured that he laughed to his face and said" is unidiomatic. The choice of 

"easy, easy! " for !^-** ! and " master" for iliwVl is not right.. The

translation of <JjL_̂  u j-1- * ^  as "not without price" is somewhat

comprehensible. Finally, the student's "in the past" and "then" in the question 

is not right because neither exist. Badawi's translation is satisfactory, except
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for his rendering of j  as "laughed at him" which conveys an

oppisite image different from the intended message of the original. His use of 

"But" at the beginning of the sentence "But wait a minute" for is

also inappropriate. The translation of J jIa* Ciuul as " There is something

to be given to me in return" is satisfactory, but long-winded. His choice of 

"chap" for iliwVl is not quite right as "sir" in this context.

Alternative Translation:

The rotting smell grew less and less. Husayn could come closer to the stranger's 

face feeling at ease and even looked cheerful and said: "Just wait a minute you 

call it a gift, but my dear sir. there is a quid pre quo" "Can you send me back 

ten years?"

15- •

L J  Jill ^  IjSj 1̂1 -

Student: The man answered him smiling :

" Didn't you read in the Quran" Thou shalt call me I respond to you?"

Badawi: Smiling, the stranger replied: "Haven't you read in the Holy Koran that 

if you pray to God He will answer your prayers?

Neither translator provides the sense of the original. The use of "Didn't" by the 

student and "Haven't" by Badawi are not acceptable. It would be better to 

translate the sentence as:

Don't you know that the Holy Koran says:" Call upon me and I will answer 

your prayer?"
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1 6-. J ^ J I  Aifljli Ig il j J a j j  AjfrLul ^^>^1 i l l i e  J

... I.Ufc *■. '1 nl% L_î )C.I V Jj] .V. V —

: JlSj fjy  ill J l Jaj j  L̂euuill Ĵl CLiilli 

. Jill c. fluVna J  Ualiil Juijj (.Ju (jj£jjuo —

J13

. . .  Uiijl —

Student: At that point Hussein took out his watch and looked at it but the man 

stopped him saying:

No. No I don't know this calculation of your time...

Then he turned to the sky and looked at the stars and said:

We will proceed with our agreement at the time of midnight. Hussein said to 

him:

I agree...

Badawi: Husayn then took his watch out of his pocket and looked at it to see 

what time it was. But the stranger stopped him saying, "No, no, I do not know 

your way of reckoning time". He lifted his eyes to the sky and looking at the 

stars he said, "Our contract will be in force from midnight sharp".

"Agreed' said Husayn.

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible. The rendition o f .V. V 

11a c_jLû  c_ij_ci V ^ 1  as "No. No I don't know this calculation of your

time" is less satisfactory because the use of "this calculation" is unidiomatic in 

this context. His rendering of JlSj ^jaill J ]  j  ^Luil J ]  £  as "Then he

turned to the sky and looked at the stars and said" is comprehensible although 

the translating of ela^il J ]  ^ as "Then he turned to the sky" is incorrect

because the choice of "turned" does not correspond with the meaning o f the 

phrase. The rendering of «.± qJL  as " We will proceed with" and Jill J

as "at the time of midnight" is inappropriate. He also disregards jjis which 

Badawi translates as "be in force". In general, the student's translation is not
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as comprehensible as Badawi's who provides an appropriate version to the 

target reader despite his disregard of £  before "he lifted his eyes to the sky".

Alternative Translation:

At that moment, Husayn took his watch out of his pocket and looked at it to see 

what time it was, but the man stopped him saying, "No, no, I do not know your 

way of reckoning time". Then looking at the sky and the stars, he said,

"our contract will be in force from midnight sharp".
"agreed" said Husayn.

17- : jll -ulJ

(Jih . Aac-jjuill 4JLu^allj j>!>m.ll dsl jLudl ^ lu ^ j  j l  til La «ljjl •• ^  V (Jj^ll Î A —

jjuiC. j l  l I j l j  t I jl*'^- ■* 1**11** (J  jaC . j a  dll jJjlu jjuiC- tiliAl"

".. LjJlLa d ll jjjui

Student: The man replied to him:

- This saying is not enough to me ... I want you to donate me the ten years by 

the legal term. So saying with me:

" I donate you ten years of my life with my full choice and consent

while I am in complete sound mind and determination, on condition I go back

in the past ten years like them.."

Badawi: "But that is not enough" the stranger said, "I want you to make me the 

gift of ten years in the legal formula. Say after me. "I give you ten years o f my 

life voluntarily and of my own free will on condition that I am made younger 

by the same period of ten years. This gift I make while I am in full possession 

of my mental faculties and free will."

The student's translation is less satisfactory because his choice of "by the 

legal term" for ajc.j-Sll 4 , "With my full choice and consent" for U1L
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I j Lll* , "complete sound mind and determination" for J  j  ^Uj ^  l i j ,

and "like them" for is incorrect, and "in the past" is not in the original. 

Badawi's translation is satisfactory and comprehensible despite the difference

from the original. His choice of "I am made younger" instead of "I go back" 

for i j ĵ&l and his repitition of "free will" is not satisfactory.

Alternative Translation:

"That is not enough" the man said, "I want you to make me the gift of ten years 

in the legal formula. Say after me. "I grant you ten years of my life willingly 

and voluntarily. Being in full possession of my mental faculties and free will, 

on condition that I go back for a similar period of ten years."

18-  ̂ <aj| I jli  AjLuJI (_jLj (Jj-aj 3̂ (jl£

(j_* LIljuj  ̂ (jl Ac-L-uJI oXA (J-J-a jl—C- Ijj jy-uia. jl_jC-l .‘CaLo&ll 4 - a ^ j a  I ■««■**< ̂>11 (Jn-i ill 
ô )_-dl ^3 j  . .  V <Lajlj j j  i ‘"'-"I ■ j Aj  I 4jjl_m3 Ŝ jLall ^L*Jall

t(_£ jljj (jl nl-tl X)JJ~£3 £Akti

? (jjjUlA. ? (j^

IcJjiij x̂juall 4uoi*juLa t (jjlwJI 4j1I dials j
.^  IjLa V Sjjc-j-a <■'lg.iljl j  ( jpa jl-la UJj£ La !l

Student: He had now arrived to his house and unlocked the apartment door.

The toilet odor rose to his nose mixed with rotten onion peels left over in the 

garbage can. Hussein got used that if got back at this time to find some food on 

the table then he eats it cold and silently his wife asleep without motion... but 

this time no sooner than he entered that he heard Ehsan's voice:

Who? Hussein?

and she rose to him red -eyed with undone hair saying :

My wonder ! no sooner did you enter that I lost my sleep and was 

awaken terrified not knowing what hit me.
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Badawi; He had by now reached home when he unlocked the door to his flat 

he was overpowered by the stench of the lavatory mixed with the rotten onion 

peel left in the dust bin.

Whenever he returned home at this hour of the night Husayn used to find some 

food put out for him on the table. He would help himself and eat his food cold 

while his wife would be fast asleep. Tonight, however, he heard Ihsan's voice 

asking him the moment he entered:" Who is it? Is that you Husyan?" She rose 

to meet him with bleary eyes and dishevelled hair.

"Strange" she said," The moment you entered the flat sleep had gone from my 

eyes; I woke up with a start not knowing what is the matter with me."

The student and Badawi both translate the unit satisfactorily. The student's " 

rose to his nose" for Aiil is incorrect. Next, the student's "apartment" and

"garbage can" are American English rather than British English. It is

inappropriate to mix the two idioms. The choices of "My wonder ! no sooner 

did you enter that" for U ! "I lost my sleep" for >̂11 jUa,

"terrified" for and "what hit me" for ^  IiL# are inappropriate. The

rendering of cs_1& <j-A xa-j jl ^LuJI oIj* ^  Iil jIjc.1

V 4_ajIj 4 a »*•» J&J tajL 4JjLmi as " Hussein got used that if got back

at this time to find some food on the table then he eats it cold and silently his

wife asleep without motion" is both ambigous and obscure, the obscurity being

primarily due to an imperfect grasp of the working of sentence structure and

word sequence ,e.g., "got used that if got back Furthermore, the text betrays

a serious lack of understanding of the importance of connectives and linking

words ,e.g., " then he eats it cold and silently his wife asleep without motion".

It is evident from the last example that failure to use connectives altogether or

appropriately results in a non-cohesive and fragmanted text. Badawi translates

the unit satisfactorily. One might object ,however, to a number of language

redundancies ,e.g., his use of "whenever" and "used to" within the same

sentence to represent the general idea of habitual action inherent in the Arabic 

term His choice of "strange" for and "sleep had gone from my eyes"
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for jj-ijc. ^  ill jLL is inappropriate. The sequence of the tense is incorrect in 

"what is the matter with me". It would be appropriate to use "was" instead.

Alternative Translation:

He had now arrived home, and on opening the door of his flat he was assaulted 

by the overpowering stench of the lavatory mingled with the rotten onion skins 

left in the dustbin. Husayn used, on returning home at this hour, to find some 

food on the table,.he would eat it cold and in silence, while his wife was fast 

asleep. However, on this occasion, no sooner had he entered than he heard his 

wife's voice: "Who is it? Is that you Husyan?" She came up to him with bleary 

eyes and dishevelled hair saying:

"Goodness", the moment you came in sleep deserted me. I woke up in panic, 

and knew nothing of what was happening .

19- •• tidj LiLuUjj I*-* I j .>»j (jl I j jlr- (_pâ )C. (Jj t (jjjjt^ Igl (jik

. (jl > u I  (jl Ualuil ^Sll a-Iia.jll ( j j j l l

: J  I Lg-J a J j  I^ J  4 3 j j  j ) J  * ■'**• (J j l j j  j  . .  1-La j  <_Jxlll jaIuiI j

. . .

.................  t. a.^'I (_J_dII (jl£ !̂( j l £ j I  ̂  (jl Î-*"'■ Ai£lj

Student: Hussein wanted her and made her laugh, and added his offer to stay up 

at night to enjoy playing a game of Kon Kan., the only card game he could 

teach to EHSan.

The game went for some time ... and Hussein put in hand a winning card... he

raised his hand pleased, Saying

Kon..."

But he could not finish it as (kon kan) because mednight has come....
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Badawi: Husyan felt a wave of tenderness breaking in him, he loved her and 

tried to amuse her. He offered to sit up and play cards with her. They played 

the only game he was able to teach her.

They went on playing for a long time. Drawing the winning card Husyan 

looked pleased and lifted his hand with the card to announce the end of the 

game, but he could not finish his sentence. It was midnight...

The student's translation is somewhat comprehensible, although his rendering 

of 1 j  tjijuo. L*] q a  as " Hussein wanted her and made her laugh" is

incorrect because neither "wanted her" for q*  nor "made her laugh" for

1 represents the meaning intended. Moreover, the rendition of

jLSi jSll l_l*L U L ij Ux I j*juy J  l*jl& as "and added his offer to stay up at night to

enjoy playing a game of Kon Kan" is not quite right in this context. He 

inappropriately uses "and added his offer" rather than "but he offered" for J j

u i >& and disregards L*x translitrating jSH as "Kon Kan" rather than "a

game of cards". He also renders U*j j x U j  as "The game went for some

time", here, he mistranslates «-*Ul as "The game went" rather than "The

playing of cards went on". The rendering of as "

and Hussein put in hand a winning card" is totally incorrect. Moreover, his 

translation of the rest of the sentence J S : Jji»j I ^  as "he raised

his hand pleased, Saying "Kon", though comprehensible, meaning-wise, it is 

anything but adequate. His use of "as" and "because" which are in fact 

interchangable alternatives muddles and obfuscates the translation of 

t. t »Anl oJ Jill jl£ (!j^ j^ ) d  . Badawi's translation on the whole is

satisfactory. However, his occasional failure to stick to the original often results

in renditions that are either untrue to or diverge significantly from the original;

consider, for instance, his translation of <J ik  ‘ ^ j

( j l £ j t LiL-uujj Lxx as " Husyan felt a wave of tenderness breaking in

him, he loved her and tried to amuse her. He offered to sit up and play cards
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with her." Furthermore, the translation of li*j as "a long time" is not quite 

right.

Alternative Translation:

Husyan laughed with her as he felt compassion towards her. However, he 

offered to sit up and play cards with her. It was the only game of cards 

(ialkonkan) which he could teach her.

The playing of cards went on for some time, drawing the winning card, Husyan 

looked pleased and lifted his hand to win the round, but he could not finish his 

sentence because it was midnight...

2 0 - j  1 A A ig a ?  eLaLa^oll . .  ftjta

(.1 II tillj (J£ . . J j j i l j j  L_]j£ 4 jl A  mt) ^  ^Loi _^Aj ajJAjkia

. j * .  (j a  ^ijm  V j  (j<aui*) V t

Student: Hussein walked to his house ... law practice? It's a job full of 

lies and cheating. How much his conscionous becomes in pain when he cries 

before the judge with a talk he knows deep in his heart that it is lies and 

fabrication...all that in return for a handfull of dirhams numbered and are not 

keep him nor satisfy his hunger.

Badawi: Hussayn walked slowly home. What was the point of being a 

lawyer, he thought? A lawyer's profession was filled with lies and d eceit. How 

often did his conscience trouble him when before the judge he shouted words 

which he knew from the depths of his soul to be nothing but a pack of lies ? 

And he did all that in exchange for a few worthless pennies.
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The student's translation is not satisfactory. He disregards ^  = "slowly". 

The choices of "how much" for ^  instead of "how often", "cry" for 

rather than "utter", "Heart " for rather than "soul" and "numbered" for

a rather than "a few" are inappropriate. Finally, the student translates the

verse of The Koran less than idiomatically. Badawi, however, translates the 

unit satisfactorily and comprehensibly, except that he does not translate <jkais

and the Koranic verse. Neither translator provides the appropriate tense o f the 

original. It might be better to use the pluperfect to translate the unit.

Alternative Translation:

Hussayn walked slowly home wondering about law practice. A profession full 

of lies and deceit. How often had his conscience troubled him when before the 

judge he uttered words that he knew deep down to be lies and 

misrepresentation? All that was in exchange for a few pennies that would 

neither nourish nor satisfy hunger,

21-. JU  AUlAa

jl jfl (j-a j A j  liljLiall u ji& Jl IjlA lIuc. tililal Laj . .  ( J J l l j  VI till J  V ~

. » j  jjuiII d u £  liljl (jiall ^>j£l • •

Student: Amal met him angrily saying:

I do not see you except when the night is o u t... and I don't think you have been 

in this holy office which is emptier than the heart of Moses'mother.My most 

thinking is that you have been with bad company playing and fooling.

Badawi: At home he was received by Amal who addressed him angrily "I never 

see you till late at night. You couldn't possibly have been in your empty office 

all this time. You must have been enjoying yourself with that bad company 

you keep."
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The student's translation is unacceptable. The choices of "when the night is 

out" for f&A Jjlllj VI, "my most thinking" for jldl "holy" for jUdl , and

"playing and fooling" for j  >$1 are inappropriate. Badawi's version is

acceptable except that he does not translate tsXjUdI and ^ d'ja j*  £ ja i.

Alternative Translation:

Amal met him angrily saying:

"I never see you till late at night. I doubt that you have been hiding in that 

blessed office of yours. It is emptier than the heart of M oses’ Mother. Most 

likely you have been having fun with that bad company you keep."

2 2 -  L J j l

. .  j l  A i j I  * l i l i  I*-* ( j l £ j <■ _ ! J U  ~

l_$J 4_La jV   ̂I* aJ \gj\p- j-aJ j l  V ̂   ̂ j-®

.. A! 4-aAa. Ia jjjxnj 

: J j L  ljj^ ) ju fc a  I g j  oJ j  . j j d l  L$J j j j u t a .  ( J j l j j j  t l_La j  j - a l u ) l j

... j £  -

" ( j l £ j 1 g a"ij j l  ^  W«..m

Student: She turned her trunk and left him.

He walked after her disgracefully saying:

Amal ! come. Come to play Konkan together as I am depressed and want to 

releve myself.
His weakness between her hands mouted to the point that he can't feel her 

gratitude with what he does to satisfy her as every service from him to her he 

imagines is a service from her to hm... The game continued for some time , and 

Hussein put in his hand a winning card, and he raised it in his hand pleased, 

saying:
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- Kon....

But he couldn't finish it "Kon Kan"

Badawi: She left him in a huff. Humbly following her ,he said," Come here,

Amal, let us have a game of cards. I am depressed tonight and I should like to 

do something amusing."

He was so weak in her presence that he did not dare suggest to her that he was 

doing anything to please her . He always made her feel whenever he offered her 

a service that it was she who was doing him a favour.

They went on playing for some time . Drawing the winning card, Husyan 

looked pleased and lifted his hand to announce the end of the game. But he 

could not finish his sentence.

The student translates the unit incomprehensibly and unsatisfactorily. The 

choices of "She turned her trunk" for V j l a C jjI and "disgracefully" for

are incorrect. Next, his translation of "kon ... kan" is merely a transliteration,

which does not provide the sense of the cultural dimension of the game. His 

rendering of <̂ 1̂ 1 J  ± J  as "and want to releve my self' is meaningless. The 

rendition of • • 1 g M > j /  4-Luj <jl j»i>j V on

4_] Lj-La A ■a.I'k I* jjjuflj IgJ 4_La Aji^  as "His weakness between her hands mouted to

the point that he can't feel her gratitude with what he does to satisfy her as 

every service from him to her he imagines is a service from her to him" is 

unidiomatic. Here, he translates as "mouted to the point" the choice of

"mouted" (sic) is wrong. His rendering of Lu l^lc. j  V

as "that he can't feel her gratitude with what he does to satisfy her" is also 

wrong because he does not translate V and his version of "can't feel her

gratitude" does not represent the real meaning of 1̂ 1& o ^ i u'- Overall, the

sentence is less comprehensible and lacks the appropriate tense and choice of 

vocabulary. Moreover, he mistranslates Wy **j j

I L*j as "and Hussein put in his hand a winning card, and he raised it in

his hand pleased" because he relies on word for word translation resulting in
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an unidiomatic version. The rendition of u* and as "Kon" and "Kon

Kan" is merely a translitration which reveals a misunderstanding o f the 

tradititional remark of a card player about to play the last winning card.

Badawi, on the other hand, translates the unit satisfactorily, except that his 

choice of "humbly" for and "I should like to do somthing amusing" for

J L A  q\ o jJ  is inappropriate. He also disregards c> and the choice of "the

game" for jjill is not the most appropriate in this context.

Alternative Translation:

She left him in a huff. He followed her propitaitingly saying. "Come here, 

Amal, let us have a game of cards. I am depressed tonight and I want some 

distraction." He had come to the point looking weak-spirited before her that 

he could not dare showing his favour upon her ; was just for her satisfaction. 

He had imagined that every favour offered to her was a service she did to him. 

The playing of cards went on for some time. Drawing the winning card, 

Husyan looked happy and lifted his hand to win the round. However, he could 

not finish the the phrase (kun...kan).

23- ? U  !

? dlil {ja —

liLxlyj (J-A ? IjLaS . ^ *■' 4JaaJ Jlia ^aLal VI ! (jl ui'O ljl -

mlall j c j l l  ! J j

a A a ! j  jL u ia .1  4_aLal d l i s j j  . A â a-N. 4^eLuUj1 Ajlibuj t

!! UJAa. La jojuiSj c_sic. j 2j V

Student: Hussein ! Hussein! What is wrong with you? 

Who are you?
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I am EHSAn! Don't you know me? You have been in front of me a moment 

ago in good health and condition. So what's wrong with you? Do you feel any 

pain? talk to me! should I call the doctor?

But he had just passed away on his lips a light smile.Ehsan stood in front of 

him puzzled, unable to explain what had happened. How had it happened!!

Badawi: "Husyan ! Husyan ! What is wrong?"

"Who are you?"

"I am Ihsan! Don't you recognize me? You were all right a moment ago, with 

me here. What is the matter with you? Do you feel any pain? Please answer me. 

Shall I call a doctor?"

Husayn, however, had passed away. There was a faint smile on his lips, and 

before him stood Ihsan,dazed not knowing what had happened, or how it had 

happened.

The student's translation is acceptable. The rendering of <1iad 1m £1

UjLuu as "You have been in front of me a moment ago in good health and

condition" is comprhensible, but the use of "have been" rather than "were" 

is wrong as well as the rendition of UuL. as "good health and condition"

is not quite right in this context. Moreover, the word order of the sentence is

somewhat archaic. He also inappropriately inserts "So" before "What's wrong

with you" and incorrectly uses "should" rather than "Shall" or "can". The 

choices of "light" for and "puzzled" for aIaI 1 are inappropriate. Next,

he combines two sentences in "But he had just passed away on his lips a light

smile." A translation along the same lines as that provided by Badawi (i.e.

"He, however, had passed away. There was a faint smile on his lips.") would

be preferable. Furthermore, the second part o f the unit would be better

translated as one sentence. Badawi, on the other hand, translates the unit 

satisfactorily, except that his translation of <_$>£ V as "not knowing" is

inadequate to represent the original.
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Alternative Translation:

Husyan! Husyan! What is wrong?

"Who are you?"

"I am Ihsan ! Don't you recognise me ? You were all right a moment ago, with 

me here. What is the matter with you? Do you feel any pain? Please answer me 

. Shall I call a doctor?"

Husayn, however, had passed away. There was a faint smile on his lips, and 

before him stood Ihsan, distracted and unable to explain what had happened, or 

how it had happened.

A number of generalisations and conclusions emerge from our analysis so far 

of the student-leamer's translation of the second short story. In particular, our 

analysis reveals that the structure of the translation provided by the student- 

leamer confirms the two central working hypotheses stipulated at an earlier 

stage of this study, i.e. i. that the nature of the language competence of the 

student-leamer in the TL significantly determines the nature of the translation 

output and ii. that divergences between SL and TL in matters of culture and 

language structure and use might prove an obstacle in the way of a satisfactory 

translation. It was found that the student's somewhat limited linguistic 

knowledge of the TL led to the production of a translation that relies heavily on 

word for word and dictionary-inspired renditions, on the one hand, and that 

suffers from poor and sometimes entirely deficient word order and sentence 

formation, on the other. In addition to a recurrent failure to observe 

appropriate tense, his misuse of connectives, prepositions, relative pronouns 

and articles often results in obscure and hardly meaningful sentences. 

Furthermore, his restricted 'language experience' in the TL has proven a 

substantial obstacle in his attempt to translate images, metaphors and other

literary figures of speech. The latter have been interpeted as straightforward 

prosaic sentences and translated likewise, destroying and distorting thereby

both the implied meaning and the significance of the original. The student's
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poor grasp of the principles of sentence formation in the TL, together with his 

unfortunate choice of vocabulary, both in the rendition of single TL words and 

idioms, has sometimes resulted in a fragmented translation lacking in 

coherence, unity and clarity. However, despite the evident restricted linguistic 

skills and 'language experience' the student-leamer is in position of, he 

managed on the whole to produce a translation that is fairly comprehensible 

and satisfactory.
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Chapter Three

1- L SjliaJL ^ l^ V l (jli <Lal*JI j  Auia. AjUsuj 4_lajaIaII ĵjLic-

4 _ 5 jjc . 4  a ui L iJs jI  t < H »*\^ A u ia  lLluo] * ( J j i j  _j2k j l  A j j I j  e^)5La£ î c -

. C jL U jll^  (_yajxj <aiaC-j AjJIj

Student: In spite of the remarkable care of my body and entire health, feeling of 

dirtiness and illness presses me as a fixed idea or a heavy, perching obsession. I 

settle down not only at a body and limbs, but at an old worn flat existing at an 

old turn plunging into rubbish.

Davies: Despite the great care I take in respect to personal hygiene and health

in general, the sensation of dirt and disease besets me like some constant 

nagging thought. I do not dwell solely in a human body, but also in an ancient 

and dilapidated flat in decrepit alley submerged in garbage.

The student's translation is comprehensible notwithstanding his unsatisfactory

and sometimes completely inappropriate choice of lexicon as well as his

disregard, whether wittingly or unwittingly, for a number of terms in the

original text. Consider, for instance, his unfortunate choice of "entire" for 

4-«Ull "fixed idea" for SjSi," heavy perching obsession" for »

fjt->and "settle down" for , as well as his omission of UajI . Moreover,

the translation is also plagued by incorrect use of prepositions and articles ,

indicating therefore an imperfect grasp of the sound use of prepositions and

articles in general, exemplifying this , for instance, is his use of "at" rather 

than "in" after "settle down", "as" instead of "like" in his rendition of Sj SaS

(cf, his translation above) and his neglect of the indifinite article before

"feeling". He also inappropiately inserts "existing" in "... an old worn flat 

existing at an old turn." Davies ,however, translates the unit satisfactorily and
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comprehensibly, despite his disregard for certain essential units of the original 

text and a tendency to lapse into verbosity .First, he leaves out the phrase ^  J

fjU which is so crucial to the metaphor implied in the original tex t. Next,

though it does not affect the overall meaning, his preferance o f long-winded 

expressions as well as noun and verb constructions in situations where a simple 

word, noun, or verb could do results in a pedantic and often inflated style. 

Simple conjunctions and prepositions are replaced with "in respect to" , 

"constant nagging" and "in general".

Alternative Translation:

Despite the remarkable care I take of my personal hygiene and general health, 

a sensation of uncleanness and illness haunts me like a nagging thought or an 

oppressive atmosphere. I do not only inhabit a human body, but also a 

rundown flat in a lane submerged in rubbish.

2- . jl frtj—uj 4_Ŝ a*-aJ! 3 ‘ aa...Uj

3C. 1— 3 j j _C-  u L L ^ J j-« a l j  '  j a . ^ i  CLic. J j - a j  A i a

• (JjlII A-alla ^  Aj  V InAgll j

Student: The walls perspire burning heat in summer and leak humidity or 

sprinkle in winter. The ladder starts to be corroded, so one of its steps cracked 

and fell down to become false step facing who is going up or down and great 

dangerous in darkness.

Davies: In summer the ceiling and walls exude a scorching heat, in winter a

damp drizzle. The stairs are being eaten away, and one of the steps has come 

apart, so that half of it has collapsed, presenting an obstacle to anyone going up 

or down, and a not inconsiderable danger in the dark.
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This unit is unsatisfactorily translated by the student due to a number of

considerations. First, his confusion of grammatical catogreries and in particular

his failure to distinguish nouns from adjectives or vice versa (e.g., his use of 

"dangerous" as a noun in " great dangerous in darkness" for V I jJai. j

.Jjlll ^  . Second, he fails to render . Third, his choices of

"burning" for II, "humidity or sprinkle" for j-k-dI j  j  jll ,

"ladder" for "false step" for 3ji-c. are incorrect to say the teast. On the

whole, he seems to have relied extensively on isolated word for word rendition, 

in doing so, he ends up providing a fragmanted if not an incoherent unit. 

Davies's translation, on the other hand, is satisfactory, and true to the original.

Alternative Translation:

In summer the ceiling and the walls exude a scorching heat, in winter they 

weep with damp or fine drizzle. The stairs are crumbling away, and one o f the 

steps has come apart, so that half of it has collapsed, becoming an obstacle to 

anyone going up or coming down, and a considerable danger in the dark.

3- (j—a a, j ' (jl̂  ^ J  4 L#LaJ <fliac-j

JjA-ll A Ja_uljVi ul L_Ŝ l̂ J t I** Uill 1a&

. jj&\ ĝic. Laic. (jĵ juoC. ALa CLmll

Student: Pavement of El-hussona's turn disappeared completely and nearly no

one remembers that it had two pavements except me because I was born in this 

house. Unlike families of Mr. Ebrahiem, which lives in the middle floor, and 

shiekh Mouharem ,which lives in the ground that they came to this house about 

nearly twenty years ago.

Davies: Hosni Alley is now without a sidewalk altogether, and no one

recollects that it used to have two - no one, that is other than myself since I 

was actually born in this house. In this I am unlike the families of Ibrahim
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Effendi, the occupier of the middle floor and of sheikh Moharram, the tenent 

on the ground floor,who came to the house at the very earliest twenty years ago.

The translation by the student is less satisfactory than Davies's. The choice of 

"turn" for Ailac, "because" for _*>, "which" for u£lll , "ground" here rather

than "ground floor" for jVI j j -iJI and "about nearly" for I ^  is

anything but appropriate. Moreover, tense cosistency is lacking, (note, for

instance, his fluctuation between simple past and simple present within the

same sentence), the relative clause construction is incorrect, (note, his use of

"which" instead of "who" to qualify "family"), and the deployment o f some

prepositions is wrong (codsider, for instance, his use of "in" rather than "on"

in "lives in the middle floor" and "lives in the ground"). Davies, on the other

hand, provides a more satisfactory translation. However, one might object to 

his rendition on two grounds. First, his translation of U J  jL  ^ iuoaJ! AiLcj

as "Hosni Alley is now without a sidewalk altogether." sounds more of a

paraphrase, and a more literal translation of this sentence would have been 

more desirable. Second, his misunderstanding of seems to have resulted

in almost entirely different meaning from the one originally intended. 

Alternative Translation:

The pavement of Hosni's lane has all but vanished , and no one recalls that it 

used to have two - that is other than myself, having actually been bom in this 

house, and the family of Ibrahim Effendi, who occopies the middle floor and 

that of sheikh Moharram, the occupier of the ground floor, who came to this 

house at most twenty years ago.
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4 -  (jt (Jc. el3sl^ Lo jjj  t UJU~>jJ U_?^43 j^ la J lS  >̂a-q Vi (jl£jmll (jl (J4® LaCj

. .̂lial â̂)Ja> AjjjS dim ji*uy £juU

Student: ... and in a short time, it will be remained nothing for inhabitants but a 

path as a trench walk through it up and down and maybe its edges become 

narrow to fit into body of Mrs. Fazziea (Mr. Ebrahim's wife).

Davies: Soon all that will be left will be a ditchlike passageway by which to

come and go; it may even become so narrow as not to admit the body of Sitt 

Fawziyya, the wife of Ibrahim Effendi.

The translation reveals inappropriate lexical choices by the student, example 

"and in a short time" for Jala Lae, "it will be remained nothing" for t5Lj cA " as a

trench" for (3̂ -iaJI , "walk through up and down" for *** and

Mrs. Fazziea" for Ajjja dim are inappropriate. In general, a deficient sentence

structure (note, for instance, his confusion of the infinitive with the non

infinitive verbs and the passive with the active mode) as well as an unidiomatic 

rendition of several phrases has resulted in a translation lacking both coherence 

and clarity. Davies, on the other hand, provides a better sense of the original 

text . His use of more than one future verb construction in sequence within the 

same sentence (cf, his "all that will be left will be a ditchlike passageway"), 

however, renders his translation somewhat burdensome.

Alternative Translation:

Soon the residents will be left with but a ditchlike access, by which to come 

and go, and its sides may become so close together as not to accommodate the 

body of Sitt. Fawziyya, the wife of Ibrahim Effendi.
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5 -  Vi 44-11 ^Llu I ĵ| t l_^j ^gjll ojSII (jjoijJ (jji^lj^JI SJjUa-a J

(_£.!} (jJ jl (jjilajxJl qa t. ll̂  unll (jjJ ^̂ JLall ^  ^ ajaA ĝjuiljjl 4 4*jijj (_}j3 ^Jl (JajuI

. j^»i <J£ q a  JjVl fj3l ^  <jj£j U <-ii&l£ £*.j j  jjc. . ujjjiij ‘ (jjjjiiill

Student: For that , I insist on chasing obsession as the strength as they chase

me, resigning myself to the will o f Allah, not hastening grief before its 

occurrence, and forgetting my concerns inside the cafe', among my friends from 

hard workers or watching TV owning to cafe' ,but the grief becomes greater 

at the first day of the month.

Davies: Then I would make up my mind to chase away these anxieties with

the same intensity as they were chasing me, and to commit myself to God's care 

and not to anticipate trouble before it actually came. At the cafe' among my 

friends (overworked civil servants), or in front of the cafe' television, I would 

become oblivious of my worries. But they would return in their most 

concentrated form on the first day of every month.

The student's translation of the unit is unidiomatioc. The choice of "for that" 

for jit  I, "obsession" for <j**.Ij$ll, "as" for ij, "owning to cafe" for <̂ $1*1I o jij&

"at" for ^  and "greater" for is anything but satisactory. Next, the

rendition of tjjjjiiill ( jij (jj qa  ̂il^^ll (j  ̂ ^  ^ jah

‘ as "and forgetting my concerns inside the cafe', among my

friends from hard workers or watching TV owning to cafe'" is incorrect for 

being word for word rendering. Moreover, his relince on word for word 

rendition resulted in a mistranslation of  ̂jjII ^  ^  jj ^  3  j £

<_£ t> Jj^' as "but the grief becomes greater at the first day of the month".

Here, he inappropriately adds the definite article "the" with "grief" as well as 

disregarding and J l  In general, his poor English obscurs the sense of the

intended meaning. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily and comprehensibly, 

however, he fails to translate <»>ll satisfactorily, providing a long-winded

phrase as "Then I would make up my mind". His paraphrase of JjS VI
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as "and not to anticipate trouble before it actually came" is 

comprehensible, but the choice of "came" for jSj  and as "trouble"

rather than respectively "happened" and "distress" in this context is not quite 

right.

Alternative Translation:

I would resolve to drive away anxieties as strongly as they pursued me, and 

commit my affairs to God and not to anticipate distress before it happened. I 

would forget my worries in the cafe among my overworked civil servant 

friends, or in front of the cafe1 television. However, they would return as 

intensive as ever on the first day of every month.

6 -  ( (jjm-a-’kll ^  t"nill (iliLaj L ie . (Jgj IjkA ^

<_s 11 jj_ i I x.I'e. o j j  ^_11 A uj| . 4_i3 ( n*J V L j j  i  (Jlall (JjSj i A j u j l £ j L i u u . ^  J j U

La A 4_aJlc.li L I Lai . j J j  ^)_a-LI 4_^al]jj A \ j  i ^  A j A CLllu til j j~ c a

• ̂  Lull I 4j ^a^3lj CS "̂ ^ > ' J  aL L uiI . <■ ** '■» Wi. J

Student: at this day Mr, Abdel Fata ( the postman and owner of the house) 

comes into view. He is, about fifty years old, still adhering to his tarboosh (hat) 

unbearable; I pay attention to his presence as I hear Mrs. Fozziea scolds him 

roughly and throw at him stone after stone, for me I deal with him as gently as I 

could. I meet him, sit together on the sole sofa I have, and give him tea.

Davies: It was on that day that Abd al-fattah Effendi, a postman and owner of

the old house, would show up. A man in his fifties, he still persisted in wearing 

a tarboosh; he was an unattractive person, though not perhaps because o f any 

particular defect. I would become aware of his presence when I heard Sitt 

Fawziyya chiding him harshly, not letting him get a word in edgeways. As for 

me, It would deal with him with all the tact of which I was capable . I would 

receive him and sit him down on the only sofa and give him tea.
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The student renders the unit less satisfactorily than Davies. The choices of 

"at" for ^  "come into view" for L L  <J$j , "pay attention" for 4Ljl , "as" for

L«^c. and "gently" for are inappropriate. Moreover, he does not

translate ^  c_u*J V Ljj, or U i. He also translates js ^ l\  jis -uShj

as "and throw at him stone after stone." Here, he produces a literal translation 

because he is unaware of of the expression in the source language. On the 

whole, he overlooks the imperfect tense using the present simple tense instead. 

He simply has difficulty determining the appropriate prepositions and 

connectives. It is wrong to use "at" here rather than "on" in "this day". It is 

also inadequate to use "as" here rather than "when" in "I pay attention to his 

presence as I hear Mrs. Fazziea." Furthermore, he does not translate Li in LI

J  L i In general, prepositions and connectives are

necessary to provide meaning and cohesion for the translation. His rendering 

of LJc. as "comes into view" and as "pay attention" do not correspond

with the sense of the original. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily, 

nevertheless, the choice of "an unattractive person" for is not actually

adequate. He also uses "chiding" here which is rather an archaic expression.

It would be better to use "scolding" to provide correspondence with the 

original. He also mistakes the form of the verb -cLLl, translating it as though it

were the af ala.

Alternative Translation:

On that day Abd al-Fatah Effendi, the postman and the owner of the old house 

would appear. A man in his fifties, who was still attached to his tarboosh, he 

was an insufferable person , though not perhaps because of any particular 

defect, I became aware of his presence when I heard Sitt Fawziyya scolding 

him harshly not letting him get a word in edgeways. As for me, I would deal
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with him as sensibly as I could. I would welcome him and sit with him on the 

only sofa and offer him tea.

M mr. ^  J

A^jj j  ^JJP- lAWr-

Student: I would like to come some day and find you getting married.

I ask him with hidden anger:

Do you have a bride and free charge marriage?

Davies: "I'd like someday to come and find you'd done your religious duty by 

getting married"

Concealing the fact that I had a lump in my throat, I would ask him," Have you

got a bride and a wedding going for free?"

The student translates the unit satisfactorily except that he uses the present 

simple tense here rather than the perfect. He also overlooks i

which has no cultural correspondence with the target language, however, he

translates the meaning of the metaphor rather than translating it literally. 

Moreover, his rendering of k ^  ^ jb l as "with hidden anger" is unidiomatic

because his choice of "anger" for k^ac. is inappropriate in this con text.

Davies translates the unit satisfactorily. Though the translation of j

i j  jtal as "Concealing the fact that I had a lump in my throat,I would ask

him," is somewhat comprehensible, but it seems long-winded and does not

convey the appropriate image of original phrase.

Alternative Translation:

"I would like someday to come and see you had done your religious duty by 

getting married"
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Hiding my lump, I would ask him, "Have you got a bride and a wedding for 

nothing?"

8-  (_g.lt . A >̂ >tt j  A_sUajllj (_)iit >u^yt (jLaVl j  j)\ J J *  .«\l Lajlj

c**i Ajc-j  (jc. V J)̂ C- (jc- . j  jfcl (_glc-

.CjLjUiit diaj (jflJU <ilaC-j Jajluili (Jjl dujj

Student: I always miss feeling of settlement and safety as I miss feeling of 

cleanness and health; nevertheless, my situation is better than the others; at 

least I'm alone, not because I desire that but because I'm helpless; shut o f from 

the outside world in a house about to be destroyed and a turn is being buried 

beneath rubbish.

Davies: I am always deprived of the feeling of stability and security, as well as 

of being clean and healthy. Even so, I am better off than others, for I am at 

least on my own — from lack of means rather than from choice, but I am 

nevertheless on my own: a lonely and repressed hermit in a house about to fall 

down in an alley buried under garbage.

The student's translation is not adequate. The choices of "settlement" for 

jl jSIjuiVI "as" for US," to be destroyed" for iajLdl <JjI and "turn" for are 

incorrect. He overlooks j j  dj_£ translating only ^  as

"shut of" here rather than "shut off". Moreover, the first sentence needs a

definite article and the repetition of "I miss feeling" is unnecessary. Therefore,

It is more appropriate to substitute an ellipsis instead. The choice of "as", and

"and" as sentence connectives are not right. It would be better to use "as well

as" and to omit "and". Generally, the translation is unacceptable owing to

poor choices of vocabulary , grammar, and lack of cohesion. Davies, on the

other hand, translates and paraphrases the unit satisfactorily. Although, he 

disregards ^Uai. Next, he paraphrases U j  j c  V yc. as "from lack of
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means rather than from choice". He also renders as "hermit", here it does 

not seem to correspond with the original

Alternative Translation:

I always lack the feeling of stability and security ,as well as the sense of 

cleanness and health. However, my status is better off than others, for I am at 

least on my own - from helplessness rather than from choice, but being alone, 

confined to repression and loneliness in a house about to collapse in a lane 

buried under rubbish.

9 -  ‘Z 1' 7*- 1' '  *<"- SjLaC- (jp. j l  qC. L ja j lf r  (jl j j f r

I i ( j j - i f t j j  (j_ il ( ( - J C j l L j  l (\__j l j V l  t ( jL a& S h

i IIaII Qa

Student: but when I hear accident news about falling a house or vacating a 

building by the police force after cracking one of its sides, influences me, get 

me back from the holy men's paradise, and make me feel fear; asking, where on 

earth do they go, what on earth kind of goods will it be remained to them, and 

how on earth do they behave?

Davies: However, some chance of item news about collapsing, or about the

police forcibly evacuating a building immediately after one side of it has come 

apart, would shake me to the core. Such news would call me back from the 

paradise of the saints and fill me with terror. Where would the people go? 

What belongings would be left to them? How would they manage?

The studmt's translation is unidiomatic. His choices of "but when" for J  j ± . , 

"I hear accident" for Ljajlc. 1^*. and i jL i jUc. c.̂ U.1 J ji* JajiLu as

"falling a house or vacating a building by the police force" are inadequate. He 

mistranslates jVI ja I c> as "influences me , get
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me back from the holy men's paradise" misunderstanding the meaning of the 

sentence. His rendering of uc. jll < ĵLu as "and make me feel fear" is incorrect.

In general, the translation is poor. His choice of vocabulary, word order, 

questions and the sequence of the tenses are incorrect. This indicates that the 

student does not grasp the basic rules of the target language yet. He also adds 

unnecessary items such as, "when I hear", "asking", and "on earth". Davies

provides a comprehensible translation of the unit despite the literal translation 

of some phrases. For example, "shake me to the core" for (jlaeVl c> ^  and 

"fill me with terror" for sjg jli ^ jLu.

Alternative Translation:

However, an unexpected item of news about a house collapsing , or about the 

police forcibly evacuating a building after a crack had appeared in one of its 

sides, would deeply affect me. It would terrify me and return me from the 

paradise of the saints. Where would the people go? What belongings would 

they have left? How would they manage?

10- 4 J-11̂  J all qa nj (j-aj

V j  t“ î y ^ j  V . J - l j  V j  V j  V » Lj . f t J j >»•>a

Student: the thing that astonishes me that I'm considered as one of lucky men 

for being sole, so that my horrible loneliness is envied account. You ;are 

lucky; no wife, no daughter, no son, no generations problems, no daughters' 

marriage, no particular lessons,...

Davies: And strange as it may seem, I was regarded among them as one of the

lucky ones, being on my own and the load I carried being consequently light. 

My terrible solitude was something of value, something to be envied. How 

lucky you are- no wife, no daughter, no son! None of the problems o f the 

generation gap, or of marrying off daughters, or paying for private lessons.
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The student's translation is unacceptable. The choice of "being sole" for 

"no generations problems" for JUJ V , "envied account" for ^ja

"no daughters marrige" for cjlu j  V , and "no particular lessosns"

for ^ jjj  V is incorrect. He also overlooks and provides

unnecessary translation for cy>j as "the thing that astonishes me".

Moreover, it is inappropriate to use the verb in the present tense here rather

than the past. In general, the translation is neither clear nor coherent. Davies's 

translation is long-winded. For example, he translates t-iax. c>j as "and

strange as it may seem", j  jol as " being on my own and the load

I carried being consequently light", and s j j  as "My

terrible solitude was something of value, something to be envied". Thus, the 

translation is far more acceptable and comprehensible than the student's.

Alternative Translation:

Strangely, I was regarded as one of the lucky ones among them, for being alone 

and carefree. My terrible loneliness seemed valuable and enviable. Lucky you! 

You have no wife, daughter, or son. You have none of the problems o f the 

generation gap, marrying off daughters, or paying for private lessons.

11- .laJ CuSlI jjuii (Ja ^  (Ĵ Luul bjaj ^  J

C-jjJa AiSJ (JIa (Jx-al jIaJI

Student: I nod satisfactorily wondering in secret, do on earth forget suffering of 

repression and loneliness! Nevertheless, in their continual moan, I find 

consolation like spurt of light highlighting to a grave,
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Davies: I would nod my head with satisfaction, but deep down I would wonder 

whether they had not forgotten the pains of repression and loneliness. Even so 

I would find in their continual moaning and groaning a certain comfort, like a 

flash of light being cast upon a tomb.

The translation by the student is less satisfactory. The choice of "wondering in 

secret" for ^  "suffering" for "spurt" for and "highlighting"

for is inappropriate. Next, he disregards <̂ £1 j  and inappropriately inserts

unnecessary lexical items in his translation, e.g., "do" and "on earth". 

Moreover, his rendition of ejjJa 4323 (Joa (Jj-oIjIaII nil ^3 .1̂ .1 ^il JJC-

as " Nevertheless, in their continual moan, I find consolation like spurt

of light highlighting to a grave" is incorrect owing to word for word translation.

In general, the translation lacks clarity, coherence as well as word order and

appropriate equivalents. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily except that his 

translation of as "moaning and groaning" is though comprehensible, but

the insertion of "and groaning" seems unncessary in this context. The rendering 

of jjS as "tomb" rather than "grave", here, is also not quite right.

Alternative Translation:

I would give a nod of satisfaction , but deep down I wondered whether they 

had not forgotten the pains of repression and loneliness. Their continual 

moaning, however, gave me some comfort-like a beam of light falling upon a 

grave.

1 2 - 4 -a jlj ( J  ^^lc- ft$.1^)21 ULlaI tlASjl j i t -  (JaSM -Ijjj

•iLjC-Vlj A ijuiillj ^-aSH i— .Ijll a~ill ft.l.j-: 1̂ j u v i l l  i

: (JjSj ^̂ A j  CLmll L_lj t i l ^ 1  jjl Laj . ÎxJI fjk (jjla jlj j \ JaaJI ^.IxjuuS

. .liillJ ĝk ( L e j . I ^ J  t_JĴ )ilLi tlljl La ~

ft.L_uudl ^ Ji! Lajt̂ j ^‘1 ■> jjjaj Jla ô jLall ft̂ LiVl *̂ A (jl La

.jjiV i
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Student: I visit my relatives' houses at non lunch time to show innocence to 

look forward to being invited to a banquet, but now they don't believe in the 

ancient conventions, and the situation is different in feast days, so I become 

lucky to have a banquet or two banquets per year. When I hear voice of the 

housewife saying:

-You are not stranger nor guest, so make your self at home. When this green 

light given to me, I swoop down the dining table like a hungry eagle or as I 

witness the last supper.

Davies: I would visit the homes of relatives, but avoiding mealtimes— thus 

assiduously demonstrating my innocence, yet still in the hope I might be 

invited to a banquet of a meal. But the spirit o f the time no longer believed in 

such age-old traditions, and what is more, things are now different in relation to 

feasts and holidays. I am thus lucky if I get one or two good meals a year. On 

these occasions I would hear the voice of the lady of the house saying" Don't 

stand on ceremony, you 're not a stranger or a guest. Treat the house as your 

own" And no sooner would the green light be given than I would swoop down 

like a ravenous eagle, as though seeing my last meal.

The student translates the unit satisfactorily, except that he disregards , 

^ j j  and f—l j*1L The choice of the present tense here rather than the 

imperfect is wrong. He also mistranslates d  as "when I hear" rather 

than "As soon as I heard". He literally translates the invitation U

tiLuj ^  (iLuij Vj as "You are not stranger nor guest, so make your

self at home" inappropriately. Here, he omits the indefinite article and uses 

"nor" rather than "or". His reliance on word for word translation of U

. frl tuall .Ig—toil 7> (JJLa ô j\—oil c- (jiaail SjLuiVl aS

"When this green light given to me, I swoop down the dining table like a

hungry eagle or as I witness the last supper" reveals a misunderstanding of 

some lexical itmes in the original, e.g. "the dining table" for and "
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given" for . On the whole, the translation lacks appropriate sentence 

structure, choice of vocabulary and word order. Davies provides a 

comprehensible translation. However, he adds information which does not

exist. For instance, he adds "and what is more", "good" in "one or two good 

meals a year", and "On these occasions". He also overlooks J

and translates sjLiVI ^jis q\ U as "And no sooner would the green

light be given than" comprehensibly, but translating i jLiVI ^  literally

seems somewhat unidiomatic in this context.

Alternative Translation:

I would call on my relatives avoiding mealtimes to show carefully my 

innocence, yet still in the hope they might invite me to a meal. However, the 

spirit of the age no longer believed in these ancient traditions. It was a 

different matter with feasts and holidays. I was fortunate enough to have a 

banquet or two a year. As soon as I heard the voice of the housewife saying: 

"You are not a stranger or a guest, treat the house as your own". I would waste 

no time in swooping down on the table like a ravenous eagle, as if I was 

having my last meal.

13- ^  » jUMI q a  (Jlilj . JUi. Vj b^nc. V t (jlalj-a

V 1— di_jlajl . SjoJuua AjLjujj  ^ LUj VI tiili U  .La S j ljL  <1 aLl]1 VVa-vtl j

a A. ~'l Lal£j . CLmll ^Lolil dO-laJj j  . L-uL ĵlILj j  <■

Student: The most important thing that I consider my self as a normal citizen

havenn’t had imbition nor imagination. I got enough knowledge and the 

workforce has admitted me to a department; after that I didn't desire anything 

but a good girl and a small flat. I don't know how the world became inverted 

and increased with marvels; my residence was determined in the old house and
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whenever my salary went up, it became less as if it had been one o f Ramadhan 

riddles.

Davies: Worse than all this, I was an ordinary person , a person without 

ambitions or imagination^ had had just sufficient education for the powers - 

that- be to put me into a certain department. Beyond that all I had hoped for 

was a nice girl and a small flat. But things did not turn out like that; I don't 

know why. Thus my place of residence was destined to the tumbledown 

house,and whenever my salary was raised I somehow found myself having less 

money — it was like one of those riddles they pose to radio audiences in the 

month of Ramadan.

The student's rendition is unidiomatic. First, he does not grasp the meaning of 

and j  V Liall <-u&l respectivly as "The

most important thing " and "I don’t know how the world became inverted and 

increased with marvels". Second, The choice of "admitted" for , 

"desire" for cjjIsj , "residence" for , and "old" for are inappropraite.

Finally, the sequence of the tenses is not right. In general, the translation is 

not satisfactory for being untrue to the original. Davies translates the unit 

comprehensibly, although the choices of "certain" for U and "tumbledown" for

are not quite appropraite in this context.

Alternative Translation:

Worse than all this, I was an ordinary person of no ambition or imagination. I 

had had adequate education for the work force to oppoint me to some 

department. Hence all I had hoped for was a pleasant girl and a small flat. 

However, I don’t know why things didn't turn out as I expected. Consequently, 

my dwelling doomed at the broken-down house, and whenever my salary rose 

I somehow found myself having less money— it was like one of those riddles 

they air in the month of Ramadan.
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14- .(jjxlL ejjlft U.I j-ol Ljllcl (J£j x̂auufljll ^  (_jli

:<̂  J^3J 

. .d ĵli J jjL  jliulVl ^̂43

Student: My youthfulness was wasted in inflation and everyday I struggle with 

roaring waves that threaten me with drowning and it's always said to me:

— Emigrate because there are a million advantages in travelling.

Davies: My youth melted away in inflation, and every day I wrestled against 

surging waves that threatened to drown me.

Someone said. "Go abroad, there are a hundred and one advantages to 

traveling."

The student's translation is unsatisfactory. His choice of "my youthfulness" 

for , "wasted" for <-ili, "struggle" for "roaring waves" for Ul

o j jU  and "it's always said to me" for ^  JLL , "emigrate" for j *  U is 

inappropriate. He does not translate the saying s^La jjrA* ^

correctly either. The sequence of the tenses and the sentence structure are not

right. He is also unaware that "everyday" is not one word. Davies's rendition 

of the unit is satisfactory although his choice of "melted away" for <-J j and

"wrestled" for are not quite right in this context.

Alternative Translation:

My youth dissolved in inflation, and every day I would fight against surging 

waves that threatened to drown me. Someone said, "Go abroad; there are a 

hundred and one advantages in travelling"

1 5  -  j j  ( j x  j
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Student: But I 'm low-movement, tightened to the earth, and I haven't 

surrendered to hopelessness fist. From time to time, trickle of hope flashes in 

my dim life. Ministers' declarations, dissenting opinions, and holy men's jokes, 

refresh me.

Davies: But I procrastinate and am attached to my homeland. However, I did

not surrender to the grip of despair. From time to time in my darkened sky 

there flashed a gleam of light. I was stimulated by the statements o f ministers, 

shots fired by the opposition, and anecdotes about the saints

The student's translation is incomprehensible. First, his rendering of ^ j  

k S jaJI as "low movement", J .bd as "tightened to the earth",

as "hopelessness fist", aSj U as "trickle of hope", cASlIi as "dissenting

opinions", and jVl j i  as "holy men's jokes" is wrong and would cause 

some discomfort to the target laguage reader. Next, his rendition does not 

convey the intended meaning of the original because not only for poor choice 

of vocabluray, but also the sentence structure and tense is incorrect. The

translation of the unit by Davies is comprehensible, although his choice of 

"procrastinate" does not represent the real meaning of jaJI . It would

be better to use "hard to move" instead. Stylistically, "However" would be 

preferable for j  rather than "but" at the beginning of the sentence.

Alternative Translation:

However, I am hard to move and firmly attached to my home, and I haven't 

yielded to the grip of despair. From time to time a gleam of light flashes 

through my dark sky. I am stimulated by the statements of the ministers, the 

shots fired by the opposition, and the tales of the saints.

16- • AjjaU. QXi (j-liaJl ^  joajuj dlui t_i3jl l-ilj ^

. 4jlSI j\\ illx9j lil U U I  ajLjjC-Lj (JjjJa Ik lil .lau S^juiVl (jl t i l t i l l
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.4J V (3̂  Lo£ ,1a.jj tilliA

Student: Sometimes, I amuse myself by watching Mrs. Fozziea while she strut 

between the edges of the trench, and someday I've made up my mind to visit 

cemetery of my family- after along abstention- which will be the last shelter 

after one's death; there were a mercy room and a bathroom which were a refuge 

of homeless.

Davies: Sometimes I would amuse myself at my window watching Sitt 

Fawziyya strutting up and down the ditch between the two sides that were 

growing ever closer together.

Then one day, after a long absence, I decided to visit the family burial vault, 

seeing that it was the final place of refuge if things came to the worse. There 

was after all the mourning room, and there was also a lavatory. It was a shelter 

for someone who had none.

The student's rendering of the unit is unidiomatic and somewhat 

incomprehensible. First of all, he leaves out and *

untranslated. Second, his choice of "Mrs." for cm, "between the edges" for 

QiiiJn*il AiaU. jjj , "someday" for "cemetry" for 0 *^, "along absetention"

for , "after one's death" for jll j  I j l , "a bathroom" for s j j ->

aLw , and "a refuge of homeless" for jL V t> t i s  inappropriate. 

Third, he does not comprehend the meaning of s I ^  ® » and

a-*1\jl! CjoI j  Ijl which he translates as "cemetery of my family", "a mercy room"

and "after one's death" respectively. Finally, his poor command of English

grammar results in an incorrect rendition of the intended message. Davies 

renders the unit far more satisfactorily although the translation o f AiaU. ^

oifiikdl as "... between the two sides that were growing ever closer together" is

long-winded. He also adds "after all" in " There was after all the mourning

room, and there was also a lavatory", the repitition of "and there was " in the 

same sentence in English is redundant. He also mistranslates jll s as "
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the mourning room" because he does not comprehend the function o f the room. 

(It refers to the charity that the family of the deceased provides for the poor in 

return for a prayer on the dead person.)

Alternative Translation:

Sometimes I would amuse myself at my window watching Sitt Fawziyya 

strutting between the close sides of "the ditch". Then one day I decided to visit 

the family burial tombs after a long absence, considering the fact that it was the 

last place of refuge if a disaster happened. There was the room of compassion 

and also a lavatory. It was a shelter for someone who had none.

jlill f  ĝJLlI cljljVlj  (JlilaVlj  frLuiillj ^ ( J a J  CLnlfljl ĵldl

CLlj j] lj  j  J j illj  AjISjII ĵI j j j

Student: I saw the two old graves existing under the cactus trees in the corners 

under the sky, as the mercy room, which locates on the right hand comer, have 

been converted to beehive surging with women, children, accumulated old 

furniture, stoves, cooking pots, and filled with scents of taqliea, beans, 

eggplant, and fried oil.

Davies: I saw the two old tombs open to the sky and the prickly pears growing 

in the corners. The mourning room, to the right as one entered, had become a 

veritable beehive; it surged with women and children and was piled high with 

tattered furniture, kerosene stoves, and pots and pans, the whole place redolent 

of garlic sauce, beans, eggplant, and frying oil.

The choices of "cactus trees" for jl^all ,"as" for Ui /'converted" for

, "old" for JU I are inappropriate. Next, the translation of ^ J \  s 

^lill (j—j-oj ^las "the mercy room, which locates on the right hand of the comer,
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have been converted to beehive..." is grammatically wrong and it does not

correspond with the original. Moreover, there is an excessive use of passive in 

translating this unit. He also does not provide an equivalent to , here he

just translitrates it as "taqliea". He also overlooks jlill in "Kerosene stoves". 

Generally, the translation is unidiomatic because it lacks proper punctuation

and proper tense. Davies's rendition is comprehensible , although his choice 

of "the two tombs" forjjjjSlI and "The mourning room" for ^ j l l  s i s

inappropriate. Furthermore, there is an excessive repetition of "and" as a 

conjunction. Coherently, it would be better to use a comma in listing series of 

items.

Alternative Translatiion:

I saw the two old graves open to the air and the prickly pears in the corners. 

However, the room of compassion on the right hand as one entered had turned 

into a beehive; It surged with women, children, pile up of tattered furniture, 

kerosene stoves and cooking pots. The whole place was filled with the fumes 

of garlic sauce, beans, aubergine, and frying oil.

1 8 -  ' ^  ^  ( j— o l ^ —aV C L lIS j . S ji ill  q a  l ^ j V b a  d i i S j j  ^ L u u u i l  d lA u iL l

: jjfl Cxuu

? (_£jLa£ 1̂1 La (jSlj t —

..(jjoLill (jioUllj I Qc- till CP^J (3  ̂ c jfkli-n CLijl —

; a a t~Maa

J* "

Student: I smiled in surrender and stood released from strength and glory facing 

them, and asking a woman that her size reminded me of Mrs. Fozziea:

— Don't fuss, what is the solution if I need a room as a shelter?
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She answered laughingly:

— You are the owner and we are your guests, so we'll transfer to you a side; 
people should help each other.

I said with appeared obligated:
— Thanks alot.

Davies: I smiled in capitulation and stood directly in front of them, divested of 

all power and glory. I addressed a woman whose bulk reminded me of Sitt 

Fawziyya. "It's all right, but what's to be done if I need the room as a place to 
live?"

"You're the person with the rights" she answered, laughing, "and we're your 

guests. We 'd give up a corner to you, because after a l l , people must help one 
another."

Outwardly showing gratitude, I said, "God bless you."

The student provides an incomprehensible version for this unit. He fails to use

appropriate lexicon or translate grammatically. First, the choice of "released" 

for " asking" for cJa, "Mrs." for ciiuu, "Don't fuss" for , "transfer"

for Jjii, and "side" for ^ j , "what's the solution" for U ,"laughingly" for

Lub, "I said with appeared obligated" for >Lkll ^  c&h and "thanks

alot" for I c j _ j j j a .  is inappropriate. Moreover, his translation of d iS jj

as "and stood released from strength and glory

facing them" is unidiomatic. This shows incorrect sequence of word order and

tense. He also uses the indefinite article rather than the definite article in 

translating as "a room". Davies's translation however is comperhensible,

although he inappropriately translates cU*il U as "but what's to be done" ,

y^i ^  cjJ  as "You're the person with the rights" and I a s  "God

bless you".

Alternative Translation:
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I smiled in capitulation and stood before them, resigning of all power and 

glory. I addressed a woman whose bulk reminded me of Sitt Fawziyya. "It's all 

right, but what would you do if I need the room as a shelter?" She answered 

laughing:

"You're the owner and we are your guests. We 'd give up a comer to y o u ,

because after all, people must help one another."

With a show of gratitude, I said, "You're very kind."

1 9 - '' til J  ljl«

! t i t ic .L a u u l  qa l l i u o  t  <111 ~

Student: I stood deeply to confide a secret to them in a low voice:

-Provide me with your faith, and asked me uncle to give me some o f his 

bravery.

Davies: I stood for a while in an intimate conversation with them in an 

inaudible voice. "May God have mercy upon you, impart to me your faith. And, 

Uncle, please give me something of your courage!"

The student's rendition of the unit is less satisfactorily. His choice o f "deeply"

for LjL, "secret" for and "in a low voice" for £  j ***» jjc. cj is

inappropriate. He also disregards <111 jj and mistakes " asked" for "give" 

and "his" for "your" because he confuses direct and indirect speech. Davies 

translates the unit far more satisfactorily except that the translation of "for a 

while" for LA# does not indecate quite the length of time that the original does.

It might be better to translate it as:

"For quite a time"
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The student's rendering of the original text of the third short story suffers from 

several problems that are related in one way or another the different predictions 

expressed by the set of hypotheses stated in ch. 1.7. Our examination o f the 

units selected for analysis reveals his failure to realise a satisfactory rendering 

in view of a diverse variety of considerations. First, his misunderstanding of

the SL text seems to be one of the difficulties underlying either his 

mistranslating or his provision of an incomprehensible version that tends to be 

untrue to the original; see, for instance, units 9 and 13, and comments bearing 

on them. Second, his English rendering of the original SL text betrays a 

deficient command of the grammatical structure of the TL This can be most 

clearly observed in his misuse of articles, prepositions, nouns, adjectives, 

adverbs and nouns, on the one hand, and his repeated tendency to confuse 

between the different morphological categories such as adjectives and adverbs, 

on the other. Moreover, his limited competence in the TL produced a 

translation riddled with incorrect tense, deficient sentence structure and 

sometimes inappropriate word order; consider, for example, units 1, 2, 3, 4,

9, and 16. Third, the analysis shows that his translation lacks both coherence 

and unity as well as clarity owing to LI interference and narrow TL

experience, specially in regard to connectives and punctuation, on the one

hand, and idiomatic expressions and the like, on the other. Both connectives

and punctuation are usually considered a difficulty that Arab learners, in

general, and translators, in particular, encounter primary because connectivity

in English is largely implicit i.e. conjunction is assumed unless otherwise

specified, whereas Arabic relies on the repeated and explicit use of such

connectors as (wa 'and' and (fa) 'and'; See units 4, 6 , 8  and 10. Fourth,

His blind reliance on word for word rendition appears to be the source of

much of the difficulties associated with his translation. This less than desirable,

to say the least, approach to translation led to the production of a TL text that

not only often distorts the overall meaning of the SL text, but also either
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mistranslate or overtranslate certain units of it. The student's unquestioning 

trust in word for word rendition is equally responsible for his inappropriate and 

unsuitable choice of vocabulary, incorrect word order, proper tense, and 

connectives as well as his confusion of parts of speech. See units 2, 5, 6 , 10, 

and 12. Notwithstanding the problems identified above in connection with the 

student's translation, and his tendency to sometimes, wittingly or unwittingly,

dismiss either words or whole phrases in the translating process his translation 

is on the whole somewhat comprehensible
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1- . j  ĈJjUdll .1̂ 1 yl (jt-J cLi*J3al

* 4_uc>t ^3 o^ya (JjV 4-axuIj !*'««■« CLuSj

5̂jL« U jk .j l̂ Jl̂  1 (jjykjc-j L l̂ JLa Lû II

J l j x d l  (JliiaV I Ale. ^jj\ J L 1  (j! L o jj ^  jK -^ 3  -l^X- ^ I c -  AajI j  Ajjc-I d u l £ j

, ĵui J£ (jc.

^ j  J* O*

Student: Finally, I was convinced that I had to find Sheikh Zaablawi. I heard

his name for the first time in a song:

What's about life Zaablawi They changed it and made it like lodge 

It was popular song in my childhood, so it occured to me ,as children always in 

asking about every thing, to ask my father:

Who is Zaablawi father?

Davies: Finally, I became convinced that I had to find Sheikh Zaabalawi. The

first time I had heard his name had been in a song:

Oh what's become of the world, Zaabalawi?

They've turned it upside down and taken away its taste.

It had been a popular song in my childhood, and one day It had occurred to me 

to demand of my father, in the way children have of asking endless questions:

" Who is Zaabalawi?"

The student's translation is less than satisfactory. His translation o f the song 

<_s jL» I j  L l$lLa Lû ll as

"What's about life Zaablawi They changed it and made it like lodge" 

is completely inappropriate. Note, e.g. his rendering of Liril as "life" and of

"lodge" for <_sjU is wrong because he confuses the adjective L$jU with the noun

in Arabic of <_?jU as "mafal" that refers to shelter; "world" and "tasteless" or "

insipid" would have been a better choice respectively in this context. The 

sequence of the tenses and the choice of vocabulary seem less appropriate for
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the overall meaning of the song. His rendering of Jly2\ ^  as "always in 

asking" and of JlilaVI as "as children" is incorrect translation. He

overlooks and omits the indefinite article before "popular song" in "It was

popular song in my childhood". The translation by Davies is far better than 

the student's, although his rendition of L*jLk as "taken away", JLJ as

"demand", ^  J-S 0 & as "endless questions" as well as his disregard of

ajILu! , J ,  and are less than satisfactory and crucial to the general meaning

of the unit (cf. alternative translation below).

Alternative Translation:

Finally, I became convinced that I had to find Sheikh Zaabalawi. I had heard 

his name for the first time in a song.

What's happened to the world Zaabalawi

They've turned it upside down and it has become insipid.

It was a popular song in my childhood, and one day it occurred to me to ask my 

father about him as children do about everything.

Father, "Who is Zaabalawi?"

2 -  "(Jli j l Aitlml ^  tiLuj Lait£

.LaC. CLlaI a V H  (JIjjmj , <4.111 f.Li]jl (Jj-iL—a ulL

. 4 j I a I ^ ) £ j  c_u la]l ^ 1  ̂ 11 ^ l c -  p l±i]l L-Lilal J & J  C jI j a  <ULAJU1 d l l j  d l l  jiuJI

Student: He glanced at me suspecting of my readiness to get the answer, but he 

said:

"His bless cover you, he is a saint( holy man) and he is a cure of sorrows and 

troubles, and if it weren't of him - you may die of grief." After years of that 

time I heard my father many times praising that kind saint and his miracles.

Davies: He had looked at me hesitantly as though doubting my ability to 

understand the answer. However, he had replied, "May his blessing descend 

upon you, he's a true saint of God, a remover of worries and troubles. Were it 

not for him I would have died miserably—" In the years that followed, I heard
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my father many a time sing the praises of this good saint and speak of the 

miracles he performed.

The student's rendition of this unit is more or less comprehensible. The 

rendition of "cover you" for 4 ^  d=^ and o f "after years of that time" for ^  

cjJj dil jijudl is less than inappropriate owing to a misunderstanding of the 

meaning of e Jâ la, on the one hand, and of his blind reliance on word for

word translation for the other, resulting in an inappropriate representation of

the phrase. It would have been better translated as "decend upon you" and as 

"In the years that followed" respectively. He also overlooks s , and

incorrectly adds "of' in "suspecting of my readiness" as well as opts for 

"bless" rather than "blessing". Moreover, his rendition of Ue as

"and if it weren't of him- you may die of gr ief is confusing because the

sequence of the tenses and the person are incorrect. Davies translates the unit 

comprehensibly except that "miserably" for L*e and "remover" for JUS seem

less than appropriate in this context It would have been better translated as 

"distress" and as " takes away" respectively.

Alternative Translation:

He glanced at me with a hesitant look as if doubting my readiness to grasp the 

answer. However, he said, "May his blessing descend upon you, he's a true 

saint of God, who takes away anxieties and troubles. Were it not for him I 

would have died from distress-" In the years that followed I heard my father 

several times praise and speak appreciatively of this good saint and his 

miracles.

3 -  ^  d i l i i i j j  , Lie. !>Lj I J £ J  . i J  d i i ^ L i V l

i ( J U \  ^  '•A jh j  Jijuill ^  ujJjuij t .la.1 .lie  <1 f.1 j J  V J .ll l  ^ i  (jIUaVI

j^ L e  j  L̂Jjuill ( je  V clU-Luuj t ,l$e ^yle Ajaaui La ^ U
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Student: Days' passed, and though that time I encountered with many diseases

and I could find a cure to every disease easily and with simple cost, however, I 

came upon a disease which had no medicine. Thus, every ways were closed in 

front of me and I was controlled by desperate. So it occured to me that I heard 

in my childhood and asked why didn't I looking for Sheikh Zaablawi?

Davies: The days passed and brought with them illnesses, for each one of

which I was able, without too much trouble, and at a cost I could afford, to 

find a cure, until I became afflicted with that illness for which no one possesses 

a remedy. When I had tried everything in vain and was overcome by despair, I 

remembered by chance what I had heard in my childhood: Why, I asked myself, 

should I not seek out Sheikh Zaabalawi?

The translations by the student of "encountered" for , "simple" for

jLlaVI jj ^ ,  "closed" for , "controlled" for ^ j la  , and "desperate" for

are not appropriate. He incorrectly renders ^  as "Thus

every ways were closed"; translating as "every ways" thinking that

"every" is synonymous to "all". He also drops the definite article in "days

passed" at the beginning of the translation, and with "disease" The rendering of 

jLLaVI jjia  as "with simple cost" rather than an "affordable expense" is

wrong because he thinks that "simple" is equivalent to "affordable " in Arabic 

while "simple" refers to -laauu i.e. something easy to do. Next, "closed" and

"controlled". First, he thinks that "closed" corresponds with not being

aware of the metaphor in the text. Second, j L as "controlled" here, he

regards that it is the ability to control someone. Davies translates the unit 

satisfactorily although he does not translate s H e  also paraphrases

as "brought with them illnesses". Here, he could have translated

literally to be fair to the source language text. Finally, there is no need to add 

"by chance" in the translation of j .
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Alternative Translation:

The days passed and I fell victim to many illnesses. I was able to find a remedy 

for each one without any trouble and at an affordable expense, until I became 

afflicted with that illness for which no one owns a remedy. When I was at my 

wit's end and enveloped by despair, I remembered what I had heard in my 

childhood. I wondered why should I not search for Sheikh Zaabalawi.

4—» —aC. qa ljjAJj , jjijVill _j330u 4 <jl jic- Ĵc- C ill.fuul j

J  î lc- ujlkJ , duitljualj

Student: I knew his address by telephone directory. I already went to him in the 

building, entered the office meanwhile a beautiful young lady was getting out 

of the office. I was intoxicated by her nice smell which like narcotized magic.

Davies: I looked up the office address in the telephone book and immediately

set off to the Chamber of Commerce Building , where it was located. On 

asking to see Sheikh Qamar, I was ushered into a room just as a beautiful 

woman with a most intoxicating perfume was leaving it.

The translation of the first sentence by the student is incomplete because he 

disregards uses a wrong preposition "by" and drops the definite article.

He uses "by" rather than "from" because he thinks that the preposition in the 

original refers to 4-kjJ similar to "by car". He also translates as

"already" because he believes that already" is synonymous with "immediately". 

The student sometimes seems careless during the process of the translation 

either he overlooks words or forgets them. For example, he disregards >11 

-Ljjlaall, and d u itiJ j . He translates sauu s

as "entered the office meanwhile a beautiful young lady was getting out of

the office." Here, he disregards the subject of the sentence "I", then he 

renders j -j! as " meanwhile", it is a wrong choice because he thinks that
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cs-k is equivalent to "while" in this context. Next, the construction in 

translating j-i -̂all a_£ j  jj ^  as "I was intoxicated by her nice

smell which like narcotized magic" is inappropriate. Here, it would be better to

use the perfect or the simple past to miantian the clarity and coherence o f the 

translation. His translation of j^~dl as "like narcotized magic" is a

word for word translation to overcome the difficulty in translating the phrase 

in the active.as "like narcotisiing magic". Davies translates the unit

satisfactorily and comprehensibly, although he fails to translate j-^-dl

His rendering of s a s  "a room" is comprehensible, although using the

indefinate article instead of the definite is incorrect. It would have been much 

more appropriate to render s as "his office" rather than "a room" in this

context.

Alternative Translation:

I obtained his office address from the telephone directory and I went to him at 

once at the Chamber of Commerce Building. I asked to see Sheikh Qamar, 

then I was ushered into his office just after a beautiful lady left it wearing an 

intoxicating perfume that had a magical effect on me.

5 -  j  4_5jsLui (_£ jll ojAj c-LLII n  »*n̂

(Jl j j  La (jl JUC- aIAS j  <■. nl*i ljc- ^  n W

.eLuJI

(j-a A >gli J l i j  ,lst-a Ul j l  (jiA J V ^  j j a i l l  jSiuil

. U-Û aJI elgjl

.^jdl jl l̂£l La j  , JjVI (jLa l̂l dll j

: aILujI lil j  <_)Ia jll j3frl ^ 1  AjLalaV

U j

L&
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Student: Thus I was encouraged to stay by the force of pain which lead me 

coming here, then I said:

My father told me about a kind saint called Zaabalawi, he met him in your 

home, "thus, sir I want him if he is still alive"

The coolness settled in his eyes and as a result I will not be astonished if he 

drive me and my father's memory away.

He said, in a loud accent, intending to end the talking'That was in the previous 

time, and I could not even remember him nowadays"

I stood up to ensure him my intention to go and I asked him was he really a 

saint?

We considered him a miracle!

Davies : The very pain that had driven me to go there now prevailed upon me 

to stay.

"He told me," I continued "of a devout saint named Zaabalawi whom he met at 

your Honor's . I am in need of him, sir, if he be still in the land of the living." 

The languor became firmly entrenched in his eyes, and it would have come as 

no surprise if he had shown the door to both me and my father's memory.

"That," he said in a tone of one who has made up his mind to terminate the 

conversation,"was a very long time ago and I scarcely recall him now."

Rising to my feet so as to put his mind at rest regarding my intention o f going, I 

asked, "Was he really a saint?"

"We used to regard him as a man of miracles."

The student's translation is less than satisfactory. His rendering of fjc.

CiiSj k-a-dl (̂ jSLui (jUI ffiM SjL elLll as "Thus I was encouraged to stay by the

force of pain which lead me coming here, then I said" is inappropriate . Here,

he falls back on word for word rendition, which neither provides a meaningful

rendering nor a proper English structure. Consider, for instance, the translation 

of fJVI SjJL as "by the force of pain" rather than "the depth of the pain", the

use of "lead" instead of "led" and "coming" rather than "to come". Next, It 

suggests that his limited knowledge of the target language and the 

vocabulary he possesses as well as the ability to comprehend the culture of the
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source and target languge is a crucial factor for an inaccurate translation.

Note, for example, His choice of "in your home" rather than "at your Honor's" 

for f .lie., which requires at that situation a formal language. His "I

want him" for is not suitable because it does not convey the sense of

"seeking" or "needing" as Davies's "I am in need of him". The student also 

renders as "The coolness settled in his eyes"

inappropriately thinking that he associates with "coolness" as well as "settling".

It would be better to render it as "Then a distant look came to his eyes". The 

rendering of J  ^ j  lit jl V oSt as "If he drive me and my

father's memory away" rather than " If he had thrown myself and my father's 

memory out" is unidiomatic. Moreover, the translation of qa * 7-gb J l  

i*'j.wll as "He said in a loud accent intending to end the talking" is

poor because he adds "loud" and thinks that "accent is synonymous with "tone"

and that "talking" is synonmous with "conversation". The choice o f "previous 

time" for JjVI is inappropriate thinking that "previous time" indicates

"past time". It would be better to translate it as Davies does. The student also 

mistakes "ensure" for "assure". Finally, he translates "We cosidered him a 

miracle" for s J ^ a al j i  U£; here, the translation does not correspond with the

sense because it suggests that the man himself is a miracle rather than "as a 

man of miracles". It would be better to translate the sentence as: "We used to 

think of him as supernatural". Davies translates the unit satisfactory, although 

the translations of ±1 islc. as "in the land of the living" and o f as

"rising to my feet" are comprehensible, but long-winded (cf.alternative 

translation below).

Alternative Translation:

The depth of the pain that had led me to come encouraged me to stay. My 

father told me about a saintly person named Zaabalawi, whom my father met at 

your Honour's. I am in need of him, sir, if he is still alive.
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Then a distant look came to his eyes, and I would not have been surprised if he 

had thrown both myself and my father's memory out.

"That", he said in the firm toneof one who intends to end the conversation ," 

was a very long time ago and I scarcely recall him now."

I stood up to reassure him of my intention of leaving, but I asked " Was he 

really a saint?"

" We used to think of him as supernatural".

6- Âjill Aj A^ , JaUaj£Vt AaJ ^3 (_£aJI u g duAAj

(J >A<a AJ . aJj^u Aj<a U)VI A_uil̂ pJI (JajlLluI j  AjjjI Ag^lj VI AAa Jjjj

. AxAAa Ail£ IxLai i A j 3 j  A jjjA  AxjAflll <_u£Jl eAaJjl L_fljLuui

Student: I went to Rabia ALBrgawi which is being in an extremely populated 

area. I found it too old that it seemed to fall. There was only antique front and a 

house used as dumphill,though false guard. The house had a roof entrance 

which was done by a man as a shop for selling old religious books. The man 

was too thin that he seemed as if he had the apperance of man.

Davies: I went to Birgawi Residence, which was situated in a thickly populated 

quarter. I found that time had so eaten away at the building that nothing was 

left of it save an antiquated facade and a courtyard that, despite being 

supposedly in the charge of a caretaker, was being used as a rubbish dump. A 

small, insignificant fellow, a mere prologue to a man, was using the covered 

entrance as a place for the sale of old books on theology and mysticism.

The student's translation shows improper sequence of tenses in the first

sentence as well as misunderstanding of the present continous form in 

translating Ll_k&Vl a^J JjaL* ^  ^  <_$a]I <_$jU jAI cajaaj as "I went to

Rabia ALBrgawi which is being in an extremely populated area." He does not 

translate £-jj but simply transliterates it as "Rabia" instead of "residence". It

implies that he believes that "Rabia" is part of the name of "Birgawi". The 

translation of "I found it too old that it seemed to fall" for âSII <J£Ij ajâ js is
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inappropriate. He mistakes "too" for "so" and thinks that "seemed to fall" is 

synonymous with "eaten away". The translation of "house" for is

inappropriate because he confuses the sense o f the word in Libyan Arabic with 

the sense in classical Arabic. Next, the choice of "dumphill" for is

incorrect. He appears to be coining a new word from "rubbish dump" and 

"dung hill". Furthermore, his "though false guard" for I <̂ 1 jaJl is anything

but correct. He believes that I "in name only" which he renders as

"false" implies that both grammatically, syntactically and semantically is wrong 

because the supervision is not real. He inappropriately translates

as "a roof entrance" and as "done by" and overlooks Therefore,

"a roofed entrance" and "used by" respectively, would have been more 

appropriate equivalents. The translation of cL*j SblJa VnA j l£ j as

"The man was too thin that he seemed as if  he had the appearance of man". 

Here, the choice of "thin" is hardly an adequate translation for and 

XjlJa . He also mistakes "too" for "so". Whatever the sense of the strange 

phrase aJs  may be, "the apperance of man" is not likely to translate

it correctly. In general, his translation is poor because neither his English nor 

his choice of vocabulary is correct. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily and 

his choice of vocabulary seem appropriate to the original.

Alternative Translation:

I went to the Birgawi Quarter, which was located in a densely populated area. 

I found that the building had been so far devoured by age, that nothing was left 

of it except an antiquated fa$ade and a courtyard, that was used as a dumping 

place in spite of being supposedly in the charge of a caretaker. The building 

had a roofed entrance used by a small, and insignificant person a mere apology 

for a man as a shop for selling old books on theology and mysticism.
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7- » (jl£ L«Aic. lia. Î a ^  (jl£ , clA-O aIIIj  >! Lj , ! c.j

(_Jj ^Lc. j  (jj! tiljjjlj , 5_jlLaJI L̂jVl (jc- ^  n h jl I jJjSk (_£.lic. (julau ^jl£j

Student: Oh! "Zaabalawi,— we missed him - he had lived here when this place 

was good for resident. He used to sit with me talking about previous days and I 

used to get his bless- but where is Zaabalawi today?

Davies: "Zaabalawi! Good heavens, what a time ago that was! Certainly he

used to live in this house when it was habitable. Many were the times he 

would sit with me talking of bygone days, and I would be blessed by his holy 

presence. Where , though, is Zaabalawi today?"

The student's rendition of the above unit is far from satisfactory. His 

translation of <J-*j <dllj  L JX&. j  as "Oh! Zaabalawi. we missed him" is

unidiomatic; he finds both expressions difficult to translate. He also mistakes

the sequence of the tense of the first sentence using the past perfect rather than 

the simple past. Next, he opts for "for resident" in rendering instead

of "residence" and thinks that "previous" is synonymous with "past" for ÛVI

rendering it as "previous days" rather than "bygone days". He also

overlooks 11*, IjjjS, ajU al, and uses "bless" rather than "blessing". In general,

his translation is not idiomatic. It looks as though he had not conscientiously

consulted a dictionary, or read the text as a whole, rather than translating each

unit separately. Davies translates the unit correctly except the rendering of 

j  as "and I would be blessed by his holy presence" is somewhat

comprehensible, but less appropriate (cf.atemative translation below). 

Alternative Translation:

"Zaabalawi, Good Lord, that was a long time ago! Certainly, he used to live in 

this house when it was habitable. Many times he would sit with me talking of 

bygone days and I would be rewarded by his blessing and inspiration. 

However, where is Zaabalawi today?"
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8- Ŝ uuIaII t il k*n\ J lJ  (jlc.̂ )xi)j , ĝjuil ^  4j£j£ J)&j

Ij Ig (jlj a j .  !•>]! Âal_jl ^C -  (jj ĵ l̂ j  ,4_ic. ^auu 1̂ i<a l^ l j  I J-iC- jjl ^uJauli >(^^1 ^3

ĵlc. (jJâ )frl jjl ^gjj^kniij ajlxjj <JaA&. L̂j 4_La L̂u> (jJaxjllj (<jl£x

. IxojLj (_g-il oJ_j*il (jx Iaj .1̂ 1 . (JjlSI

Student: He shrugged his shoulders sadly, then he quickly went to another one. 

After that I asked shop's owner spread in the area. But many of them hadn't 

even heard about him, others missed his nice days , despite they didn't know his 

place. Others taught at him and described him as fexer, they advised me to go 

to physician. But I didn't go there I got back home desperately.

Davies: He shrugged his shoulders sorrowfully and soon left me , to attend to

an approaching customer. I proceeded to make inquiries of many shopkeepers 

in the district. While I found that a large number of them had never even 

heard of Zaabalawi, some, though recalling nostalgically the pleasant times 

they had spent with him, were ignorant of his present whereabouts, while 

others openly made fun of him, labeled him a charlatan, and advised me to put 

myself in the hands of a doctor- as though I had not already done so. I 

therefore had no alternative but to return disconsolately home.

The student's translation of the first sentence is less acceptable than Davies's, 

"went to another one" does not properly represent fia  ujO* J 5 • Next, he

translates the conjunction j  as "after that" and overlooks cj*.j . He also uses

the singular rather than the plural in translating t_jUu-al. He incorrectly

translates <̂ 11 ^  SjJuidl ^ 1 ^ 1  l_iUû »I jLI c i* jj  as "After that I asked shop's

owner spread in the area". Here, "spread" refers to the "owner" rather than "the 

shops". He overlooks . The choice of "missed" and of "nice" is

inadequate because neither choice conveys the sense of I j j .usj or a jlaJI <ulil .

He also uses "but" and "despite" improperly, "they didn't know his place." is 

not an idiomatic translation for I u'j  • It would be better to translate it
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as "were unaware of his present whereabouts". He translates as "faxer".

It may be that he associates the idea of "cunning" with "fox". He also mistakes 

"adviced" for "advised" and drops the indefinite article in "physician". He 

disregards 4—kp. and mistranslates j t e  as "But I didn't go there". He 

overlooks t I.ij ^  ^ and unidiomatically translates L-jL J l  1 as "I

got back home desperately". On the whole, his translation is poor in structure 

and does not provide the general meaning of the intended message. Davies, in 

contrast, translates the unit satisfactorily and seems true to the original.

Alternative Translation:

He shrugged his shoulders sorrowfully, and in no time left me to wait on the 

next customer. I preceded to question the owners of the shops scattered about 

in the neighbourhood. It became clear that a large number of them had never 

even heard of Zaabalawi, some, although regretting the pleasant times they had 

spent with him, were unaware of his present whereabouts, while others just 

made fun of him and described him as a charlatan, and advised me to see a 

doctor - as if I had not already done so. Accordingly, I had no choice but to 

return home despondently

9- ^L_Ja (JlaJI Jc- J  CLuijli ( Jluilj t j^l\ Sjl£c- (Jla ^V1 diiJaxj

d l j a i k  lilli Jlic. AajuiI 1 i (JLaVtj J j u l j  CLl^C-j (

. (Jjl qa lift J  jflsl (jjaJlj ‘ Auafll (jl (g&j J

Student: Days passed like bad wheather and the pain increased. I believed

then I shoudn't be pasient more long. I returned to ask about Zaabalawi 

clinging to hopes raised by his old name in my soul. That time an idea arrived 

to me which was to visit the chief (sheik) of the area. Truly I was surprised 

how didn't I think in this before.

Davies: With the passing of days like motes in the air, my pains grew so sever 

that I was sure I would not be able to hold out much longer. Once again I fell 

to wondering about Zaabalawi and clutching at the hope his venerable name
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stirred within me. Then it occurred to me to seek the help of the local sheikh of 

the district; in fact, I was surprised I had not thought of this to begin with.

The student does not grasp the image ofjaJl sjl£& . He drops the definite

article in "Days passed" and incorrectly translates * jtSc j  as

"Days passed like bad weather". His rendering of ol diiLli

X jjia JUJI as "I believed then I shouldn't be pasient more long" is unsound. It

looks as though he does not comprhend the sentence in the source language

producing an incorrect word for word translation . It would be better to render

it as "So that I was sure I should not be able to endure much longer". Next, he 

inadequately translates as "I returned" rather than "once again" or

"asking myself again". The translation of "raised by his old name in my soul" 

is a literal and inadequate representation of ^  The

translation of s>£a ^  cjj_k*. j .lit as "that time an idea arrived to me" is

unidiomatic; thinking that "arrived" is synonymous with "occurred", "at that 

time" would be a possible rendition for i  . His rendition of s jU.

as "Chief" is inappropriate in this context. He also uses "in" for "of" and 

mistranslates j-®VI <jJ c> as "before". Overall, his translation of the unit is far

less than satisfactory owing to his limited command of the TL and his relaince 

on word for word rendering resulting in poor choice of vocabulary and 

inappropriate sentence structrue. Davies, however, provides a more 

comprehensible translation conveying the message of the unit meaningfully.

Alternative Translation:

The days passed like motes in the air, and my anguish increased,so that I was 

sure that I should not be able to endure much longer. I found m yself agian 

wondering about Zaabalawi and clinging to the hopes that his name still stirred 

within me. Then the idea occurred to me to seek out the local sheikh of the 

neighbourhood; certainly, I was surprised that I hadn't thought of this in the 

first place.
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10- :<JLila3 ( ^ y u lL u y  jAj ^ 1  ^Ic.^j ( A nil >*iill La ( j l e ^ u » 9

• iJpu c-j (J* cr“'

_$Aj (jljjujl (_jC. ĵuujIj  (_Jj3 (_j-a (jjAjLuill ^ Lâ  <LujaJj ĵL»̂ )3

e >  O J j  A jS jU -a  h * J J J  ‘ c J j j U J I  j A  IJ A j  A l  ( j i u iA  V  t <■" u j  t5^c ,—

.(_ £ j.la .  ( j j J  <Lic. l!î J jj)g  trtll j  t" Lajjj t jl*jx jjc  ^ ic . LiA ^j-a

Student: Then he quickly smiled and asked me to have a seat and to say my

demand I said:

" I am in need of sheikh Zaabalawi."

He stared at me astonishmently as the previous people did before and he 

smiled showing his golden teeth as he was saying," Anyhow he is still alive, 

but he is without lodge and this is the stake. You may meet him when you get 

out of here by accident and you may spend days and months looking for him in 

vain."

Davies: It was not long before I had him cheerfully inviting me to sit down.

"I'm in need of sheikh Zaabalawi." I answered his inquiry as to the purpose of 

my visit.

He gazed at me with the same astonishment as that shown by those I had 

previously encountered.

"At least," he said giving me a smile that revealed his gold teeth ," he is still 

alive. The devil of it is, though, he has no fixed abode. You might well bump 

into him as you go out of here, on the other hand you might spend days and 

months in fruitless searching."

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible, although his rendition 

of u-t jA j  as "say my demand" is unidiomatic. His translation of

A ^  ia.ajA as "He stared at me astonishmently" is somewhat satisfactory 

althogh he invents the word "astonishmently". The rendering of a1  jL u u *  V  u^lj 

t3 j  jLiJl >a IIaj as "but he is without lodge and this is the stake" is undesirable, 

for his choice of "lodge" is mistaken for and although can

mean "a stake", but "and this is the stake" is meaningless. It would be better to
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render it as "the trouble is that he has no fixed abode". Davies's translation is 

comprehensible and seems appropriate to the sense of the original.

Alternative Translation:

A cheerful grin quickly spread over his face and he invited me to sit down, 

asking me about my quest. "I would like to find Sheikh Zaabalawi," I said.

He gazed at me with the same astonishment as that revealed by people I had 

asked previously. He gave me a smile revealing his gold teeth saying:" Well, 

he is still alive, but the trouble is that he has no fixed abode. You might meet 

him accidentally as you leave from here, or you might spend days and months 

searching for him in vain."

11- ! (jjixlujj V i liljjC' ^ 9  aIII

a J l  ^  j  m ^ o j L L a j  X c - j - u u  \ g j l r .  K  )-»•*> J  ^  i l r tA j  A 9 j j  J o j u U j

I J I S  t__iLaX.lj Lg-ill ( Aj j j Io a j  4 j 9 j l  j  a XoLui

. ^ I L a SI j  ( jL k  t ^jjjuiLa-ill LiA j  ( (j£ L u i*  a9A —

( j —AJ <— ‘L ill j  I j I  j  . w l  m a i l  j  t l l U l a . J  ^ ^ A liL d l  q a  l i l l l j  9 a .  j  ( 9 j u i ^ a

99 j  t Lu9ll (Jc.) jjuj Aic. ^ \\m .* j  ( C jI  ji*M Qa e j l  £9l_jl! ^^9 Lil i ^-Lo ^ -9  (jĵ Lauuill

. . L-lLliJill 9 <ic- till! jjuo

Student: God help you , why don't you use science?!

He laid a paper on his desk , draws a map of the area in unexpected rapidly and 

skillful way. He looked at it and said: " these are houses, this is Alaatareen 

area, Alnahaseen area, Khan Alkhalili and this is the police station and fire 

station . Drawing is the best guide. You have to pay your attention of caffes 

and religious sessions, mosques , and Green Door . You may not distinguish 

him from beggers. In reality, I haven't seen him for years. I was occupied by 

life's affairs so I couldn't see him. Thus you question about him reminded me 

of the best of youth life.

Davies: "May God come to your aid"! But why don't you go about it 

systematically? " He spread out a sheet of paper on the desk and drew on it
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with unexpected speed and skill until he had made a full plan of the district, 

showing all the various quarters, lanes, alleyways, and squares. He looked at it 

admiringly and sa id ," These are the dwelling houses, here is the Quarter of the 

Perfumers, here the Quarter of the Coppersmiths, The Mouski, the police and 

the fire stations. The drawing is your best guide. Look carefully in the cafes, 

the places where the dervishes perform their rites, the mosques and the prayer 

rooms, and the Green Gate, for he may well be concealed among the beggars 

and be indistinguishable from them. Actually, I myself haven't seen him for 

years, having been somewhat preoccupied with the cares of the world, and was 

only brought back by your inquiry to those most exquisite times of my youth."

The student's translation of JUl* as "use science" is mistaken. It would

be better if he translated it as: "use your intelligence." Next, he confuses the

tenses as well as adverbs and adjectives, and omits the indefinite article. He 

overlooks 4_Lpl_uj < (_5aU and 1. ̂  .*.

He also transliterates ouUaxll and u^Uall, thinking that there are no equivalents

to them. Although he is right in recognising j*  jj-i. ^ j l l  as a general

statement, his translation requires the indefinite article before"drawing". He

uses "of" for "to" and unidiomatically inserts "your" before "attention". He also 

drops the definite article in translating I as "green door" and

disregards . "So I couldn't see him" misrepresents and "Thus" is

wrong connective for the last sentence. He also uses "you" for "your" and 

unidiomatically translates cUaJ as "the best of youth life". The

translation, in general, is somewhat comprehensible, although it does not

completely render the original. Davies translates the unit comprehensibly,

although the choice of "systematically", "a full plan" and "concealed" does not 

really represent JSJLj and respectively. He also

incorrectly adds the definite article to "Drawing", thus making a general 

statement into a particular one.

Alternative Translation:
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"May God come to your assistance"! However, why don't you use your 

intelligence?" He spread out a sheet of paper on the desk and drew on it with 

unexpected speed and skill until he had made a sketch of the whole district, 

showing all the quarters, lanes, alleyways and squares. He looked at it with 

satisfaction and said, "These are houses, here is the Quarter of the Perfumers, 

here the Quarter of the Coppersmiths, The Mouski, the police and the fire 

stations. This drawing is your best guide. Look carefully in the cafes, the Sufi 

circles, the mosques, prayer rooms and the Green gate, for he may sneak in 

among the beggars and become indistinguishable from them. Actually, I myself 

haven't seen him for years because I have been preoccupied with the worldly 

matters. It was only your question about him that brought me back to those 

lovely times of my youth".

12 l i l j  t Allac. ^  jLijj (j-# ( 15^^ ^las! l i l j

! elj^ (Jli t laldl lit (jLuil

. Aila ^ l iJ I  U a.I1 ^jj'nu*k l_iA j l

Student: I left him bending the map then went to move through the area from 

square to street to another comer while I was asking anyone who knows the 

place well until an ironer told me to go to Hassanen A1 Khtat in lam AlGhlaam, 

He was his friend.

Davies: Folding up the map, I left and wandered off through the quarter, from 

square to street to alleyway, making inquires of everyone I felt was familiar 

with the place. At last the owner of a small establishment for ironing clothes 

told me , " Go to the calligrapher Hassanein in Umm al-Ghulam- they were 

friends."

The student's translation of U j  4 3 as "I left him bending the map" is

wrong and ambiguous because it is not clear who rolls the map, the narrator or 

the local sheikh of the district. Next, he disregards j  and inadquately 

renders <̂ *11 ^Lal as "to move through the area". It would be better to translate

it as "and proceeded to quarter the neighbourhood". The sequense of the tenses 

in "while I was asking anyone who knows the place well." is inappropriate. He
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also unidiomatically translates <d>£ as "an ironer" rather than "a local 

laundry"; disregarding , and <uli , and inappropriately inserts

"another" with "comer". Furthermore, he transliterates JalkiJI, thinking that 

JaLkiJI is the family name of Hassanein rather than his occupation. Davies 

translates the unit comprehensibly except that he overlooks cs-il and the 

translation of as "the owner of a small establishment for ironing clothes"

is comprehensible, but long-winded (cf.alternative translation below). 

Alternative Translation:

As I left him I folded up the map and proceeded to quarter the neighbourhood; 

squares, streets, and alleys; questioning all those who were familiar with the 

place. Finally a local laundry man said to me - go to Hassanan the calligrapher 

in Umm al- Ghulam . He was his friend.

13- _̂La t (Jj) kit (_5~iaC. ^9 (Jaxj (jAuia. Ĉ- cIjJa.j  ( ^̂11 duA j

. jiaaJlj j  qa jp. AajIj qa j  CjIa._jUIj

Student: I went to lam AlGhlaam, there I found Mr Hassanen working in a

narrow, deep shop, full of paining and colors buckets. It was raising from it a 

strange smell, mixture of glut and perfume.

Davies: I went to Umm al-Ghulam , where I found old Hassanein working in a 

deep, narrow shop full o f signboards and jars of color. A strange smell, a 

mixture of glue and perfume permeated its every comer.

The student's translation is unidiomatic. He falls back on word for word

rendering that results in producing an incorrect structure , word order and poor 

choice of vocabularuy. Consider, for instance, his <j\jfifl cjU.jllL ^1 * as

"full of paining and colors buckets" and J  c>  j  as "It was raising from

it" j  *1 >11 qa iajk as "mixture of glut and perfume". In general,
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the translation is far from being idiomatic or true to the original. Davies, in 

contrast, translates the unit comprehensibly and satisfactorily.

Alternative Translation:

I went to Umm Al-Ghulam, where I found old Hassanein working in a deep , 

narrow shop full of signboards and pots of colour. A strange odour, a mixture 

of glue and perfume issued from every comer.

14- : dilSj ^ Îc- (jl£

. . 4ic. lilj Ĵ Lc. j  ̂ Luill (ji ^  (JjS —

; (Jla jU 1 Qc* aJu

! <111 (jLa-iui Li ! j  —

: <i$_L dila.Luud

? ^ jA —

^jl V (ĵ l I ojihj liLlc. (JjL ! ‘ (j^ ~

.*L1>  Je .

Student: I relaized that he knew that I was waiting for him. I presented myself

to him and said" I was told that Sheikh Zaabalawi was your friend and I am 

looking for him" He stopped working, looking at me surprisingly and said in a 

sigh accent, "O , God! Zaabalawi!

I asked eagerly, He is your friend, isn't he?

That was in the past. The puzzling man , he sometimes visits you day by day 

until they consider him your relative, then he disappears as if he is not be, 

however, there is no blame on saints.

Davies: Realizing that he was aware of my presence, I introduced myself," I've 

been told that Sheikh Zaabalawi is your friend , I'm looking for him," I said.

His hand came to a stop , He scrutinized me in astonishment" Zaabalawi ! God 

be praised!" he said with a sigh.

"He is a friend of yours, isn't he ?" I asked eagerly.
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"He was, once upon a time. A real man of mystery; he'd visit you so often that 

people would imagine he was your nearest and dearest, then would disappear as 

though he'd never existed. Yet saints are not to be blamed"

The student's translation is somewhat comprehensible, although his rendering 

of j ^  as "I was waiting for him" and of ja j  J-mJI <j& t>±

<3  as "He stopped working, looking at me" is incorrect. He

unidiomatically translates a a s  "in a sigh accent, O, God! Zaabalawi!".

He disregards the folk tale idiom in translating jl£ L« L as "That was in

the past". His rendition of as "The puzzling man" is a word for word

translation and does not represent the actual meaning of the phrase; 

unnecessarily adds "day by day" and mistranslates ^  as "as if he is

not be" rather than "The man was an enigma" and as "as though he had

never existed" respectively. The tense, sentence structure and choice of

vocabulary are less than appropriate. Davies translates the unit comprehensibly

and clearly except that he does not attempt to adapt pious expressions to 

English context in translating !*_UI Lj j  as "Zaabalawi!God be

praised" and eLJjVl ĵ Jc. ^jJ V as "Yet saints are not to be blamed" (cf.

alternative translation below).

Alternative Translation:

I realised that he was aware of my presence, I introduced myself, "I have been 

told that Sheikh Zaabalawi is your friend; I am looking for him," I said.

His hand halted in its work ,and he examined me in astonishment "Zaabalawi! 

Good Lord" he said with a sigh.

"He is your friend, isn't he?" I asked eagerly.

"Once upon a time. The man was an enigma; he would call on you so 

frequently that people would think he was your close relative, then would 

disappear as though he had never existed. However, saints are a law unto 

themselves."
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15- qa Aic- j  OujJaxj . ULuAJ ^  A^L-al I jlj di*Jj5l j

AIa < (jaXall jLa. ^LjJall <•—LU ALLS AjLj quajj Lu ^ la . o ^ ii. j\ jaC- Aj3

^g-3 J J j I j  t A -liil ( 4 _ j j L  o^y^A. Aj ^ j j  4 AAjuiSuuealLj j l l i u i ^ a l l  C i u  ^ 1  CLuA j j  .

^Lul ^lc- AjjLa. ^ 1  ^ jb i .a  jjgjujl' a J j& j 4_ii£ ^Ic- (jl£ j ( ^cjjIj II Igjtiia.

. j l i j - a  JaJtlj (JjIa Cjjj-o qa J jj ( Lj ĵ^aC-

Student: I shaked hands and went going west and east in the area asking any

old man or who had an experience when a lupine seller told me that he met him 

in the known composer skeikh Gaad 's house since near time.I went to the 

composer house in Tambkashia , I found him in a nice ordinary room. It 

seemed that the breaths of history rechoed through its comers. He was sitting 

on sofa and his lute was lying besides him holding the best songs in our 

mordren life, a voice of morter and children's fuss came out of inside the 

hou se.

Davies: Reluctantly I rose to my feet, shook hands , and left. I continued

wandering eastward and westward through the quarter, inquiring about 

Zaabalawi from everyone who, by reason of age or experience, I felt might be 

likely to help me. Eventually I was informed by a vendor of lupine that he had 

met him a short while ago at the house of Sheikh Gad, the well-known 

composer. I went to the musician's house in Tabakshiyya, where I found him in 

a room tastefully furnished in the old style, its walls redolent with history. He 

was seated on a divan, his famous lute beside him, concealing within itself the 

most beautiful melodies of our age, while somewhere from within the house 

came the sound of pestle and mortar and the clamor of children.

The student's translation is problematic in a number of ways. First, his 

rendition of j ^  a l i  j  j  as "I shaked hands and went" is

syntactically wrong; failing to conjegate the verb "shake" correctly and 

overlooking j  rather than "Then I stood up, shook hands, and left."

Second, he renders j  ^ 1  ^  as "going west and east in the

area" inappropriately, misrepresenting the meaning of the original sentence , 

e.g., "going" for and "in the area" for ^  rather than "I proceeded
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to walk east and west through the neighbourhood." Third, his rendering of

as "asking any old man or who had an 

experience" is anything but idiomatic. Moreover, his rendition of

chO (jaXdl jLa. Ciu ^  <Lli 4jL as "when a lupine

seller told me that he met him in the known composer skeikh Gaad's house

since near time" is also suffers from poor sentence structure, lexicon and word 

order in the TL. The translation of as "when" rather than "finally" is a

poor choice. It is neither a correct connective nor provides coherence to the

overall meaning of the text. He incorrectly provides a litrally rendering of 

L _ i a s  "the known" rather than "the well - known" and of j* * j <> j  ^

as "since near time" instead of "recently" and fails to miantain a correct word 

order of the "composer house". His rendition of s ^  4 1 1*j j  as " I

found him in a nice ordinary room" is more or less comprehensible, although 

he omits j  as a connective for the sentence and less adequately renders ^  

i as "in a nice ordinary room". His literally translation of 

as "breaths of history" requires modification, drops the indefinite article 

with "sofa" and uses "besides" for "beside". His Ji.WI A>j ^  

Jail j  jjU  as "a voice of morter and children's fuss came out of inside the

house" rather than " While from within the house came the noise of a mortar 

and a pestile and clamour of children" is inappropriate; owing to blind 

reliance on word for word translation. Davies provides a satisfactory rendition, 

although he unnecessarily inserts "reluctantly" at the beginning of his 

translation, and "I felt might be likely to help me" does not really represent t>  

<_>a3l (cf, alternative translation below).

Alternative Translation:

Then I stood up ,shook hands ,and left. I proceeded to walk east and west 

through the neighbourhood, asking about Zaabalawi from those who I felt by 

old age or experience would be familiar with it. Finally, a vendor o f lupine
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told me that he had met him recently at the house of Sheikh Gad, the well- 

known composer. I went to the musician's house in Tambakshiyya, where I 

found him in an elegant traditional room through out which the sense of 

history reverberated. He was sitting on a sofa with his famous lute beside him , 

concealing within itself the most beautiful melodies of our time. While from 

within the house came the noise of a mortar and a pestile and clamour of 

children.

16- ^ j.Vlll (jl—ajl! 6j-al t qa  U-DUJ ^ t AjoaJl ^huinn V

l_j ^ V (jl «l*Jj t i l l L u O l l  t i <jl£ LaAic.

( 3 - J j  t Aj II J a j  4 -o g lJ  o J ^ jU a j  C j Ij

.. (Jj-ajjLU tiljL

Student: Don't surrender to failure, that wonderful man tires who wanting him. 

It was easy to catch him in the past when he was living in a known place. 

Today life changes, moreover, after he had a high status like presidents, now, 

he is pursuing by the police in charge of charlatnism to catch him become not 

so easy. But be patient and have confidence then you will catch him.

Davies: "Do not give in to defeat. This extraordinary man brings fatigue to all 

who seek him. It was easy enough with him in the old days, when his place of 

abode was known. Today, though, the world has changed, and after having 

enjoyed a position attained only by potentates, he is now pursued by the police 

on a charge of false pretenses. It is therefore no longer an easy matter to reach 

him, but have patience and be sure that you will do so."

The studen's translation is more or less comprehensible, although the rendering 

of fLuouu V as "Don't surrender to failure" does not represent the actual

meaning intended in his choice of "failure" for 1 rather than "despair" or 

"disappiontment". The rendition of oa_>jj  ^  <J_£ <_uuj t.i J*.jll I j* as "that

wonderful man tires who wanting him" is unidiomatic ; translating Î a as 

"that" rather than "this", fails to add "all or those" with the relative pronoun

"who" and inappropriately adds the "ing" ending to "want". The translation of 

i_ijjjua jLLa ^  fjL <jl£ Uiie ^Sl\ (jlajil ^  ^ * 1  ajxl as " It was easy to catch
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him in the past when he was living in a known place" is somewhat

comprehensible except that his insertion of "catch", and his choice of "in the 

past " for jLa jll ^  is inappropriate in this context. Furthermore, the

choice of "life" for and the simple present tense in translating LiaM ĵA\

cjjaJuas "Today life changes" instead of "Today, however the world has

changed" is incorrect. The translation of Ij V J  j

jLki jA\ cjLi as "moreover, after he had a high status like

presidents, now, he is pursuing by the police in charge of charlatnism" is 

unsatisfactory. His insertion of "moreover" is unnecessary, the rendering of jl£

fliLaJI L$j V as "he had a high status like presidents" is a

misunderstanding of the intended meaning of the sentence. The translatin of 

jILj (jiuljA\ CiL as "now .he is pursuing by the police in charge of

charlatnism" lacks an appropriate tense using "pursuing" rather than "pursued" 

and "in" instead of "on". His translation of t <A\ l̂a

tiljLi (jJjj as "to catch him become not so easy. But be patient and

have confidence then you will catch him" is inappropriate. He fails to translate 

.iju jxia and mistranslates u. <ilL as "then you will catch him". On the

whole, his translation is poor and hardly true to the original. Davies translates

the unit idiomatically and far better than the student. However, his translation 

of as "defeat" is not adequate. He also mistranslates V

l*j as "and after having enjoyed a position attained only by potentates".

The rendering of jjx* jlL* ^  L.aic. as "when his place of abode was

known" sounds too learned, as does "potentates" later (cf.altematice 

translatiuon below).

Alternative Translation:

"Do not give way to despair. This remarkable man troubles all who seek him. 

It was so easy with him in the old times, when people knew where he lived. 

Today, however, the world has changed ,and after having enjoyed a status that
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has not been achieved even by rulers, he is now pursued by the police on 

suspicion of charlatanism. Thus, it is no longer an easy matter to have access 

to him, but if you are patient you may be sure of doing so."

17~ lilj i A j>u ^ t  Jjxll C- AjjiIj )j

^al.la c_maJI ilipl&l (jli ^gjc^Ai j lj  (_£_$aI (j-4

!(Jls t-dJ J ( J s l c -  ujlflj AjxjIj  e l jx lt j  3 ^ "^

i ^ j A  3 ^ J  4 .lie. d iil£  l^jl t ^ 3  e^ax<a4ll olA 1~V^ ̂  ~

4_at£ j l  l i ia . J  i  llA ^ ‘d-N.«i lli^, (jda-i 3 ^ J  ‘ aAu-adl ^  j I j ^ I  (3^11 j A j

<_s-ds ^  UclXo (_5aa£1 ^  K*»nml j l  (_5idc. Lol£j

. .<j*jjk-a (3̂ 1 cl̂ d̂ (̂ 1 J-^l (3^ (Ĵ d̂

Student: He raised his head from over the lute then the playing orginzed until

it became a clear musical tune. Then he began to sing.

The memory of the beloved and her talking is like wine.

On the beautiful of the tune and singing, I listened to him, after that when he 

finished the performance, he said,I made this tune in a night it was Alphater 

feast. He was my guest all the night . It was he who chose the poem and he 

used to sit where you are sitting now, or sometimes was playing with the 

children as he was one of them, and when I was controlled by lassitude or when 

inspiration became too hard, he hit me on chest lovingly they my heart 

produced the tune until the best of my tune was performed.

Davies: He raised his head from the lute and skillfully fingered the opening 

bars of a melody. Then he sang:

" I make lavish mention, even though I blame myself o f those I love,

For the stories of the beloved are my wine"

With a heart that was weary and listless, I followed the beauty of the melody 

and the singing.

"I composed the music to this poem in a single night," he told me when he had 

finished, "I remember that it was the eve of the Lesser Bairam. Zaabalawi was 

my guest for the whole of that night, and the poem was of his choosing. He 

would sit for a while just where you are, then would get up and play with my 

children as though he were one of them. Whenever I was overcome by
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weariness or my inspiration failed me, he would punch me playfully in the 

chest and joke with me, and I would bubble over with melodies, and thus I 

continued working till I finished the most beautiful piece I have ever 

composed.

The translation ofojjdl j  as "He raised his head from over the lute"

is comprehensible, except for the addtion of "over". His rendering of j  

A A«s -ija 4 .a.via ^  as "then the playing orginized until it

became a clear musical tune." is inappropriate. Next, he fails to translate the 

song i.'jp-ll Aj lSj^  o* J *  » providing an

incorrect version as "The memory of the beloved and her talking is like wine"

owing to his limited competence in the target language and his reliance on

word for word rendition, resulting in disregarding most of the first part o f the 

verse. Moreover, his translation of Ulj *Uill j  <>J11 JU*. ^  j

JLS pbVl 0 -4  ^ jJ  as "On the beautiful of the tune and singing, I listened to him,

after that when he finished the performance, he said" is anything but 

appropriate. He misunderstands the meaning of confuses the adjective

for the noun using "beautiful" rather than "beauty", and disregards Jate

jjo_£a. The choice of "made" rather than "composed" for dnsJ is inappropriate

in this context. The translation of 1*11 j* u^ j  as"He was my guest all

the night" is more or less comprehensible, although his choice of the pronoun

"He" rather than using the proper name "Zaabalawi" would be ambiguous, and

"all the night" instead of "all that night" would be unidiomatic to the sense of 

the original text. The translation of Î a j  s.waall ^  jteJ jAj

j  as "It was he who chose the poem and he used to sit

where you are now, or sometimes was playing with the children as he was one

of them." does not carry the sense of the original sentence,owing to poor

choice of vocabulary and inadequate English grammar, and failing to render 

4_it£ using only "as" rather than "as if" or "as though". The translation of
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<_UJ ^  <J_j-al j  j  as "and when I was controlled by

lassitude or when inspiration became too hard , he hit me on chest lovingly 

they my heart produced the tune until the best of my tune was performed." is

completely unidiomatic. Not only his choice of vocabulary, e.g. "controlled" 

for , "hit me" for <^£1, and "my heart produced the tune" for <̂ 13 

fiilL , but his falling back on word for word translation , results in an incorrect 

sentence structure and disregarding of j  as well

as using "they" for "then". Davies translates the unit satisfactorily, except that 

his paraphrase of j * jL-a ^  «-i j*l! j  as "and skillfully

fingered the opening bars of a melody" does not convey the sense of the above.

He also renders the first part of the verse incorrectly because "I make lavish 

mention" misrepresents the meaning of and "blame myself" seems

inappropriate. He misunderstands the meaning of <>J1I JUa. J c . j

jjj-La J3U. t_jJL translating it as "With a heart that was weary and listless , I

followed the beauty of the melody and the singing" (cf. alteranative translation 

below).

Alternative Translation:

He raised his head from the lute and his extemporization gradually became a 

definite musical introduction. Then he sang:

Pass round the word of the one I love, even if I am reproved for it, 

for tales of my beloved are my wine.

Despite the beauty of the music and the singing I listened to him only with an 

inattentive and weary heart. When he had finished singing he said," I composed 

the tune for this poem in a single night. I recall that it was the eve of the 

Lesser Bairam. Zaabalawi was my guest for the whole of that night ,and the 

poem was his choice. He would sit for a while just where you are, then would 

go and play with my children as if he were one of them. Whenever I became 

tired or my inspiration failed me, he would playafully punch me in the chest 

and joke with me, then my heart would bubble with melody and so I would
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go on working until I had completed the most beautiful piece I have ever 

com posed.

18- : (jiAJ ^  diULuua

j k II ^  All -

^  t-JC. j j  Ajlxjluj j l  L a j  t Ia a . ( J j ' ' '? - ^ ^ 1 1  Aic. A j ( Ajuiij U J ^ l a l l  ^ A  ~

.. liljAk-a ^  jliJI AjajjI j

Ig -ic . ^^j II <_j c .12a1I j x  * ‘* j  i—L a S j  ~

. .<ilil]| Ale- Aj ^ i l a j  udlxlj ( â yji lAA —

Student: Is he like music? I asked astonishmently.

He is the music itself and his voice is beautiful when he is talking , on hearing 

his voice, you would to sing, and you'll have the love of the people in your 

heart. Then I asked "How does he cure the troubles which unsolved by 

phiscaians?"

This is his secret and you may catch it on meeting.

Davies: "Does he know anything about music?"

"He is the epitome of things musical. He has an extremely beautiful speaking 

voice, and you have only to hear him to want to burst into song and to be 

inspired to creativity...."

"How was it that he cured those diseases before which men are powerless?" 

"That is his secret. Maybe you will learn it when you meet him."

The student's translation of the unit is far from being satisfactory. His 

rendering of ^  CjULus as "I asked astonishmently" and of the question aJI

?c_jj-LJI as "Is he like music?" is incorrect; inventing "astonishmently" as a

new word and using an inappropriate auxiliary verb rather than "with 

astonishment" and "does" respectively. Next, he unidiomatically translates ja

as "He is the music iteslf" instead of "He is the soul of music". He

overlooks Ia .̂ in rendering Ia^ <J_jxa. a a _ j a  j  as "and his voice is

beautiful when he is talking" and opts for "he is talking" rather than " he
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speaks", using incorrectly the present continous tense instead of the simple 

present in this context. His translation of j  * *Uill sjc* js j l Lj

\ jyll 4—UkJjl as "on hearing his voice, you would to sing, and you'll

have the love of the people in your heart" is anything but satisfactory; omitting 

the main verb after "would" and misunderstanding the meaning of JlaJI, thereby

mistranslating the whole sentence altogether. He unnecessarily adds "Then I

asked" and incorrectly translates I j ^ u  lsj A\ as"which unsolved by

phiscains." The translation of elilll Xc- aj j& z  liILdj as "and you may catch it

on meeting" is unidiomatic. In general, the student's translation is poor owing

to inappropriate choice of vocabulay, sentence structure, tense and failure to

grasp the meaning of the original. Davies translates the unit more or less 

comprehensible, although he overlooks ^  cA*L£k and mistranslates the

question jAAI ^  <S\ as "Does he know anything about music?", which

indicates that he is less careful during the process of translating the unit as well 

as fails to comprehend the question in the original (cf.Alternative translation 

below).

Alternative Translation:

"Does Zaabalawi like music?" I asked with astonishment.

He is the soul of music. His voice is very beautiful when he speaks. As soon 

as you hear him you feel like singing and become inspired to creativity... ."

Then how does he cure those troubles which other people can not."

"That is his secret. Perhaps you will leam it when you meet him."

1 9 - I J is  La JUC-j ( U-lUl ^11 IjjljjukA dLai

i d i  j  VI i L S J J  3 ^LaJI J c .  ^ liV l 4_jl .am —

: i <_)-ai a t îlaVil j

4_il_a. ^  aIA  (J£ ^_uu i La ^gk ®jAlill J J J J J  ‘ U ^ jl  j ll  L>*
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Student: Then I stood up taking permission, he drove me to the door when I

shaked hands with him he said to me,"I heard that he visits AlHaj wanas A1 

damanhuori. Do you know him?"

I shaked my head expressing negation, however, a new gesture of hope moves 

in my heart, he said, He is from Alwartheen. He visits Cairo frm time to time 

and he stays at any h otel. But he is staying up at night in Star bar at Alfiey 

street.

Davies: I then got up and asked permission to leave, and he accompanied me

to the front door. As I shook him by the hand, he said,'T hear that nowadays he 

frequents the house of Hagg Wanas alDamanhouri. Do you know him?"

I shook my head, though a modicum of renewed hope crept into my heart.

"He is a man of private means," the sheikh told me, "who from time to time 

visits Cairo, putting up at some hotel or other. Every evening, though, he 

spends at the Nagma Bar in Alfi Street."

The student's translation is less than satisfactory. His rendition of CiA

as "Then I stood up taking permission" is somewhat comprehensible, although

using "taking" with "permission" seems inadequate in this context. It would

have been more appropriate to translate it as "I stood up to take a leave". Next, 

his translatiion of ^  JIS Ljuc.j  t ^ jU JI <_jUI J l  jli as "he drove me

to the door when I shaked hands with him he said to me" is unsound. Note, for 

instance, his choice of "he drove me " for jti instead o f " he accompnied

me" or "he escorted me", translating as "shaked " rather than "shook

hands" is an indication of his poor comprehension of regular and iiregular verbs 

in the TL and overlooking ^ jU JI. His translation of fl&l o'm **jjj <jl

VI t ( j j  jj-Ic. as "I heard that he visits AlHaj wanas A1

damanhuori. Do you know him?" is comprehensible, although disregarding 

fLsVl #1*, using "I heard " rather than "I hear" and translating ^ J u  as "visits"

instead of "often calls on" in this context. The translation of ^ j
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t -̂JS <^-3 c_oj j J  Ajjaliijl j  t ^ U  as "I shaked my head expressing negation,

however, a new gesture of hope moves in my heart" is unidiomatic. He fails

to convey the meaning appropriately , producing once again, an incorrect

conjegation of the verb "shake" and unncessarily adds "negation", as well as 

his choice of "gesture" for and "moves" for «-us is inappropriate .

Overall, he neither provides the meaning intended nor the sentence structure 

and tense is correct to the above. He also transliterates t> >  and uses

"any" for "some". The rendering of £ jUSj <-^1 ^  y j  as

" But he is staying up at night in Star bar at Alfiey street" is inappropriate 

owing to incorrect tense and choice of vocabulry. Davies provides a 

comprehensible and a satisfactory translation.

Alternative Translation:

Then I stood up to take a leave, and he accompanied me to the front door. As I 

shook hands with him, Sheikh Gad told me "I hear that now he often calls on 

Hagg Wanas Al-Damanhouri. Do you know him?"

I shook my head, but a new tremor of hope crept into my heart. Sheikh Gad 

told me "He is a holy man, who from time to time visits Cairo, and stays at a 

hotel. Every evening, however, he passes at The Najma Bar on Alfi Street."

2 0 ~  A  ' 1 * 11 j L i L  J  (jc- V  j l i  t ** . ■■ . A  A y  >11 CLuA j  j

^  -N-j Ci_jl j  J  i i ' '<1 -n. ^_3 \ J jA \  ^ >>>

Ij_c.j L̂ alxj 4_c.jli 4 1—̂jIj <_yll <c.jla SjjLaII

dufljli ÎxJa j\ a Jya V

Student: I waited until evening came then went to Star bar, asked a waiter 

about Haaj Wanas. He pointed to a semi-isolated comer behind a big square 

piller surrounded by mirrors, there , I saw a man sitting around a table alone, 

there were a bottle empty to and other empty bottle and except that there was
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nothing of tartar food in front of him on a table so I was certain that I was face 

to face with dangerous squiffy.

Davies: I waited for nightfall and went to the Nagma Bar. I asked a waiter 

about Hagg Wanas, and he pointed to a comer that was semisecluded because 

of its position behind a large pillar with mirrors on all four sides. There I saw 

a man seated alone at a table with two bottles in front of him, one empty, the 

other two-thirds empty. There were no snaks or food to be seen , and I was sure 

that I was in the presence of a hardened drinker.

The student's translation of this unit is anything but satisfactory. He relys on

word for word rendering and completely fails to grasp the meaning o f the nuit.

Consider, for instance, his "I waited until evening came then went to Star bar" 

for JjUI cjjk iilj omitting the definite article with "Star

bar" and incorrectly using "I waited until evening came" rather than "I waited 

for night time". The choice of "surrounded by mirrors" for U>d! <uljaL ^

uuIa. <J£ is ambiguous. He also uses "around" for "at". Moreover, he fails to

comprehend the meaning of UU; <t. jli ,j j ±\ j  j li <jja j

jl 0 ^ -0  V liLlj IjLfr J  as "there were a bottle empty to and other

empty bottle and except that there was nothing of tartar food in front of him on

a table" translating it completely incorrect both grammatically and 

semantically. His translation of jAu. JL*. Ciiaii as "so I was certain

that I was face to face with dangerous squiffy" is unidiomatic. In general, the

translation is inappropriate owing to poor choice of vocabulary, prepositions,

tense and sentence structure. Davies translates the unit comprehensibly except

that his choice of "in the presence of" does not really represent the meaning of 

JUa..

Alternative translation:

I waited for night time then went to the Najma Bar. I asked a waiter about 

Hagg Wanas. He pointed to a comer that was more or less isolated ,being
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situated behind a giant four-sided pillar with mirrors on all sides. There, I saw a 

man sitting by himself at the table. There was no food on the table; there were 

just two bottles before him, one absolutely empty, and the other two- thirds 

empty. Then I was certain that I was facing a serious drinker.

21 - Ai) 4juAâ 6 j & A « - i . a  ^lc- diflSjj 4_La d u  jifll

; Saajm  cLilaa i j ajIc-

. .  A aui L  c.L u m  ~

AjII du.Y rt ^  w  J  ‘ ^  Jul ( j 4 i s ^ 4-lafljl L&jl£ SAjuLj j a J  C iiu lli

(d ( jl  j  ^  > g l j  (j, >*^ .l i  4j £ j  AjII (_$a1I i—Uuill ^  j o j  C±aaA j  AaAc. j l  j c .  I jA d x x

• L_ÛC- i aL»\ jx  (jaj 

Iljjlj jfLuil j  i V j l  (juiaSj —

: J ta J  A_jjji ^gi 4_uuĵ a1 Jaj  4il£] jAjc-V

. .  CjIs La j x 9 j  V J  —

Student: I approached him lightly and I stopped from him two arms distance 

,but he didn't turn to me and he didn't feel of my existance.Then I said 

softly,"Good evening sir Waanas". He turned to me strongly as if my voice 

waken him from deep- sleeping. He gazed at me denily. I presented myself to 

him aplogising fro bothering him and I was about to express the cause of my 

coming but he interrupted me in a semi command accent, however it didn't 

lack of wonderful kind. Sit down first then secondly intosicate. I opened my 

mouth to say sorry, but he put his hands on his ears and he said, "No word ! 

until you do what I have said.".

Davies: I approached quietly till I stood but a few feet away from him. He did 

not turn toward me or give any indication that he was aware o f my presence. 

"Good evening Mr. Wanas," I greeted him cordially. He turned toward me 

abruptly, as though my voice had roused him from slumber, and glared at me in 

disapproval. I was about to explain what had brought me when he interrupted 

in an almost imperative tone of voice that was nonetheless not devoid of an 

extraordinary gentleness, "First, please sit down, and second, please get drunk!" 

I opened my mouth to make my excuses, but stopping up his ears with his 

fingers, he said, "Not a word till you do what I say."
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The student's translation is less than satisfactory. He, as usual, falls back on 

word for word translation, e.g., his rendering of J c -  ^ y  ^  ^  <Ux Cujjal 

(S ^ j^y  j*-“* ^  4_ilc. djj t.M ô xaa as "I approached

him lightly and I stopped from him two arms distance, but he didn't turn to me 

and he didn't feel of my existance" is inappropriate, translating 4-ia. ^  as

"lightly" and q-}c.lji as "two arms distance", providing an incorrect

translation of L$ ij* y  j*-£» Ail <Aa ojj ^ j as "and he didn't feel of my existence",

overlooking and inappropriately inserting "of' before "my existence".

He inadequately renders j  Uj jpA\ ^ j i*  H y  Cilia as "Then I said

softly, "Good evening sir Waanas"; opts for "softly" rather than "I saluted him 

gently and friendly" and "sir" instead of "Mr." His rendition of

(jc- I j.V»x *“ a» jUil SjJsuj ( C** l\ na Jx  lxjl£ SAjoU

‘. 1 JT~ ̂  L ĵx (JikJ ^1 (jG *̂ )xl îxJals Aj]1 (jH <—Uuill CitxAj

as " He turned to me strongly as if my voice waken him from deep- sleeping. 

He gazed at me denily. I presented myself to him aplogising fro bothering him

and I was about to express the cause of my coming but he interrupted me in a 

semi command accent, however it didn't lack of wonderful kind" is anything

but idiomatic. His choice of "from deep-sleeping" for cA** q* rather than

"from deep sleep", translating i jJaL as "He gazed at me denily"

instead of "and glared at me in disapproval" and Cy cĴ j u'j *jxi

ua-ac. as "in a semi command accent, however it didn't lack of wonderful kind"

is really incomprehensible and unidiomatic. He also translates V J  ^

as "Sit down first then secondly intoxicate", here, he disregards and his

LuIj j I jJ  as "intoxicate" is inappropriate. In general, his translation is not

completely inadequate, but scarcely represents the original. Davies translates 

the unit correctly and satisfactorily, although he disregards <Ux and 4-&lj. He 

also does not translate jl j-c. I jli*-* A (cf. alternative

translation below).
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Alternative Translation::

I approached him quietly until I was standing just a few feet away from where 

he was sitting. However, he did not turn toward me or seem that he was aware 

of my being. "Good evening Mr. Wanas" I saluted him gently and friendlily. 

He turned toward me sharply, as if my voice had roused him from deep sleep, 

and glared at me in disapproval, I introduced myself to him apologising for 

disturbing him, and I tried to explain the reason for seeking his help, but he

interrupted me in a commanding tone that was nonetheless not without a

remarkable gentleness. "First, please sit down, and second, please get drunk "I 

started to make excuses, but he placed his fingers in his ears, and said, "Not a 

word till you do what I say."

2 2 -  ClA-uUjIJ  i a ^  "'-i a^yl uul diliS dll j  j j  fjgj  (Jl±a. C j£ jjl

: dla j

. . Aa.1 J  (JI_JjaU ^  ^ A jjU ( j l  _ ^ > j l  

(J lij  (^Jl j L i l  J  i A jjjl ( j*  4 i>ol £ i j j

t j j l  jS -u i  ( j-^ J  j) l .1̂ .1 (jA Jj V  I^A (j-'l-^- -» —

.. ̂ Aliull 4j3 4ilLil]l (jx (j.il-N. 1̂1

: d l  jo£l 4iiL Jtaa e-i^il V SjLiVI-j 4ja$s1

! (̂ Jajjuj Î Aj I il ui I jlA

Student: I realized then that I am face to face with a dangerous squiffy with.

So I liked to go with him until I '11 see how it will end. I sat down , smiled, said 

: Please I want to allow me one question. He didn't raised his hands from over 

his ears and pointed to the bottle and said, "In a situation like this , I don't allow 

to contact any one who doesn't squiffy like me otherwise, the sitting will lose 

politness and understanding will be impossible. I tried to express by signs that I 

don't drink, but he said carelessly, "This is your business and this is my 

stipulation."

Davies: I realized I was in the presence of a capricious drunkard and told 

myself that I should at least humor him a bit. "Would you permit me to ask one 

question?" I said with a smile, sitting down. Without removing his hands from
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his ears he indicated the bottle. "When engaged in a drinking bout like this, I 

do not allow any conversation between myself and another unless, like me, he 

is drunk, otherwise all propriety is lost and mutual comprehension is rendered 

impossible." I made a sign indicating that I did not drink. "That's your 

lookout," he said offhandedly. "And that's my condition!"

The student's translation of cjljji j l a s  "with a dangerous squiffy with"

is unidiomatic. His translation of c3±^' cM  as "So I liked to

go with him until I '11 see how it will end." is also unsound owing to a

misunderstanding of the meaning o f the phrase , inappropriate tense, choice of 

vocabulary, word for word rendition and disregarding c M . His translation of 

cjJSj (-u >.mlj  CumLias "I sat down, smiled, said" sounds incohesive rendering 

omitting both connectives cj in and j  before "said" respectively. The

rendering of the question ^.Ij J  J  j*. J  as "Please I want to allow

me one question" is somewat comprehensible, although he omits the pronoun 

"you" after the uncalled for "want". Furthermore, he incorrectly translates^

4_liif ^  4 w iJ  £-ijj as "He didn't raised his hands from over his ears ";

rendering a as "raised his hands" rather than "remove his fingers",

confusing the meaning intended in the original, using the past form of the verb 

with "did not" instead of the present form and inappropriately inserting "over" 

after "from". The rendering of c&j  tAn i h  V Î a ^

4SUJI ijAsnolI jU. VIj < jl jlw  (j£j (jl as "In a situation

like this, I don't allow to contact any one who doesn't squiffy like me otherwise,

the sitting will lose politness and understanding will be impossible" is more or 

less comprehensible, although the choice of "squiffy" for (jljlu. is wrong.

Despite the inappropriate sentence structure, lexicon and word for word

rendering, his translation conveys more or less the general meaning of the unit.

Davies translates the unit satisfactorily and far better than that of the student 

although he incorrectly renders 4^ -a l as "his hands" rather than "his fingers".

His translation of (jSj jl £)£ ^  ojj j  ^  ch  ^ ^
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4_ i aJUII j_* uu.l>xll !>La. VIj t ŝ-llo j l j ^ jui as "When engaged in a

drinking bout like this, I do not allow any conversation between myself and 

another unless, like me, he is drunk, otherwise all propriety is lost and mutual 

comprehension is rendered impossible" sounds pompous (cf. alternative 

transaltion below).

Alternative Translation:

I realised that I was facing an unpredictable drinker and told myself that I 

should go along with him for a while. Then I sat down and said with a smile 

"Would you allow me to ask one question?" He did not remove his fingers 

from his ears, and pointed to the bottle saying: "When I am sitting with 

someone like this I do not allow to talk unless he is in the same condition as I 

am. Otherwise the atmosphere of the session feels all wrong and there can be 

no meeting of minds" I indicated to him I did not drink and he said offhandedly 

" That's your business; I told you my condition."

23- •• ^  j l

jfc “■! j l  Ixj t j  j  ^̂ jlaljll ^  t IjJjSx SLaj

(JjSlLuiaII Sl1L\ £jl jli 1. '***- J  ( dlC-Lja dillull jjl ^̂ Ic. j  ^ i j l  t"vV«* AjuJajx ̂ 3

^j>> 1 lI^I i Ala*! jx  Ix ("n.hij t (J£ i

.Vi >ux _̂g_ll ĝ—uolj JLx ^ *\% ojjl -̂1 dl_3j jjij . Î _J j —ki Î £Aj  tljJ ĝ-ixx V (i"ll *d >»*

. (Jj9 jxx A fix) î̂ l 1̂ Xua. Lxl̂  4 f C5̂

Student: "I will not listen to you until you will be a drunk" He filled the second 

glass , I looked hesitated ,however, I overcome my interior protest and drank it. 

After it reached its place, I lost my will and after the third glass ,1 lost my 

memory, after the fourth the future disappeared. Then, I felt that everything 

around me was moving. I was out of my control and I forgot what I came for. 

The man listened to with attention but I saw him just a meaningless colored 

shape. Then after unknown time , my head leaned to the back of chair. After
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that I went into deep sleeping and while I was sleeping I dreamed a very 

beautiful dream which I haven't seen before.

Davies: "I shan't listen to you until you're drunk!" He filled up my glass for the 

second time, i glanced at it in trepidation; then overcoming my inherent 

objection, I drank it down at a gulp. No sooner had the wine come to rest inside 

me than I lost all willpower. With the third glass , I lost my memory, and with 

the fourth the future vanished. The world turned about me , and I forgot why I 

had gone there. The man leaned toward me attentively, but I saw him - saw 

everything -as a mere meaningless series of colored planes. I don't know how 

long it was before my head sank down onto the arm of the chair, and I plunged 

into deep sleep. During it, I had a beautiful dream the like of which I had never 

experienced.

The student's translation of the first sentence is more or less satisfactory,

except for the incorrect use of "will be a drunk" rather than "get drunk". 

Next, his translation of I-h jl* c > ^ I S I I  bu as "He filled the second glass, I

looked hesiated" rather than "He filled the glass again, I watched 

apprehensibly" is unidiomatic; misunderstanding of the meaning of 

and fails to render Iajj l *  c *j_ka. He inappropriately translates <^lc. cLki 

j  A i i j  (jjJaUll as "I overcome my interior protest and drank it";

using the simple present rather than the past simple in translating ^  cuks

as "However, I overcome" rather than "then I overcame", rendering literally 

as "my interior protest" and disregarding j  . The

translation of _** ^  JfcJ l*j as "After it reached its place" is word for word

rendition and completely misrepresnts the implied meaning intended. He

unnecessarily adds "I was out of my control" before " I forgot what I came for". 

The translation of V cjUL** <_>̂ * <4 j  Ux-i* jli ^  J ii

I j  as "The man listened to with attention but I saw him just a

meaningless colored shape" is somewhat unidiomatic and compressed as well 

as leaving out I ij ^  I j  untranslated. The rendering of * jJ  4  05j  J*J 

fete. ^  cjjc j  J '  j  as "Then after unknown time , my
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head leaned to the back of chair. After that I went into deep sleeping" is 

unsatisfactory. His translation of o J  as "Then after unknown time"

is merely a word for word rendition, and of ^ J l i  J l  ^  j  JU j *  as "my

head leaned to the back of chair" rather than "my head slumped down onto the 

back of the chair" is poor owing to inappropriate choice of lexicon, e.g, "my 

head leaned to" for <JI ^ l j  JU, omitting the definite article with "chair",

finally, J  j  as "After that I went into deep sleeping" is not quite

adequate or represents the intended message. In general, the student's

translation is more lor less comprehensible despite his inappropriate reliance on

word for word rendition and choice of vocabulary. Davies renders the unit 

idiomatically, although his rendering of ^  J li aLuu J l  JU as " my head

sank down onto the arm of the chair" is comprehensible, but seems less 

appropriate to the original, translating J li J l  as "onto the arm of the

chair" rather than "onto the back of the chair".

Alternative Translation:

"I won't listen to you until you get drunk" He filled the glass again, I watched 

apprehensibly, then I overcame my inherent objection, I drank it all at one go. 

No soon had the drink come to rest inside me than I lost all willpower. With the 

third, my memory became hazy, and with the fourth the future faded away. 

Then everything started to swim round me, and I forgot what I had come for . 

The man leaned toward me attentively, but I merely saw him as a meaningless 

series of coloured planes. That 'a how everything appeared. I did not know how 

long it was before my head slumped down onto the back of the chair and I fell 

into a deep sleep. During it, I had a beautiful dream the like of which I had 

never experienced.

2 4 -  ‘ " ' l j  I-18; L g j j l j a  d i J a i j  J  Ig jA A j ^ J ^ l j  J l  (J j iil!  diA Luili

• 1 ■n.-'-n. diiaj t c.Lo 

ŝ-wl J  “
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JUa

. .  (.4 g in  (jl ^  n-i (JjL_a. 4 fj t j  — 

b'̂ A, (_yic- ^.i ^̂ jljl —

?  ( _ £ j^ J G  j  ^Llwll ( jc .  ^A uU  ^11 4 <■ n U  < jl 4 V  —

*4 it j  Laj15 CLbJaflljli

! lS J ^ - F  j  ”

’. 4_uoAAj (Jlia

!?c41Lft 4 ^ * j  —

. .L _ i& j liA  ( j l £  4 jjVl j A  j y l  V —

Student: I leaned my heavy head to my palms, but I turned it astonishmently, 

looked at it mirror. I found it with water drops and I said protesting." my head 

is wet"

"Yes, my friend tried to wake you up" he said calmly.

"Have any one seen me in this situation?" "

Don't care, he is a kind man. Haven't you heared about Sheikh Zaabalawi?"

I stood up amazemently while crying "Zaabalawi"

"yes, what is the matter" he said amazmently.

"Where is he?"

"I don't know where is he now . He was here then went."

Davies: I rested my heavy head in the palms of my hands. When I look them

away in astonishment and looked down at them, I found that they glistened 

with drops of water.

"My head's wet" I protested.

"Yes, my friend tried to rouse you," he answered quietly.

"Somebody saw me in this state?"

"Don't worry, he is a good man . Have you not heard of Sheikh Zaabalawi?" 

"Zaabalawi!" I exclaimed, jumping to my feet.

" Yes," he answered in surprise. "What's wrong?"

"Where is he?"
"I don't know where he is now. He was here and then he left."
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The student's translation is more or less comprehensible, although his rendering 

of cs-^J CiiLujli as "I leaned my heavy head to my palms" is

unidiomatic; his choice of "leaned" for Cj-ijJi and of "to my palms" for

j  is incorrect. In rendering cjjkij  aAm  J* j  as "I

turned it astonishmently, looked at it mirror" reveals his misunderstanding of

the meaning intended in the original, and "looked at it mirror" is hoplessly

confused inventing the word "astonishmently". Next, he inadequately renders 

1 yw* cilSj as "I said protesting". He forms the question ungrammatically using

"Have" instead of "Has". He opts for "Don't care" for V rather than

"Don't worry", invents the word "amazemently" for rather than "in

surprise", inappropriately renders Li j as "while crying" instead of "I

called out" and fails to render the question into the TL correctly using the form 

of the direct question for an indirect question in translating jVI ^ V  as

"I don't know Where is he now" rather than "I don't know where he is now". 

Despite the incorrect sentence structure and choice of some vocabulary, his 

translation appears comprehensible. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily and 

his choice of vocabulary seems appropriate to the original.

Alternative Translation:

Then I supported my heavy head in the palms of my hands. However, in 

astonishment I took them away and looked down at them, I realised that they 

sparkled with drops of water.

"My head's wet" I protested.

"Yes, a friend of mine tried to vigil you," he said quietly.

"Has anyone noticed me in this condition?"

"Don't worry, he is a nice man. Haven't you heard of Sheikh Zaabalawi?" 

"Zaabalawi" I called out, jumping to my feet.

"Yes, "he said in surprise "What's wrong?"

"Where is he?"

"I don't know where he is now. He was here and then he left."
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2 5 -  cLiiill !̂i

.. Ijia c a mi t c '1 tilj)

* sm ' jJjJflJ 

.. l̂£j) ^jC-Sj jk] —

(_j-a .iJLu C j-2 ^1 1  4 _ lJ a  (J^ Juj (ji-£j i 7- ^g-ll IjJb ^  (jjo-Jau  ( j l £  ( ! S^Lui^Li ~

• (JJSJ <̂ U*j c-IaIL (JLj ^ I jS  tiLIc. 1 1 ^ 1  A_iil o lj^ l A ± iC - ( J Q l a u i L I I

Student: Then he turned to me saying "I'm so sorry. I haven't known that you 

are sick."

"You didn't let me talk" I said angrily.

Alas! he was sitting on this chair beside you and he was flitring all the time 

with a chain of jasmine around his neck which was presented to him by one of 

his lovers. He also felt sympathy for you and began to wet your head to wake 

up.

Davies: Then he turned to me "I didn't realize you were afflicted. I'm very 

sorry..."

"You wouldn't let me speak," I said irritably.

"What a pity! He was sitting on this chair beside you the whole time. He was 

playing with a string of jasmine petals he had around his neck, a gift from one 

of his admirers, then taking pity on you, he began to sprinkle some water on 

your head to bring you around."

The student's translation of the first sentence is acceptable despite the improper 

sequence of tenses. He somewhat archaically renders i L as "alas", 

mistranslates J jiij as "flitring" and as "lovers". His translation o f ja

tdjJj Jhj as "and began to wet your head to wake up" is unidiomatic.

In general, the translation of the unit is more or less comprehensible. Davies

translates the unit adequately and comprehensibly except for his inappropriate 

insertion of c±ijli 3_LLi "the whole time" in the first sentence. His choices of
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"playing" for J jiij and "string" for are inadequate (cf. alternative translation

below).

Alternative Translation:

Then he turned to me saying "I had no idea that you were sick. I am very sorry." 

"You would not let me speak" I said crossly.

"What a pity! He was sitting on this seat beside you. All the time he was 

showing off a jasmine necklace he had round his neck, a present from one of 

his admirers, then out of kindness he began to moisten your head with water, 

trying to soper you up."

26 - ju'll <j£lj AjIIjII <Lli! (jaij CjjaLuij

(jJajjl (jlj j  tV' j !  ^ic. CLilij L>1 C5-̂ _̂sLulLui

tan L-a-a I*"- <aiaC- (j-a_j (Jj t L$ S^~tc ' j  U-4 CLljSlj t ^jin-ill

Lilli |j|

Student: I spent the next night with Wannas AL Dmanhuri until dawn waiting 

for Sheikh Zaabalawi, but he didn't come. Wannas told me that he is going to 

his village, and he will not come back to Cairo until he sell the yield o f cotton. 

After that, I intended to wait and tame myself on pastience and it is enough for 

me that I'm certain of Zaabalawi existence rather of his sympathy for me which 

give me a hope of his readness to cure me if the meeting happen.

Davies: The following evening I stayed up with Wanas Al-Damanhouri till

dawn, but the sheikh did not put in an appearance. Wanas informed me that he 

would be going away to the country and would not be returning to Cairo until 

he had sold the cotton crop. I must wait, I told myself; I must train m yself to be 

patient. Let me content myself with having made certain of the existence of 

Zaabalawi, and even of his affection for me, which encourages me to think that 

he will be prepared to cure me if a meeting takes place between us.
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The student's translation is more or less comprehensible, although the sequence 

of tenses is inappropriate. He quite sensibly adds "waiting for" in the first 

sentence. However, his rendering of I j J  d  ^ j

as "After that, I intended to wait and tame myself on pastience" rather than "I 

must wait and school myself to be patient" is unidiomatic, using " After that" 

which does not exit and inappropriately rendering j J  d  j  as "and tame

myself". Next, his translation of c> J j as "rather of" instead of "and even" is 

wrong in this context. He omits the possessive "s" in "Zaabalawi", incorrectly 

adds the indefinite article before "hope" and uses the definite article rather

than the indefinite with "meeting". It appears that he rarely uses the articles 

appropriately in English. His rendering of ^ I a s  "If the meeting happen"

is unidiomatic. Davies translates the unit satisfactorily .

Alternative Translation:

I sat up the next night with Wanas Al-Damanhouri till dawn, but Sheikh 

Zaabalawi did not come. Wanas told me that he would be going to the country 

and would not return to Cairo until he had sold the cotton crop. I must wait and 

school myself to be patient. At any rate I was certain that zaabalawi was alive, 

and even he felt consideration for me; this indicated that he was prepared to 

treat me when we met properly.

27- ^ ifij .plSUlj jjfii (JfrLuul UJ 4_j3 Jj&l iJjsl (jl La (j

‘ t 4—aliDU j t —i l l   u> q C. (J j3  L a j  q C-

. .  j  Q \  LoLoJ

Ijc-j Ja.1 ( j  c?lc. t

Student: But whenever pains come back then I returned to think about him and 

asking when can I gain the meeting. Although, the break of Waans’s news and 

what was said about his traveling abroad for resident, this did not dissuade me
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from determination to find Zaabalawi. For truth, I was completely convinced 

that I have to find Zaabalawi. Yes, I have to find Zaabalawi.

Davies: No sooner, however, did my pains force themselves upon me than I

would again begin to think about him, asking myself when I would be fortunate 

enough to meet him. The fact that I ceased to have any news of Wanas and was 

told he had gone to live abroad did not deflect me from my purpose; the truth 

of the matter was that I had become fully convinced that I had to find 

Zaabalawi. Yes, I have to find Zaabalawi.

The student's translation is problematic in a number of ways. First, his 

rendering of c.lalllj jjal J*luul l i j  aA <̂ 11 Jj&l yja, ^  j l i  j i l» (j£lj

as "But whenever pains come back then I returned to think about him and

asking when can I gain the meeting" is unidiomatic. Note, for example, he 

inapprapriately renders 11 J l  jjc.I as "I returned to think about him ",

as "come back" and elillL jjal as "when can I gain the meeting", not

knowing the correct word-order of an English direct question. It would have

been better to render the above as "As soon as I found myself suffering, I

would again begin to think about him, wondering when I would be lucky 

enough to meet him". Second, his choice of as "for resident" rather

than "to live" or to "reside" and of jaJli as "For truth" rather than "in fact" is

unidiomatic. Third, the sequence of tenses in "But whenever paions come back

then I returned" and "I was completely convinced that I have to find Zaabalawi.

Yes, I have to find Zaabalawi" is incorrect. Nevertheless, his translation in

general is comprehensible. Davies renders the unit accurately and 

comprehensibly, although his choice of "pains" for V̂VI here is not entirely

appropriate in this context. The sequence of tenses in "Yes, I have to find 

Zaabalawi" for -i-J J  k  rather than "Yes, I had to find

Zaabalawi" is not right.
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Alternative Translation:

As soon as I found myself suffering , I would again begin to think about him, 

wondering when I would be lucky enough to meet him. The cessation of news 

from Wanas and the rumours concerning his having gone abroad to live did 

not deter me from my goal. In fact I had become absolutely convinced that I 

had to find Zaabalawi. Yes, I had to find Zaabalawi.

It is obvious from the above analysis of the fourth short story that the student 

has rendered the units of SL text less than satisfactory. This is owing to a 

number of considerations. First, his relaince on word of word rendition has 

resulted in a translation that somewhat distorts the overall meaning of the SL 

text; note, for instance, units 7, 13, 15, 20 and 21. Second, his limited 

competence and insuficient command of the linguistic structure of theTL, 

specially with regard to sentence structure, tense form , as well as use of 

connectives, articles and prepositions, has greatly contributed to a translation 

that is either inappropriate or virtually untrue to the original; consider, for 

instance, previous remarks regarding units 4, 6 , 9, 13 and 21. Third, his 

misunderstanding of the meaning of some of the units as well as his disregard 

of certain critical items in the original text imply that he is partly responsible 

for the unidiomatic translation he produced; see, for instance, units 8 , 12, 15, 

17, 18, and 20 and comments bearing on them. Fourth, his translation exhibits 

numerous inappropriate lexical TL equivalents for different SL words and 

expressions, a phenomenon that is likely to be due to the possession of a 

limited vocabulary, most probably the result of a failure to make any consistent 

attempt to build up a rich lexicon via extensive reading in the TL and 

consultation of reliable sources on matters of word semantics and idiomatic 

expressions. It is evident from what has been said so far that most of the 

problems associated with the translation provided by the student have in one
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way or another to do either with language experience (use of appropriate and 

relevant idioms and idiomatic expressions and suitable lexicon) or linguistic 

competence (grasp of principle of word and sentence formation) in TL, 

corroborating thereby the predictions following from the hypotheses (stated in 

ch. 1.7) bearing on the nature of difficulties potentially inherent in the student's 

learner production of a satisfactry translation. Despite all these inadequacies, 

the student has nevertheless offered a translation that can be qualified on the 

whole as more or less reasonably intelligible.
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Chapter Four

1-t jlxj j_aljilt ĉJia . (jil j_all 4jjIjj£jluJI Sj IjI ^  sLpJI duj

i f. )■*> 1J  ^ U a j j t j  4 _ u il^  j j J k l  j  . tij l j3 - £ l  j j J j  JjL_ui (_ jJ j 4  a >.nljll o^) 9>aS1 ^ j J x a j

l_«l t 4_jjJâ )lc.j ĝ_3 jjVl 111 fill \* lill̂ l L*jj iftlâ  . UjJj cil̂ lj Lajl£ olSAil

ijjiiil L̂j (jSj l̂a 4~\» L̂ i

Student: The life streamed through secretariat with Amm Ibrahim a sevrant 

intering. By intreing the servant Amm Ibrahim to the secretarait vitalized i t . he 

openned the windows one after the other. With absent -mind and wittout care, 

he went to sweeping the floor of the large room his head shaked moved 

regulaarity and slowly, and his cheeks moved as if chewing some thing, so that 

, his growing white hair chin were troubled by following that chewing, his bald 

hasn't any hair.

Abadir and Allen: Activity began in the secretarial department when Uncle 

Ibrahim, the office boy, came in. He opened the windows one after another and 

started sweeping the big floor with an air of almost total disinterest. He shook 

his head with a slow regularity, and his lips kept moving as though he were 

chewing something. This movement made the white hairs on his chin and 

cheeks stand up; his head , on the other hand , didn't have a single hair on top.

The student translates ^ a I  jj] ^  <jJ zjIjuJI »jbl sLpJI Clj j twice

unidiomtically as "The life streamed through secretariat with Amm Ibrahim a 

servant intering" and as "By intering the servant Amm Ibrahim to the secrtarait 

vetalized it". He misuses the definite and the indefinite article with "life" and 

"servant". He incorrectly renders ^ s-^ j as "He went to". The translation of 

4_j^ajlc.j <uaj cjlLa Uu cjilSa as "his growing white hair chin

were troubled by following that chewing" is completely unidiomatic. He 

disregards â j Ic.. His translation of s U . as "his bald
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hasn't any hair" is more or less comprehensible, but indicates that either the

omission of "head" or grammatical confusion in his English. In general, the

translation is poor because it fails to convey the sense in the target language

owing to inappropraite sentence structure and punctuation. Abadir and A llen's 

translation is satisfactory, although the choice of "Uncle" for is not

appropriate in this context. They disregard jj L £  <-lL and s . The

rendering of <jSI jJ lI as "the office boy", el5^  as "lips" and cjifta as "stand up"

are incorrect. They also disregard cuU*.

Alternative Translation:

The office secretarial came to life when Amm Ibrahim, the factotum came in. 

He opened the windows one after the other and proceeded to sweep the floor 

of the big office with absent-mindeded indifference. His head shook in a slow  

rythem, while his mouth kept working as if he were chewing something. 

Consequently, the white stubble on his chin and his cheeks trembled. There 

was not a single hair on his bald head.

2 — ^111 t j  )l ( - J j j j j  jL u d l Ig \c- j l f r j

L_u^ ** j j  ^^.3 I— (_Jaj t A 1x1 Ja ~

C—iAJ i  I

jl_jJaa.y l_lA jj (jVV

Student: He came back to the bureau sweeping the dust, arranging the 

stationary and the folders, then, he looked to the secretarait room and moved 

his sight among the bureau as if he looking at its belongers then he seemed 

satisfied once and uncomfortable once and once he smelled , next he went and 

saying " Now, I'm  going to bring the breakfast"

Abadir and Allen: He brushed the dust off the desk tops and arranged the 

dossiers and instruments. After all that, he took a comprehensive look at the 

entire room -the department- and moved from one desk to another as though he
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could see the people who worked at them. At one moment, he seemed to be 

satisfied and then he looked exasperated; he smiled once and then went away. 

Now it's time to go and get their breakfast, he told himself.

The student's translation is to some extent comprehensible. The choices of 

"bureau" for <-ulLdl and "sweeping" for are mistaken. It appears that he

confuses the two senses of u lS *  : "offices" and "desks". He incorrectly

renders as "sweeping" rather than "dusting". He disregards 4l*bi and

translates ^ j j  L*il£ j # o (JSu ^ as "and moved his

sight among the bureau as if he looking at its belongers." unidiomatically. The 

repetition of "once" twice for Lu*. and "once" for is unsatisfactory. The

choice of "uncomfortable" is not bad although it does not represent the real 

meaning of oaUiaVI. He adds "and" and disregards in "next he went

and saying" for JjL y t j  . Abadir and Allen provide a satisfactory

translation although they overlook .aLe j  at the beginning of the unit. Their

translation of c A I as "instruments" is incoorect. They overtranslate £  as

"after all that". They disregard * in translating * j Jii as "and moved"

Alternative Translation:

He turned again to dust the desks, arranged the files and the stationary. Next 

he took a comprehensive look at the whole office; then his eyes passed from 

one desk to another as if he could imagine those who worked at them. Now  

satisfaction appeared on his face, now annoyance and once he smiled. Then 

he went away saying to himself:

"Now I will go and bring their breakfast."

3 -  . 4_a_LuL4 o A j t  j l i j  4 J L g j  t  j t i u ) S n  i  ^ ) jX a  S -iL iu i

Sjbyi

-'J j J b j  J L a .  j  <,“ i l <>*-1 ( J liilla jlj  ( ^ 9  (iLogjl

:4_ilu«_i
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Ajjull

‘ ( j j i j h l l  f j k  ( J jiL  J  d l ^ t c . j

?j-aSll (JAj

Student: Finally, Mr. Carnal, the chief of the management came with halo of

veneration, holding beads in his hand. Soon, the magement filled with voices 

and the papers swish clink, but there wasn't anyone began to work even the 

boss, he was engrossed with a calling and the newspapers were streaming flew  

out in the air as flagge. All newspapers released into the air as flagges. Lautfy 

said while he was watching the news with his eyes "This year will be the end of 

the world" The management's voice raised when he said jubalent holding the 

telephone: Is the moon can be hidden?

Abadir and Allen: Finally in came the departmental director, professor Kamil, 

enveloped in a personal halo of dignity and carrying a rosary .The office buzzed 

with the sound of voices and rustling papers, but no one started working. 

Even the director started talking on the telephone. Immediately newspapers 

were hoisted into the air like so many flags. Lutfi was following the news: "The 

end of the world will be this year." he said. The director raised his voice over 

the telephone "How can you deny the obvious?" he asked in delight.

The student's translation of t SjlAn

j l i j  as "Finally, Mr.Camal, the chief of the management

came with halo of veneration, holding beads in his hand" is comprehensible, 

although he overlooks iliuiVl , and U a . The choices of "chief" for

and "veneration" for j lij  are not quite right. His translation of CiauJaj

c J i j »jbyi as "soon, the management filled with voices and

the papers swish clink" is unidiomatic. He inappropriately adds "soon" 

which does not exit. The translation of jjaJI J ^  £ j . ^  ^ ^£1j  as

"but there wasn't anyone began to work even the boss" is actually an inadequate

rendering and grammatically a poor sentence. The choice of "the boss" for 

jjoaII is inappropriate in this context. He mistranslates AjiiU as " with a
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calling" and uses "with" rather than "in". He inapproiately translates CiSliajlj  

j-aJI 5̂-3 ±j\ j* lI CiL̂ L-a twice as: "and the newspapers were streaming

(flew) out in the air as flagges." And as: "All newspapers released into the air 

as flagges." Here, it appears that he is confused about translating cilkjl. The

choices of "streaming or flew out" as well as "released" are wrong. He 

overlooks . He mistranslates jjaaI! as "management", <jjLiill ^  as

"holding the telephone" and confuses adjectives and adverbs in translating

as "jubilent". His translation of the metaphor I <Ja j  as "Is the moon

can be hidden" is inappropraite. Abadir and Allen translate the unit 

comprehensibly, except that their choice of "started" for is inaccurate. 

They disregard and inappropriately insert "so many" in their rendering

of jsAI ^  jaJl tiilkjlj .  They render as "following" which

is comprehensible although it does not provide the sense in translating ja j  

as "Lutfi was following the news". They add unnecessarily "he 

asked in delight" in rendering the rhetoric question 1 <Ja j  ..

Alternative Translation:

Finally, the office manager came, Mr. Kamil, srounded by an aura of dignity 

and holding a rosary in his hand. The office buzzed with voices and the rustling 

of papers, yet, no one had started working. Even the manager himself engaged 

in a telephone call. Newspaper pages waved in the air like flags. Lutfi was 

scanning the news, "The end of the world is coming this year." he said. The 

manager jubilantly raised his voice on the telephone :

"How can you hide the obvious?"

4 -  • (Jf. LlUJJ

(Jc-Lujj CLiaj &ljt <—iLul jA> Ia i  c - l x f y l j  I jL d ~

di

. JjjjuJI ^  j a  JJC- I j  ] 4j\j£  aJuli La
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Student: Samir wondered "Why we burden with marriage and children ; there 

is a youth killing his father under his mother's sight, eyesight.Also , Ahmed 

wondered with rattle voice: "What is the benefit of writing a discription, if the 

medecine not available in the market!"

Abadir and Allen: "Why do we all put up with the miseries of marriage and 

children?" Samir asked. "Here's a young man killing his father with his mother 

watching!""What's the point of writing a prescription?" asked Ahmed with a 

croaking voice, "If the medicine isn't on the market?"

The student's translation is comprehensible, although he omits the auxiliary

verb "do" in the question. The choice of "burden", without "ourselves" is 

unidiomatic. He fails to appriciate the context of jaU and so translates it as

"There" rather than "Here". He comprehensibly translates as

"under his mother's sight" although he literally renders ciau as "under" rather

than using either "before" or "in front o f ". He also provides an inappropriate 

alternative in translating as "eyesight". His choice of "rattle voice" for 

^ c j j  is wrong. He mistakes "description" for "prescription" and drops 

the auxiliary verb "be" in translating ^  ^  as " if  the

medicine not available in the market!". His translation of tdliS as "also" is

acceptable, but it is inappropriately inserted at the beginning of the sentence 

rather than after the subject "Ahmed". In general, his translation is 

comprehensible and conveys the sense of the original. Abadir and Allen 

translate the unit adequately, although they disregard .

Alternative Translation:

"Why do we tolerate the miseries of marriage and children?, here's a young 

man killing his father with his mother watching." Samir asked. Ahmed also 

asked in a throaty voice, "What is the use of writing a prescription, if the 

medicine is not available in the shops ?"
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5 -  * (J_jL ^

. L&a c_j )̂5I ^1U11 ^ j i^ j u a  ~

: l ^ l  ^LasJ JISj  4£.Lajuill ^jlc. oJj j j AaII

. . fic > r ./r -^  udJi -

^_3 4_ifcL" 4jllju)l (j_ij (jn <a& j  Jc. 4_uilj ^LaA 4̂ jLu»11 AjjIaaII ^Ic-

4—L6*Jallj J j_ i]l Cj L-uUj ALoi ^  c 'j j  . AaIiaa Aaiu^aj ^*j  l i j j  . " !<iL!

. 4-iliaJajl i  j

. (. â > n ill S.IaC.1 ljp. (jj&Vl (J j  Vn ^ ]j  1£jSM (_ji ( j l<>A‘i\l (_ J jU jj  ^l*Jall o\jfy\ L luaJaj 

4_j i oiA (jjjL lill 4 jjjc  qa 4 j j jc . a^>laij (julSVI L-iSjJ S j I ^ I  (JikJU .lie. l̂}AI )̂jI ^c. i—k iijj

.^LxJall AjJajlau d l j  - "*»' .Ia^I

.^ja I^ j] ^c. Lj C jIja I aI! <■

Student: Afterwards, Loutfy returned confirmed again saying: "Believe me ,

the end of the world is about to happen" The manager held back the telephone

and ordered Hamam to prepare folder No. 1/3/130.....,then he looked to his

interesting conversation telephone, but Hamam didn't leave his newspaper and 

whispered angry:"Misfortune for your mother" At that time, Amm Ibrahim 

came with tray full of sandwatchs o f peans,taimia, cheese,and , he went to 

give everyone his order. The mouths ground the foods and the eyes didn't move 

from the newspapers artucles. Amm Ibrahim stood at the entrance and 

watching the eaters with strange sight from his wethering eyed until Ahmed 

shouted him with voice standing in the way if the food. "Amm Ibrahim, bring us 

the salaries list"

Abadir and Allen: "Believe me," Lutfi continued confidently, "the end o f the

world's nearer than you think...."The director put his hand over the mouthpiece 

and gave Hammam an order. "Prepare file 1-3/130 this year...." he said. He then 

resumed his love chat on the phone. Hammam didn't look up from his paper 

but merely muttered between his teeth; "Son of a bitch!" Ibrahim came back 

with a full tray and started handing out ful, ta'miyya, cheese sandwiches and 

crushed tahina sweets. They began to munch the food and the sound o f lips 

smaking reverberated round the room; their eyes meanwhile remained glued to
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the newspapers. Ibrahim stood at the entrance to the department watching them 

eating with a strange bewildered look in his eyes. "Uncle' Ibrahim, get our 

salaries," Ahmed yelled at him with his mouth full of food.

The student's translation of as "returned" is unidiomatic. His rendering of 

( U* jSI as "about to happen" is wrong. His translation of jjaJI jj  

t5Jc. as "The manager held back the telephone " is wrong because he

mistranslates ^ j  as "held back" and as "telephone" disregarding .

The translation of AijUill J l  A c. as "Then he looked to his interesting

conversation telephone." is unidiomatic and he mistranslates A c. as "he

looked to"; the word order of "conversation telephone" is wrong. He 

inadequately translates "c&J jjj qaa*j  < jz . <ui\j ^ajj (Ja"

as "... but Hamam didn't leave the newspaper and whispered angry,"Misfortune

for your mother". Here, "leave the newspaper" does not indicate the meaning 

of 4 -J j £_ajj . It appears that he confuses adjective and adverb using "angry" 

instead of "angirly" and disregards 4-iUJ . His translation o f »£•! ^  is 

inappropriate because it is too literal. He uses "came" for "came back" 

or "returned" and does not render 1 His choice of "he went to"

here is inappropriate because he misunderstands the meaning of j j . He

omits the indefinite article with "tray", uses "foods" rather than "food" and 

incorrectly renders 1 a ^ s ^ c . 1  as "the newspapers articles". He overlooks

<jL£jVl <̂ -3 l_>jlauj and sjbVl. He translates literally as "eaters" and

uses "sight" for "look"/ "expression". He adds "and" with "watching"; and

leaves out the indefinite article in "with strange sight". His translation of 

c j j  as "with voice standing in the way of the food" is

meaningless. Abadir and Allen translate the unit comprehensibly, although the 

rendering of as "this year" is inadequate. They mistranslate ajAmA

as "his love chat". Their rendering of "»iLJ 4,*b" as "Son o f a bitch" is not
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universally appropriate. They disregard the title of ^  Twice. Their translation 

of jjohliil as " bewildered" is incorrect and they disregard .

Alternative Translation:

Then Lutfi said again in confirmation :
"Believe me , the end of the world is nearer than you imagine...."
The manager placed his hand over the receiver and told Hamam ."Prepare file 
1-3/130 of ...." He then resumed his fascinating telephone conversation. 
Hamam did not lift his head from the newspaper and muttered between his 
teeth "Go to hell". Amm Ibrahim returned with a full tray and began to pass the 
sandwiches of fu l , ta'miyya, cheese and tahina sweets. Their mouths munched 
the food and the smacking of lips resounded all round the room, while their 
eyes did not budge from the newspaper columns. Amm Ibrahim stood at the 
entrance of the office- room watching them eating with a strange expression in 
his tired eyes until Ahmed finaly shouted at him with his mouth full o f food 
"Amm Ibrahim, get our salaries".

6~ C jL  4—ikglj (JIS J  ( 4 a-v"i.nA'l JaLuoSVl 4c-Lu)

; (-*1̂ t J&J

( JaL-ulL j l z  A nKII 4_1V) d u l£ j  . a ljfljij c_iLa]I Aic- t_iaj2

 lc- AHaxll Sldljll (j a  (JjV  (juxvuill I S I j j  ^11 j u u  (Jiiojl

Ĉ- . BjLmJI oialj î! C jl^ liill Vĉ .tl (Jl jLaJ . (j IJjaII

C jU U I (jc. l*al j  •̂>■1 (JcLuu till j  Aic. j  t A jj^aJI q a  i u  (d AjL ^iJauueA

?(Jak^ll liL d  t !

Student: The seller of cooking butter came after another hour to collect the
calls in arreans. But Mustapha said whlie he was laughing: Wait till Amm  
Ibrahim will turn up. He stood at the door while his lips were moving and well 
recited on. The typewriter was flipping actively, since Samir went to the 
manager for offering some decuments. For the first time ,the sun shine come 
through the window that overlooking to the square. The solider still have a 
fartive glance to the surgery's window. The manager called for Amm Ibrahim 
for something, then Mustapha remembered him that he didn't come yet. At that 
time, Ahmed asked raising up his head from the folders:He has been late!

Abadir and Allen: After another hour, the butter seller came to collect the
amounts he was owed, but Mustafa laughingly explained to him that he should 
wait till "Uncle" Ibrahim came back.The man waited at the door, his lips
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moving in a non-stop recitation. The typewriter was clacking away busily, and 
Samir went into the director's office to show him some important papers. For 
the first time, the sun came in through the window which looked out on the 
square. The soilder kept on stealing glances in the direction of the clinic 
window. The director yelled for "Uncle" to do something for him, but Mustafa 
reminded him that he had not returned from the cashier's office yet. At this 
point, Ahmed looked up from the files. "The man's late!" he said. "Why is he 
so late?"

The student's translation of the first part of the unit is more or less 

comprehensible, although his rendering of ialuiVI as "the calls arrens"

is unidiomatic. He disregards <1 c l  j . He inadequately translaes s JXu

i ĵ juuw as "and well recited on and on". His choice of "flipping" for in this

context is wrong . He mistakes Jc. for "since" rather than "there upon",

for "for" rather than "to" and j * f o r  "For offering" rather than "to

show". He disregards He adds "shine" and uses an incorrect sequence of

tenses in translating J ^  J ^  Alkdl soalill q a Ija  J j i  cA±ij as "For the

first time, the sunshine come through the window that overlooking to the 

square". This shows that he mistakes cjLlj for "come" rather than "came in",

inappropriately inserts "to" in translating J c  as "overlooking to" rather

than "overlookeded". He mistranslates the proper name as "The

solider"(sic.). Here, it seems that he is not aware that ^^>11 is a name rather

than an occupation. The translation of siali JJ c l  Jiill Ly ^  Jl jU j

as "The solider still have a fartive glance to the surgery's window." is 

unidiomatic because only "the surgery's window" is right. He mistakes <> 

for "remembered him" rather than "reminded him" and for "didn't" rather 

than "had not" as well as disregarding jaJI <>. The rendering of <£11 ^  j  as 

"at that time" is wrong. His rendering of Ij J* jl' as "He has been late" is 

incorrect because he uses an inappropriate tense and mistranslates jl' as 

"He". He overlooks Abadir and Allen render the unit

satisfactorily, except that they mistranslate e l l  <1 J1  as "explained 

to him". Their translation of the proper name as "The soldier" is wrong.
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They inappropriately insert "so" in translating as " Why is he

so late?"

Alternative Translation:

A short while later, the butter merchant came to collect the due 
installments, however Mustafa said to him laughingly in a meaningful tone : 
"Wait until Amm Ibrahim comes back."
The man stood waiting at the door while his lips moving in continous 
recitation. The typewriter was actively clattering. While, Samir went 
to the manager to show him some important papers. For the first time, 
the sun came in through the window that overlooked the square. Al-jundi kept 
on stealing glances at the clinic window. The manager shouted for Amm  
Ibrahinm to do him a favour, but Mustafa reminded him that he had not 
returned from the cashier's office yet. Then, Ahmed looked up from the files 
wondering "The man is late?" "Why is he late?"

7 -  Ajlaj j  o ^  jL i. Aaa.1 j  . till j l  (jAJudl t_lA j  j

: J j L  j A j  jlc- 

!t-ij%JI (Ĵ )̂ll t liLo a! jlil V —

t_lAl j Ajl tlijjk̂ aj (jlu A&̂l AlS Aaltj Af-Lui tli^« Ldj

(JjAj j &j  hi* 11j £tiUa jlc- (jC- <-* Ajj âJI

?  d l  t_lA j  l ALal£ A tL u i A la L

? A_iĵ a aJLui

I Aiâ a t_jL>U :

Sj j LuuJI ^Akll Aic- lillj ^  I jll5

Student: The seller of Ghee went to pass the other rooms then he will return
back again. Ahmed jumped out and looked to the left and the right o f the room, 
then he turned back while he was saying There is no trace of him, what is the 
matter of that dotage man!
When the third hour passed, Ahmed lost his temper and he said openly with a 
loud voice that he going to seek about him at the treasury. He turned back with 
angrily face and he was saying: He took the salaries statement for an hour ago, 
where did he go that crazy man? Lautfy asked.
Did he receive his salary?
Ahmed answered impatiently. Yes, they said that to me at sjjU I âlII l_a idUi
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Abadir and Allen: The butter seller went to the other offices, then he would be 
back. Ahmed went outside the room, looked left and right along the 
passageway and then came back. "There's no sign of him,"he said. "What's 
holding him up, the old windbag!?"
When the third hour went by, Ahmed lost patience. He got up and announced 
in a loud voice that he was going to the cashier's office to look for him. He 
came back looking very angry. "He took the money a full hour ago," he said. 
"Where's the fool gone?"
"Did he take his own salary?" Lutfi asked .
"Yes," was the angry reply, "that's what they told me at the pay window for 
seasonal workers...."

The student's translation of the first sentence is unidiomatic. The choices of 

"rooms" for cj!jbyL? , the rendering of as " return back again" and the

sequence of tenses are inappropriate. His choice of "jumped out" is 

acceptable, but it does not carry the force of sja . He omits "to" in translating

4-Laj as "and the right" and mistranslating ^  as "of the room" as well

as Jjijj j *j  as "while he was". He provides two renderings of ajJIj Id j

as "When the third hour passed" and "After third hour passed". Here , his the

former rendering is satisfactory while the latter is inaccurate. The choice of 

"his temper" for * is wrong. He also disregards ftfa. His translation of liU

1 J-?.jll t o as "What is the matter of that dotageman" is inappropriate

using " of which does not collocate with "matter". He translates <̂11 cadi

cL?.jll as "that he going to seek about him at the treasury". Here,

he omits "verb to be", inappropriately inserts "about" after "seek" and rendres 

incorrectly as "treasury". The translation of j* j 4 ^  Ac. £

Jj-Sj as "He turned back with angrily face and he was saying" is more or less

comprehensible, b u t" with angrily face" is not idiomatic, confusing "angrily" 

with "angry". He misunderstands the meaning of i « .ffll ±±\

translating it inadequately as "He took the salaries statement for an hour ago."; 

disregarding and producing an incorrect English structure using "for" and

"ago" together. He mistranslates the question oi^  as "Where did

he go that crazy man?". It appears that he is not aware of the word-order, the
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tense, or the use of "he" and "that crazy man". He renders as

"impatiently" and as "fury". Here, his former choice is incorrect, while his 

latter choice should be an adverb rather than a noun. He does not render

*jjLuJI tillfji , but merely provides the original sentence in his

version. It seems that he does not comprehend the meaning of the sentence

or has the knowledge in English to translate it either. In general, his

translation is more or less comprehensible although he fails to convey the

message accurately. Abadir and Allen translate the unit satisfactorily, although

the sequence of the tenses in the first sentence is not appropriate in using "then 

he would be back" for oj*j ^  . Their translation of ® ^ jU. j  as

"Ahmed went outside the room" is wrong because they fail to provide an 

equivalent sense for the original. The rendering of "the old windgag" for 

< - f l i s  inappropriate. Their rendering of ^illa ^  £  as "He

came back looking very angry" is to some extent acceptable, but they fail to 

render £  and

Altemaive Translation:

The butter merchant went off to the other offices, then return. Ahmed rushed 

out of the office, looked left and right along the corridor then came back 

saying: "There is no sign of him," "What is holding him up, the old foolish"!

As the third period of time passed. Ahmed lost patience. He got up and said in 

an audible voice that he was going to the cashier's office to look for the man. 

Then he returned and his face looking overfull of wrath and he said: "He took 

the money a full hour ago." "Where has the madman gone?"

"Did he receive his salary?" Lutfi asked.

"Yes", Ahmed answered furiously.

"That is what they told me at the pay window for seasonal workers...."
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?(JI_ja.Vl oAA ĝk JjSull tV^j IjLa —

: V aI j J  I JU£

:(Jf.Luuj (_ĝ v%ll â.1 t-*W <■ 1̂j

-  (JLa.

- ! jLda^ L) Cxaj  i ^uJajj (jjiiljjII ĵuiS (Jh \ g j\r- htV n .}§j  t <Câ  j l l  ^  j^ u ij

. (jx (JSjI difljll t_s-kJaAj 4aJI£ oja.j \̂ CjJj . LaLaJ t“<v̂  <S1m ĵ\ I^j <j£lj

?|»_jj]l loikAual (jx < .̂j ^lc. " (_Ĵ .LuUj "

Student: The solider asked - What will happen to the money in this case?

As a stealing case?

No one laughed , the solider returned to ask 

What about the accident case?

May be stolen in crowd , and may it be in police station till the truth becomes 

clear, die donkey! The kingdom of laughter has been completely disappeared, 

the faces looked gloomy, and the time passed beheavior than the illness. A  

voice asked.- By which face we did wake up today?Who's face we wake up 

today?

Abadir and Allen: "What happens to money in such circumstances?" the soilder 

asked in spite of everything.

"Exactly the same as in cases of theft."

Nobody laughed.

"What would happen in case of an accident?" the soilder continued.

"Maybe, he's been robbed in a crowd, or perhaps the police station is holding 

the money till things become clear. We'll all be dead and gone before you get it 

back."

However, it was obvious that the reserves of laughter had dried up altogether. 

They all looked gloomy, and the passage of time seemed to weigh more heavily 

on them than illness itself. Someone asked what on earth had happened to 

make the day start so badly,

The student's translation of the proper name as "The Solider" is incorrect. 

The translation of f J1 >».Vl #1a ^  jj-aill Jjxau IiL-# as "What will happen to the
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money in this case?" is comprehensible despite his inappropriate use of the

future tense rather than the present simple in the question. His translation of 

"in this case" does not quite represent the meaning of J l H e

unidiomatically renders as "As a stealing case". He misunderstands

the meaning of translating it as "returned", He also fails to translate ^

^juiS ^  t jll idiomatically as "May be stolen in

crowd, and may it be in police station." Here, he omits both the indefinite and 

the definite articles and uses "and" rather than "or". He mistranslates jstiaJl as

"truth" and unidiomatically renders j UsJj c^ a s "die donkey". It appears that

he does not grasp the meaning of the expression in the original.which he 

translates literally, producing a meaningless phrase. His translation of 

LoUj J  as "The kingdom of laughter has been disappeared"

is unidiomatic because he misunderstands the meaning of tdaujall as a 

metaphor. He disregards c& j  and translates cop* as "disappeared". The tense 

is incorrect. He inappropriately translates <J&' as "beheavier". He renders 

cjj^J^L uuj twice as "a voice asked" and "wondered". The translations 

of"?f jjM \ w.iwii c>a (jJc. as " By which face we did wake up today?" and "

Who's face we wake up today?" are both unidiomatic because his first

rendering is literal and and the second is meaningless. It appears that he fails 

to translate ! L tin and jjII IWuJ q* because he is not aware

that these two phrases are local idioms. Abadir and Allen translate the unit 

comprehensibly, although their translation of the proper name as "The 

soldier" is wrong. The rendering of is comprehensible, but long-

winded . Their translation of the other idiom jJI \\^u^\ J *  is literal.

Alternative Translation:

"What happens to money in such conditions?" AlJundi asked in spite of 

everything. "Exactly the same as in cases of theft." Nobody laughed and 

Aljundi asked once again. "What would happen in case of an accident?"
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"The money might be stolen in a crowd, or it might be kept at the police station 

until things became clear," Chance would be a fine thing". However, it became 

clear that the reserves of laughter had dried up altogether. All the faces 

appeared overcast, and the passing of time was worse than an illness.

Someone asked, "It's going to be one of those days."

9  -  lijtu (j! Aj I (Jlj ^  4 K .*

?  U a  V ] j

gjlc- ^  L>«aj .1^ A—a^I (Jla 4_oj ^ C - j  j j < n j  1 AjjC- j j  ^ l la l

I j j AaII <j £"U-a ali (jl ‘ (j-a-uJt j lc - j  ! IjjLaJI

-  ^  V  a j l  j]  ^  j  t

Student: The boss thought about this strange problem which has never come

into any one's mind. He refuses to believe.The mad man will turn up suddenly 

near the door. The insults will fall down on him and he will find all excuses, or 

what should be done?Lautfy has a rich wife. Lautfy supported by a rich wife. 

Samir is a rascal as he is known.but there are some poors as Ahmed, who is the 

accident may kill him may put him down. The Ghee's peddler came back and 

before he opens his mouth the manager shouted at him:W ait, Ressurrection not 

come yet, and we are in a goremomentalize management not in a market.

Abadir and Allen: The director thought about the strange problem which had 

never occurred to anyone; he refused to believe it. The stupid fool will appear 

at the door suddenly, he told himself, and will be greeted by a hail of abuse. He 

'11 have all manner of excuses to offer. B u t... if n o t, what could be done? Lutfi 

had a rich wife, and Samir was known to be a rogue. But what about the other 

poor devils like Ahmed who might be finished by this disaster? The butter 

seller came back again,but did not have time even to open his mouth. "Wait! 

the director yelled at him, "It's not the day of judgement yet; we're in a 

government department, not a sidewalk market...."

The student's translation is comprehensible except that he fails to maintain the 

sequence of tenses. He unidiomatically uses "boss" for jjaJI and uses "near"
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rather than "at". His translation of aJc. as "The insults will fall 

down on him" is literal, while his rendering of jlifrVl (Jaoiu* as "he will 

find all excuses" is not bad. His use of "or" for Vjj rather than "but" is

inappropriate in this context. He makes a mistake in both of his translations of

as "Lutfy has a rich wife" and "Lutfy supported by a rich

wife", in the first he uses the wrong tense amd in the second he omits "was". 

He also gives an alternative translation for tloUJl c. & as "The accident

may kill him" and as "may put him down". He makes a grammatical mistake in 

rendering as "the poors" rather than "the poor". The translation o f LLall

fJj fl as "resurrection not come yet" is syntactically incorrect. His translation

of jla. iJ A  ^  j  as "and we are in a govemementalize management" is

unidiomatic. Abadir and Allen translate the unit satisfactorily, although they 

unnecessarily add certain expressions such as, "stupid" before "fool" for

and "devils" after "the other poor" for •

Alternative Translation:

The manager thought about the strange problem that had never occurred to 

anyone; he refused to believe it. Then he imagined that the mad man would 

suddenly appear at the door, and would be greeted by a barrage of abuse. Then 

he would think up every possible excuse, b u t... if not, what was to be done? 

Lutfi had a rich wife, and Samir was known to be a rogue. But what about the 

poor like Ahmed who might be destroyed by this disaster? Then the butter 

merchant returned, but before he had a chance to open his mouth, the manager 

shouted at him "Wait! It's not the day of judgement yet; we are in a government 

office, not in a market."

10- JLojxI ojIj j

.. Lj 4JLula11 (jLj

^ j - xj j-k j  1̂—c- ^ j  . " ij)\ mbm11 : ^

Jjlj
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.Ia.1 \>s\ AjuoiIjII o jjlij alj 4jl jj tril_jill —

; A Cjjjuaj

L>* 4 “ dijljk i (jiijLa ji IgjW (jjjuKLa.j 4jLaj AjLia. £uj ĵl (j x̂j V t AjjI£ qa —

! CjI jLojuoII l_î ) Ij 4j 1 8̂ *_j ^̂ juoll 13a

Student: Ahmed moaned saying:my heart tells me that the matter is serious! 

We are lost... Then he arose up sayingrl'll ask about him the door-keeper o f the 

ministry and then he disappeared hastily. After while heturned back shouting 

with revolt voice .

The door keeper confirms that he saw him leaved the ministry around nine 

o'clock.Then with a strangled voice: It is more horrible than calamity, he never 

selles his life with 150 or 200 pounds! accident?! Who is know, the month we 

will never know its end Oh, god of heavens!.

Abadir and Allen: "My heart tells me," said Ahmed with a sigh, "That it's 

already happened! We're doomed, friends!...." Then he got up. "I'll go and ask 

the doorman of the ministry about him," he said. He disappeared in a rush . 

After a while he came back. The doorman confirms," he yelled angrily. "That 

he saw him leaving the ministry around nine o'clock this morning!" He carried 

on in a strangled tone of voice, "what an utter calamaity! He can't sell his whole 

life for a hundred and fifty or two hundred pounds! Could be an accident! 

Who knows?! Lord in heaven above, this month will never end!"

The student's translation of the first sentence is comprehensible, although his 

use of "saying" is unidiomatic. He disregards L . His choice of tial j  cja as

"he arose up" is archaic. His use of "saying " after "he arose up" is also 

unidiomatic. He translates £  as "after while" rather than "after a while". He 

unidiomatically renders jjLj C j j  as "shouting with revolt voice"

misunderstanding the meaning of jjLj C i . He produces an incorrect verb 

pattern for u as "leaved" rather than "left". He disregards Uiu^i and omits 

the indefinite article with "calamity". He unidiomatically renders j  

(J***! A j\ \ n-s. 4_jLa_i as "he never selles his life with 150 or 200

pounds!". Here, his use of "never" for V rather than "wouldn't" is
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inappropriate. He also uses "with" rather than "for". His choice of "selles"[sic] 

with "life" more or less conveys the meaning, but it is not an idiomatic 

rendering for ajL *  ^ uj . He makes a grammatical mistake in rendering

as "who is know" rather than "Who knows". The translation of cAjLudl <_jj L 

j j u  13a as "This month we will never know its end, oh God of

heaven" is unidiomatic. Abadir and Allen translate the unit comprehensibly, 

except that the rendering of x*. aILuwJI j L as "That it's already happened" is

incorrect. He makes a statements rather than a question in translating tiul*. as

"could be an accident!". The translation o f j <jl II 13a as "This

month will never end!" is not quite appropriate.

Alternative Translation:

Ahmed said with a sigh "My instinct tells me that the matter is really serious! 

we are finished, my friends." Then he stood up and said: "I will ask the 

porter of the ministry about him". He disappeared in a hurry. Then he 

returned yelling furiously,"The porter confirms that he saw him leave the 

ministry building around nine o'clock in the morning." He continued in a 

strangled voice, "It is completely disasterous, surely he wouldn't sacrifice his 

life for a hundred and fifty or two hundred pounds! Could it be an accident? 

Who knows. Good God above, shall we never see an end to this month?

11- » jb j:

- j  c_ia31 ^  qa  _jA V] V  311 <111J  ( ?  aAHj

jV j 1 ‘ q a  (JL»*2ui1Vj 5̂ )1 V j V t >̂ 1 j  }̂1a

4lj Ij (Jx9 (jl (j£aj 131aJ t v . 'itiij AjuetaJI ^9  S)} j l_j

Student: Ahmed moaned again , saying:Believing in God? There is no God but 

god that I am from the second day of the month coming and going without 

money, no coffee , no tea, no cigreette and no use any kind of transport system,
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children in secondary and others in university adding for that a very big debt 

caused by medicine. What shall I do,? My God!

Abadir and Allen: "Can you believe it, for heaven's sake?" said Ahmed with a 

sigh. "By the one and only God, I swear to you that after the second day of each 

month I come and go without a single millieme in my pocket. No coffee, no 

tea, no cigarettes. I have to walk; there's no way I can use any kind of 

transportation. Children at secondary school, children at University; and heavy 

debt because of medicine. God in heaven, what can I do?!"

The student mistranslates V] V aJ\\j  ?^J1L as "Believing in

God? There is no God but god" misunderstanding the meaning of the koranic 

verse and the rhetorical question. He also disregards <5 ill aJIIj . He omits "I

have been" using only "coming" and "going". His rendering of "without 

money" is not bad, but it does not quite represent the meaning of ^

^ .1  j  fjL. He omits " of in "and no use any kind of transport system" and uses

"in" instead of "at" in rendering in ^ISII ^  j  and ^  -aVjj. He

inappropriately translates the connective j  as " adding for that" and inserts

"very" with oi*j  as "a very big debt". Abadir and Allen translate the unit

satisfactorily, although they inappropriately add "for heaven's sake". They 

mistranslate j*j£1I ^  ^IjII 0 - 4 as "After the second day of each month".

They overtranslate j A\ Vj as "I have to walk; there's

no way I can use any kind of transportation". It appears that their translation is 

comprehensible, although they fail to render some sentences accurately .

Alternative Translation:

"Do you believe in God?; Ahmed said with a sigh. As God is my witness, from 

the second of this month I have been coming and going without a single 

millieme in my pocket, No coffee, no tea, no cigrettes and no use of any kind of 

transport. Children at secondary school, children at uniuversity and I owe a lot 

of money for medicine. God in heaven, what can I do?!"
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1 2 -  (Jc-Luufl <J L-ial^all ( jL ja j  i ^ ‘)1 tj-i ( J ^ ^ £  I A jj CLltij^ajt ( S jI£jj

df-La. cJ^j • aLSu t-'ljU .̂ VU1I _J2kj ĴbAAJ Aidĵ O (_JC- JJ^ll . 4jo£x

; f.lii, (Jj5j _jA j  Cjy^i

Student: The silence reigned , the manager looked losing man, the supervisor

disturbed him than he got to look at some papers on his bareau till the manager 

moved from his position and went toward the door with very heavly steps. 

Before his leaving supervisor a voice carres saying: Tell the police.

Abadir and Allen: The silence thickened. The director looked like a lost man. 

The general supervisor lost patience with him and started busying himself with 

the papers on his desk. The director now relinguished his position and 

proceeded towards the door with very heavy footsteps. Before reaching the 

door, he heard the supervisor's voice. "Inform the police...."

It appears that the student misunderstands the meaning of U£1£j , translating it 

inappropriately as "reigned". His translation of as "losing" is wrong .

He also omits the indefinite article in the same sentence. He mistranslates jL-b 

4—j ^j_ilj *II as "the manager disturbed him". He disregards J&Ljufii, 

inappropriately inserts "got to look" and mistranslates as "his bareau". 

The rendering of <jc. jjjuII J a s  "till the manager moved from his 

position" is unidiomatic. The translation of ja j <_jSIjd i  c j » e l a .  4?.j j i .  j  

pLia. ^  JjJj: as "Before his leaving a supervisor voice comes saying" is poor

because he misuses the indefinite article for the definite, omits the possessive 

"s" with "supervisor" and disregards ^  His choice of "tell" for I i s

not bad, but "report this" might be more appropriate. Abadir and Allen 

translate the unit satisfactorily, although they disregard twice the connective j

as well as and ^ . They paraphrase dx*j as "Before reaching the

door" rather than translating it literally. They also overlook ^  JjL y t j .
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Alternative Translation:

Then the silence thickend and the manager looked like a defeated man. The 

supervisor was annoyed at him so he engaged himself in looking at some 

papers on his desk. Finally the manager changed his position and proceded to 

walk towards the door with very heavy tread. Shortly before leaving the office, 

he heard the suporvisor's voice saying harshly "Report this to the police".

1 3 -  A i j  (_j C- J l i j  Aj I £ a J L  ^ J l  j j A - d l  ( J x l S  Ajju iII

L i l l ^ i  (Jaj t A* iK a lb  ^ L a lc  d^Jolsdl ^ k  j &j  j j l l  A-aAi. (J^A  t ( J a u ia a J I j  AjuwLaJI 

( j ] j  1 :n l»  (jl—£  Aj] A j j L j L J l  A_ic. ( J l5 j  . g Aojoi ^JLutiSh o j ^ l j  tA juojjj ^gic. a J jU o aI

J -^ A j j .l iT u  J\ A j 'w j V  L^ejS J  A.Vn j l  <6\ ^-i.j j j fc  j  (JS  (J-ala^a AjA*i Aj <j£L}

t A laJI c _ j j  Aj  ̂  ̂  ̂ (.** n il l j  Ajj (JjS A > n a ( jC-j i AfuiLLa Cjj^ A_luLilu1I ^ 2  A^olc t^jUajx^Lo

.AlaA ^ k  tiLuoll CAa.j1ulj La j i  A! (jjfuij ^ l j

Student: Mr. Kamal- the manager revealed the story to the officer from A. to

Z., and he said that Amm Ibrahim is a servant has fifty five years old, he got a 

job of the ministry when he was ten years old in the press, then he was changed 

into servant because he lift his hand against his boss, his original salary was 

six pounds. The employees of the secretariat added that he was a kind man but 

he has abode abnorimality behavior as some times he wondered even he is 

speaking to you or he pokes his nose,or he recracts to put general notice on the 

political without, about his house was said that he inhabitant on 111 Darb El 

Hella, and he has never sstolen before and did some thing can anyone doubt 

him.

Abadir and Allen: Mr. Kamil told the officer the story from beginning to end. 

He told him that Uncle' Ibrahim was the office boy; he was fifty-five years old 

and had started in the printing house, but had been made an office boy when he 

was rude to his boss. His basic salary was six pounds. The civil servants told 

the officer that he was a good man although he was eccentric and would seem a 

little distracted at times; he would talk to you, join in a conversation which had 

nothing whatever to do with him, or volunteer some general observations about 

politics totally out of context. All they could say about his home was that he
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lived in house 111 in Darb al-Halla. He had never stolen before or done 

anything which would lead you to doubt his integrity.

The student's translation is comprehensible, although his choice of "revealed" 

for is inappropriate. He confuses the sequence of tenses in "and he said

that Amm Ibrahim is a servant has fifty five years old". He uses "is" rather than 

"was" and incorrectly adds "has". The choice of "servant" for <jllja is not quite 

right. The rendering of as "he got a job of the ministry" is

unidiomatic. He incorrectly uses " o f for ^  rather than "in" and overlooks 

L&. He inadequately renders aAjlkil Lill j i  Jli ^  as "Then he was

changed into servant because he lift his hand against his boss". Here, it appears 

that he misunderstnds the meaning of <Jk and <Jjlk3 . His choice of "his original

salary" for *j J  is incorrect. The translation of ^  C& u]j

A .uilinill 4-jAc. diUaa^La J j l  4_u*j V LaJS J&J

as "... but he has abode abnorimality behaviour as some times he

wondered even he is speaking to you or he pokes his nose, or he recruits to put 

general notice on political without..." is unidiomatic. Here, he disregards ujj

a+jA l* and fails to produce a correct construction in English . His rendering

of aUI  ̂u  j  cinlL fiu 4j] JJ j f ij  as "about his house was said that

he inhabitant on 111 Derb El-Hella." is wrong because he uses "inhabitant" for 

rather than "inhabited" and "on 111 Derb" for  ̂ ^  rather than 

"at 111 Derb". He incorrectly renders <£1*111 L# J  a!  <3 ^  -Jj

as "and he has never stolen before and did something can anyone doubt 

him". Here, he uses "and" for j  i instead of "or", the sequence of the tenses

is inappropriate and "doubt him" does not actually represent the meaning of 

Aiaj ^  liLill, disregarding <-j*.jl*<y U  In general, his translation is poor . Abadir

and Allen translate the unit satisfactorily, except that they disregard jaiJI and

XaLt ^  ja j  Sjl jjll. They mistranslate ^  as "uncle" and <_£! ja as "office

boy". Their rendering of <JSu as "But had been made" is not quite right. The
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translation of a_u*j V L^a J  as "join in a conversation which had nothing 

whatever to do with him" is long-winded.

Alternative Translation:

Mr. Kamil - the manager- told the officer the story from beginning to end. He 

told him that Amm Ibrahim was a factotum of fifty- five and had joined the 

ministry when he was just ten years old as an employee in the press. Then 

transferred to work as a factotum for being rude to his chief. His basic pay was 

six pounds. The employees of the sacrterait told the officer that he was a good 

man although he might seem eccentric in that he would seem disrtacted at 

times even when he was talking to you , and might intervene in matters that 

did not concern him, or he might inappropriately volunte gemal observations 

about politics. He was said that to live at 111 Derb El- Halla . He had never 

stolen before or done anything that might cause his integrity to be suspected.

14- i_jjI£1I v jl V] aJ Vj Ajjj SjlJ)f\ jlc-

y ila l  Lai . A_La (_pajjSj (jl diLajVl jtjC-l Aĵ jjljuiII dlljjA ^) (J^a AjjÎ II aIVI

( j? J —la J I  . ^  a ^ a 1 ^ i /> . l ^ i j l  4X 1̂  ( j l  4_ilc- i' 9  t ** m ill t "* il aa 11 (Ja^T i A j ^ j j  t ** i il ^  a

d l l jL-a ”1 ^ j  j f l  >*ll I.1A  ' I ' 8"' " j l  J j L  (jl — < ajI c fli£ ^  ( j L u u j  u j j c . 1  i_)L ii jA > j  —

1 j 4 ill L»a\1 t (j| ĵj_aJ| (j â 4_uuaa. A ĵiuLall Aj^ j  j  (jl 4_ilc- (jl£ L̂oa. . "LilUa

l_uA â )--al Idj jiauui . £.L£jj till̂ —C. j   ̂)1 un (j-a lillj Aii£ I <ag a dull ^̂3 AilijV L̂uiSll (ĵ »‘ *11

. "!A_La j  va V (_y3 (j, ».»<’» di^Ajl S_jjuĵ >II V_jl" I(JIS (_̂ Ĵ  Auuilj Îa  (jl La3 (

^ l_ j ( j_ j^ )la ]l L  ^  .AjIc. ^ I L j  ( j ]  j l g j l l  ( j l  e ^ L a  j l l  ( j l a  (_J^1I d i U a j i a - a l l  . ^ * \ l

J j  (j—lc. ^ -̂ajjLa Aikjll t j j j l  lAjlia Aĵ juia (JaJj . djL£^aj (JjjLI (j-a AJ_j^ Lai ^C-j C5"^

.(jmxll (_pa-aC-lj

Student: The boss returned to his home, he hasn't any hope except in Poker or

Concan. Mustapha- the typist- intended to the paunshop in BabEl Sharya that 

he used in turnming point he takes a loan by compound profit. Lautfy's wife 

was providing the expenditures, but he might create a trick to get his monthly 

out by. The solider- he is a calibate young man and depends on his father - 

decided to tell his father; "Do you accept me as if I am still student". H am am ,
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he had to pursuade his wife , who had been participating in a saving 

orgonization with the neighbours to apply for her share , which was specialize 

for clothes to expend it for house applies ,whatever it may cost him of arosing, 

quarling and crying. Samir , his position seemed easy, he said since he be 

alone," were it not for the bribe, I would be in a narrow pass which is no way to 

get away!" Still Ahmed archived clerk- whohis companions supposed that the 

daytime will not earn a day break, ands he went on the road randomly and he 

didn't attentionwhat things were around him if they were human or cars. He 

intered his home graoning with strangled face then he throw himself on the first 

chair and he closed his eyes.

Abadir and Allen: The director returned home with no hope o f anything but a 

poker game. Mustafa, who worked on the typewriter, made for the loan places 

in Bab ash-Sha'riyya where he used to go in times of crisis to borrow money at 

exorbitant rates. Lutifi's wife used to take charge of the household expenses, 

but he had to devise some way of getting his monthly pocket money out o f her. 

The soldier - who was a young bachelor living under his father's wing decided 

to tell his father to accept him for this month as though he were still a 

schoolboy. Hammam's wife was a part of a savings association with her 

neighbors, and he would have to convince her to ask for her share which had 

been set aside for clothes so that he could spend it on household matters, 

regardless of the cursing, argument and tears which would inevitably be 

involved. Things were relatively easy for Samir; as soon as he was left on his 

own, he thought, he would really be in a fix with no way o u t , if it were not 

for bribery. There remained Ahmed the archive clerk. His friends really 

wondered if he'd be able to survive. He wondered along the road without 

paying the slightest attention to the people or vechicles around him. He went 

into his house with a sigh; he looked very ashen as he threw himself down on 

the first chair and closed his eyes.

The student's translation is more or less comprhensible, although his choice of 

"boss" for is not quite appropriate, disregards s J & \  and inserts "to his"

before "home. His rendering of a! Vj  as "he hasn't any hope" is not bad,

but the tense is incorrect. He drops "game" after "poker". He mistranslates 

cjLajVI as "in turning point", Ai as "compound" and uses "that" instead

of "where". He uses the definite article rather than the indefinite article in
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"intended to the paunshop" as well as omits the verb "go" after "intended to". 

The translation of J  aJc. j  cmll CiliiL JaSs Aia.jj Ul

<_s j$_*ill Ajjjj^a* as "Lautfy's wife was providing the expenditures, but he

might create a trick to get his monthly out by" is more or less comprehensible, 

although he disregards L*l , Cl_uII and 1*1* A i . He mistranslates cjliaL as

"the expenditures" and J  as "might". The rendering o f the proper

name cS-iaaJl as "The solider' is wrong. He also mistranslates j$AA\ li*

"1—JUa dll jL-a ^ L s j  as "Do you accept me as if I am still a student". Here, he

makes a mistake, translating the statement as a question. The sequence o f the 

tenses is inappropriate. He omits the indefinite article in translating UlUa cA jU

as "I am still student". He inadequately renders aj* ^  as "orgonization" and

mistranslates AJ-kdl as "apply". The rendering of diull ^  AiUiy

as "which was specialize for clothing to expend it for house applies" is 

unidiomatic. The choice of "arosing" for <-jW“ is wrong. The translation of

V <3Juiaj dliak_jl o VjP IC_JLS AjoiAj 1̂1 (jl Lad ( Ic-̂ j LuA ô yeS Î J

" ! a_ l * as "Samir, his position seemed easy, he said since he be alone , "  Were it

not for the bribe , I would be in a narrow pass which is no way to get away" is 

not appropriate. Here, the choices of "his position" for a , "since" for j] ^ ,

and "he be alone" for Ajuii J} are incorrect. He disregards Ic. jj and V j l .

He misunderstands the conditional consturction, translating it as a question. 

He inappropriately translates ai* ^ V J  jL  as "in a narrow pass which is 

no way away". The translation of ujLLjia-dl j l  as "still Ahmed

archived clerk" is incorrect because "still" does not represent the meaning of 

(jJu. He omits the definite article and uses "archived" rather than "archive"

or "archival". The rendering of aAc. ^lki (jl jtjill J  *X«jll q^A\ ^ill as " who his

companions supposed that the daytime will not come a day break" is

completely unidiomatic because his choice of "supposed" and the sequence of 

tenses are wrong. His translation of aIj*. LA ^ j  (jjjlall ^

j  (JjUI as "and he went on the road randomly and he didn't attention of
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what things were around him if they were human or cars". Here, it appears that 

he renders the sentence carelessly producing an unidiomatic version. He 

inappropriately translates k iV>j as "randomly" and inserts "and" at the

beginning of the sentence. He renders ^ j  ^  '2L as "he didn't attention". The 

choice of "attention" without "pay" is unidiomatic. The translation of 

j *j  as "human or cars" is comprehensible, although it does not really 

convey the view of the original. He mistranslates ^ j l l  jl as " with strangled 

face" and J  as "throught". He also inappropriately inserts "he" before

"closed his eyes". In general, the translation is poor. Abadir and Allen translate 

the unit comprehensibly, although they disregard jlijjSlI J and mistranslate the

proper name as "The soldier". Their translation of cAij* j  as

"made for the loan places" is not quite right. They disregard and fail to

produce the sentence in the relative clause for ^

4_Ic. £_1Lj fj l  j  as "There remained Ahmed the archive clerk" and

"His friends really wondered if he'd be able to survive".

Alternative Translation:

The office manager returned home with no recourse except a game of poker or 

kankan. Mustafa, the typist headed for a pawnshop in Bab ash'riyya where he 

used to borrow money at an exorbitant rate in times of crisis. Lutfi's wife, on 

the other hand, was responsible for the housekeeping, but he had to think of 

some way of getting his monthly pocket money out of her. Al-jundi, who was 

a young bachelor living in his father's house decided to tell his father to put up 

with him this month as if he were still a student. Hamam had to convince his 

wife who belonged to thrift club with her neighbours- to ask for her clothing 

entitlement so that he could use it for the housekeeping however much abuse , 

nagging and crying it might involve. It was relatively easy for Samir. As soon 

as he was finally alone, he said " If I didn't take bribers I would find my self in 

a hopeless situation". There remained Ahmed the archival clerk whose 

collegues thought that the day would never again break for him. He proceded 

to wander along the road without paying the slightest attention to people or
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vechiles about him. He went into his house moaning and ashen face and he 

threw himself down on the first chair and closed his eyes.

1 5 - aJjLuiLs Aa j I^ j Aj1_$1I 4alc. ujLsIj

-

11a U1 V ~

tlJtaa

! (jJ\ ^  tiLu^aj ^c. < aIII —

3I JjVl Q-a 4_flL J Aj1_$1I lLuA j (ĵ > ' »»■*?»■» ^ aVl t̂ ajli <_JJj

IjjLaC-Vl qa i. a“\Aj Aj.1i luart -laJ <lkjjoil . !̂ Lal£ Ajĵ a 1$j3 j  AolLall

. " ^ 1  J jl »̂C- L) lil^laLkj JJau  Alll . .  ^C- Ij  tiLa^)£j aIII"

Student: His wife came to him with cooking adoer wondering disberbly, what

is the matter with you? No salary this month.She said astonishing:Why, god 

for bad?! Amm Ibrahim gave me your salary in the morning. He jumped up 

as a drawned found while his wife went back then she came back with roll of 

money, he found all of his salary. He started to sing like a crazy man then he 

shouted, "God generous you, O Amm Ibrahim and God generous for the sake 

of" .

Abadir and Allen: His wife came in bringing the kitchen smells with her.

"What's the matter with you?" She asked in consternation. "We won't be 

getting any salary this month!" he said without any preliminaries. "Why not, 

for God's sake?" she asked in amazement. 'Uncle' Ibrahim brought your salary 

round early this morning! "He leapt to his feet like a drowning man who finds 

that he is breathing at long last. Meanwhile, his wife went out and came back 

with a wad of notes, his complete monthly salary! He was so happy, he felt 

almost crazy. He stretched out his hands. "God be good to you, 'Uncle' 

Ibrahim,... may He comfort you, 'Uncle' Ibrahim..."

The student's translation of the first sentence is unidiomatic. His translation of 

A l ** \ t ift \ j  as "came to him" is not bad, but not a good equivalent. He
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unidiomatically translates £jkdl ajsuI>  as "with cooking adoer" and £^>1 ^  as 

"disberbly". In spite of his disregard of LI, the rendering of j^ill Î a LI <_jjja  V

as "No salary this month" is comprehensible. The choice of "Astonishing" for 

A—uiÂ j is wrong. The rendering of !?>£11 aIII ^  ^ as "Why ,god for bad" is

unidiomatic. The translation of Jj-iji* as "as a drowned found.." is

incomprehensible. He overlooks 1 >.land Lin*. He mistranslates 4 a\ \

A— as "with roll of money", !>U_£ as "all" and disregards L$4. He

inappropriately translates ^  « - » Aiiiml as "He started to sing like a

crazy man"; misunderstanding the meaning of ujjlall AikU. He overlooks -L*j

aj:u and <jL&VI >». The translations of ^a!>] ^  L aIII and ^ a I I I

^ 1  >1 ^  Li as "God generous you, O Amm Ibrahim and God generous for the

sake of" are unidiomatic. Abadir and Allen translate the unit satisfactorily, 

although their use of "came in" for a_i1& c A l \j  is not quite right. They

inappropriately insert "without any preliminaries" after "he said". The choice of 

"Uncle" for ^  is inappropriate in this context. They disregard 1*4 and

( j L c - V l  (ja I  Vi A .

Alternative Translation:

His wife came up to him , smelling the kitchen , and asked him with concern. 

"What is the matter with you?" "We won’t be getting any salary this month" he 

replied. "Why not, for God's sake?" She asked in astonishment. Amm Ibrahim 

brought your salary early this morning!

He jumped up like a drowning man who was able to breath at last. Meanwhile, 

his wife went and came back with a wad of notes in which he found to contain 

his complete monthly salary! He was beside himself and almost crazed with 

joy. Then he stretched out his hands and cried from the depths of his being. 

"May God be good to you Amm Ibrahim ...May He comfort you, Amm 

Ibrahim.
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16- (jjijl ^ ) AjjJajl qc. SjLjc. ĵ£̂ j4a1I ĵl£j . <kl! ĉ. LIuj

(3 -A aJ  ^ - k j  *J J V] ( j£ j  f l j  . J)l£ j l  o j j j m  f jS *  t l u j

4 0^1 4_ ilj CLul,, a !  '  g T'J^) (jc- 1 ~~'̂ * ‘" k l j  4 Allskĵ j tgjl ( j j j j  p lj^ jC . j j a £ .  e l^ a !  j

4_»Ja3 (_5-lc. 1 j j I j l S  ejuujjflfl ^ k k  V] S - k j  ( jx  <1 ( j£ j  ^ l j  4 A j l i k l  QC. l i u i  I V  LUjSil

4_ĵ )A (jc- Ujjuj j Jj V l$i] oI^aII dJlSj 4 ĵuoS ^1 aI^aILj AjSil dike-j  * JJ* 1 ĵiujota.

. ^ IaII ĵc> _$1

Student: The police raid Amm Ibrahim's house at El Halla Lane. The house was 

old. It consisted of a room, courtyard, and remains of fence. There was nothing 

excepta tom matters and straw mat and hearth cooking pot and sheet iron and 

old woman with one eyed. When she was asked about her husband, she 

replyed that he was in the minsitry then she confirmed that she didn't know 

anything about disappear of him. There is no elase except a gown. They found 

a small piece of hasheesh ( bhang ) the police came back arrested of the 

woman to the police station. The woman said that she doesn't known niether 

about the escaping of him nor the accusation of him.

Abadir and Allen: The police raided 'Uncle' Ibrahim's house in Darb al-Halla. It 

consisted of a ground-floor room on the courtyard of an old house with walls 

almost in a state of collapse. All there was in the room was a shabby mattress, a 

mat, a stove, a cooking pot, a teak tray, and a one-eyed old woman who was 

obviously his wife. When she was qustioned about her husband, she replied 

that he was at the ministry. She then declared that she knew nothing about his 

disappearance; he had no clothes except for a gallabiyya, so they searched it 

and found a small piece of hashish. They took the woman to the police station, 

she said she knew nothing about his running away, or about the theft of which 

he was being accused.

The student renders the first sentence comprehensibly, although the sequence 

of tenses is incorrect. He mistranslates 4_uJa jl ĵc. o j Ijc. ĵ£juiaJI (jl£j

j  a j j - a a  cijj as "The house was old. It consisted of a room,

courtyard, and remains of fence" disregarding J  and j  . It appears that

he fails to comprehend the sentence in the original. He overlooks s JL and

4Jkj j  l*ji tj_ujj. He inappropriately inserts "straw" with "mat"; mistranslating
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J J - * * - J  <>̂ a J as "anc  ̂sheet iron and old woman with one eyed".

His translation of 4JUk) as "disappear of him" is grammatically incorrect

because he uses "disappear" rather than "disappearance" as well as using "him"

instead of "his". It seems that confusing verbs for nouns and object pronouns

for possessive adjectives in English are common mistake among Arab students

learning English as a foreign language. It also indicates language interference

rather than learning expeirence when such grammatical errors occur. The 

rendering of <>jkuaa vJ-jk VJ u-* 4-1 fdj as "There is no elase except a

gown" is not quite right. He uses "is" rather than "was" and disregards «-jLu

and «jkiaa. The insertion of the misspelled word "elase" [sic] is inappropriate.

Culturally, the choice of "gown" for L_ilik is less acceptable than "gallabiya"

in this context for being the common dress of the male population in Egypt. 

The translation of <̂ 11 aijklj sj-iill c^Lc.j as "the police came back

arrested of the woman to the police station" is unidiomatic. Here, he 

misunderstands the meaning of cjjk  translating it as "came back" rather than

"took". Grammatically, the sequence of the word order is wrong. He 

unidiomatically translates Wj J  j c  IkS ^ jk  V l*sj j-dl cJISj

as "The woman said that she doesn't known niether about the escaping of him 

nor the accusation of him". Here, He fails to provide an adequate grammar in 

translating the sentence. Once again he inappropriately uses "him" rather than 

"his" as well as incorrectly inserting double negation in the sentence. He 

overlooks *5j k I  and renders ajja qc. as "the escaping of him" and as

"the accusation of him" inappropriately. Abadir and Allen translate the unit 

satisfactorily, although their renderning of ^  as "Uncle" and as

"with walls almost in a state of collapse" is not quite right. Their rendering of 

as "stove" is also not quite appropriate in this context.

Alternative Translation:
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The police raided Amm Ibrahim's house in Derb al Hella. It consisted o f a 

ground floor room off a courtyard of an old house that its walls had callapsed 

or almost. There was nothing in the room except a shabby mattress, a mat, a 

hearth, a cooking pot, a teak tray and one-eyed old woman who was obviously 

his wife. When she was asked about her husband, she replied that he was at the 

ministry. She then declared that she knew nothing about his disappearance. He 

had no clothes except for a qallabiya, so they searched it and found a small 

piece of hashish. They took the woman with them to the police station. She 

said that she knew nothing about his escape, or about the theft of which he was 

being accused.

17- (jl Îxj (j£j . Jaĵ JI L-ijJa ^ic. Ail ^̂ ll (jLdal j

^C. ( j l S  <J=J . j j S ^ 1  ^  I

(j_2̂ ]l .^Liiill t— ĝk AjjAjJI ClijjUai AIlmIj jyjj (jjj ^liill

LJLjl l i l A >uU C j J l j j I  j  . $.1 j _ j  4 _ j ^ u i j  C i u i e L u A U  A jsU s  l " A*lk-all

. ̂ JaLeJI «.LdlS CiLkJj

Student: On the whole the police felt zest that they took hold o f the edge of the 

string, but they did not know that the other edge had been in Abi-keer. Yes, 

uncle Ibrahim was in Abi-keer, he was sitting comfortably on the beach turning 

his eyes amongist the sea and Yasmiana whose golden tinglet flew in the wind 

and he seemed clean shaven, his bald was hidden under a white hat the same as 

milk, his skin reflected, Yasmina clothed in a beautiful dress and her aspect had 

cleared up as a pure water.

Abadir and Allen: Generally speaking, the police were convinced they had a 

lead, but they didn't know that the other end of it was in Aboqir, the suburb of 

Alexandria. Yes, 'Uncle' Ibrahim was in Aboqir. He was sitting relaxed on the 

beach looking attemately at the sea and at Yasmina , whose golden hair was 

flying in the breeze. He had shaved, and his bald head was covered by a 

skullcap as white as milk which reflected his blooming complexion. Yasmina 

was wearing an elegant dress, and her fresh complexion gleamed like distilled 

water.
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The student's translation of the first sentence is unidiomatic. Here, he 

mistranslates ^ ^  as "on the whole", jldal as "fell zest", luiJl ejjL  as "the

edge of the string" and ja S  1 « - i a s  "the other edge". His choice o f "uncle"

for is less appropriate in this context than his previous renderings o f the title

as "Amm". He inadequately renders o-a j-kill j j j  as "turning his eyes

amongist" and 1 ^  as "tinglet". His rendering of "AjSUa cjau j j

pljj Aj _̂juU lL1uui£c.J t  ̂ fl . n as "his bald was hidden under a white hat the

same as milk, his skin reflected" is unidiomatic. Here, he literally renders

as "under" rather than "by" as well as incorrectly uses "the same as" rather 

than "as .... as". Consequently, he fails to show the simile in translating ajSUs 

i_ulaJL£ . He only translates ci j  leaving out * ljj which

indicates that he does not grasp its meaning. The translation of cjjg J  j  

jLLdl *ldl£ jLjai cjkj j  \lA UHui as " Yasmina clothed in a beautiful dress and

her aspect had cleared up as a pure water" is not quite right for the rendering of 

jlaldl 1$jjL âi dikjj as "and her aspect had cleared up as a pure water" is

unidiomatic. In general, his translation is comprehensible, but it does not quite

convey all the sense of the original. Abadir and Allen translate the unit

satisfactorily although they inappropiately add "the suburb of Alexinderia". 

Their rendering of here, as "Uncle" is not quite right. Their translation of

jSill (jjL. Iojj as "he had shaved" is erroneous. They discard 1̂ ?. and in doing so 

they fail to render the actual meaning intended from the original.

Alternative Translation:

In general, the police felt confident that they had a lead, but they were not 

aware that the other end of it was in Abuqir. Yes, Amm Ibrahim was in 

Abuqir. He was sitting at ease on the beach looking alternately at the sea and 

Yasmina, whose golden hair was flying in the breeze. He looked clean shaven 

;a skullcap as white as milk covered his bald head and his complexion reflected
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good health. Yasmina was wearing an elegant dress and her fresh complexion 

gleamed like distilled water.

( J J . i a l ,  *»ij A _jlS 6 j _ i a j  ^ C .  C- ^  t l l l a j j

Tk'll tiU U  i 4_jl±a. 4—lJ a  l.iLjc-1 4_j] (Jj  ( LŜ J I-4®

^  i i - i A j  . J j j J !  « .\ 4 1 -̂i frL-kJauull L -ia—u J l j  4 _ x iL d l ^Lo_jlu]I j  t j  t t < A. U .

J ^ l  J j l k j l  4 j l  l ^ j  .A j j &jla ( j j j l i j  V  SAuljui < a L ju j1 ~ j  j A j  ^ L S I aII * ^ J

.(_gjjuuII 4iLoC-l 4_iauuill L-iaJI ĵaLuij 4_jlj (

Student: In Uncle Ibrahim's eyes cleared up seemed a surprised and looking

forward looks, as if he was recieving the world for the first time in innocent 

childhood since he had never seen a sea before and even hadn't pass the 

Threshold of Cairo all his life, So the uproaring sea dazed him, the long coast 

and covered sky with the white clouds as the rose's clearness, and he continued 

listening to the interrupted rumbling, with a happy smile, undeparted smile on 

his face he seemed to be freed from the afflication's shackles and flying in a 

dream enjoying the sadden tunes of love that his elated deepness was tepeating.

Abadir and Allen: Ibrahim's eyes had a look of anticipation and amazment 

about them, as though he were seeing the world for the first time with all the 

innocence of childhood. He'd never seen any sea before; in fact, he'd never 

been out of Cairo all his life. So the roaring sea, the expanse of shore and the 

blue sky dotted with white clouds, all this delighted him as it wafted through 

his mind. He began listening to the intermittent roar of the sea with a happy 

smile which never left his lips. It seemed that he was rid o f the snares of 

anxiety and floating around in a kind of dream; he was obviously enjoying the 

touching melodies of love which his besotted heart was playing over and over 

again.

The student mistranslates *2^ j  L_ij2u s ^ 1  jj] t5ip  ^  as "In Uncle

Ibrahim's eyes cleared up seemed a surprised and looking forward looks". 

Here, the translation of the sentence is a word for word rendition which suffers 

not only from a poor choice of vocabulary, but also from an unfortunate
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disregard for rules of sentence structure. His translation of JjV 1̂*11 JjSiuu

ŝ-s s j-« as "as if he was recieving the world for the first time in 

innocent childhood" is not bad. He mistranslates Ua as "since" and Ail <Jj as

"and even" omitting the pronoun "he" and uses "pass" rather than "passed". 

The rendering of <— <amllj  t ^p l̂ till31

as "So the uproaring sea dazed him, the long coast and

covered sky with the white clouds as the rose's clearness" is more or less 

comprehensible. The choices of * j $j as "dazed him" and <̂ 1 jidl as "the

long coast" are not bad, but they do not quite convey the actual sense of the

original. Over all, the sentence is inappropriate because it lacks coherence and 

proper sequence of word-order. He literally translates the metaphor

^jjdl as "as the rose's clearness", but it signifies nothing. He omits "of the sea"

after "the interrupted rumbling". He incorrectly renders o jUj V as

"undeparted smile on his face". His choice of "affliction" for ^j- l̂l is wrong.

The translation of aJUc.1 <̂ 11 <. i-dl ÛuL l̂oiuu <S\j <■ ^  ^  <31^  j

^  j_Jijll as "and flying in a dream enjoying the sadden tunes of love that his

elated deepness was tepeating" is unidiomatic. Here, the rendering of Ajauill as

"sadden" and ^Aill aSUc.1 as "elated deepness was tepeating" are inappropriate.

He twice disregards 4—itj and fails to render U jjjj. His translation is

unsatisfactory because neither the sentence structure nor the punctuation is

correct. This causes discomfort to the target language reader in grasping the

actual meaning intended. Abadir and Allen translate the unit satisfactorily and 

comprehensibly except that they disregard the title of c^kjj and s-Ajci .

Their rendering of <dbdl Ait£ j as "as though he was seeing the world" is

not bad, but their choice here, of "seeing" is not as appropriate as "embracing" 

or "welcoming". They also discard jjjll and the rendering of t>j$j as

"all this delighted him as it wafted through his mind" is not right and long- 

winded.
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Alternative Translation:

It seemed that Amm Ibrahim's eyes had a look of anticipation as if he were 

embracing the world for the first time with the innocence of childhood. He had 

never seen a sea before; in fact, he had never passed the boundries of Cairo all 

his life. So he was dazzled by the roaring sea, the expanse of shore and the 

heavens covered with white clouds as pure as a rose. He continued listening to 

the intermittent roar of the sea with a happy and pleasent smile that never left 

his lips. It appeared that he had become free from the shades of anxiety and 

began floating in a dream; he was actually enjoying the moving melodies of 

love that his raptured heart was playing over and over again.

19 - AijC. t Jjjoill (jt£j

S l l d L i  ( a J j  at11 A S L a ju i I j  A j j A A j  a I L o a .  qC. 1 ^ t c .

3̂ a (J ui» 11 ..ni 4_jkljLro l̂ j3<a a$.Lakj • 1 Aluui 1 ^  i L Ĉ- (Jlii.

.L.flĵ ll j  ^  »̂jl jl j  UOA j  Aijj dilj^lj c_itjj

Student: Mr. Lutfi, the secretary, who was employed in secretryship, informed 

him once unintentionally about Abi-keer, he was aestivating in this place, 

every summer, and talking to his colleagues before departure and after i t , 

calmness and fish. So ancle Ibrahim's imagination felled with the place and he 

finally knew his way to it and came supplied with what a honeymoon might 

need of clothes, make up, presents and the whim mood's requiremnts.

Abadir and Allen: It was Mr. Lutfi in the secretarial department who had told 

him about Aboqir quite by chance. Lutfi would spend the summer at this resort 

every year, and, before he went and when he came back, he would tell his 

colleagues how beautiful and peaceful it was and what marvellous fish there 

were there. 'Uncle' Ibrahim's imagination was full of the idea of a summer 

resort, and finally he had worked out a way to get there. He had come equipped 

with clothes, make up implements, presents and things for all kinds of mood, 

such as hashish which would be needed on a honeymoon.

The student mistranslates ajjIjJ L *!L j AI <jL£ as " Mr.Lutfi, the

secretary, who was employed in secretryship". His rendering o f <_£ i
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i ■ «£Ui ^  & as "he was aestivating in this place, every summer" is

unidiomatic because "aestivating" sounds not quite appropriate in this context. 

The translation of sjj_*JI u  j  j? mil jll a£IajuiIj aIIas* qc- as

"and talking to his colleagues before departure and after it, calmness and fish," 

is really poor. Here, he incorrectly renders < -̂5  ̂ as "talking" rather than 

"telling" and using an inappropriate tense. The choice of "departure" for jLJI is 

comprehensible, but it is not quite the right equivalent. He mistranslates j  

as "and after it". He disregards a I U *  j c .  and renders a £ L » J j  a j j ^ a j  as 

"calmness and fish". He mistranslates ĵaIjjI ^  JUi as "So ancle

Ibrahim's imagination felled with the place". He inappropriately renders ^  as 

"ancle"(sic) and "felled with the place" for Uû -a-dL... Stioli is unidiomatic. 

The rendering of <»jl j-1 j  Uaa j  aJj j  CjI j  lJjj qa JjuuJI Â .liau Uj bj ja o^U.j 

as "and came supplied with what a honeymoon might need of

clothes, make up, presents and the whim mood's requirements" is more or

less comprehensible, although the insertion of "what a honeymoon might need"

after "with" hinders to some extent the flow of a good word order in English. 

The rendering of j  1̂ j*ll  ̂j lj lj  as "and the whim mood's requirements" is

not quite right in this context. In general, the translation is unsatisfactory

because it suffers incorrect sentence structure and improper puntuation which

in itself cause discomfort to the reader in comprehending the source language

message. Abadir and Allen provide a comprehensible translation in spite of 

their disregard of ^aII, their rendering of as "uncle" and their use of

"implements" for cJ jJ  is unsatisfactory as well as their inappropriate insertion

of "such as hashish" in the last sentence. "Toileteries" would be better 

alternative translation for the expression aljll cJjJ .

Alternative Translation:

It was Mr. Lutfi, the official in the secretariat Office who had told him 

unintentionally about Abuqir. Lutfi would spend his summer holiday at that
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resort every year, and before travelling and after his return, he would tell his 

friends about the beauty, the tranquilty of that resort and its abundance of fish. 

The resort caught Amm Ibrahim's imagination. Eventually, he found out how to 

get there and came equipped with the clothes, toiletries, presents and luxuries 

that he needed for a honeymoon.

2 0  -  • Aj ILluS C u l£ J

? J t i l l  (jjl — 

i (Jtaa —

.. jLic-Vl (j-« tjl —

: ' j  JA ^ll j j J a  Si j  j L  f'W ai

! . .  A-aAli Li! —

.. al mj Aill — 

(Jjiij f jA J  plg-h 4 ^  >V"\ ujSLauJaj

. .  d u d  j  ( j j i  o .Ia .Ij ( £ i j \  V] (JjujI —

til̂ jJj ĵjll eiLuuill ( SiLtJuill ^lc 1 ĵl£ AjfUj t Al_jAi Loĵ ) . 1 m“i<a tilau-iaj

.aLI j  ^  £  ojjc. Qa J&l

Student: She was frankly up to resentment that asked him once:

Where did you get this from? and he said laughing:

I am of the nobility..

.and she said doubtly as her cheeks became stained with blood because of the 

wine.

I know...

May god forgive you. and then she laughed foolishly and said:

You have only four teeth, one up and three down., and he laughed graciously, 

maybe grief.... around him ,but he was determined upon happiness - he 

determined to be happy. Happiness which he knew more than others how it was 

vanished.

Abadir and Allen: She was very blatant about it amost to the point of being a 

nuisance. "Where do you get the money?" she asked him once.

."I'm a local dignitary!..." he replied with a laugh. The wine could be seen in 

the coloring of her face. "I understand...." she said suspiciously.
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"God forgive you...!" "You 've only got four teeth," she said laughing simply. 

"One on top and three below...."

He laughed indulgently. Sometimes he felt worried, but he was determined to 

be happy; and he knew more than anyone how fleeting that happiness could 

be.

The student's trasnslation of oa. j  as "She was frankly up

to resentment that asked him once" is unidiomatic. Here, he renders â jj^  as

"frankly" using an adverb rather than an adjective and the choice of 

"resentment" for * 1^1 is wrong. He inappropriately combines oj* A l̂Li with

the first sentence omiting the pronoun "she". He translates the question as a

direct question rather than an indirect question using a wrong tense as well as 

rendering jj-iill as "this" rather than "money". The use of "this" makes an

incorrect and ambigouos choice as a reference to ĵSill in this context. The

choice of "nobilty" for Juc^\ is not quite right. The rendering of

as "and she said doubtly as her cheeks became stained

with blood because of the wine" is unidiomatic. He uses "doubtly" for J-t

rather than "doubtfully". He misunderstands the meaning of c ja .tr a n s la t in g

it as "became stained with blood". The insertion of "and" at the beginning of

the sentence, the use of "because of" and the definite article before "wine" are 

inappropriate. His translation of j  Jba j  as "one up and three down"

is also unidiomatic. The choice of "graciously" in this context is not an 

appropriate equivalent for >/u because it has a religious connotation. He 

literally translates aIj *. Ujj as "Maybe grief around him". He overlooks 

fL* and therefore fails to grasp the sense of the metaphor which shows j-£ as

something that floats. It appears that he is confused between using a noun or an 

adjective in translating . Consequently, he renders Jc. <jl£

sjU  twice as "but he was determined upon happiness" and "he determined to

be happy". His former rendering conveys the meaning more clearly than the 

latter in which he disregards a_S1j  and omits "was" in the passive mood. The
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translation of A_Ijl j  »jj-& <>• J& l s^ U  as "Happiness which he

knew more than others how it was vanished" is not quite right. Here, he 

man tains the structure of the original sentence, mistranslates as "others"

and inappropriately renders aJjI j  as "vanished". Abadir and Allen provide a

satisfactory translation, although they paraphrase j  as "The

wine could be seen in the coloring of her face" rather than translating it 

literally. They use "face" for 1 $/n>j rather than "cheeks" and omit "May" in

"God forgive you" for aIII .

Alternative Translation:

She was painfully frank. "Where do you get the money from?" she asked him 

once. "I am a dignitary" he answered with a laugh.

The wine had turned her cheeks red. "I see" she said suspiciously.

"May God forgive you". Then she gave a stupid laugh saying:

"You have only got four teeth, one on top and three below.." He laughed 

indulgently. But with an air of annoyance havoring aroud him; yet he was 

determined to be happy. He knew more than anyone how short-lived and 

fleeting that happiness was .

2 1 -  L -ila  ( j^a jijL a  i_fl. Cj£.l_3k. ( J j l  ^ l c -  Aj j j j  (Jj I j l

. . I j SM (̂ -11 j  o j l» uill . c-liuAI ŷuujj

<■ a ^ _ aJa l AljuJI (JIAj II A io ( j lS  Lo j j j  . e^jLauui (Jx Jo li A ^ I I aII

4 j < 4  aU«r- Ĵ| lc.^jjubo l i ja. Aul3 AaLui . ̂ jSLuuall e^uiLmuj j Lulajjo Aj ^)Ij ^)£jlu]Ij

. Aĵ â a. J ]  Lg-IA (JluU

Student: At the beginings of June appeared on the coast the first family they

came early for summering. So uncle Ibrahim's heart depressed and he felt his 

saddness approaching as death, happiness would expire soon and forever and 

that made him more determined on the available happiness, so he light his 

cigrattes frequently, and then he slept out of it to his room.
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Abadir and Allen: At the beginning of June, the first family which had come 

for an early summer holiday appeared on the beach. 'Uncle' Ibrahim's heart 

leapt and he felt that adversity was approaching like fate; soon his happiness 

would vanish, and for ever. This made him even more determined to enjoy the 

happiness he had been given and so he started chain-smoking hashish. One day, 

he was at the grocer's and spotted Mr. Lutfi, the civil servant in the secretarial 

department, at the end of the street with a real estate agent. 'Uncle' Ibrahim 

panicked , dashed over to a side alley and then slunk away back to his room.

The student's translation of the first sentence is not quite right. He incorrectly 

renders i * nXiU as "summering" coining a new word from "summer", and

inappropriately adds "they" after "family". Both the word order and the 

sentence structrue are inadequate. The translation of j  ĵaI jj] ^  cJS li

c-lLill j as "So uncle Ibrahim's heart depressed and he felt his saddness

approaching as death" is unsatisfactory. Here, the choices of "uncle" for ^  ,

"depressed" for and "his saddness" for eliill are incorrect. His "Uncle

Ibrahim's heart depressed" without using "became" or "was" before "depressed" 

is unidiomatic. His translation of j-jVi (j-llj LyjS as "happinness

would expire soon and forever" is not right. The choices of "expire", here, for 

J  j l .jui and "soon" for IjjjS are wrong. The rendering of l&Ui * as

"so he light his cigattes frequently" is mistaken. Neither the tense nor the 

choice of "frequently" for Ulu is right. He does not translate JUJ1 ^  Ljjj

. Ŝ ujLojui (jA L̂ulajoi A '•<- <■ AiuJI and

JJ l& j**» l i j i  4j!S Jaiui. The translation of l*ia JLu as" he slept

out of it" is incorrect. The translation in general is not bad, although it lacks 

proper punctuation, correct sentence structure and choice of appropriate tense 

in English. Abadir and Allen's translation is problematic in a number of ways. 

First, even though they render the unit comprehensibly conveying more or less 

the intended message of the original, their translation of ĵaI <-dS

incorrectly as "Uncle Ibrahim's heart leapt" rendered the second sentence both
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ambigous and incomprhensible. Second, their version "i.e.,Uncle Ibrahim's 

heart leapt" is in fact a translation of L*ja ĵaI jjI jLLj , exactly the

opposite of what is originally intended. Their rendering of j & a  j«Jlj

as "he felt that adversity was approching like fate" though comprhensible, does

not in fact convey the sense of invetability and imminence inherent in the

original and so crucial to the over all meaning. Third, they unnecessarily insert 

"hashish" in translating t&Lp » as "and so he started chain-smoking

hashish". This inappropraite insertion neither improves the translation nor 

enhances the general sense. Furthermore, as usual, they render ^  as "uncle" 

which is not quite appropriate in this context. The use of "with" for is

not as accurate as "in the company of".

Alternative Translation:

At the beginning of June, the first family that had come for an early summer 

holiday appeared on the sea-shore. Amm Ibrahim's heart sank and he sensed the 

fate- like encroaching of misery. Shortly his happiness would end and forever. 

This made him more determined to enjoy the existing happiness and so he lit 

his cigarettes one after the other. And one day, while at the grocer's, he 

glimpsed at the end of the road Mr. Lutfi, the secretariat employee, in the 

company of a house agent.. Amm Ibrabim felt frightened , hurried to a side lane 

and slipped away to his room.

22 -

iALIa] . S^)£La 1 J 'J r - l^ )3 j  • ?  J  (JfrLuiJ . I a I^)9 Ia ^ a J  la llts  <■  ̂ lljll A le

(J jlll  ^  i h A j  >(j i l  j i l l  ^ I c .  \ g lit >  La A le  4_m c. ^ a  _jU a
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. ? lg -a l q a  . .  (j-o A L a a J I  A_jilll 1 g jA j l "

Student: after that he found that he is alone in his room he began counting what 

remains of the money with him and then he hugged thim tight when suddenly
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he heared a movement near the door he turned around and saw her coming, he 

wondered if she saw him , yet read in her eyes a cunning look for that when he 

layed beside her on the bed, he couldn't sleep, he passed a concerned and a 

sleepless night, heard a pitiful sound from his inmost soul saying "give her the 

money and set her free." he replied: There still some more days for me , the 

pitiful voice said again give her the money and set her free" the pretty small girl 

strayed from her father ... from her mother?.

Abadir and Allen: He found himself alone in his room. He began counting the 

money he had left and then wrapped it around his chest. He heard a movement 

at the door. He turned around and saw her coming towards him. He asked 

himself whether she had seen him and read a cunning look in her eyes. For that 

reason, he could not get to sleep when he threw himself down beside her in 

bed. He spent the night wide awake thinking. From deep down inside him, he 

heard a tender voice telling him to give her the money and set her free. I've still 

got some time left, he said, to which the voice replied that he should give her 

the money and let her go. The lovely, homeless little girl! Who had her father 

been... and her mother ?.

The translation of Jjj* L*il ^  aj_kll j-* ^  L a*j jk  bjii® a*.j j

a ja^  as "after that he found that he is alone in his room he began counting what

remains of the money with him and then he hugged thim tight" is

comprehensible, although the sequence of tenses and the use of conjunctions

such as "After that" and "and Then" as well as punctuation are incorrect. The 

rendeing of * J ^  as "and then he hugged thim tight" is not quite

appropriate. Here, he uses "them" rather than "it" and unnecessarily adds

"tight". The insertion of "when suddenly" is inappropriate, using "near" rather 

than "at" in translating aj&. His translation of the rhetorical question <j j j

j  <Ja as "he wondered if she saw him" is grammatically wrong using the past

simple rather than the pluperfect. The rendering of <Jj3j 1 ^  Ujia. j

:4_1 as "heard a pitiful sound from his inmost soul saying" is unidiomatic. Here,

he omits the subject of the sentence "he" and mistranslates bjia* Lsj ^  as "a
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pitiful sound" and aSUcI ^ .a s  "inmost soul". The choice of "saying" for <1 <JjL 

is not as adequate as "telling", disregarding He unidiomatiocally renders ^  

f l j  ^  J j j  as "There still some more days for me". Here, he uses "there" and

"more", translating the sentence grammatically and semantically wrong. He 

misunderstands the soliloquy in the unit translating the second phrase Jtfa as

"the pitiful voice said again". He incorrectly renders UjJ

qa .. as "the pretty small girl strayed from her father... from her mother?".

He mistranslates as "strayed" and misunderstands the meaning of c>

translating it as "from" rather than "who". Thus he translates it as a statement

rather than a question. It also appears that he had read incorrectly inflecting

the first consonant with a kasra diacritic rather than fa tha, thereby, conveying

the wrong message. Abadir and Allen provide a satisfactory rendering, 

although they paraphrase ajLc. <> jlL as "he could not get to sleep" rather

than translating it literally. Their rendering of Ji& J as "he threw himself down"

and <jJ ^  as "wide awake" are not appropriate equivalents. The rendering of

the rhetorical question o -8 • • ^ J  0 -8 •Jj-Ldl AJildl as'The lovely,

homeless little girl! Who had her father been... and her mother?" is ncorrect. 

The insertion of "little" before "girl" is unnecessary in this context.

Alternative Translation:

Then he found himself alone in his room, and began counting the money that 

was left, then wrapped it about his chest. He heard a movement at the door, he 

turned around and saw her coming towards him. He wondered whether she had 

seen him and sensed a sly look in her eyes. So sleep deserted his eyes when he 

lay down beside her in bed. He spent the night in a state of sleeplessness and 

thought. Deep down inside him, he heard a soft voice telling him to give her 

the money and set her free. I have still got some time left, he said . It repeated 

give her the money and let her go. Who was the father of this beautiful, 

homeless girl! , and Who was her mother?
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Student: She fell on his hand and bite him till he moaned and pushed her cruely 

it was the first unkind act that he did to her ,he jumped to the and lighted the 

room, first he looked at his bloody hand and said: Young and you have all this 

badness within you. She glanced at him for a while with a disgraceful look and 

then she gave him the back, he wondered:How do you seek for stealing your 

money?She stewed up her face reveal her anger and annoy, yet she didn't speak 

then he said again:I don't care for more than what I've got. after that he laughed

bitterly and said:May god In the morning he gave her what has left over of

money with him- he gave her the money which was left over with him, packed 

up her laggage and took her to the station.

Abadir and Allen: She pounced on his hand and bit it viciously till he yelled 

and pushed her away forcefully. It was the first harsh gesture he had ever made 

towards her. He leapt for the light and put it on. He looked first at his wrist 

which was splattered with blood. "How can a little girl like you be so 

wicked!?" he asked. For a moment she looked ashamed and then turned her 

back on him."How could you try to steal your own money?" She frowned 

furiously but did not say a word. "I didn't want any more than I had...." he 

resumed, and then with a bitter laugh "God forgive you!" Next morning, he 

gave her most of the money that was left, packed up her things and took her to 

the station.
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mistranslates iSl& as "left over" rather than "left". Abadir and Allen translate 

the unit comprehensibly, although their choices of "pounced" for Cj_>a and 

"little" for i are not as adequate as "dived" and "young" in this context. 

Their rendering of i3^aj jj®. <j_e tii î SuUn as "She frowned furiously"

does not convey all the sense intended in the original sentence because they 

fail to translate and The choice of "furiously" does not represent

the meaning of <3^j  <3  ̂ . They also mistranslate the meaning of s ja

as "she looked ashamed" rather than the intended "she gave him a

sineering look". Moreover, they unwittingly overlook with the result that

there is no idication who of the charcters some of the dilougue could be traced 

to. The translation of -dll as "God forgive you" is quite right

except that they omit "May"..

Alternative Translation:

She dived on his hand and bit it viciously till he screamed and pushed her 

away forcefully. It was the first crual gesture he had ever made towards her. 

He leapt for the switch and put the light on. He looked first at his wrist stained 

with blood. "How can you be so young and so wicked" he exclaimed. She 

gave him a sneering look for a moment then turned her back on him. "How are 

you so intent on stealing your own money?" he asked. She gave a quick frown 

revealing anger and fury, but did not speak. Then he said "I have no interest 

in more than I have got" and said with a bitter laugh "May God forgive you". 

In the morning, he gave her most of the money that he had left with him, 

packed up her luggaage and took her to the station.

24- ~ I Jj&lj . Î jjj (JLaJI

■ ̂  ^1 ^ ^ L « l  4_uili (jj^

(jLaj V" Ajj ^ l i j  . laulj IjujLj  . jlAaJI jau Lilj-a (jula.

. ! \ a a  (iLjjJajjl iJS U Vj ^  h®
" .? 1.1A .. 4_ljta (j_û Ldl (JJJ lilj !? 11a .. (jjl
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Student: after that Abi-keer desolated and the state changed and the people 

came in succession, he removed to Alexandria and roved carelessly, once he 

found himself in front of Abi Al-Aabas mosque, he prayed two kneels greetings 

to the mosque and sat down facing the wall, he was suffering from a great 

saddness and terrible desperation and commune with god whispering " You 

don't agree on what had happened to me every where , young, beautiful and 

mischievous , do you agree on that?" and my sons where are they? do you agree 

on that?! and fell even among millions of people deadly loneliness do you 

agree on this? and he weeped bitterly.

Abadir and Allen: From then on, Abuqir seemed bleak. Things changed slowly 

and the summer holiday-makers came up in throngs. He moved to Alexandria 

where he could wander unconcerned on his own. Once he found himself in 

front of the Abul-Abbas mosque and went in. He prayed two prayers as a 

salute to the mosque and then sat with his face turned towards the wall. He was 

feeling desperately sad and despondent. He prayed to his Lord in a whisper: 

"You can't be happy with what has happened to me or with what is happening 

everywhere. A girl so small, lovely and evil; does that please you? Where are 

my children? Does that please you? The world is after me merely because I 

love you; does that please you? Among millions of people, I feel so alone, it 

almost kills me; does that please you?" He burst into tears.

The student's translation of jLISjj  I^jj JUJI jJuj . jjS jj! cj jaal as

"After that Abi-keer desolated and the state changed and the people came in 

succession" is not quite appropriate. Here, he incorrectly renders Cjj_aai as

"desolated", J l a J I  as "the state", as "the people" as well as disregarding

The sentence is also incoherent because he inappropriately combines the

first two sentences together. He makes a mistake in translating Jiul as

"removed" rather than "moved". He overlooks and mistranslates j

as "two kneels greetings to the mosque". The translation of

<-ij as "and commune with god whispering" is not quite right. The
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rendering of 4 b,a>j  (_)£ ^  L ^ j ^  1-® ^j>̂ jj u^jY'

Sjjj_uij <Jjli S.1^jj ĵ-Jĵ Lall (joj Ijlj ja-jjlJ ? lift tiljjJajjl .. ?̂ A (jjl ?I1a liLuijjl

?I1a «iLuijji as "You don't agree on what had happened to me every where ,

young, beautiful and mischievous, do you agree on that ?" and my sons where

are they ? do you agree on that? and fell even among millions of people deadly

loneliness do you agree on this?" is completely hopeless. Here, he neither

grasps the sense of the original nor provides a satisfactory rendition. The

translation suffers from a poor choice of vocabulary, grammar, and 

punctuation. He also incorrectly renders II <_g-i j  as "and he weeped

bitterly". Abadir and Allen translate the unit comprehensibly, although their 

rendering of s a s  "small" is not quite appropriate. The translation o f 1̂1*11 j  

viLuiajj J-$i liLiJ VI 1 V ^ j LLj as "The world is after me merely

because I love you; does that please you?" is correct, but unfortunately it has 

been omitted in the 1988 edition. It seems that the above line only exists in 

the first edition of Dunya Allah  in 1963.

Alternative Translation:

From this time on Abuqir became lifeless. Circumastances Gradually changed 

and the summer holiday - makers started streaming in. He went to Alexandira 

to wander aimlessly about unconcerned. Once he found himself in front of 

Abul-Abbas mosque and went in. He prayed two prayers as a salute to the 

mosque then sat down facing the opposite wall. He was in a in the grip of an 

overwhelming sadness and utter dispair. He put up a private prayer to his Lord : 

"You can't be happy with what has happened to me or with what is happening 

everywhere. A girl so young, beautiful and wicked; does that please You? 

Where are my children. Does that please You? The world is after me merely 

because I love you; does that please you? Among millions o f people, I 

experience deadly loneliness, does that please You?" Then he burst into tears.
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2 5 -  J-3 ftjl j ]  L-jJoA^Ia CiiilLa " _̂c " ^ jLJj c l i a L a A i  £xLaJI ^je .Ijujj Oi.1 L dj

f^ lc-  jjJsaiS . LftluUAiix L_fl3jj3 a 4 jl »j U < ^  l-AjuUj ^ )ila  < ia  »*>«"'j

• j Aj  4_u£i<a

• .  aIII • • i^lic. lj =̂  LiLutjl —

: J l a  j a i a  U 1  jluI aoa 4_aLaI A2^jujj jA  j  ' '■ ^  j  L a lj

?! d u l j  4 l*sll t i l i j  ^ J j  d l* a^  I jL a  ^  (Jj Sj  ~

.. -Oil -

Student: as he was moving away from the mosque a voice calling "Ancle 

Ibrahim" unawares him so he surprisingly turned around and saw a tyrant 

drawing close towards him in triumph and revenge he realized from his 

appearance that he is a detective he stopped sourendingly, he grasped his 

shoulders saying: You tired us looking for you may god tire you.and when he 

found as he was leading him that he was surronded red eyed he said: Can you 

tell me what drove you to such a thing when you are in this age.

God..

The word came out as a sigh.

Abadir and Allen: As he was leaving the mosque, a voice startled him. "Uncle1 

Ibrahim!" it shouted. He turned round in astonishment without any will to 

resist, an saw a huge man coming towards him with a look o f triuphant 

satisfaction on his face. From his appearance, he realized that he was a 

detective. He stayed where he was in resignation. The man grabbed him by the 

shoulder. "You've worn us all out lookiug for you, damn you...." The detective 

noticed that 'Uncle' Ibrahim had resigned himself to his fate as he was leading 

him along and looked red about the eyes. "Can you tell me what made you do 

all that at your age?!" he asked.

"God . . . . "  he muttered with a smile, and then raised his finger up to the sky. 

The word escaped from him like a sigh . .  .

The student's translation is more or less comprehensible, although his choice of 

"Ancle" (sic) as usual, for ^  is incorrect. His translation of as

"unawares him" is also wrong. The sequence of the tenses in "he realized from
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his appeareace that he is a detective" is inappropriate because he uses "is" 

rather than "was". He incorrectly renders m./mnas "sourendingly" (sic) rather

than "gave up" inventing an incorrect adverb adding "ly" to the misspelled

word. It appears that generlisation in this context is owing to learning 

experience rather than language interference. He literally renders 1 Vnaul

..d-uuj -Ull .. as "You tired us looking for you may god tire you". It is more

or less comprehensible, although it sounds an unidiomatic English sentence. 

He misreads ^ j  Ld j  translating it literally as "and when he found" rather than

"when the detective saw that ..." omiting "him", mistranslating \ a \ .aim* as

"surronded" and disregarding -uU . In general, his translation of "he was

surronded red eyed" does not actually convey the meaning of uAj*1' j ***

His choice of "drove you" for is not bad, but not as appropriate as "made

you". He omits the question mark and translates Jla in this context as "said"

rather than "asked". Abadir and Allen translate the unit somewhat 

unsatisfactorily. Their rendering of ^  as "As he was leaving

the mosque" is a misunderstanding of • They mistranslate cjj *^ aUli

> jaI jj] c?jMj as "a voice startled him, "Uncle Ibrahim" it shouted". They 

mistranslate sj! J  ^  as "without any will to resist" and aIII as "damn you".

They unnecessarily insert "to his fate" after "resigned himself". The rendering 

of ill lilt as "do all that" rather than "do this" is not quite right. The translation

of fJtMj j-aj a »n ĵ t ôa!jj! ^  as "he muttered with a smile,

and then raised his finger up to the sky" is also being omitted in 1988 edition , 

but exists in the first published in 1963 .

Alternative Translation:

As he began walking away from the mosque, he heard a voice calling "Amm 

Ibrahim". He turned around unvoluntarly in surprise and saw a big man 

approaching him in triumph and satisfaction. From his appearance , he knew
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that he was a detective. So he stopped and gave up. The man seized him by 

both shoulders saying:

"You have given us a lot of trouble looking for you, I hope God gives you a lot 

of trouble". When the detective noticed that Amm Ibrahim was walking 

unprotestingly in front of him with red eyes, he asked "Can you tell me what 

made you do this, at your age?" He muttered with a smile, and then raised his 

finger up to the sky,

"God...."

The word came out as a sigh.

The translation of the fifth short story by this student-learner might cause some 

discomfort to the target language reader in view of the problematic rendering 

of several source text units. It is evident from the above analysis that most of 

the problems and difficulties associated with the rendering of these units relate 

in one way or another to either his limited experience in the TL, or his 

misunderstanding of the original text. Most of these problems are a 

consequence of the student falling back on word for word rendition, a strategy 

that inevitably resulted in an inappropriate choice of lexicon, on the one hand, 

and in producing a target language text that often verges on mistranslation, on 

the other. Our Analysis reveals, in particular, the student's somewhat deficient 

understanding and grasp of the mechanics of TL sentence structure and 

morphological organisation, manifested most clearly in a recurrent use of 

improper tense, incorrect word order and deployment of articles and 

prepositions, deficient sentence structure, and the confusion o f the various 

morphological categories (e.g., his tendency to interpret verbs as nouns and 

vice versa, adjectives as adverbs and vice versa; see comments on units 1, 3, 

5, 7, 8 ,20 and 24 for a detailed discussion and exemplification of the various 

problems connected with sentence and morphology structure). The 

mistranslation of some units or parts of them can be attributed to a crucial
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element of the general process of translation, namely, comprehension and 

appreciation of the SL text. This failure to appreciate and consequently provide 

a meaningful rendition of the SL text can in fact be seen as both a consequence 

as well as a cause for his constant reliance on word for word rendition (see 

units 8, 11, 12, 15 and 24 for relevant commentary). Further , his 

unidiomatic translation for most of the units betrays the limited vocabulary 

knowledge he possesses in the TL (See units 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 13 and 18 for clear 

exemplification of how the limited knowledge of TL vocabulary has 

contributed to the provisoion of inadequate equivalent words and phrase in his 

transaltion). Despite all thes problems, which have often caused the lack of 

coherence and clarity in the student's transalation of some of the SL text units, 

he, nevertheless, managed to translate some other units in a more satisfactory 

and comprehensible manner.



Chapter Five 

Literary Translation and Related cultural Problems:

Translation is a process whereby a certain message is conveyed from 

its original environment into a new and often alien one. The 

translation affects the content, the form, as well as the extralinguistic 

background of the message, while simultaneously striving to preserve 

as much as possible of the original meaning. That the translation 

affects the extralinguistics background of the original message and 

consequently the content and form of the SL text is inevitable in view 

of the strong embeddedness of language within the wider socio

cultural context it operates within. Enkvist et al (1967, 68) clearly 

express the closely intimate interaction of language with its 

soiolinguistic milieu:

Language events do not take place in isolation from 
other events; rather they operate within a wider 
framework of human activity. Any piece of language 
is therefore part of a situation, and so has a content, a 
relationship with a situation Indeed it is this relationship 
between the substance and form of a piece of language 
on the one hand and the extralinguistic circumstances in 
which it occurs on the other, which gives what is normally 
called 'meaning' to utterances.!

A translation differs from the original in its form. The SL content,
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however, needs to be preserved as much as possible notwithstanding 

the fact that it will necessarily have to adapt to a new literary form, 

viz. that of the TL. The strain inherent in reconciling between the form 

and content can be best illustrated by selecting passages which 

incorporate culture-bound expressions. Consider, for instance, the 

following citations selected from some of the short stories.

1- All

p.141.

In Davies (1991) the above expression was rendered as "to commit 

myself to God's care". While this translation is a comprehensible 

rendition of the original, it nevertheless falls short of a rendition that 

comprehensively incorporates the cultural element so crucial to the 

use of this phrase. Missing from Davies's rendition, in particular, is 

the religious sense of resignation generally associated with this 

expression. The expression in question is used by those who are so 

totally bereft of a way out of a desperate situation and as a result fall 

back on absolute resignation to God in search of deliverance from 

their misery.

2 dlip L 81 £5-?̂  (jl

p.141.

2- as "I ' d  like someday to come and find you'd done your religious 

duty by getting married". The Ditch p.50.

In Davies (Ibid.) the rendition of the above metaphor is on the whole 

somewhat comprehensible. It is a habit of speech among friends to say
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<ilip <—L-sxj which is a friendly manner of goading on an addressee

to "get married". The connection here between marriage and religion 

would sound unfamiliar within a western society. It is nevertheless a 

fundamental component and feature of an Islamic culture where 

marriage is strongly recommended and encouraged with a view to 

establishing a legal bond between man and woman ,on the one hand, 

and originate a family, on the other. The translation of JhJl 

tilip as "find you'd done your religious duty" is obscure without 

Davies's extra phrase "by getting married". This extra phrase is in fact 

crucial to overcoming the difficulty in conveying this culture-specific 

component to the TL reader and allowing him thereby a full grasp of 

the meaning of the entire expression. Still missing from Davies's 

translation, however, is a sense of the real cultural element inherent in 

the SL phrase. From the perspective of Islam, marriage is the other 

half of religion, and a Muslim would therefore have had fulfilled his 

full religious duties only by entering into a marriage. The Arabic 

expression in question would therefore be better translated thus:

"I would love to someday come and find you had completed your 

other half of your religion by getting married".

3- <111 p. 123. translated as "God rest his soul" (Ibid.)p2.

4- All! p. 127. translated as "God be with you" (Ibid.) p.7.

5- <dli j U f u .  L  ! "Zaabalawi! God be praised "

(Ibid.)p.6.

5- 6- <111 as "God forgive you ...!"

God's World . p. 14.
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In Davies (1991) the citations 3 and 4 seem somewhat suitable, but 

somewhat awkward as a result of his omission of the model "May" in 

"God rest his soul" and "God be with you". The rendering of both 

religious collocations is a word for word rendition that falls short of 

providing the actual significance of the two quite unfamiliar concepts 

to the TL reader. Vagueness does not usually originate in the SL text, 

but often stems from the way religious concepts are rendered, calls in 

thereby a blurred image or vague idea of what is being expressed. 

This, in fact, would lead to an inadequate comprehension of the 

intended message. Moreover, <dl' originates in the Koran. It 

has been continually used over the centuries, so much that its 

constituent parts have almost fused into a single concept. It is a 

ubiquitous collocation deeply rooted in culture. Whenever the first 

word is uttered, the term "Allah" inevitably follows. A

translation of it as "God be praised" sounds contrived if not artificial. 

All in all, translating expressions and in particular, religious concepts 

that are moulded in culture pose considerable difficulties for 

translators, specially with regard to conveying the sense, overtone and 

rhythm of the SL metaphor or collocation to the TL audience. It 

would be better to render it as "Zaabalawi! good Lord!".

The rendering by Abadir and Allen (1973 ) of <11! as "God 

forgive you" is comprehensible, though omitting "May" before "God" 

is not quite desirable in this context. This expression is heavily- 

invested with a religious meaning and particularly with the notion that 

Islam is a tolerant and humane religion and that forgiveness is the 

exclusive prerogative of God. The above expression has become a
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common habit of speech in the Arab culture when a person becomes 

abusive and ungrateful to another, the latter who can retaliate, but 

wise enough and in control of himself will say "Allah yusaamihak". 

There is no equivalent expression for this religious collocation in the 

TL. The rendering of such an expression, though comprehensible, still 

falls short of capturing and projecting the real tone embedded in the 

SL utterance.

5:1 Aspects of cultural differences:

1- Belief:

Religion is a major component of most, if not all cultures. Cultures 

,however, differ quite substantially in the manner and extent religious 

belief(s) pervade , influence and condition their various aspects. 

Consider, in this respect the difference between the Arab and Western 

societies, where Islam and Christianity are the respective religions. 

Though each of these societies has long since it embraced a religion, 

the role that such a religion has come over the centuries to shape 

culture in its various aspects is significantly different in the two cases. 

In the case of the Arab society, Islam has come to pervade culture in 

such a way that just about every aspect of it is in one way or another 

related to , based on, or derived from it. Social interactions, attitudes, 

and perceptions and even modes and types of speech are influenced 

and deeply rooted (see later for exemplification and commentary 

bearing on this point. In contrast, especially on the level of speech
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production, Christianity seems to have a less conspicuous and 

significance influence on the speech modes of the average person 

within Western society.

Reading a text translated from Arabic, with religious connotations, the 

average English reader, with little knowledge about the theology and 

practice of Islam, would consequently meet with conceptual novelties 

which may have on him an impact totally different from the one 

produced by the original text on its audience. One of the outstanding 

features of Arabic prose, and of fiction in particular, is the frequent 

incidence of terms and expressions with religious meanings and 

implications. Names of the deity, and particularly the word "Allah" 

(God) occurs in many different contexts, not only in prayers, 

invocations and oaths, where they are expected, but also in instances 

where they do not appear to have a precise and evident function. This 

habit of speech has no parallel in modem English with the consequent 

likelihood of the English reader and ending up with a conception that 

is entirely different from that conveyed by the term in its original use. 

Consider in this respect the following sample of expressions from the 

works under study illustrating this habit of speech and showing either 

its alien character or its vagueness in translation.

as "God rest his soul" Zaabalawi. p. 2.

£ U j  ! f i L a t  b  j S & - P J

as "Zaabalawi! Good heavens, what a time ago that was"
Ibid. p. 3.
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j * vj aa v t* in <ui j  ?<iib
as "Can you believe it, for heaven’s sake?" "By the one and only god, I 
swear". God’s World p.8.

f j A l j j )  p .  b  <111 j u A l j j l  b  ( 1 a j £ j  <111

"God be good to you, 'uncle' Ibrahim may He comfort you, 'Uncle' 
Ibrahim..." Ibid. pp. 10-11.

2- Verbal Behaviour:

Language is a social norm and therefore a quintessential part of 

social behaviour. Consequently a proper understanding of its function 

and use necessitates a serious grasp of the various social and cultural 

ingredients constituting the broad context within which language 

utterances are deeply and inevitably embedded.

Most notable of these ingredients are the nature of addresser and 

addressee (differences of personal status, social relation, degree of 

intimacy), the nature of the specific situation within its cultural milieu, 

and the components of physical and cultural environment. One of the 

prominent features of Arabic fiction most usually confronting the 

reader is the surplus of acclamation and formulaic oververbalisations 

employed during the course of the daily life of the people. For 

example, Phatic communion, expressions of good will, resignation to 

God, self ingratiation and other forms of social graces can be arranged 

according to their social function. It is imperative that the translator 

realise the real and subtle social function of an utterance prior to any
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attempt at rendering it into the TL. Greetings such as ‘ 

and jpJl ^  have their equivalents in English. However, 

an utterance such as which

has a religious dimension, can be translated literally as "Peace be upon 

you". Nevertheless, its rendering sounds somewhat unidiomatic 

because such translation does not provide the actual sense of the 

utterance. Therefore, the translator may opt for "Hello", "Good 

morning", "Good afternoon", or "Good evening" according to its 

context to provide a much more approximate rendering for the 

utterance to TL reader.

Honorific expressions like: 

i t t ojIxjlu i ŝ Ljjlu t jijjuil and

are frequently used in Arabic fiction. They are polite mode of address 

reflecting social relationships and highlighting differences between 

addresser and addressee. These forms of address are expressions of 

courtesy and praise and tend to elevate and acknowledge the status of 

the person addressed, whereas in English "mister" or "sir" have an 

almost neutral honorific value.

Translating such Arabic expressions into English as closely as 

possible seems to produce an unnatural effect because that mode of 

address deviates from the expectations of the English reader in that 

particular context. In many instances, the form of address is followed 

by a phrase seemingly expressing praise and good will but whose real 

social aim is ingratiation. Consider in this connection the following 

(from the fifth short story):
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jLLuiSM (S jUVI ĵ >i6 SjU<ui

jjAaI) ALuall

The above examples show how forms of address and formulaic 

expressions are chaotically connected and how they raise difficulties 

in translation. Relying on word for word rendition would often result 

in either a meaningless or an undesirably verbose TL text.

3- Proper Names:

Proper names are fine indicators of cultural attitudes. They mirror the 

common values and perceptions at a given period and respond to new 

fashions. It is an instituted fact that the most shared names in Arabic is 

"Mohammed", and "Mustafa" as well as many variations of the 

compound name Addullah, Abdulrahman etc., which all have in one 

way or another a religious significance.

Proper names in stable societies usually remain unchanged over a long 

period of time. However, when a society enters a new phase, fashions 

in proper names also tend to change. This seems more true in the case 

of Arab societies,which generally are more conventional and 

traditional, than in their western counterparts. Moreover, Arabic 

proper names have their social scope. Furthermore, urban 

communities react more quickly to new changes and developments 

than rural ones. This fact is often used in Arabic fiction with view to 

defining either the social origin or the class of the character(s), but,
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owing to the cultural divergences obtaining between the Arab culture 

and otherwise, the full implications of such use of proper names is 

difficult if not almost impossible for the target language reader to 

perceive and grasp. Consider, for instance, the affectionate title ^  

which is given to a man who belongs to a certain age group and a 

certain social class, and has affectionate overtones. "Amm" in the 

English text is completely neutral and does not even indicate whether 

it is a first name, a nickname, or a title. In Mahfouz's God’s World 

as a proper name conjures up a special kind of 

personality; an old, pious and unsophisticated character. The proper 

name and the warm-hearted title are appropriate to the type of work 

"Amm Ibrahim" performs at the secretariat-office. The translators 

Abadir and Allen (1973) rendered the title ^  as "Uncle". This 

rendition is in no way appropriate or true to the actual use of the title 

"Amm", and might in fact be the source of much confusion for the TL 

text reader (cf. a sample of some TL readers response below). The 

English word "uncle" has none of those human or social qualities 

conventionally associated with its literal equivalent "Amm". In view 

of the major role and significance titles like "Amm" have within the 

SL text, a rendition that misrepresents, whether wittingly or 

unwittingly, this significance is bound to constitute either an 

unsuccessful translation or a misrepresentation of the intentions and 

message of the original Arabic text.

For the two names "Nimat" and "Atiyyat" in Haqqi's The Three 

Orphans (1944), Badawi supplied a footnote giving their meaning, 

but made no attempt to offer any further information on their
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religious and cultural dimension in an Islamic society like Egypt. Both 

Nimat, meaning "blessing" or "prosperity", as well as Atiyyat, 

meaning "gifts", carry a religious meaning and are also an indication 

of a more rigid community that is rarely adopts changes in its life 

style. These names are also suggestive of the type of character 

education, and cultural/ social and geographical (urban vs. rural) 

provenance. The Source language reader, by virtue of sharing with 

the author the same culture and religion, faces no problems in 

understanding the significance and intention underlying the use of 

such proper names. However, unless the translator manages a 

translation that conveys the cultural and religious dimensions of these 

names, the TL reader will be in no position to infer their significance 

within and contribution to the general text. The two names in A 

Game of Cards (Ibid.) Ihsan, meaning "charity", and Amal, meaning 

"hopes" or "wishes", have also, in addition to their evident meaning, a 

special cultural and social importance. Culturally, families often 

name their children in line with the fashion and habits of the 

community they live in, and the various religious occasions coinciding 

with a child's birth also play a considerable role in deciding on a 

particular name. It would be unusual and unacceptable in the past to 

break away from the norms of the society in naming a child. Names in 

Arabic, in general, are strongly rooted in religion; they are, for 

instance, either names of prophets, religious occasions, or compound 

variations on the name "Allah". Parents give their children such 

religious names in the belief that they would be blessed and protected 

from adverse circumstances as a consequence. The target language 

reader would not have the slightest idea of what some names in
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Arabic would mean unless translators do provide information to that 

effect.

4- Cultural metaphor:

Clearly, the dominant problem inherent in the rendering of Arabic 

metaphor stems from the difference between the readers in 

approaching the conceptual and emotional dimensions of metaphors, 

which are solidly connected with culture. These metaphors often resist 

rendition into another language. It is customary for most writers to 

seek their subject matter from their immediate environment, and 

consequently, their images, metaphors and similes constantly emanate 

from the local scenery, customs, religion and other cultural features. 

The translation difficulties involved in this respect arise from the non

congruence of the cultural implications of certain images, or even 

from complete lacking in English of certain objects or concepts.

In the course of our analysis of the five short stories, we came across a 

few primary culture-bound metaphors. Idioms, cliches and other 

expressions that derive from Arab culture are however quite frequent. 

The scarcity of original metaphors which draw on local life may be 

explained as follows. First, it is perhaps an indication that cultural 

barriers are gradually being removed because of increased 

communication on all levels between nations. This means that the 

local metaphor has really forfeited its parochial character and has 

become somewhat easily comprehensible, irrespective of nature of
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culture. Second, it is quite likely that the modem writer has a wider 

scope of interest and is therefore more likely to appeal to images with 

a more universal significance. Note, for example, the following 

cultural metaphors quoted with their translations:

A) f VJ 
u1* l£ p. 90.

as "armed only with whatever little theoretical knowledge ..."

A Game of Cards p.61.

The above is a culture-bound metaphor that mirrors a certain type of 

thought, a turn of mind, which the Arabs can easily grasp. It is based 

on the dichotomy, often accomplished in Arabic writing and 

utterances through the juxtaposition between s-J and (the kernel 

and the skin) respectively. The idea is that the latter word is 

frequently used to refer to insignificance, as in the expression

Even though the metaphor refers, by virtue of the 

language used to construct it, to a physical reality, its interpretation 

and full implication is almost never lost on an Arab reader. The Arabic 

metaphor, therefore, is culture bound and can not be easily transposed 

into the conceptual framework of English.

B )  ( J 4

U£ p.79.

as "I decided to seek the help of neither my relations- relations being, 

as the saying goes, scorpions-"

The Three Orphans p.53.
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This saying reflects an obvious example of reasoning among Arab 

speakers, who can easily understand the concept relating to the 

cultural background of this metaphor in their communication. In 

Arabic the two words "relations" and "scorpions" differ by only one 

letter. The main idea behind the saying is that relatives are often hard 

to see eye to eye regarding marriage in particular, and other aspects of 

life in general. Despite Badawi's conspicuous rendition of the 

expression, which does not exist in the TL culture, the spirit and the 

cultural element of the original remains difficult to convey, speacilly 

with regard to rhymed prose and concordance between 

L_ijUfr owing to the cultural difference obtaining between the SL 

and TL text.

C ) &jJlIxuij .. j

Ibid. p.86.

as "The hunter hunted" The Three Orphans p.58.

Though acceptable, the rendering of this expression is nevertheless 

less than an adept translation of the original. In view of the critical 

importance of the word e ' j  to the general meaning of the expression, 

Badawi's disregard of it seems to lead to unobfuscation of the intended 

meaning. Moreover, the choice of "hunted" forej-iU^l does not 

really convey the same sense as the word "captured", for instance, 

would. The message of the cultural metaphor would have been better 

conveyed through a literal rendition of the expression, e.g., "The
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hunter went hunting and he ended up being captured". The idea 

behind this expression refers to the protagonist who was trying to 

marry off his sisters by seeking bridegrooms for them but ended up 

himself falling in love and getting married instead. In general, the 

expression refers to a situation where people end up with the opposite 

result of what they have set out to achieve. The literal translation of 

the expression in question would still cause some discomfort to the TL 

reader as result of the somewhat awkward figritive use of the word 

"hunt" in English. The target language reader would hardly appreciate 

the above expression for its distinct connection with the SL culture on 

the one hand, and would find difficulty to grasp the wit and tone of the 

metaphor, on the other. A most appropriate equivalent for the 

expression in question would be "The biter, bit".

D) j * *  ^

^  p.9.

"We'll all be dead and gone before you get it back!"

God's World p.6.

Abadir and Allen (1973) offer a comprehensible translation of the 

above through a quite suitable paraphrase. It would be inappropriate 

here to resort to a word for word rendition in the case of the 

expression in question. The expression refers to a donkey's long span 

of life, endurance and patience, and is usually used as some people sit 

and wait for a long time expecting something to take place, or be 

fulfilled. It appears to be an impossible task to provide an equivalent 

to this culture-bound metaphor and its paraphrase therefore totally
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falls short of carrying the actual tone of the original or having at least 

a similar impact on the target language reader as that on the SL.

E)  f <> J s .

4-ill p.9.

"Someone asked what on earth had happened to make the day start so 

badly". God's World p.6-7.

In Abadir and Allen (Ibid.), the rendition of the expression in question 

is a comprehensible paraphrase. However, it does not completely 

translate the actual words of the SL expression. Their rendition sounds 

appropriate for not relying on word for word translation, but their 

disregard of t> , and inserting "What on earth", which does

not exist in the SL text, is an overtranslation in this context. The 

metaphor is simply a superstition that refers to a state of mind on the 

part of a person on facing others the first thing in the morning. The 

metaphor could therefore be more appropriately translated as "who 

has crossed our path today?"

5:2 Audience Response:

In narrating or describing events in a story, the author provides his 

readers with what he considers to be sufficient clues to comprehend 

the characters and their behaviour. He does not normally outline in 

explicit terms all personality aspects of his characters, or what set of
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hidden factors has led to the developments of the plot in the way it 

did. He depends on a tacit agreement between his readers and himself 

on various cultural matters which are necessary for the comprehension 

of the whole of the communicated message. The source language 

reader shares the same cultural background as the author, and he, as a 

result customarily finds no difficulty in grasping the author's intent 

and in arriving at the implied conclusions. The target language reader, 

in contrast, brings his own experiences and expectations to bear on 

his interpretation of the text, and, as a consequence, this interpretation 

is bound to be conditioned by his cultural background. According to 

Nida (1964, 163),

an easy and natural style in translating, despite the 
extreme difficulties of producing it-especially when 
translating an original of high quality-is nevertheless 
essential to producing in the ultimate receptors a 
response similar to that of the original receptors.^.

The principle of "similar response" has been widely held and 

emphasised by a number of specialists in the field of translation, most 

notably, Matthew Arnold (1861) as quoted in Savory, 1957,45. and 

Newman (1861) & Jowett (1891) as cited in Nida, 1964,164. The latter 

outlines the concept of "similar response" thus:

An English translation ought to be idiomatic and 
interesting , not only to the scholar, but to the 
learned reader.... The translator... seeks to 
produce on his readers an impression similar to 
that produced by the original.3-
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Differences between cultures are in fact the cause of more 

considerable complications for the translator than differences in 

language structure. For instance, Arabic and English are not only 

different language structure-wise, but are also grounded in too highly 

diverse cultures. In order to test the concept of "similar response" in a 

literary translated material and particularly with regard to its cultural 

element, nine educated native English speakers were asked to read a 

sample translation of the five short stories examined in this study and 

respond to certain expressions and phrases translated from Arabic into 

English.

Most of the TL readers appreciated the translations selected and found 

them comprehensible. However, four out of nine responses were 

found to be immaterial to the study; their commentary was either 

vague or ambiguous. It was not possible to draw a conclusion on basis 

of such comments as "almost everything seems fine", and it was not 

clear whether such responses actually spring from a true satisfaction 

with the texts or from simple indifference. The broad conclusion that 

can be drawn from the five remaining respondents' commentary is 

that though the message in general has been conveyed, some 

encountered difficulty in grasping the meaning of some phrases or 

terms in the translations. Consider, for instance, the following:

" When I  asked him about Zaabalawi, he peered at me through narrow, 

inflamed eyes and said in amazement, "Zaabalawi! good heavens, 

what a time ago that was!". Zaabalawi. (Davies 1991),p.3.
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In the above passage the name Zaabalawi seems quite obscure to three 

target language readers, who could not figure out if "Zaabalawi" is a 

person, a place , or an event. It would have been better to qualify such 

a name with a title like "Sheikh" to overcome this ambiguity. The 

religious significance of the renditions "God be praised!" and "God be 

with you" in Zaabalawi by Davies, Ibid. were found by the totality of 

readers quite comprehensible , although two readers feel their use in 

this context quite archaic and awkward.

A case that confused all five native speakers is the use of "Sitt" and 

"Effendi" in "Soon all that will be left will be a ditchlike passageway 

by which to come and go, it may even become so narrow as not to 

admit the body o f Sitt Fawziyya, the wife o f Ibrahim Effendi". The 

Ditch, p.49. The above loanwords are incorporated from Turkish and 

are commonly used in Egypt, and in some other Arab countries. The 

title "Sitt" is used for women who are old, and wield some authority, 

whereas "Effendi" is used for men with a special and powerful status 

within their community. Both titles actually proved unclear to all five 

target language readers. Given the multiple function and diverse use 

of such titles, a grasp of their significance and meaning is quite 

difficult in the absence of some familiarity with the Arab culture in 

general and titles conventionally associated with names in particular. 

Such titles might have different meaning depending on the tone 

employed when using them and the context within which they are 

used. They might carry either the mode of respect or the sense of 

humour as is the case in the above extract. In view of these 

considerations, not even the learned reader would end up with an
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impression similar that achieved by the SL reader, who has the 

advantage of sharing the same cultural environment of the author. It 

would have been more helpful to the general meaning of the text if 

the translation incorporated some information about the cultural 

elements in question, explaining their meaning.

in Badawi (1973) the renditions "beating their cheeks" and "relations 

being, as the saying goes, scorpions" seem comprehensible to most 

readers. However, a reader suggests that "breast" would sound more 

appropriate than "cheeks" as a sign of grief in this context. Some other 

readers can not infer the connection between relatives and scorpions 

due to the non-existence of such an expression in the target language. 

Badawi's translation made in this respect no attempt to provide 

information about the cultural significance of this expression.

Badaiw's "The arrow was shot, but the price was the cracking of the 

strained bow" was thought to be comprehensible by the TL readers, 

although three of them made some remarks about this metaphor. One 

reader cannot understand what the "arrow" refers to. Another reader 

feels that the choice of "cracking" is inappropriate in this context, and 

suggests "splitting" or "snapping" as an alternative on basis of the 

claim that ""cracking" suggests a sound being made, so not 

necessarily the "bow" being broken." The third reader thinks that the 

expression is figurative and that syntax of the metaphor is standard 

enough under the circumstances. The comments suggest that a better 

and a more desirable rendition that would be true to the original would 

be along the following lines:
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"The arrow was shot, but the price was the splitting of the strained 

bow string".

Regarding Abadir and Allen's (1973), "God be good to you 'Uncle' 

Ibrahim ... may He comfort you 'Uncle' Ibrahim...", only one native 

speaker questions the use of the inverted commas around "Uncle", 

arguing that if it is "to suggest that it is a close relationship but not 

actually familial,... the commas [would] still be unnecessary in this 

context". It is not only the inverted commas around "uncle" for 

"Amm", but the choice of "uncle" itself seems totally inappropriate as 

a rendition of the original in this context. Abidir and Allen's rendition 

is comprehensible, but falls nevertheless short of conveying the same 

overtones inherent, whether implicitly or explicitly, in the SL text.

The general conclusion from the preceding discussion of some 

English native speakers' responses to a sample of some standard 

translations is, notwithstanding the cultural differences between the 

source language and the target language , especially in the area of 

concepts and expressions relating to religion, social graces , forms of 

social address and titles, the TL readers have generally found the TL 

rendition (see appendix) interesting and the message of the SL text 

somewhat comprehensible as a whole. In view of this, one might 

argue that the cultural dimension inherent in the SL text has been 

satisfactorily conveyed to some extent to the TL reader, even though 

it fell short of creating the same impact on the TL audience as that 

created by the SL text on its audience, especially . in connection with 

culturally embedded expressions and metaphors.
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5:3 Conclusion:

In conclusion, our analysis of the translation from Arabic into English 

of some selected short stories which were individually undertaken by 

a group of students uncovers a wide range of linguistic and cultural 

problems. First, the linguistic problems were specifically manifest in 

a series of recurrent grammatical and semantic errors. With regard to 

the former category of errors, the analysis largely confirms the 

predictions and claims following from hypotheses l.C and 2 of 1.7. 

The hypotheses in question, we recall, predict that linguistic 

experience, on the one hand, and linguistic competence in TL , on 

the other, determine in a significant way the linguistic structure and 

quality of the student-leamer's translation product. The analysis 

reveals in particular that common to the translations provided by the 

students is a set of linguistic inadequacies and errors relating most 

notably to the proper use of prepositions ,articles, connective devices, 

and pronouns, on the one hand, and use of appropriate tense and 

well-formed sentence structure, on the other. The analysis also 

reveals that the students' translation product suffers from more acute 

problems in the area of semantics. The major difficulties in this 

connection have to do with language-specific idiomatic expressions , 

word collocations, and choice of appropriate vocabulary for the 

appropriate context. The analysis shows in particular that the student- 

leamer's limited linguistic competence and experience in the TL is 

largely responsible for the endemic choice of unsuitable lexical 

equivalents for SL words and expressions and a stylistically inelegant
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phraseology, which have in many instances, whether separately or in 

conjunction, led to translations that are either totally lacking in 

coherence and clarity or that sometimes read like miscomprehension 

of the SL text. Second, the cultural problems identified by the 

analysis largely confirm the predictions and claims following from 

the hypotheses l.A  and l.B of 1.7. Our analysis of the selected five 

short stories concludes that the student- learner's linguistic 

competence and experience in the TL bear significantly on the output 

of the translation, especially in the area of translation of cultural 

concepts, metaphors or expressions. A blind reliance on word for 

word rendition has often led to either a meaningless or an 

incomprehensible rendition of several cultural expressions. 

Moreover, the difference between the source language culture and the 

target language culture posed substantial difficulties for most students 

during the translation of the above literary works. The trainees' 

translations of certain phrases , idioms, or expressions that are used 

figuratively proved the most difficult to satisfactorily render into the 

TL. The lack of equivalents or near equivalents in the target language 

for some source language expression, on the one hand, and the 

students' limited vocabulary , on the other, has crucially added to the 

difficulty of producing a more desirable and satisfactory rendition. In 

spite of a tendency to fall back on word for word rendition and 

sometimes either overlook certain culture-bound expressions and 

idioms or simply reproduce them in their original form, the students 

have nevertheless managed to offer a translation that is, while not 

completely adequate, still reasonably comprehensible and sometimes 

satisfactory. Our analysis of the responses and reactions of a group of
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English native speakers to a few selected passages from some 

published standard translations corroborates more or less the 

predictions and claims implied in hypothesis 3 of 1.7. , viz. that an 

ideal translation of a literary text conveying the general meaning of an 

SL text and simultaneously preserving the cultural dimension inherent 

in it would achieve the same impact on a TL audience as that of 

the SL text on its readers. The responses obtained indicate in 

particular that though the TL readers had no problems in 

comprehending the overall meaning of the translated extracts , they 

nevertheless experienced some difficulties in either figuring out the 

meaning of some cultural expressions , idioms and concepts , or their 

significance within the broad context of these translated passages.
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5:4 Recommendations:

The learning of a foreign language demands ,first , willingness and 

strong resolve on the part of the potential learner , and second, on his 

access to adequate teaching and learning facilities and material 

resources. In the following , we propose a set of recommendations 

designed to help and guide students learning English as a foreign 

language in general, and those learning it for translation purposes , in 

particular. They should:

1- be admitted to departments of languages and specially to a 
translation department after they have passed an entry examination in 
English.

2- spend the first year of their four year study programme at their 
homeland. This will provide the basic needs of learning the four skills, 
namely, listening, speaking, reading and writing.

3- spend their second year abroad in an English speaking country to 
improve their language skills and understand the culture and 
civilisation of a Western society.

4- be taught to diagnose and solve language problems ;e.g. be given in 
a first step written texts incorporating grammatical errors, stylistic 
infelicities and poor phraseology and be asked to identify errors and 
problems and suggest alternatives , and in a second step be shown in a 
methodic manner the way these language problems should be 
rectified.

5- be encouraged to read extensively in order to build up their
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vocabulary knowledge.

6- introduced to points of grammar and lexicon in different ways :
a- through using grammar games b- assignments involving gap filling 
activities, c- dictation designed to bring to their attention spelling 
points.

7- have access to different dictionaries to assist them in the process of 
learning a foreign language, in general, and translation, in particular. 
The following could be of much help in the area of key collocations 
(lexical and grammatical): A Dictionary of Modem Written Arabic , 
edited by J.M.Cowan and The BBI Combinatory Dictionary of 
English by Heliel, M.H.

8- use a comparative approach that involves identifying and 
highlighting the main structural differences between the target 
language and the first language.

9- carry out language laboratory drills if these are available to 
consolidate knowledge acquired through other means.

10- approach Vocabulary through use of realia i.e. real objects, e.g. 
through use of pictures, cartoons, advertisements, models, diagrams 
shapes etc. The Oxford Photo Dictionary can be an excellent 
reference in this respect..

11- be required to do both a classroom and home assignments in a 
regular basis with a view to helping them overcome deficiencies in 
sentence structure, tense, word order, and choice of suitable 
vocabulary in different contexts .

12- practice translation from Arabic into English or vice versa from a 
variety of literary materials and made aware of the cultural and 
structural issues and difficulties the process of translation in general
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involves .

13- be encouraged to examine and discuss their translations in small 
groups and provide a final draft to the teacher for evaluation and 
possible recommendations .

14- be encouraged to read the literature published on the subject of 
translation , in general, and literary translation, in particular, in order 
to be familiar with feasible ways and to translate a text from one 
language to another.



Appendix:

Please, read the following citations. They are translations by 
professionals from Arabic short stories into English.
I would like to know your response as a target language reader 
regarding the underlined phrases below. {How is the coded 
message processed in the mind of the reader?).

Zaabalawi

1- "Welcome!" he said, prompting me to speak
"I am the son of your old friend Sheikh Ali al-tatawi," I answered 
so as to put an end to my equivocal position.
A certain languor was apparent in the glance he cast at me; the 
languor was not total in that he had not as yet lost all hope in me. 
"God rest his sou l," he said "he was a fine man.".
The very pain that had driven me to go there now prevailed upon 
me to stay. p.2.

2- When I asked him about Zaabalawi, he peered at me through 
narrow, inflamed eyes and said in amazement, "Zaabalawi! good 
heavens, what a time ago that was!".p.3.

3- He gazed at me intently, and murmured, "It seems your 
condition Os serious."
"very."
"May God come to your aid!" p.5.

4- Realizing that he was aware of my presence, I introduced 
myself. "I've been told that Sheikh Zaabalawi is your friend; I'm 
looking for him," I said.
His hand came to a stop. He scrutinized me in astonishment. 
"Zaabalawi! God be praised!" he said with a sigh. p.6.

5- "Zaabalawi!" he said, frowning in concentration, "You need 
him? God be with you, for who knows, O Zaabalawi, Where you 
are."
"Doesn’t he visit you? I asked eagerly.
"He visited me some time ago. He might well come right now; on 
the other hand I mightn't see him till death!" p.7.
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The Ditch

1- "In these days ominous with the possibilities of war- an air raid. 
Or what would happen were the house to bring to a close its 
exhausted life and die a natural death. Then I would make up my 
mind to chase away these anxieties

with the same intensity as they were chasing me, and to commit 
myself to Godfs care and not to anticipate trouble before it actually 
came." p.49.

2-"Soon all that will be left will be a ditchlike passageway by 
which to come and go; it may even become so narrow as not to 
admit the body of Sitt Fawziyya, the wife of Ibrahim Effendi." 
p.49..

3 "I would receive him and sit him down on the only sofa and give 
him tea. He used to enjoy returning my greeting by saying "I'd like 
someday to come and find you'd done your religious duty by 
getting married." p.50.

The Three Orphans

1- "Soon afterwards my father died, not knowing whether or not his 
wish had been fulfilled. He did his best and realized the object of 
his existence. The arrow was shot, but the price was the cracking of 
the strained bow." p.50.

2- "At the funeral I followed the coffin alone, my two sisters,
Nimat and Atiyyat, staying behind, wailing and beating their 
cheeks, as they hung out of the windows." p.51.
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3-" I drew up a plan which I made up my mind to put into effect 
without the advice of anybody, not even my sisters, I decided to 
seek the help of neither my relations- relations being, as the saying 
goes, scorpions- nor the match-maker who is the agent of the 
helpless." p.53.

*The main idea behind the saying is that 
relatives are often hard to come to terms 
with each other regarding marriage in 
particular, and other aspects of life in 
general.

4- "Everybody told me that during the wedding I looked distracted 
but then suddenly a faint smile appeared on my face, which they 
took to be a sign of my embarrassment when the notary asked me a 
frank question. They did not realize that it was at that moment 
somehow I saw the point of the bitter joke in the saying which 
fitted my case admirably: "The hunter hunted"." p.58.

*The idea behind this expression refers to 
the protagonist who was trying to marry off 
his sisters by seeking bridegrooms for them 
but he ended up falling in love and getting 
married instead.

A Game of Cards

1- "What was the use of teaching all those children while he was 
sure that he was incapable of making them happy? Life was full of 
wiles and snares, of

pain, suffering and injustice and they would have to plunge into 
this most deadly and grim of all battles, armed only with whatever 
little theoretical knowledge he had taught them, or with a 
smattering of facts which, though not harmful, was useless!", p.61.
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GodMS World

1- "Maybe he's been robbed in a crowd, or perhaps the police 
station is holding the money till things become clear. We'll all be 
dead and gone before you get it back!", p.6.

*The expression refers to a donkey's long 
span of life, endurance and patience.

2- "They all looked gloomy, and the passage of time seemed to 
weigh more heavily on them than illness itself. Someone asked 
what on earth had happened to make the day start so badly", pp.6-7.

*The metaphor is simply a superstition that 
refers to a state of mind on the part of a 
person on facing others the first thing in 
the morning.

3- "He leapt to his feet like a drowning man who finds that he is 
breathing at long last. Meanwhile , his wife went and came back 
with a wad of notes, his complete monthly salary! He was so 
happy, he felt almost crazy. He stretched out his hands. "God be 
good to y o u . 'Uncle' Ibrahim... may He comfort y o u . 'Uncle' 
Ibrahim...."
pp. 10-11.

Thank you.
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